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1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
\

2 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

3 ***
,

4 ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
L

5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~x
,

.

6 In th( Matter of: : Docket Nos. 50-348-CivPi

7 Alabama Power Company : C 50-364-CivP

I 8 (Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant, : ASLBP No. 91-626-02-CivP
,

9 Units 1 and 2) :

10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -x

11 Nuclear Regulatory Commission

12 Fifth Floor' Hearing Room

'13 4350: East-West Highway
,

14 Bethesda, Maryland

15

j 16 Monday, May 18, 1992

17-

18 The above-entitled matter cameLon for further,

j- .19 hoaring,-pursuant to notice,.at 9:00 o' clock a.m.,~before:

20 The Honorable _G. Paul Bollwerk, Chairman,

21 The-Honorable James H. Carpenter, Member

22 The Honorable Peter A. Morris, Member

23 Atomic _ Safety and'_LicensingLBoard,-U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

:24' -Commission, Washington,'D.C.~'20555'
f

,25,

,

m
i .( )4 ' ANN RlLEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.

7''' '

Court Reporters
!= 1612-.K Street, N.W. Suite 300
' Washington, D.' C. 20006

(202) 293-3950

^

, . -_ . _ - - _ - .. .
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['T 1 APPEARANCES:
),

'V|
'

2

3 ON BEHALF OF ALABAMA POWER COMPANY:

4

5 James H. Miller, III, Esquire

6 James llancock, Esquire

7 Balch & Bingham

8 P.O. Box 306

9 Birmingham, Alabama 35201

10

11 David Repha, Esquira

12 Winston & Strauss

13 1400 L Street, N.W.

[h 14 We.shington , D.C. 20005
| x /

15

16 ON BEHALF OF THE NRC STAFF:

17

la Richard G. Bachmann, Esquire

19 Eugene lloller, Esquire

j 20 Office of the General Counsel

21 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

22 Washington, D.C. 20555

'3

'si

25

/m_

() ANN RlLEY & ASSOCIATES.-Ltd.
Court Reporters

1612 K Street, N.W. Suite 300
Washlagton, D. C. 20006

(202) 293-3950
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.O, 1 P R O-C E E D I N G S

2 (9:00 a.m.)-
3 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Good morning,'everyone. We are

4 here today to begin the second and final phase of the
+

5 evidentiary hearing in this Nuclear-Regulatory Commission

6 Adjudicatory Proceeding convened the request of Alabama

7 Power Company. .In this proceeding Alabama Power. Company

8 challenges the validity of-a $450,000 civil penalty imposed

9 upon Alabama Power by the'NRC= Staff.

10 That civil penalty was levied I(r the-utility's

11 alleged non-compliance with Section 50.49 of Title 10 of the

12 Code of Federal Regulations at the two reactor units of

13 Alabama Power's Farley Nuclear Plant.

14 Section 50.'49 requires.that nuclear-facility-

15 electrical equipment-important to-safety must be qualified

-16 as able to remain-functional during the-harsh environmental-

.17 conditions that would' exist during'and after a design-basis'
-

-

18 accident.

-- 19 - During February.of this year,fthe Board conducted-

20 eight days of evidentiary hearings in this proceeding in

21 which the parties presented direct testimony endicross
1

22 examined opposing witnosses. The'second' phase _of the-

-23 hearing will encompass-the; parties' rebuttaliand~surrebuttal--

24 presentations,

~

-25 Since-it's'been somestime since we have been
;i

-h" ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
- Court Reporters

-

1612. K Streets N.W. . Suite 300 --

Washington,-D. C. 20006-'
- (202) ~ 293-3950 '-

-

4 ,. , - . . . , . -- _ . . . u, , - - - -._.
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O 1 together, I thought I would again introduca meinbers of- the
U

2 Atotric Safety and Licensing Board.

3 To my left is Dr. James Carpenter. Dr. Carpenter,

4 who holds hin doctorate in Chemistry, serves as-an

5 environmental scientist on a full-time basis with the Atomic

6 safety and Licensing Board.

7 On my right is Dr. Peter Morris. Dr. Morris, who

8 is a physicist, forsnerly was full-time member of the

9 licensing board panel and now serves in a part-tin

10 capacity.

11 I am Paul Bollwerk, and I am lawyer and a full-

12 time member of the licensing board panel and I serve as the j

13 Chairman of this Board.

O 14 At this point I would also ask that counsel-ford'

15 the parties introduce themselves for the record, please.

16 MR. HOLLER: Thank you, Judge-Dollwerk. My name

17 is Eugene Holler, counsel for NRC Staff, and to my left is

18 Richard Bachmann, co-counsel for NRC Staff.

19 MR. MILLER: I;am Jim Miller, with the law firm of

20 Balch & Bingham, representing Alabama Power Company. On my

21 right is Dave Repka, with the law firm of Winston &.Strawn,

22 representing Alabama Power Company; and' Jim Hancoch is here,

23 also with the firm of Balch & Bingham, representing Alabama

24 Power Company.

25 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Thank you very much.

T ANN RILEY. & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.s

Court Reporters
1612 K Street, N.W. Suite 300

Wash'.ngton, D. C. 20006
(202)'293-3950

__
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3 Before we begin with the rebuttal /surrebuttal

2 phase of the proceeding, because we intend to utilize

3 procedures that are somewhat unusual, I think it is

4 appropriate that the record contain some explanation about

5 how we will be proceeding.

6 In CLI 81-8, 13 NRC 452, 1981, which is a

7 Commission Policy Statement on the conduct of NRC

8 adjudicatory proceedings, on page-457 the Commissio

9 endorses a practice for rebuttal and surrebuttal testimony

10 whereby opposing witnesses are impaneled at the same time so

11 that each witness will be able to comment immediately on the

12 opposing witness's answer to a question.

13 After consultation with the parties, we have

( 14 decided to employ this technique for the rebuttal /

15 surrebuttal phase of this proceeding. During a telephone

16 conference on April 30th, the Board and the parties

17 discussed various guidelines to govern the conduct of

18 counsel and the witnesses in utilizing this procedure.

19 Suffice it to say that the Board anticipates that counsel

20 have informed their witnesses of those guidelines so that

21 everyone will be able to derive the maximum benefit from

22 what we anticipate will be a very useful tool in bringing

23 into the sharpest possible focus the complex technical

24 issues that permeate this case.

| 25 Before we impanel the witnesses however, we would
!

fl ANN RILEY- & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
b' Court Reporters

1612 K Street, N.W. Suite 300
Washington, D. C. 20006

(202) 293-3950
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/'} 1 like to begin with the identification and admission of tho
(_/

2 additional exhibits that the parties have utilized to

3 support their rebuttal and surrebuttal testimony.

4 Previously we requested that_both parties prepare

5 a list of those exhibits that we would have bound into the

6 record to serve as identifying those exhibits. At this

7 point, why don' t we start with the Staff list

8 MR. HOLLER: May it please the Board, by letter

9 dated May lith, 1992, the Staff prepared a list of those new

10 exhibits that were introduced in the NRC Staff's rebuttal

11 testimony.,

12 Let me just clarify something, Judge Bollwerk.

13 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Yes.

14 MR. HOLLER: If I understand it, now we will

15 provide three copies of this to the Jourt Reporter?

16 JUDGE BOLLWERK: That's correct, and we'll have it

17 bound into the record.

18 MR. HOLLER: If I may, we will obtain the.

19 additional copies now but the NRC --

20 JUDGE BOLLWERK: You may be short because.I have

21 some extras. I anticipated -- I didn't know if there was

22 going to be a problem.

23 I have got three here so you can use as many as

24 you need.

25 MR. HOLLER: Thanks. In: order.to' avoid confusion,_

C ANN RlLEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
Court Reporters

_

1612 K Street, N.W. Suite 300
Washington, D.- C. 20006

(202) 293<-3950

- - - - .
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(~} 1 too, shall we mark these as exhibits or merely identify them
%)

2 by the cover letter?

3 JUDGE BOLLWERK: We'll just identify them as being

4 listed on that list and then we'll bind the list into the
5 record so we don't have to read them all.
6 MR. HOLLER: At this time, then, the Staff would )
7 move that Staff Exhibits Nos. 62 through 81 as identified on

8 the Staff's letter dated May II, 1992, be bound into the

1 9 record.
|

10 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Any objection?

| 11 MR. MILLER: No objection.
|
|

)
!

) 12 JUDGE BOLLWERK: All right, then Staff Exhibits - '

1

| 13 -62 is the first one?

. /~T 14 MR. HOLLER: Yes, sir.%j
15 JUDGE BOLLWERK: -- through 81 will.be identified

|
f 16 as per the list that is going to be bound into the

17 adjudicatory record.
|

|
'

18 THE REPORTER: And are they received?

19 JUDGE BOLLWERK: And -- well, one second here. If

20 there are no changes to that list, if the list is correct an

} 21 you have provided it to us?

22 MR. HOLLER: That's correct, sir.

23 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Okay. At this point then, if

24 there is no objection from Alabama Power Company we will'
25 nova thosa exhibits into the. record.

(G ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.w|
Court Reporters

1612 K Street, N.W. Suite 300'
Washington, D. C. 20006

(202) 293-3950

. . . ... . . - . . . . . -
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1- MR,-MILLER: No objection.-

2 JUDGE BOLLWERKt- All right, then,' per the list

-3 that's being provided'for the record, Staff Exhibits 62

4 through 81 are-received-into evidence,-

5 (Staff Exhibits 62 through 81,

6 inclusive, were. marked for-

-7 identification and received into

8 evidence.)
9

10

11

12

13
=

' -14
%,

15

16

-17

18

"19

20~

21
,

-22- -

23
.

.

24

-25

h: ANN RlLEY.L& " ASSOCIATES, Ltd.,

L - Court . Reporters . ..2

L 1612 K Street, N.W. Sulta 300
i: Washington, D. . C. 20006

-(202)-'293-3950.
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() New Exhibits Introduced with
the NRC Staff's Rebuttal Testimony

Staff #

62 GENERIC LETTEM 84-24
Certification of Compliance to 10 C.F.R.,
EQ of Electric Equipment Important to
Safety for Nuclear Power Plants
Dated: December 27, 1984

63 INSPECTION NO. 50-317/84-27
Docket No. 50-317 - Calvert Cliffs
ATTN: A.E. Lundvall, Jr.
Dated: January 29, 1985

64 INSPECTION NO. 50-285/85-09
Docket No. 50-285 - Fort Calhoun
ATTN: R.L. Andrews
Dated: July 26, 1985

65 INSPECTION NO. 50-302/85-09
Docket No. 50-302 - Crystal River
ATTN: Walter S. Wilgus
Dated: June 10, 1985_

\l 66 INSPECTION NO. 50-266/85013; *

50-31/85013
Docket No. 50-266; 50-301 - Point Beach
ATTN: C.W. Fay
Dated: November 1, 1985

67 Ltr. to: M. Spinelli
From: C.J. Crane
Subject: MLEA Project 90009

Thermal Behavior of T-95
& Scotch 33

Serial no. 90-159
Dated: July 12, 1990

68 MEMO. TO: FILE FROM J.A. MURPH's
Subj: ANO Tape Spljce Test, Info.

Received from Okonite Regarding
Thermal. Properties of Okonite
T-95 Splicing Tape

Dated: June 19, 1990

69 SYSTEM COMPONENT EVALUATION WORKSHEET
Farley Nuclear Plant
Component: Terminal Block

_ Dated: 6/16/87

!
4

_ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - - - - - - - . - - - -
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70 SYSTEM COMPONENT EVALUATION WORKSHEET
Farley Nuclear Plant
Component: ~ Electrical Penetration
Dated: 6/16/S7

71 EQ INSPECTION TRACKING SHEET
Farley Nuclear Plant IM2 Ques. #026
Inspector: D. Prosseau I

component: States Tern. Block !
Dated: 11/37/87 j

72 EQ INSPECTION TRACKING SHEET
Farley Nuclear Plant EQ Ques. #027
Inspector: D. Brosseau
Component: States Term. Block
Dated: 11/17/87

73 NRC NUREG/CR-3418
SAND 83-1617 RV
Title: Screening Tests of Terminal

Block Performance in a Simulated
LOCA Environment

Dated: August 1934

74 NRC NUREG/CR-3691
[] SAND 84-0422 RV
k' Title: An Assessment of Terminal

Blocks in the Nuclear Power
Industry

Dated: September 1984

75 TABLE 1: REGULATORY GUIDE VARIABLE
CROSS REFERENCE TO VARIABLE NO.

Type A - Type E Variables
Tables 1-12
Dated: None available

76 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON NUCLEAR SCIENCE
Vol.'33, No. 1
-Westinghouse Setpoint Methodology for
Control and Protection Systems
C.R. Tuley R.B. Miller
Dated: February 1986

77 IE INFORMATION NOTICE-85-39
Auditability of Electrical Equipment
Qualification Records at Licensees'
*acilities
.ated: May 22, 1985

i r~%
%

, -



_ - -___

78 INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE MANUAL
,

Series 800/1000/2000/3000
Axivane Fans Adjustable Pitch
Direct Connected Single and Two
Stage Axial Flow Fans
NP 408

79 LUBRICATION GUIDE
EPRI NP-4916
Final Report (2 pages)
Dated: January 1987

80 IEEE STD 382-1980
IEEE Standard for Qualification of
Safety-Related Valve Actuators
(Rev. of IEEE Std 382-1972)
Dated: Copyright 1980

81 IE INFORMATION NOTICE 79-03
Limitorque Valve Geared Limit
Switch Lubricant
Dated: February 9, 1979

O

,

Db
9

k -

_ _ _ - - ---__.__--_-._.-_____.-n- . _ - _
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(_) Nov Exhibits Introduoed with

the NRC Staff's Rebuttal Testimony

Staff f

62 GENERIC LETTER 84-24
Certification of Compliance to 10 C.F.R.,
EQ of Electric Equipment Important to
Safety for Nuclear Power Plants
Dated: December 27, 1984

63 INSPECTION NO. 50-317/84-27
Docket No. 50-317 - Calvert Cliffs
ATTN: A.E. Lundvall, Jr.
Dated: January 29, 1985

64 INSPECTION NO. 50-285/85-09
Docket No. 50-285 - Fort Calhoun
ATTN: R.L. Andrews
Dated: July 26, 1985

65 INSPECTION NO. 50-302/85-09
Docket No. 50-302 - Crystal River
ATTN: Walter S. Wilgus
Dated: June 10, 1985

O
(l 66 INSPECTION NO. 50-266/85013;

50-31/85013
Docket No. 50-266; 50-301 - Point Beach
ATTN: C.W. Fay
Dated: November 1, 1985

67 Ltr. to: M. Spinelli
From: C.J. Crane
Subject: MLEA Project 90009

Thermal Behavior of T-95
& Scotch 33

Serial no. 90-159
Dated: July 12, 1990

68 MEMO. TO FILE FROM: J.A. MURPHYj
Subj: ANO Tape Splice Test, Info.|

t Received from Okonite Regarding
Thermal Properties of Okonite
T-95 Splicing Tape

Dated: June 19, 1990

69 SYSTEM COMPONENT EVALUATION WORKSHEET
Farley Nuclear Plant
Component: Terminal Block
Dated: 6/16/87

.
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(_) 70 SYSTEM COMPONENT EVALUATION WORK 8HEET
Farley Nuclear Plant
Component: Electrical Penetration
Dated: 6/16/87

71 EQ INSPECTION TRACKING SHEET
Farley Nuclear Plant EQ Ques. /026 g

Inspector: D. Brosseau \
Component: States Term. Block
Dated: 11/17/87

72 EQ INSPECTION TRACKING BHEET
Farley Nuclear Plant EQ Ques. #027
Inspector, D. Brosseau
Component: States Term. Block
Dated: 11/17/87

73 NRC NUREG/CR-3418
SAND 83-1617 RV
Title: Screening Tests of Terminal>

Block Performance in a Simulated
LOCA Environment

Dated: August 1984

74 NRC NUREG/CR-3691

(~.\-} SAND 84-0422 RV
Title: An Assessment of Terminal

Blocks in the Nuclear Power
Industry

Dated: September 1984

75 TABLE 1: REGULATORY GUIDE VARIABLE
CROSS REFERENCE TO VARIABLE NO.

Type A - Type E Variables
Tables 1-12
Dated: None available

76 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON NUCLEAR SCIENCE
Vol.'33, No. 1
Westinghouse Setpoint Methodology for
Control and Protection Systems
C.R. Tuley_ R.B. Miller
Dated: February 1986

77 IE INFOLMATION NOTICE 85-39
Auditability of Electrical Equipment
Qualificati7n Records at Licensees'
Facilities
Dated: MAy 22, 1985
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.78 INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE MANUAL
Series 800/1000/2000/3000
Axivane Fans Adjustable Pitch

<

Direct Connected Single and-Two
Stage Axial Flow Fans
NP 400

79 LUBRICATION. GUIDE
_EPRI NP-4916
Final Report-(2 pages)
Dated: January 1987 '

80 IEE2 STD 382-1980
IEEE Standard-for Qualification of-

Safety-Related Valve-Actuators
-(Rev. fof IEEE Std- 382-1972)-
Dated: Copyright 1980

H4
_

81 IE INFORKATION NOTICE 79-03
Limitorque-Valve Geared Limit
Switch Lubricant.
Dated: February 9, 1979'
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78 INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE MANUAL
Series 800/1000/2000/3000
Axivane:-Fans: Adjustable Pitch
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1 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Mr. Miller, we would like to do

t the same thing with your IJat.

3 MR. MILLER: Yes, sir.

4 On behalf of the licencee, we have identified

5 Exhibits 112 through 123, inclusive, and have a list, three

6 copies of which we will make available to the court

7 reporter, describing each of those exhibits.

8 We do have one correction. On page 2, under the

9 heading " Terminal Blocks," that should read Limitorque T-
10 Drains, and we have made a pencil correction on the list we

11 have provided to the court reporter, and at this time, we

12 move the admission of the list describing our additional

13 exhibits to the surrebuttal testimony.

I i 14 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Any objection-from the staff?D
15 MR. HOLLER: No objections here.

16 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Then the Alabama Power list of

17 exhibits marked from 112 through 123, as corrected by Mr.
18 Miller, will be identified for the record,-that list will be

19 bound into the record, and those exhibits will be received

20 into evidenco.

21 [APCo Exhibit Nos. 112 through 123
22 were marked for identification and

23 received in evidence.)
24 [The above-referenced list of exhibits follows.)

'

25

h' ANN RILEY -& ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
Court Reporters

1612 K Street, N.W. Suite 300
Washington, D. C. 20006 )

(202) 293-3950 j
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O UNITED STATES OF AMERICA?-
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

EEFORE THE ATOMI_C SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of: )-
) Docket Nos. 50-348-CivP-

ALABAMA POWER COMPANY ) 50-364-CivP-
)(Joseph M. Farley Nuclear )

Plant, Unita 1 and 2) ) ASLBP No.- 91-626-02-CivP

LIST OF EXHIBITS TO
ALABAMA POWER COMPANY SURR82UTTAL TESTIMONY

I
ENFORCEMEllT

112. 01/07/83 correspondence from APCO to WRC requesting that
nine completed license conditions be closed out.

V-TYPE TAPE SPLTCES
'

113 '.- 12/28/82 internal NRC correspondence from Thomas M. .Novak'
to William-V. Johnston transmitting Supp1'ement to Safety
Evaluation Report .for Shoreham Nuclear Power Station,
Unit 1.

i

114. 05/03/91 correspondence from NRC toLConnecticut Yankee
Atomic Power. -Company, . transmitting: ElectricalDistribution ! ystem Functional- Inspection (EDSFI) ofS
Haddam Neck, InspectionL Report = No.= 50-213/91-80 and-

,

Appendix A, Notice of Violation.
115, 11/21/89 telephone contact report; call from Jim Gleason,

Wyle,'to Mark Jacobus,. Chuck Paulk, and-Harold Walker,
all of NRC.

5-TO-1 SPLICES
.,

116. Westinghouse Electric Corporation Drawing- No. 1366C51,
Electric Heater-Wire Bill and Diagram.

117. 11/09/87-Farley; inspector-notes.

K,y:

i
_ _ 1
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I - CHICO A/ RAYS)iEE

118. 10/08/81 Raychem installation instructions for nuclear
cable breakout kits.

119. U. S. Department of Labor, Occupational- Safety and Health
Administration, Material Safety Data Sheet filed- for
Chico A Sealing Compound,- indicating ha:sa rdous
components; prepared 10/86, last revised 1/91.

120. 02/10/92- Information Notice 92-12: Effects of Cable
Leakage Currents on Instrument Settings and Indications.

AlmH rFwa r - T Dwn s
' PEW 4WAL 6R>vKs

121. Two pages missing from all copics-of Limitorque(Report.-

600198: Limitorque Valve Crantrol Test Report -(original-
-

-

document introduced as APCO Exhibit 68 and-Staf f Exhibit
52, with the Staff document actually received into--
evidence, at-Tr. 643).-

'

-

122. 10/13/80 correspondence- from Limitorque- Corporation to
Dechtel Power Corp' oration --regar9.ing-- qualification
standards for various actuators.

O '

GEMS LEVEL TRANSMITTERS

No exhibits

PREMIUM RB GREASE-

123. Joy Nuclear Containment Axivane Fan Operators = Handbook;
- dates within the handbook range .- from ' January 1973, to
February:1975,

t ,

c -

'' l' . ] ), ic ''

t

James'H. Miller, III

, , g. 7 t/ ,|-. /cij--|)/J ,A- _(
David-A. Repka /

COUNSEL FOR ALABAMA POWER COMPANY
.

.
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1 JUDGE BOLLWERKt Let me raise one other question
,

|- 2 about exhibits.

3 We had requested, if it_wete possible, examples of

4 the terminal blocks that are at issue here. Is that a'

5 ' possibility?

6 MR. MILLERt Yes, sir. Wo.have'those with_us.

! 7 Would the board like to have them now?
|
I

8 JUDGE BOLLWERK: I guess my question is, last~ time-

9 when we'd talked about some of the physical exhibits, some
i

10 explanation had Deen provided the board.. Is that necessary

11 at - this point, or is that useft

12 MR. MILLER: I'm not sure I-can answer that-

13 question. Maybe the thing to do is to show theistaff and
E

14 their witnesses the terminal. blocks that we:-hsve with-us,

15 and then we can make a determination whether some additional
1

16 explanation-is required.

17 MR.| HOLLER: If I .sy add, it may be more useful- '

\;
'

18 if we were to do that when the ',erminal block panel;isf

19- seated, since the experts will be_here and-wil1~ provide an-

20 opportunity to either-comment or. answer-_ comments on-the

21 particular terminal-blocke. '

22 MR. MILLER:- Judge,: why . don't we undertake to
|

.

L 23 show, then, these terminal blocks:at>al. break, Land:then,?if
p

24 it turns out there are some. additional commentsLor

25 explanatory remarks, we'11Lmake them at?theitimetthat they-_

Q ' ANN RlLEY & ~ ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
Court ~ Reporters -

1612 K Street, N.W. Suite 300..
Washington, D._ C. 20006:

(202) 293-3950;
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(''\ 1 are proffered into evidence.
d

2 JUDGE DOLLWERK: Fine. That's acceptable to the

3 board, then.

4 By the way, has there been provided to our court

5 clerk all the copies of the exhibits we have just admitted?

6 We need to get those to her so she can start marking them.

7 Why don't we go off the record for a second so

a that can be done?

9 [ Discussion held off the record.]
10 JUDGE BOLLWERK: I think, at this point, we're

11 ready to impanel the staff and the APCo witness panels on

12 the topic of enforcement. All these witnesses have been

13 previously sworn and remain under oath.

(} Why don't we start with the staff's surrebuttal14

15 testimony, have that moved and bound'into the record? Then

16 we'll seat that panel. Then we'll do the APCo surrebuttal

17 testimony on that issue, have that bound ~into the record,

18 and then we can begin the cross-examination.

19 MR. HOLLER: Yes, sir.

20 One question: The board had asked that Mr.

21 Potapovs also participate in this phase of the hearing

22 again. Shall we have him impaneled now and identified, even

| 23 though he is not supporting this testimony as:such?
|

| 24 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Right. I think I would prefer to

25- wait until-the board has questions, and let's have him

[) ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
Court Reporters''

1612 K Street, N.W. Suite 300
Washington, D. C. 20006

(202) 293-3950
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/~' 1 seated at that point.

2 MR. HOLLER: Yes, sir.

3 JUDGE BOLLWERK: He does not support -- he is not

4 supporting this portion of the testimony we're going to be
5 conducting cross-examination on. So, let's wait until the

6 board has questions for him.

7 MR. HOLLER: Yes, sir.

8 At this time, then, I'd ask Mr. Paul Shemanski and

9 Mr. James Luchman to please take a position -- I believe the

10 NRC staff will use the tables here. Is that correct?

11 JUDGE BOLLWERK: .Whstever you all have agreed to,

12 that's fine with us.

13 Whereupon,

[~'j 14 JAMES G. LUEMMANv
15 and

16 PAUL C. SHEMANSKI,

17 called as a panel for rebuttal testimony by counsel for the
18 NRC staff and having been previously duly sworn, were
19 examined and testified as follows:
20 DIRECT EXAMINATION

21 BY MR. HOLLER:

22 Q Beginning with Mr. Luehman, would you please state
23 your name and current position with the NRC7

24 A (Witness Luehman] My name is James G. Luchman.

25 I'm a Senior Enforcement Specialist with the Office of

O ^"" ai'ev & ^s oci^Tas. 'td-
Court Repo::crs

1612 K Street, N.W. Suite 300
Washington. D. C. 20006

(202) 293-3950

_ _ _ - _- - _____--
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1 Enforcement.

2 A (Witness Shemanski) My name is Paul Shemanski.

3 I'm a Senior-Electrical-Engineer with the-License Renewal-- --

4 Project-Directorate.

t
5 Q And do you cach have before you a document that's B

6 titled " Rebuttal Testimony of James G. Luehman and Paul C.

>
- 7 Shemanski on Behalf of the NRC Staff Concerning;

8 Enforcement"?

9 A (Witness Shemanski) -Yes, I do.-
1

10 A (Witness Luehman) We have a copy. g

11 -Q I'll ask.each of you-if you have participated;in-

12 the preparation of the document in front of you.--
13 A (Witness Luehman] Yes, I-have.

. 14 A [ Witness Shemanski) Yes, I:have.

15 Q Are there any corrections to the iument?

16 A (Witness Shemanski) /I have no-cov . ions.

17 Q Mr. Luehman, do-you'have any-corrections'to the-

-

18 document?

19 A .(Witness Luehman) Yes. -I - -iI have:a ----a couple

20 of corrections. Specifically -- -- I 'm - trying :- to ' locate -:them. -

21 Specifically,:on-page=-22, answer to. question 12,-

'22 about-the fourth line from the; bottom, the; sentence --
23 starting in the. . middle- of the sentence, ,-it .says " .- . . ;)fept :
24= abreast of technical.and regulatory developments;._and was

4

25 aware," rather than -- I woulds-- the' correction would be:to

O ^w" ai'ev * ^ssociaTes. 'ta - '

Court L Reporters
1612 % direet,'N.W. Suite .300

Washington, D. C. - 20006
(202) 293-3950
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1 strike "was" and put "should have been aware of this and

2 other pre-deadline inspections."

3 The next correction would be on page 27, third

4 line from-the bottom. The sentence -- the -- the line

5 begins, "Bechtel" and then "(the company that was APCo's EQ
6 consultant " and then I would insert in the paren. . . ,

7 "which had a representative at the Calvert Cliffs
c

8 inspection."

9 And then, finally, on page 30, the first line of

10 the answer to question 17 begins, " Originally." I would

11 strike " Originally" and just begin the sentence, "The NRC
12 staff intended to inspect . "

. .

13 MR. HOLLER: For the record, I will note that the

/) 14 corrections Mr. Luehman has given have been marked on theV
15 copies of the testimony provided to the court reporter,
16 JUDGE BOLLWERK: All right.

17 BY MR. HOLLER:

18 Q Mr. Shemanski, do you have any corrections to the
19 testimony?

20 A (Witness Shemanski] No, I don't have any
,

i
21 corrections. !

22 Q Then I will ask you each individually, is the e

23 testimony, your rebuttal testimo"y, true and correct to the.

24. .best of your knowledge and belttil

25 -A (Witness Shemanski) -Yes, it is,

fl ANN RlLEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
'

Court Reporters
1612 K Street, N.W. Suite 3P;

Washington, D. C. - 20006
(202) 293-3950

1
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1 A (Witness Luehman) Yes, it is.

2 MR. HOLLER: At this time, I movo that the

1 rebuttal testimony of James G. Luehman and Paul C. Shemanski

4 on behalf of the NRC staff concerning enforcement be bound
-

5 into the record as if read.

6 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Any objection?

7 MR. MILLER: No objection.

8 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Then, the testimony of James G.

9 Luehman and Paul C. Shemi.^ i on behalf of the NRC staff
10 concerning enforcement, the rebuttal testimony, will be
11 bound into the record.
12 (The rebuttal testimony of. James G. Luehman and +

13 Paul C. Shemanski on behalf of the NRC staff concernirig
g

14 -enforcement follows.)
15

16-

17
P

18

b 19

20

21

22
4'

23

24

.25

0 . ANN -RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
Court - Reporters -

1612 K Street, N.W. Suite 300 :
Washlugton, D. C. 20006 ;

(202) 293-3950
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O. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

DEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

in the datter of )
) Docket Nos. 50-348 CivP

ALABAMA POWER COMPANY ) 50 364 CivP 1

)
(Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant, )

Units 1 and 2) )
) (ASLBP NO. 91626-02 CivP)

REBUTTAL TESTIMONY OF JAMES G. LUEHMAN AND
PAUL C. SHEMANSKI ON BEHALF OF THE NRC

STAFF CONCERNING ENFORCEMENT

Ql . State your full name and current position with the NRC.

A. James G. Luchman, Senior Enforcemcat Specialist, Office of Enforcement.

Paul C. Shemanski, Senior Electrical Engineer, License Renewal Project-

O Directorate, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

Q2. Have you prepared a copy of your Professional Qualifications?

A. (All) A copy of each of our Professional Quallilcations has been admitted

p.tviously into evidence as Staff Exh.1.

Q3. - What is the purpose of your testimony?

A.- (All)_ The purpose of our testimony is to rebut portions of the Alabama Power

Company (APCo) testimony regarding the violations of the NRC requirements for:

environmental qualification of electrical equipment important to safety for nuclear - ,

O .

.

h Db!K'Cho!O!48- 4.
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O !
power plants which led to the civil penalty that is the subject of this h:aring. The ;

i

APCo testimony which is the subject of this rebuttal testimony is contained in )

Direct Testimony of David Huber Jones and Bernard Douglas McKinney, Jr. on

Behalf of Alabama Power Company (ff. Tr. 897) (hereafter J/McK), Direct

'

Testimony of Wilham B. Shipman on Bedf of Alabama Power Company (ff.

Tr. 953), Direct Testimony of Jesse E.1.ove, James E. Sundergill and David H.
.

!

Jones on Behalf of Alabama Power Company (ff. Tr. 978) (hereafter IJS/J),

Direct Testimony of Vincent S. Noonan on Behalf of Alabama Power Company

(ff. Tr.1225) (hereafter Noc, nan), and Direct Testimony of Philip A. DiBenedetto -

on Behalf of Alabama Power Company (ff. Tr.1227) (h eafter DiBenedetto).
.

OG .

DECEMBER 1984 SER
i

Q4. Messrs. Jones and McKinney have testified that with the issuance _ of the

Decemb:r 13, 1984 Safety Evaluation Report (SER), Alabama Power Company

understood that it complied with all'of 10 C.F.R. I 50.49. In your opinion, did-
|

the December 13, 1984 SER convey to APCo NRC Staff acceptance of APCo-

cc,mpilance with all of the requirements of 10 C.F.R. I 50.497 (J/McK Q&A 17,
~

pp.33-35)

A. _ (Shemanski) No. To begin with, I am very familiar with the final environmental

- qualification SERs that were sent to each licensee for the' 71 operating reactors.

L:O
y

|
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n
U 1 attended each of the one day meetings with the 52 licensees of the 71 operating

reactors in 1984 to discuss the licensee's proposed method of rewlution of the

environmental qualification deficiencies identified in the 1982 83 SERs. I had

r-sponsibility for drafting each of 71 SERs issued in 1984 85.

The December 13,1984 SER (APCo Exh. 21) for the Farley facility does

not state what APCo attempts to attribute to the document. Messrs Jones and

|
McKinney, and other APCo witnesses, have taken the statement, " Alabama

:

Power's [ sic) electrical equipment environmental qualification program complies j

with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. 6 50.49' in the Conclesions section on page 9 |

of the SER out of context and assert that the statement meant that APCo was in

compliance with the requirements to 1) identify equipment required to be

(J3 identified, 2) qualify that equipment, and 3) document the qualification of the

equipment.

That interpretation simply is not reasonable given the wording of the entire.

SER and the information promulgated by the Commission at the time licensees

were meeting with the NRC Staff to resolve environmental qualification issues.

The Conclusions section on page 3 of the SER states that the conclusions are

based on the SER Evaluation which, in turn, is based on the NRC Staff's audit

review of !) the licensee's proposed resolutions of the environmental qualification

deficiencies identified in the January 31,1983 SER and January 14,1983 FRC

!

|
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TER, 2) compliance with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. 6 50.49, and

3) justification continued operation (JCO) for those equipment items for which the

environmental qualification is not yet completed. Each of these three basis for the

NRC Staff's t valuation is discussed in detail in the SER. The " Compliance With

10 C.F.R. 50.49' section begins on page 5, discusses the " approach" used by

APCo to identify equipment within the scope of paragraph (b)(1) of 10 C.F.R.

G 50.49, the " method" used to identify equipment within the scope of paragraph

(b)(2), and the " approach" to identify equipment within the scope of paragraph

(b)(3). The findings of the NRC Staff regarding compliance with 10 C.F.R. 6
!

50.49, as stated on pages 6 and 8 of the SER were that the NRC Staff found

APCo's " approach" and the " methodology" being used to identify items within the

O
scope of 10 C.F.R. i 50.49 acceptable. The NRC Staff was not approving

specific items on the Parley Master List nor can the SER reasonably be rerd to
,

draw such a conclusion.

The "Propoxd Resolutions of identified Deficiencies" on page 4 of the

SER, (APCo Exh 21) describes how the NRC Staff discussed pro,wsed

resolutions .sr c;dyment qualification deficiencies identified in the January 31,

1983 SER that were discussed with APCo during the January 11,1984 meeting

with the licensee. The section clearly states that the NRC Staff has not reviewed

additional analyses or documentation and that *[t]he licensee's equipment

.O

.
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h
.nvironmental files will be audited by the Staff during follow up inspections to be

performed by Region II, with assistance from IE Headquarters and NRR staff as

necessary." The section goes on to state that 'the primary objective of the file

audit will be to verify that they contain the appropriate analyses and other ,

necessary documentation to support the licensee's conclusion that the equipment

is qualified." The section concludes on page 5 with the NRC Staff finding that

the licensee's approach for resolving the identified environmental qualification !

deficiencies was acceptable.

The " Justification for Continued Operation'section on page 8 of the SER j
!

(APCo Exh. 21) simply restates APCo's own statements to the NRC in APCo's
!

letters of March 14 and May 13, 1983, that it was the judgment cf Alabama

Power Company that all electric.tl equipment important to safety within the scope

of 10 C.F.R. 6 50.49 at Farley Units I and 2 was environmentally qualified and

Justifications for Continued Operation were not necessary.

'

Th- interpretation Messrs. Jones and McKinney, and other APCo

witnesses, have given the statement, " Alabama Power's [ sic] electrical equipment

environmental qualification prc, gram complies with the requirements of 10 C.F.R.

6 50.49," also is not reasonable given the nature of the one-day meetings the

NRC Staff had with each licensee. During the one4y meeting, the format was

generally the same. Although I don't ncall the specifics in every ' detail, I do .

O
:
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recall the format of each meeting. The intent of the meeting was to go over each

and every deficiency, identined by the Franklin TER, and from the licensee, hear .

how these deficier.cles were goir.g to be resolved, either through testing,

additional analytis, or replacement. 'the NRC Staff, during the meeting, gave

guidance to the licensee es to whether or not the licensee's proposed method of -

resolving these deficienci:s would be acceptable.

Agabi, since the meetings took place approx!mately seven years ago, it is

difncult to recall any specific details,' but I do recall that we also spent time with --
a

the licensee a%ut the verincation inspections that were planned. -We tried to gh'e -

the licenwc some advance knowledge as to 'what we would be looking for..

Q During the : meetings veith the licensees, we discussed the two phase approach to
,

. the invection itself where _ we__ would devote two to three days reviewing

documentation including test reports analyses, that type of information, and then
.

it wauld be followad-up by:a plant walkdown,za physical' inspection cf the j
equipment selected from the master list to be audited or inspected < We also told

the licenues we weald be looking to ensure that the oriantation of the equipment,

th6way it is physically installed in the plant, matches the way it was tested in the'
~

,

'
autoclave, the EQ test chamber, and that there was a correlation between the test

report and the physical installadon of the componentii While a component could

be qualified as tested,'its qsalification.statusicould be voided simply thrygh-

5 y -
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(
installation errors. We alerted the licensees that we would be looking for these

types of things and of our expectations during the verification inspections.

In summary, when the NRC Staff wrote the Dxember 13,1984 SER

(APCo Exh. 21), we made a finding that APCo's methodology was suffielent to

substantiate compliance with 10 C.F.R. I 50,49. The NRC Staff had not

reviewed in detail any of APCo's or sny other licensee's documentation at the

time of the late 1983 and early 1984 meetings with the licensees. The final

environmental qualification SER issued to each licensee was bawd on the Franklin

TER, the meeting with the licensee, and th? submittal each licensee made after

the licensee had met with the NRC Staff. Throughout this process, the NRC Staff

(] regarded le independent review it would conduct during the follow up inspection

as the final verification of a licensee's compliance with the requirements of

10 C.F.R. 6 50.49 and the SER clearly stated this process.

QS. What was the rationale for the NRC Staff stating that continued operation will not

present undue risk to the public health and safety in the Conclusions of the

December 13,1984 SER, and the final environmental qualification SERs issued

to other licent.ees in the 1984 85 time frame?

A. (Shemanski) Pending independent NRC Staff review, we relied upon the

assertions and analysis by the licensees that their equipment was qualifica or that

n

|

|
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O
a Justification for Continued Operation (JCO) assured that the plant could go to

and maintain a safe shutdown in the event of a design basis accident. For those

licensees that submitted JCOs, we reviewed the JCO for deficiencies requiring

shutdown. Alabama Power Company asserted that all of their equipment was

qualified and they did not submit any JCOs. The testimony of APCo's own

witness, Mr. Noonan, corroborates the NRC Staff practice of relying on licensecs'

assertions when he testifies in response to a question from Judge Bollwerk,

(Tr.1293)

JUDGE BOLLWERK: But again, Elven the recognition
that it's the licenice's responsibility for safe operation, would the -
staff, consistent with that idea, make some kind of a broad safety
finding?

O WITNESS NOONAN: Yes, sir. The staff was always
under direction to make a safri/ Gnding, but only on the basis that
the utility made the c'.atemen * That was his:orically, in every
SER that I was involved wini when I was at the staff, it was
always our contention that the utility has to say first it's okay to .

g

operate. And then we would come in and concur- with that
position.

And every SER that I was ever involved with, that's exactly
the basis for the SER. We wrote, early on we wrote something we
called EERs, which were engineering evaluation reports. And the
reason we called those EERs was, after the final Irview of the
doeurtd - it started out to be a safety esaluation, it started out
that way.

After we got done, if we found that the utilities coula not '

make the statement first that the plant was safe to operate becuse
of the lack of data, we withdrew our safety conf 'sns, ard issued
an engineering evaluation.

Basically, it said: Here's where you stand. Now come
back and fill in the holes. So if the utility can't draw the

O

- --
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conclusian first, then as a staff rnember in 1984, and before that,
I can't draw a conclusion either.

Q6. Was the Commission aware of this policy of allowing plants to operate while

licensees' assertions of environmental qualiScation were still undergoing NRC

Staff review?

A. (Shemanski) Yes they were. In fact, the Commission explained their rationale

for relying on licensees' assenions pending independent NRC Staff review in a

Commission Policy Statement on environmental quallacation published in the

Federal Reghter on Ma ch 7,19d4. 49 Fed. Reg. 8422, March 7,1984 (Staff

Exh. 61). The polley statement explained the Commission's response to a court
3(d decision regarding a Commission rule which removed the June 30,1982 deadline

for the completion of environmental qualification from certain power plant

licenses, and described the actions the NRC was taking regarding environmental

quelification. Section IV, Current Commission Policy, stated the technical and
!

policy reasons why the Commission relied on licensecs' astenlons regarding

environmental cualification pending independent.NRC Staff review. There

reasons included the determination the NRC had mads during the licensing

process that a license: was technically capable of operating its plant safely.

q
LJ
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Q7. APCo asserts that the NRC Staff ' approved' the Farley Master List and
i

documentation submitted in support of the environmental qualification of electrical
f

equipment at Fuley in the cather SERs issued by the NRC Staff. Did these early

SERs reflect review and approval by the NRC Staff of detailed environmental

q.talification documentation and master lists? (J/McK Q&A4, pp.3 6; Tr. 907,

and Tr.1035)
,

A. (Shemanska) No they did not, it may be helpful here to go back to the same

policy statement I referred to in the answer to question 6, above. That policy

statement,49 Fed. Reg. 8422 March 7,1954 (Staff Er.h. 61), also outlined the

'
background m'the environmental qualification rule, including licensees' submittals

in response to IE Dulletins 79 01 and 79-01B. The Background section describes

the 1981 and the 1983 rounds of progressively more detailed safety evaluations

for all operating reactors and the NRC Staff reliance on the licensees' asst: ances

during these et.tly reviews.

The conclusions in the 1981 SER were made with regard to compliance
'

with Commission Memorandum and Order CL18021,11 NRC 707, a 1980

occument. That was the first attempt by licensees to compile EQ documentation,

which resulted in the Frank!!n Technical Evaluation Reports. That documentation

was old, although it was the best the licensees had at the time. The NRC Staff

recognized that there were many deficiencies in this documentation. Licensees

O
'J

_ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ - - . _ _ j
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O
in a lot of cases simply did not have adequate documentation to demonstrate!

qualification. The early documentation provided a starting point, but it was not |

by any means considered to be the final word. APCo's own witness,

- Mr. Noonan, agrees with this point when, in answer to Judge Bollwerk's question

regarding SERs, Mr. Noonan testifies, (Tr. 1293, 11.13 17)

Because back in 1979 and 1980 we didn't 5 ave much to go
on. There wasn't much qualification data available to the
staff to review. You can see that by looking at those early .

SERs and TERs. There are just a lot of holes. _. So it was
like that.

It is also helpful to bear in mind that the Final Rule on the Environmental

Qualification of Electrical Equipment Important to Safety (10 C.F.R. I 50.49)
I

was not published until January 21,1983. In promulgating that rule, with itt

compl!ance deadline date of November 30,.1985, the Commission stated that it -!

| was arrending its regulations to clarify . and L.rengthen the ' criteria for-

eavironmental qualification of electrical equipment important to safety. In the
.

Summary of the Statement of Considerations for 10 C.F.R. I 50.49,- 48 Fed. Reg.

2729, January 21,1983, the Commission stated,

Specific- qualification methodsicurrently conta'ned -in national
standards, regulatory guides, and_ certain NRC publicadons for
equipment' qualification have been given different interpretations;

and have not had the legal force of an agency regulation. This: ,

,

amendment codifies the environmental qualification methods'at.d
'

J
_

criteria that meet the~ Commission's requirements in this area.-

L
;

.

O::

.
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O The second round of SERs issued in 1983 were to adopt the Franklin

Research Center's conclusions regarding Information submitted by licensees in

1981. Although the early documentation submitted was rather weak, it allowed

us to conduct the one day meetings and discuss the deficiencies with the licensees.
<

The NRC Staff told the licensees that it would verify, through the inspection

process, that the documentation fully supported environmental qualification. ;

.

The 1984 85 SERs were the first time the NRC Staff addressed f
environmental qualification after promulgation of 10 C.F.R. $ 50.49. Keeping

in mind, that the information looked at was old, it was the, best available at the - |

time, it served its purpose of providing information for the one-day meetings and

allowed the NRC Staff to generate an SER. The NRC Staff found tne plants ing
V

compliance with 10 C.F.R. I 50.49 if the licensee's assertions regarding

methodology for complying and any justifications for continued operation the

licensee submitted seemed appropriate, subject to audit during follow up

inspections.

The 1981 and 1983 SERs were part of a series of reviews conducted by

the NRC Staff based on submittals and subsequent submittals by the licensee,

beginning with the ll::nsee's response to Bulletin 79-OlB. It was a process where

the licensee sent in information, Franklin evaluated the information, the NRC

Staffissued a preliminary TER, wrote an SER, a final TER, and a final SER. It

Ay

|

|

I
__
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O
was a series of documents, each one being somewhat more detailed than the

previous one regarding the qualification status of the licensee's program.

Q8. Even if APCo incorTectly understood that the December 13,1984 SER conveyed

NRC Staff acceptance of APCo compliance with all of the requirements of

10 C.F.R. I 50.49, did not Generic letter 84 24, which was issued on

December 27,1984, put APCo on notice of what was necessary for licensee _

certification of compliance with 10 C.F.R. 50.497

A. (Luchman and Shemanski) In our opinion, absolutely yes. First of all,

certification of compliance with a Commission regulation must come from the

licensee. The Comrrission relies on -its licensees to carry out regulatory;

requirements in a responsible manner, subject to NRC Staff review and audit. It

is the licensee's technical capability to operate and know its plant, and not the

NRC Staff's limited audit reviews, that must fMm the basis for a finding that a

licensee is in compliance. - Nc4 withstanding this underlying licensee responsibility

for determining compliance with Commission requirements,' the'NRC Staff and-
_

licensees were aware, as of December 1984, that the NRC Staff had not yet begun .

the verification inspections of ficensee compliance with the equipment qualification -

rule. 'Iherefore, certification 'of compliar.ce could only come from each licensee -
.

to specifically ensure that all the requirements o[10 C.F.R.-I 50.49, which had,

,

_

_
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been published well after the early NRC inspections regarding any type of EQ

matters, were properly addressed. The information needed for this certification

included (1) response to generic correspondence, (2) completeness of the Master
k

List, (3) documentation file adequecy, and (4) in plant implementation and

verification. As Mr. Shemanski has discussed in his testimony above, these

matters were not addressed in the December 13,1984 SER (APCo Eth. 21).
1

Generic Letter 84 24 (Staff Exh. 62) stated that 10 C.F.R. 6 50.49 had

clarified and strengthened the criteria for environmental qualification of electric

equipment important to safety and included a copy of the rule for the information

of licensees. *he NRC Staff recognized that generic correspondence regarding

,q environmental qualification had issued before, during, and after the NRC Staff
v

one-day meetings conducted with the 52 licensees during 1984, and which

Mr. Sheminski has described in his testimony above. To account for this,

paragraph 3 of Generic I.etter 84-24 (Staff Exh. 62) made clear that,

The certifications described in (a), (b), and (c) above should
specifically address all IE Bulletins and Information Notices that
identify EQ problems, to the extent that such bulletins and notices
are relevant to the licensee's facility. The following Bulletins and
information Notices are considered applicable to these-
certifications: IE Bulletin 82 04, IE Information Notices 82-11,
82-52, 83-45, 84-23, 84-44, 84-47, 84-57,' 84-68 and b4-78.

s

*s
,

U
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In Alabama Power Company's case at least three of the IE '.1 formation

Notices called out in Generic 1etter 84 24 (Staff Exh. 62), clearly should have

made APCo knowledgeable of problerns which were identified as violations in the I

subsequent EQ verification inspection. IE Information Notice 84-47 (Staff
I

Exh. 48), concerning terminal block leakage, dated June 15,1984; IE Information

Notice 83-72 (Staff Exh. 55), concerning environmental qualification testing i

experience, dated October 28,1983, and which addressed the Limitorque Motor

Operator terminal block and T-Drain issues; and IE Information Notice 84 57

(Staff Exh. 44), concerning operating experience related to moisture intrusion in

safety-related electrical equipment, dated July 24,1984, directly addressed the

O States and GE terminal block, the Limitorque Motor Operated Valve, and the

Chico A/Raychem Seal denciencies identified in the EQ verification inspection at

Farley At the very least, a review of the summary sections of the SANDIA

reports referenced in IE Information Notice 84-47 (Staff Exh 48), which APCo

has testified it did (Tr.1098), clearly should have alerted APCo that what it had

proposed for resolution of terminal block leakage in January 1984 did not address

the issue discussed in the June 1984 information notice.

In summary, Generic 1.etter 84 24 (Staff Exh. 62) required each licensee

to certify, under oath or affirmation, that its plant was in compliance with the

Commission's environmental qual!fication requirements. Further, Generic

.
. . . .
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O
Letter 84 24 alerted licensees, when making that certification, to 'specifically

address all IE Bulletins and Information Notices that identify EQ problems, to the

'extent that such bulletins and notices are relevant to the licensee's facility," ar.d
q

listed those IE Bulletins and Notices of concem, some of which, as in the case of
,

Alabama Power Company, had issued well after the licensee's one day meeting i

!

with the NRC Staff, which was the most recent information input for APCo's 1

December 1984 EQ SERs (APCo Exh.- 21).

:i

Q9. Did any licensee assessed a civil penalty under the Modified Enforcement Policy. . -

other than APCo, assert to the NRC Staff that the final EQ SER issued in the

iO 2984 85 ti rr * i a nac si trfiadiaSin tia iic ai w ia co eii ac-

with all of the requirements of 10 C.F.R. I 50.497 -
i

A. (Luchman) No. .We issued over 20fcivil penalties under the Modified- j
Enforcement Policy and only Alabama' Power Company has. asserted that the

December 13,1984 SER (APCo Exh. 21) issued to it conveyed the NRC Staff L

finding that Farley was in compliance with all of the requirements of 10 C.F.R.

I 50.49. Some other licensees, in response to civil penalties undir the Modified
*

Enforcement Policy, asserted that their final EQ SER~ conveyed an NRC Staff?
_

finding.that a qualification approuh was acceptable or that a particular item of' y
.

equipment had previously been accepted as qualified? However, no other licensee;
.

,

v. y
.

,

,

i

L
_,

.
:;

.
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asserted that the SER conveyed the finding that all of the requirements of

10 C.F.R. I 50.49 had been met.

(Shemanski) The final EQ SERs Mr. Luchman is referring to were issued to the

52 licensees in the 1984 85 time frame and all contained similar language
>

regarding the NRC Staff's conclusions and the evaluation that was the basis for . !

those conclusions. .

ENFORCEMENT MATTE 13

Q10. How do you respond to the statements made by various Arco witnesses that the
_

O NRC Staff and Aiahama rower Company routineiy osed undocumenied

engineering jdgment to determine equipment qualification .but now, for

enforcement purposes, that standard has changed? (J/McK.QAuu, pp.6-11;
.

DiBeneddetto Q&A68, pp.60 61; Noonan Q&A33, pp.25)

A. (Luchman) The NRC Staff has in the past and contimes to accept oral statements

from licensees during various meetings and proceedings that based on engineering -

judgment a particular piece of equipment was _ qualified or operable.E However, -
.

- the NRC Staff has operated on the premise that the Ucensee if called upon could

, follow-up such statements and provide a documented. basis for reaching suchL

conclusions. This position is consistent with that the NRC Staff arti9 fated in the

\' .

LOi
'

u

'l
.___.______-_.:---:--_ :.. _.
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O
Order Imposing Civil Penalty which states that. undocumented engineering

!

judgment does not provide a complete auditable record and cannot be

independently scrutinized. As stated on page 4 of the Safety Evaluation Report

transmitted to APCo via a letMr dated December 13, 1984 when discussing-

follow-up inspections that would take place, 'Since a significant amount of

documentation has aheady been reviewed by the -NRC Staff 'and Fmnklin

Research Center, the primary objective of the file audit will be to verify they-- .

centain the appropriate analyses and other necessary documentation to support the-

licensee's conclusion that the equipment is qualified." Clearly, this statement
_

addresses analyses APCo may have. told the NRC Staffit had made' orjudgments

1,.

it had made without providing written support. If the NRC Staff had reviewed
"

-

everything to the final necessary leul of detail as APCo' alleges and if, as APCo's

witnesses assert, documentation of engineering judgment'was unnecessary, then -

them would have been no need for the statement in the SER, and file review--.

during the follow up inspections would have been unt====ey.

'APCo's witnesses' claim that the level'of detail required by the NRC Staff t

.

increased significantly in the 1986 87. timeframe is not supported by fact. First

-!
and most importantly, following the reviews doce on the' APCo EQ pmgram in j
the 1979-81 tirreframe,10 C.F.R. I 50.49, and spesifically 10 C.F.R. I 50.490),

L became effective increasing the showing necessary|to demonstrate qualification. '

o

,

,

.-
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Following that signincant milestone, the NRC Staff undertook e number

of pre 4eadline inspections to monitor industry progress. For instance, vi

inspection was performed at the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant in October
,

W34 In the inspection report issued January 29, 1985 that documents that

insperJon (Staff Exh. 63), the inspectors reviewed various qualification files and

stated in p.2 cf the report that an auditable file for the pulpcses of 10 C.F.R.

I 50.49 is information which is "@tumented and organized so as to be readily

understandable and traceable to permit independent veri 6 cation of Mgr.ences or

ranclusions based on the information." (emphasis added). The report then goes

on to described nndings in FQ Gles which are very similar with regard to level-

O of detail to the NRC Staff's concems with. the APCo files.= -Interestingly,

Mr. IAGrange, who previously provided a joint affidavit on behalf of APCo in

response to the Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty, was

a member of the NRC ieam that produced that report and Mr. Noonan, an APCo

witness, was then NRC Staff's Chief of the Equipment Qualification Branch,' and q

was sent a copy of the report. Further, Mr. R. Bell an employee of the Bechtel-

Power Corporation, the same company that provided both pre- and post deadline -

EQ consulting' services to APCo,;was a utility _ EQ consultant listed in the

. inspectior repo't. . Other inspections such as the one performed at Ft. Calhoun

Station during April and May of 1985 and documented in an inspection report

O
;

_

m F -
___--_______m___ . _ _ . . . . _ __ _m
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O
dated July 26,1985 (Staff Exh. 64) illustrate the level of documentation the NRC

Staff found necessary to comply with 10 C.F.R. i 50.49 and that documentation

is clearly of the same type and detail as required by the NRC Staff at Farley in

1987.

QM. Hew do you respond to the statements made by various APCo witnesses that the

NRC Staff, fcr enfirc-mer.t purposes, telles on an evolving level of knowledge

obtained after the deadline and that inc agenda from the August 1987 seminar at

Sandia National Laboratories supports that contention? (JIMcK Q&AS, pp.6111

US/J Q&A34, p.43; DiBeneddetto Q&A33,'pp.33 34)

A. (Luchman) The NRC Staff agrees that the level of knowledge in the EQ area has)

continued to increase over the years. However, as the NRC Staff stated in:

Appendix A to the Order imposing Civil Penalty (Staff Exh, 3), depositions, and

direct testimony, the NRC Staff carefully applied only pre-deadline knowledge in

applying the Modified Enforcement Policy in this case. 'the following are some-

examples that will illustrate the correctness of the NRC Staff's position. Each

will be expanded upon in addressing the. corresponding individual equipment

- violations. Before going into the examples, I will' state that the NRC Staff has

never denied that many of the types of findings discussed at the Sandia seminar

o

'

. _ _ -
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O
were in fact found at Farley. The issue is whether those types of findings resulted

from post November 30,1985 knowledge.

The NRC Staff's interest in and concern with terminal block leakage

currents is documented in the Ft. Calhoun report (Staff Exh. 64) (see report p.

12), in an inspection report for Crjstal River 3 which wn issued June 10, 1985

documenting a March 1985 inspection (Staff Exh 65) (see report p.14), and

finally on p.12 in a Calvert Cliffs inspection report dated January 29,1985 (Staff

Exh. 63) documenting an October 1984 inspection.

GEMS level transmitters were also inspected in the March 1985 Crystal

River inspection (Staff Exh. 65)(see report p.13). Reviews oflicensee responses

to IE Information Notice 83-72 (Staff Exh 55) including the documenting of

O
licensee initiated internal complete walkdowns (which a number of APCo

witnesses have testified were not industry practice prior r, the deadline) are

contained on p 12 of the above referenced Calvert Cliffs report (Staff Exh. 63)

as well as on p.15 of a November 1,1985 report documenting a' July 1985

inspection at Point Beach (Staff Exh. 66). FintJ1y, the NRC Staff's concern with i

lubrication as a qualification issue is discussed on p.13 of the above referenced

May 1985 Ft. Calhoun report (Staff Exh; 64).

O

4

-!
'
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Q12. Did the NRC Staff, as various APCo witnesses assert, require walkdowns of the

internals of electrical equipment? (l>S/J Q&AIS, pp.19 20; DiBeneddetto

Q&A42, p. 44; Noonan Q&A24, pp. 20 23)

A. (Luchman) No, the NRC Staff has never asserted that such walkdowns were

required. However, the NRC Staff maintains that certain information APCo had

in its possese. ion should have highlighted the necessity of such walkdowns.
!

Contrary to the assertions of APCo witnesses, other licensees were responding to

i

NRC generic issuances such as IE Information Notice 83 72 (Staff Exh. 55) by

performing internal component inspections. Mr. R. Bell of Dechtel Power

Corporation, who was an EQ consultant to the Baltimore Gas & Electric was

O preseni durinS the NRC insnection ai Caivers Ciiffs in october 1984 (Stafr

Exh. 63) where such actions were reviewed by the NRC inspectors. Specifically, ,

1
review of the results of licensee initiated walkdowns based on the notice were

documented. .Information concerning such an inspection would have been

available to APCo as Bechtel was its primary EQ contractor. Mr. DiBenedetto,

| who as he states on p. 9 of his Direct Testimony (DiBenedetto p.9), kept abreast

| Sw. s au- nw
of technical and regulatory developments,-was3 aware of this and other pre-

deadline inspections, such as Point Beach, that looked at this area. Additionally,

1

| with respect to the Calvert Cliffs inspection both Mr. Noonan, an APCo witness,

1
and Mr. LaGrange,I

O
V
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O
who submitted a joint affidavit with Messrs. Noonan and DiBenedetto, were in

supervisory positions overseeing NRC EQ cfforts at the time of the inspection.

Q13. Is APCo's position correct that under a 1987 inspection approach, the NRC Staff

'

inspector could simply ask a question and because of a lack of understanding on

the part of the inspector, create a violation? (US/J Q&A29, pp.32 34)

A. (Luchman) That is simply not true. Before determining whether a violation

exists, an inspector discusses his findings with other inspectors, his supervisor,

and his regional management. A review of inspection reports for Farley and

other licensees shows that there were numerot's issues that the. inspectors

Q questioned the licensees about extensively, and in some cases identified as

" unresolved," that ultimately, were never cited as violations.

'

Ql4 How do you respond to the assertion of APCo's witnesses that "...others more

versed in qualification issues, would often not have needed such detailed

documentation to understand (i.e., ' audit') the bases for conclusion documented

in the files.*7 (US/J Q&A29, pp.32-34)

A. (Luchman) Clearly, APCo's witnestts ' imply that the NRC inspectors that-

participated in the Farley inspection were not technically versed enough in the EQ

area to understand what APCo's witnesses allege are obvious correct engineering

'D
t-

-
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O
judgments. The NRC inspectors were well versed in EQ. For example, and as !

demonstrated by their resumes (Staff Exh.1), in addition to having performed
.

numerous EQ inspections for the NRC prior to Farley, Mr. Wilson had worked )
i

for an engineering firm doing consulting in the EQ area, Dr. Jacobus has a Ph.D. j

I
in Electrical Engineering and in addition to acting as an NRC contract inspector

i

has done testing work in the EQ area, Mr. Levis was also an industry consultant
'

in EQ prior to becoming an NRC in*oector, Mr. Paulk previously worked for a .

l
.

.

nuclear utility and had done work in the EQ area, and Mr. Merriweather has a.

mp.sters degree in electrical engineering and was involved with some of the initial

work done by the NRC Staff on EQ at Farley.

O
MITIGATION AND Eb ALATION

Q15. How do you respond to APCo's claim that NRC Inspectors' statements concerning ;

APCo's efforts to comply with 10 C.F.R. I 50A9 show that APCo demonstrated

best efforts in the context of the Modified Enforcement Policy? (J/McK Q&A5,

pp.611)

A. (Luchman) I do not agree that Mr. Merriweather's statement regarding APCo
.

,

efforts until December 1984 confers either his or the NRC Staff's overall

assessment of APCo's' best efforts.1The NRC Staffis already on' the record
.

.

.. .- - .. . . _ . _ _ . - _.
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0
(page 41 of Appendix A of the Order imposing) (Staff Exh. 3) as stating that

APCo's programmatic efforts in the 1979-1985 time frame were considerable.

The NRC Staff went on to say that such efforts do not single out APCo
.

over other licensees, in the Commission polley statement concerning

environmental qualification issued March 7, 1984 (Staff Exh. 61), the

Commission recognized that all utilities had expanded considerable resources in

addressing 10 C.F.R. 6 50.49. It was with efforts to that point, as a baseline'

reference, that best efforts were evaluated.

Escalation of the civil penalty for best efforts was made because of

APCo's lack of proper implementation and verification of the program that had

c been designed. Despite numerous generic issuances raising questions in the EQ
t

area prior to the deadline APCo was largely satisfied to rely on the Franklin

Research Center TER when many other licensee's were proactively responding

to NRC issuances and finding problems. Mr. Jones, the engineer who oversaw

the program from the corporate office, was initially a very inexperienced

non-electrical engineer who by his own testimeray relied on outside expertise.

(J/McK Q&A9, p. 23). While such an arrangement was acceptable, it could, and

did in this case, place APCo in a position where, with a deadline approaching,

industry known problems were not being properly evaluated. For example, Mr.

l.ove testified in his deposition (pp. 66-68):

O
V
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OO Q. Okay. Now, in general, with regard go(sic) Generic 1.ctiers
and mformation notices, that touched on environmental
qualifications, would you offer specific advice to the client, in this
case Alabama Power Company?

A. Specifically to Alabama power Company; that is the question /
How would that -

Q. Yes, sir?

A. - process work? With Alabama Power Company, the initial i

responsibility for looking at the IE Notices or Circulars, r,mained
'

with them. In other words, the agreement which existed was that
they would do the initial evaluation. If they required Bechtel
assistance, then they would prepare a request for that assistance
which, again, would be in the format of say, licensing support or -
- request or a letter requesting us to do a specific evaluation.

Q. Okay. Is it fair to say then, if a client, in this case, Alabama
Power Company, did not ask for specific advice, with regard to a
panicular inforn,ation notice or bulletin, then you would not

O provide that to them?

A. That is correct. If they did not ask for a specific advice, we
would not specifically provide it on a project; that is correct.

Mr. Love went on to " clarify' his wiswer by testifying,

THE WITNESS: Okay. What - I am talking about formal
responses and formal requests. That is not to say that, in my
discussions with David Jones or one of the personnel at APCo, if
I was aware of something, that's possible. I may have discussed
it with them on the phone, to see if they've seen it, you know, or
are they working on it, whatever - brir.g it to their attention type
of thing. That is a possible that would be done, whether or not it
is a formal request of this.

This above description by Mr. Love indicating that the initial responsibility

for generic issuances was APCo's and that only if they required Bechtel assistance

(3u
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O
would a request be made, contrasts sharply with Mr. Sundergill's description in

his deposition (pp.34 35) of his relationship wh .he utility on the Grand Gulf
|

project where he stated,

Q. It may sound like I've asked this before, but Ijust want to pin
it down a certain way. There was not a situation that you recall
where you would wait for the utility to task you with something,
let's say, an information notice.

A. We would not have performed any work that the utility dM not,

direct us to. shere were contractual obligations.'

Q. I'm spaking in terms of I've got this ii..ormation notice, I'm'

Mr. Sundergill, and I think something needs to be done. You
wouldn't sit and wait to see if the utility was going to tell you to
do something. You would bring it to their attention.

|
| A. Yes. .f they hadn't contacted us first, we would contact them.
'

Q in the case that we thought there was some impact, we evaluated
informruon that came through and it was determined there was no
impactt 6omething that, like I say, it was a BWR reactor and if
there was something to do with steam generators, we probably
wouldn't have called them.

!
'

As discussed elsewhere, many of the problems identified at Farley, inI

addition to being the subject of generic issuances, were discovereo in NRC

pre-deadline inspections. The results of these inspections were known to the

NUGEQ (who had representatives present during a number of the inspections),
. .ea es u .w w .or. w a rec < ... g ,,, ,

,

| Bechtel (the company that was APCo's EQ consultan , NUS Corporation (another
I i

company providing EQ consulting services, who had representatives at the Crystal

| River inspection), and the utilities involved. APCo was apparently unaware of

|
|

v
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LO_
'

these issues because of its inexperienced lea:1 engineer, a sometimes one-way_';-

relationship with'its prime:EQ consultant,: and_an admittedly overly confident

attitude as summarized in the April 13, 1988 summary of the enforcementT

conference (Staff Exh.13).-~ Finally, while APCo undertook an extensive review

- of hs EQ program implementation following the deadline, many other licensees
_

did that before the deadline. For example, Mr.1.evis testified (Tr. 613-14) that!

d_
prior to joining the NRC, he_ worked for a company that performed EQ audits, pi

t

including walkdowns,,in the 1984-85 timeframe for six different utihties'at:10; j

different sites. Additionally, . the1 reports - documentin( pre-deadlinel NRC
I

inspections at various reactor sites demonstrate that utihties _were also performing
a

O 'i ="'' '"'''"'' *" d ""'''d " **"''i ' ""*"c'""** *' '" ' '=''i " " *i*i'' "-
-

72 (Staff Exh. 55) and 84-47-(Staff Exh. 48).JAll of the above factors support:

the NRC Staff escalation for best efforts. "

q.

;Q16. How do you respond to Mr. Shipman's position concerniag APCo's action |with '

respect to the change-out of the V-type splices in the containment'for motors?

(Shipman _Q&A 10, pp.8-10; Q&A 11, pp;10-11) ~
.

A. (I.uchman) First of all, it is clear from the way Q10 was posed to Mr/ Shipman

for his direct testimony, APCo still does not understand the NRC Staff's concern,

The NRC Staff does not assert that APCo was requimd to issue a justification for ;

,

.. -
4

.

.

., . ..I -
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continued operation and immediately declare the remaining fan motors inoperable.

Rather, APCo was required to do one or the otherJ By Mr.' Shipman's'own -

testimony' APCo did not complete thejustification for operation and hence without I
~

' justification, operation of Unit 2 should have ceased. Unit I was unaffected

because even though the justification was never completed the nplacement of the-

splices on that Unit brought it into compliance with the Technical Specification --;

Action Statement within the time required.

. Mr. Shipman notes that' while a justification for continued operation was.-

never completed "we made aLpromptidetermination of operability" While 1:

understand what a ; justification for continued 1 operation L with a regard 4 to : a
- -

;

O environmentai suatirication is and the ievei of docun iation th t it reeuired

(because of the existence of Generic Letters 85-15 and 8615),-1 have no idea-
y

what determination Mr. Shipman is referring to or how he felt it was acceptable

if it didn't meet the NRC's written guidance. |Again with respect to'Qlli thel

NRC Staff never alleged that$ simply because on environmental qualification-

concern .was---discovered Technical Specification action had to be' taken. | A -

;

'

i

e
. . .. ,

completed justification for continued operation would have been sufficient.' -

L With regard to Mr. Sliipman's statement that ths NRC Stafficoncem isi

.a new' allegation I wculd simply | point out this: concern'was addressed in ihe ~

Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil PenaltyLand was discussed

,

:

,
_

t'-

..

9

$ _

<t[ . . . . . . . . . , . ..i,
,
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:h
in detail in the Order Imposing Civil Penalty. The fact that the NRC Staff never -

-
,

-

. ,

issued a violat!on for failure to adhere to the Technical Specification is' within the :

NRC Staff's discretion as the improper response to the issue was considered in -

escalating the civil penalty for improper corrective action. 7

Finally, with respect to Mr. Shipman's argument that APCo's actions were

more conservative than required ,by the Generic Letter guidcace, I fail to

understand how wait!ag-nine days-to address the first splice on Unit 2 wasL .

conservative.

INSPECTIONS CONDUCTED AT FARLEYc

Q Q17. During cross-examination on the NRC Staff's direct testimony (APCo~ counself

questioned the V-type splice panel extensively on the relationship of the inspection

"
'

in September 1987 and the one conducted in November 1987. Can you explain'

the relationship between the two inspections and;what, if any, bearing tis
,

performance of two inspections had on application of the Modified Enforcement-

Policy? (Tr. 345-54)

A. (Luchman) Odgha".y,~6e NRC Staff intended to;-inspect APCo with one;
-

~

two week inspection (one week for walkdown and one week for file' review).- 1

That inspection is the one that took place in November 1987f(Staff Exh.12). q

However, prior to that inspection, in response to findings reported by APCo that a
_

o

'
- -- . _ . . _ .,. ,, _ __, .
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L

were similar to those previously reported by another licensee, NRC Region 11

management made the decision to conduct a reactive (non-routine) inspection to
4

evaluate what we call the V type splice issue. That inspection was conducted in

September 1987. At the end of that inspection the V-type splice issue was left as

an unresolved item in an inspection report (Staff Exh.11). The item was left

unresolved not because the NRC Staff had questions about the splices'

qualification status, but rather because the issue of how to handle enforcement of

the issue had yet to be resolved.

For purposes of the Modified Enforcement Policy the findings of the two

inspections were considered together. Thi' is consistent with other "ftrst round"

O iaspections where t:ceasees identiried issues after the november 30. 1983

deadline. Further, the Modified Enforcement Policy (Staff F.xh. 4) makes an

accommodation for this circumstance by providing for mitigation far licensee

identified items. Such items were considered together with inspection identified
,

item: if they met the standards of the Modified Enforcement Policy for " clearly

should have knmvn" and sufficiently signifinnt. The only difference it the APCo

case was that rather than wait for the regularly scheduled inspectior: a safety.

decision was made to conduct an carlier inspection of the V-type splice issue.

The one difficulty that this situation of two inspections created was one of

how to handle any additional information provided by the licensee "during or--

.

.

!

'
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shortly after the inspection" as prcvided for in the Modified Enforcement Policy.

For the V-type splices the question would be, did that time period encompass only

the fisst inspection period or both. As it turns out, that became a non issue for

Farley as the only additional significant new information APCo provided was the

Wyle test results (Staff Exh. 25). Such testing performed after the deadline was
,

unacceptable, regarding a violation under the Modified Enforcement Policy,

whenever it was provided.

Q18. Does this complete your testimony regarding these matters?

A. (All) Yu.

Ov

.,

,

y
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1 MR. HOLLER: At this time, Mr. Shemanski and Mr.

i- 2 Luehman are available for cross-examination concerning
i *

3 enforcement.;_

;- 4 JUDGE BOLLWERK: )r. Miller.
|-

|- 5 MR. MILLER:- Woult you like us to-put on cur _-
r

6 surrebuttal at this time?
*

. .. .

7 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Yes.
I

_

1

; 8 MR. MILLER: We would ask Mr. David Jones, Vince-
i-
j. 9 Noonan, and Doug McKinney to take the stand.

_

| 10 Whereupon,

i 11 DAVID HUBER JONES,
4

~

i 12 BERNARD DOUGL\S McKINNEY,
i.

13 VINCENT S. .NOONAN,(

14 ~ witnesses, were called for surrebuttal testimony |by' counsel;
j 15 for Alabama Power.. Company and, having been first duly _
i
! 16 sworn, were examined and testifiedfas follows:

-

fi- '17 DIRECT' EXAMINATION *

.- ~ 18 BY MR. MILLER:
I
; 19 Q Beginning_with;Mr. Jones,fwould__you|-state your-.

_

'

- 20 full'name for the record, please?.
I

21 .A [ Witness Jones]L DavidiHuber Jones.
22 ~Q~ Mr. McKinney?

..

| 23 -| A .- [ Witness-McKinney). ' Bernard Douglas'_McKinney,1Jr.
$- 24 Q_ Mr. -: Noonan?:
.

~ 2 51 -A [ Witness'Noonan)- Vincent'S. Noonan.-_-

|-
-

,
.

.

h- ANN RlLEY &< ASSOCIATES,-Ltd.
r Court Reporters
i-- 1612 - K Street, N.W. Suite 300 -

. Washington,- D. C. 120006-
;- .(202)_293-3950,

,

'
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1 Q Have-you prepared and filed surrebuttal testimony 1
kg.

'l in this. proceeding?

3 A- (Witness Jones). Yes,-I have.

4 A (Witness McKinney) - Yes , -- I . have .-

I
5 A (Witness Noonan) Yes.

6 Q Do you heve a copy of that before-you?

7 A (Witness Jones) Yes.

i 8 A (Witness McKinney)' Yes.-
,

9 A (Witness Noonan]L Yes.
10 Q -Mr.: Jones, on-the1- stand you havela correction.--

11 Would you tell us.what that correction.is?

12 A (Witness Jones] Yes. -On page 10,ithe second

13 puragraph, the eighth 1ine,-the line begins with-the--word-

1
~

14 " Staff." After-the. word " staff"-insert the.uord "not." Its

15 should read: " Staff not tell us."

16 'Q Are there any other corrections.to-the prefiled

17- surrebuttal' testimony?
.

18 A (Witness-Jones) -No.--

19 .A (Witness-McKinney) No.

20 .A (Witness Noonan] .No.

21 MR. MILLER: We will make that correction onLthe 9
,

22 copios-provided to the court. reporter.
23= At-this time,-- we" move the'admissioniof the

24- surrebuttal testimony of Alabama-| Power-Company = sponsored |-by-
,

25- Mr. Jones, Mr. McKinney and--:Mr. Noonan.--

.

h ANN RlLEYf& ASSOCIATES,' Ltd. ]
-

Court- Reporters .
|1612 ' K Street, N.W. Suite 300.-

1 Washington, Dc C.' 20006
(202)-293-3950;

y
J

_ __ |.
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1 MR. HOLLER: No objection from the NRC staff, sir.

2 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Let me just ask one question

3 about the surrebuttal testimony. In it there are several-

4 references to_Mr. LaGrange, an affidavit that he had filed
-

5 previously in this proceeding. He'is a former NRC employee.
_ ,

6 I take it that the staff has no problems with his testimony

| 7 in light of the questions that were raised with Mr. Noonan

8 about Mr. DiBenedetto?

9 MR. HOLLER: Subject to the cross-examination

10 questions the staff-will'have regarding the testimony, the

11 staff has no objections to.the affidavit'as'such, sir.

12 JUDGE BOLLWERK: _ So there is no problem with an 18

13 USC 207 violation here in_any way?

14 MR. HOLLER: 'None that the staff has identified, *

15 sir.
L

[ 16 JUDGE BOLLWERK: .I take-it Alabama Power has

17 checked that and is not concerned as well?~
|

L 18 MR. MILLER: We are not concerned,-and we would-

19 like to add that the staff 2 originally introduced this

_

affidavit'as one of its-exhibits, Exhibit No.-15,-and raised-- 20

21 Mr. LaGrange first as.a credible witness.

22 ~ JUDGE'BOLLWERK: Right.- It was attached.

23 There being-no objection, the'surrebuttal'

24- _ testimony ofiDavid Jones, Bernard McKinney.'and Vincent

: 25 Noonanlon behalf of Alabama Power Company will be received-

O ANN 'RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.V ~ . Court Reporters .
__ _

-

-1612 K Street, N.W. Suite 300
Washington, D. C. 20006'

,

L(202) 293-3950 '_

t
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_1 and bound into the record.-

2' (The surrebuttal' testiruony. of David Huber -Jonesi

3 Bernard Douglas McKinney, Jr., and Vincent S.-Noonan,-on

4 behalf-of Alabama Power Company concerning enforcument-
<

5 follows!)
-6

7 a

8

*

9
4

10

11
_

12.-

13

14

15
, _

16-
,

17
_s.

_

18

19

20
.

_

21 b1

22

- 2 3 ._

:24 ~

-- 2 5 '

-h'' ~ ANN RlLEYf& | ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
~

. Court .LReporters -~
.

1612 K' Street, N.W. Suite 300-
: Washington, D. 'C. ;20006 :

.

-(202) 293-3950. 4
<

,
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION-

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of: )
) Docket Nos. 50-348-CivP

ALABAMA POWER COMPANY ) 50-364-Ci'1P
)

(Joseph M. Farley Nuclear )
Plant, Units 1 and 2) ) ASLBP No. 91-626-02-CivP

SURREBUTTAL TESTIMONY OF DAVID HUBER JONES,
BERNARD DOUGLAS MCKINNEY, JR. AND VINCENT S. NOONAN

ON BEHALF ~OF ALABAMA POWER COMPANY
fiQ1[QERNING ENFORCEMENT

I. JEIBobUCTLQN
,

Q1. Pleat.e state your name and describe your current employment.
A
V

A: (Jones) My name is David Huber -. Jones. I am Manager of

Engineering Support, Farley Nuclear Plant, f or. Southern

Nuclear Operating Company, Inc.. t

(McKinney) My natte is Bernard Douglas McKinney,-Jr. I av-

employed by Southern Nuclear-Operating Company, Inc.,.as the
,

Manager of Nuclear Engineering. and Licensingj:for Farley
Nuclear Plant.

(Noonan) My name is Vincent. ' S'. .Noonan, II am employed by-
'''HALLIBURTON NUS' Environmental Corporation as-General' Manager

.%J
1-

P
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of the Rocky Mountain Center (RMC)- and- Safety and Licencing _

Divisions.

Q2. Have you previously testified in this proceeding?- "

A: (Jones, McKinney, Noonan) Yes.- .Each of us have previously--

provided Direct Testimony- in this proceeding 1 on 'hehalf L.of

Alabama Power-Company.3^

J

Q3.- What is the purpose -of your testimony? -
1

a

A: -Our purpose is to provide Surrebuttal Testimony. to that file? "

by James G. - Luehr.an and Paul; C; Shemunnel _oniBehalf of the NRC .

/ Staff ~Concerning1 Enforcement. To i do , this ,' ~ our : testimony -. is

generally organized so that at responds to:the. questions _and-

answers of the Staff's witnesses inEthe crder. presented. For-

ease of reading, we have. orgatilzed = our SurrebuttalWestimony .
~

under the same four_ headings-util'ihed by-;the Staff;in their-

Rebuttal Testimony: December 1984 SER,sEnforcement Matters,1

Mitigation and' Escalation, ' and - Inspections Conducteci =at
iFarley. |

t

l
Unless otherwis indicated, thb responses to each questions |will be sponsorul by Mr.

Jones an'd Mr. McKinney. Mr. No'oaan's responses will be separately identified.
;

..

-2-
,

i

i

. |

.
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II.
.

DECEMBER _(984 SEB

Q4. In his response to Q4, Mr. Shemanski contends that Alabama

Power Company's understanding of the significance of the

December 1984 SER is erronaous, is taken "out of context," and

" simply is not reasonable given the wording of the entire SER

and the information promulgated by the Commission at the time

licensees were meeting with- the NRC Staff to resolve "
,

environmental qualification issues. " (Rebuttal Testimony, at

pages 2-7). What is your perspective of Mr. Shemanski's
"

tectimony?

A: As an initial matter, we observe that the thrust of the Staff

p Rebuttal Testimony under this heading, and the one entitled

" Enforcement Matters," is an atter.pt to snore up its evidence

that Alabama Power Company " clear'.y knew or should have known"

of the alleged EQ violations. There are other, less' obvious

issues raised, of course, but by discussing the meaning of the
,

y

December 1984 SER, the meaning of various Information Notices,

and, for the first time, contending that Alabam.t Power Company

should have read EQ inspection reports from e,th9r utilities,
the Staff is clearly focusing on :the Modified Enforcement

Policy and .'t3 mandate that, "[i]f the licensee does not meet-

the ' clearly knew or should have known' test, no en % 2 cement

action will be taken." our Surrebuttal Testimony vill refute-
the Staff's contention and fully demonstrate the basis for our

/"T <

k.) 3

1
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conclusion that Alabama Power Company should not- clearly have -
-O '

known of these violations.

As for Mr. Shemanski's testimony,-it is our belief thatIthe"
-

December 1984 SER, which.was issued after more than-five years

of hard work by Alabama Power Company _to comply-.with various

20 requirements, was a major milestone acknowledging Alabama

Power Company's compliance-with EQ regulations''as compliance,

was generally understoodLat that time. Because of.the many-

times-Alabama Power Company submitted documents, test reports: ,

and data to the NRC and its contractors, and the corresponding

favorable NRC responses 1it received, it is also our bel'ief
~

- that the December-1984 SER precludes'a| finding by theiBoard

,p that Alabama Power Company " clearly knew or. should .have=known"
v

of the' alleged EQ deficiencies in the-Notice of Violation. We--

explained our EQ compliance-efforts t'o the;St'aff in? detail,

.particularly at a January _11,11984, meeting. If deficiencies

existed about which Alabama'. Power ' Company clearly! should-have---

known, then we believe that .- the - Staf f, with Lits -knowledge-
1-

about EQ, clearly should'.have told Alabama Power Company- about
'

chem instead of communicating'that itscEQuprogram complied-

with 10 CFR 50.49 and that-the ' Unit ' 2 EQ license. condition-had .

been met.

|

|, Q5. - Please. ' continue your diticussion about Mr. Shemanski's- I

testimony and the December 1984 SER.

.

10
_4

. .i

<

4
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. A. First, it-is endisputed that the December 1984-SER, andLits
_

associated transmittal letter, referred to:the deficiencies

.. identified-in earlier Safety Evaluation Reports, the Franklin

Research- Center Technical Evaluation -- ' Reports,- and- the-

discussion held between the NRC Staff and Alabama ~ Power

Company on January 11, 1984, as' documented in our letter dated

February 29, 1984. Moreover, it is undisputed that additional

letters dated March 14 and May 20,-1983,_provided additional
_

:

information to the Staff. Ultimately, the Staff concluded:-

Based on our reviews, : we conclude that; ' the
Alabama Power-Company. Equipment Qualification
Program is -in compliance with the reqairements -
of 10_CFR 50.49,-that the-proposed. resolution
for each .of the environmental z qualification
deficiencies identified-for Farley-Units 1 and-

_2 is acceptable, _and- that. the- continuedO operation of ' Farley - Units = 1 and 2 will not
present-undue risk'to-the public_ health _and
safety. !

i

_(APCo Exhibit 21,-at pages 1-2)...

:We understood.that the word " program" . as:: used. in-~ this SER

- referred : to Alabama Power - Company 's _ ef forts-- to identify,-

qualify, and- document, .its compliance _with DOR Guidelines.'and

NUREG- 0588 .(Category II).I- The - NRC Staff has - provided:

, testimony that reinforces'this; interpretation. In: fact,-at:

the hearing, .Mr. Shemanski' testified that -an EQ program should
,

. J

2Under 10 CFR'50.49(k), Alabama Power Company must qualify its equipment to these -
two standards.

- -5-

'

|
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identify and qualify equipment subject to EQ requirements, and

document that qualification. (Tr. 390). For ease of-

reference, the relevant portion of the transcript is

reproduced below:

l

Q: I see a couple of sentences about the
Staff's position that a licensee must
establish a program for qualifying
electrical equipment identified in 10 CFR
50.49(b).

A: (Witness Shemanski) Yes.

. . .

Q: By program, do. you mean to' describe
identification, qualification and
documentation of Class I-E -electrical.
equipment?

A: [ Witness Shemanski) I would extent (sic]
n that to the EQ Rule which talks about
'(_,) equipment important to safety.

Q: I see.

A: [ Witness Shemanski). And that - includes
safety-related equipment, non-safety-
related, and the Reg. Guide 1.97.

Q. Okay, so, equipment subject to' ' EQ, tile
procram should identifv it. riualify it.
and document- the cualification? '

(Emphasis added).

A: [ Witness Shemanski) Yes. that's correct.
(Emphasis added).

,

Q: And'that's what you mean when you talk
pbout an EO nrocram? (Emphasis added).

A: (Witness Shemanski) Yes. (Emphasis
added).

(O
\~/ -6-
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(Tr. 390). In their Direct Testimony, Messrs. Luehman,7-
_

-- Potapovs' and _. Walker describe the-purpose of the inspections at

Farley Nuclear Plant 'as- "to review the program'- for

environmental qualification of'_ electrical; equipment.f'- -.(Staf f

Direct Testimony Concerning_ Enforcement, at page 13, A12). \
1

It seems to us that, as used in these three important

documents, the word " program" . s' ould retain its same. meani'ng.

If, for purposes of sworn testimony, an EQ program encompasses

identification, qualification ~,- and : documentation -_of Esafetyi- ,

related electrical- equipmentt then, for purposes --of 'an SER, ~it--

should be interpreted similarly. If,-for-purposes of'an EQ-
-

inspaction, the word " program" -includes ' evaluating' a-

licensee's EQ documentation then, for purposes _ of the December .

1984 SER, the word " program" should be interpreted similarly.

Thus,-it appears to'us.that-we did'ndt' misinterpret 0orLtake;

out of context the > meaning -of1 the i SER!si conclusion that :
-

Alabama Power Company's program complied with the requiremants .

of 10 CFR 50.49. -We: interpreted,the!SER to mean that our EQ;

" program,'" in which we= identified, qualified,y a'nd .docenented -

.our compliance with -.10 CPR ' 50.49, had' been reviewed i and- Mt 1

approved by_the Staff.

In this surrebuttal Testimony we;have not restated all: of the
j

: activities Alabama Power Company undertook to comply with EQ p

Dv .,.

: g
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requirements from 1979-1985, but such ef forts were extensive.
' (" They are discussed in our Direct Testimony (Jones, McKinney),

at pages 17-25.

Q6. Will you also provide your perspective ~ of why the SER,

standing alone, precludes a finding that Alabama Power Company

" clearly knew or should have known" of any EQ deficiencies?

A: (Jones, McKinney) On page 3 of the SER, under the Evaluation

section, it says:

The evaluation of the. acceptability of the
licensee's . electric equipment environmental
qualification program is based or, we results
of an-audit review performed by the staff of:

p (1) the licensee's proposed resolutions of the
V environmental qualificatior deficiencies

identified in the January 31, 1983 SER. and -
January 14, 1983 FRC TER;-(2) compliance with
the requirements of 10 CFR 50.49; and (3)
justification for continued operation (JCO)
for those equipment' items for which- the
environmental qualification is not yet
completed.

(APCo Exhibit 21).-

This statement clearly demonstrates that the Staff performed

an audit review of Alabama Power Company's EQ program for

purposes of determining compliance with the requiremento of 10 -

CFR 50.49. As representatives of the licensee who received

thic SER, we can state that, prior to the deadline, we did, not

suspect-that there were EQ issues or deficiencies about whichf.

.L)i

-8-
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Alabama Power Company " clearly know or should have known." Of
U

cource Alabama Power Company knew that there would be an EQ

inspac u n. Given the pattern of :ompliance efforts by

Alabama Power Company, and favorable NRC responses in such

important documents as SERs, however, we do not understand how

a 1987 EQ inspection, ostensibly utilizing the state of

knowledge existing in 1985, could ignore the conclusions of

contemporaneous audit reviews and meetings described in the

SER. Such conclusions were based on what was known by Alabama

Power Company and the NRC Staff about the Farley EQ program

and-it is 'llogical to say now that Alabama Power Company-

" clearly knew or should have-known" about any deficiencies.

Indeed, had such EQ deficiencies been as patently obvious as

the Staff now suggests, then we would expect the Staff to have

said something to Alabama Power Company in our January 11,-

1984 meeting or in a specific piece of correspondence. The

Staff never did this, choosing instead to tell Alabama Power

Company that based on the results of its audit review, its EQ
program complied with 10 CFR 50.49.

Q7. Mr. Shemanski suggests .that Alabama Power' Company's--

interpretation of the-SER is "not reasonable" because of the-

wording of the entire SER and the information promulgated by

the Commission at the time licensees were meeting with the NRC.

Staff. (Rebuttal Testimony, at page 3). What is your-

response to'this suggestion?

(3
'd'-

-9-
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A: We believe that, read in its entirety, the SER supports our

C)' belief that no deficiencies in our EQ program, JA, the

identification, qualification, or documentation of

qualification, existed before the deadline. Even if some

documentation issues remained subject to inspection, the SER

states plainly that, " Based .p. cur discussions with the

licensee and our review of its subtaittal, we find the

licensee's approach for resolving the identified environmental

qualification deficiencies acceptable." (APCo Exhibit 21, at

page S).

It is patently unfair for_the Stait to tell us in 1984 that

our approach to resolving deficiencies was acceptable and our

program was in compliance with 10 CFR 50.49, and then in^1988,(q,

/
to conclude that a " programmatic breakdown" in EQ existed at-

Farley Nuclear Plant and that deficiencies existed that we

clearly knew or should have known about. (Staff Exhibit 2, at

pages 1-2). If it was so clear in 1984, then why did the
fict

StaffA tell us? If it was so_ clear in 1984 and early-1985,

then why did the Staff not say so, instead of leading us to

believe that we had fulfilled our regulatory rewirements?
'

This is particularly true with respect to terminal' blocks,

since that was the only matter for which there was a " proposed

resolution" outstanding. The resolution was discussed with-

the Staff in January 1984- and expressly accepted in the SERs.

p
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(Noonan) I-know for a' fact that when I was en the Staff, it-

had nationwide knowledge about _ EQ compliance programs .and - '
-

anything Alabama' Power Company " clearly knew-or_should have-

known" about would certainly~have-.been known by!the Staff.

The Staff told Alabama Power CompanyTits_EQ program complied

with 10 CFR 50.49, that its approach for resolving-

environmental qualification deficiencies was acceptable, after -

discussing the proposed resolutions "in detail" on_ a item-by-
4

item basis with the licensee during the January 11,:'1984,

meeting.- The. Staff concluded'that continued plant' operation-

would not present-undue risk _to the public health-and safety. '

If there were deficiencies that the Staf f knew of, the Staff's

practice was to- tell' licensees. We did not- tell Alabama Power-

Company of any7 such " deficiencies"; atL-the January 11, 1984

meeting or anytime prior to'the deadline.

The fundamental work product of..the NRC-. Staff-that: forms the

basis for . licensing atomic energyj: plants 11s- |a; . Safety _.'
,

i

Evaluation _ Report.- In -the cantext _ of. EQ, the Safety-
,

o

Evaluation Reports were specific -to the ~ appropriate Farley-

- unit, gave detailed discussion about the EQ compliance efforts

of Alabama ~ Power Company,- andt reached: ,. [ specific-

conclusions. . By contrast, Infarmationi Notices were mere

correspondence that may have some appl-icability to. some_ plants-

-licensed by the NRC. These necessarilp broad a'nd:Oide-ranging-

2

() -11-
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.

documents did not supplant the specifics contained in a Safety,() Evaluation Report.v

W
Q8. In his answer tc Question 7, Mr. Shemanski contends that the i

NRC Staff never approved the Ferl'cy Mester List. (Rebuttal ,

Testinony, at page 10). He also contends that the 1981 SERs

did not reflect " review and approval" by the-NRC Staff of

detal)ed environmental qualification documentation. (Isb. at
10.) What is your response to this testimony?

A: The best response is found in the words of the 1981 SERs.

(APCo Exhibit 14 - Unit 1, APCo Exhibit 15 - Unit 2). For

Unit 1, the purpose of the SER was to identify equipment whose,

. qualification program did not provide sufficient assurc.ncem

that it would perform its intended function in a hostile

envircnment. (APCo Exhibit 14, at page 2). To perform this

task, the Staff conducted-"an on-site inspection of selected

Class 1E equipment and an examination of the licensee's report

for completeness and. acceptability." (APCo Exhibit l' , at-

page 2). The criteria described in the. " DOR Guidelines and in -
NUREG-5888,- in part, were -used as.a basis for' the Staff

evaluatien of the adcquacy of the licensee's qualification I

program."- (APCo Exhibit 14, at page 2).- The Staff issued a

TER, which evaluated Alabama Power. Company's response to

Commission Memorandum and Order CLI-80-21 and IE Bulletin 79-
01B. .(APCo Exhibit 14, at page 2). The Staff also conducted

V' -12-
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an on-site verification inspection of- selected safety-related'
O electrical equipment. (APCo - Exhibit 14, fat |page 2). The-

Staff developed a generic Master List of systems and equipment

required to mitigate 3 loss of coolant accident- (IACA)~ and a

high energy line break (HELB) basing such a list . "upon . a

review of plant safety analyses and emergency- procedures.-
_

(APCo Exhibit 14, at page 3). Alabama Power Company prepared

a similar -list and, ~ the list of safety-related systems

provided by the licensee w a s - r e v i e w e d '' a g a i n s t the Staff -

developed Master List." :(APCo' Exhibit-14- at page 3). The-,

Staff assessed 703 items of-equipment' identified by Alabama-

Pcwer Company.- (APCo Exhibit 14, at'page-3). Then, in the

SER, the Staff makes this: statement: !

!

O 1Seeed unen- informetion in the 11censee s
submittal, the equipment location._ references, ;

and in some . cases subsequent conversations
with the'licenh.ee, the staff has verified and
determined-that the systems = include'd - in :the
licensee's submittall are : those required to,

a c h i e v e _. o r - s u p p o r t :' - :(1) - emergency . reactor-
shutdown, (2)_ | containment: isolation,- ..?(3):
reactor-Ecore -' cooling, - -(4) containment - heat
removal ~ (5) core? residual 7heatiremoval,iand,

(6) prevention of :significant -releasei of
radioactive material.to the-environment..-The-
staff therefore concludes > that the ' systems
identified; . by_ the licensee .r(listeds tin.
Appendix D) are acceptable, with the exception"

i-of thospf tems deferred'~in SectionL5 of this
report

( APCo Exhibit:14,, at page 3) ..
-

q

!

.
For purr = af this nforcement hearing. Section 5 has no relevance.- I

3

-13-
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9

i

The Staff al'so reviewed the service conditions of the affected "

:

equipment- including ; temperature, pressure, ' and humidity

conditions inside and outside containment, submergence, aging,

and radiation. (APCo Exhibit 14, at pages-3-6)'.= After doingj

this work, the Staff " determined tha.t the licensee's listing.

of safety-related systems and associated electrical equipment-- .

whose ability to function in a harsh environment following an
.

accident'is required to mitigate a LOCA or HELB'is:comolete:

(Emphasis added).- (APCo Exhibit 14,and accentable . "
. . .

at page 9).

w.

From the li~censee's perspective, it. -is very - difficult to

receive such a -document and conclude,.as Mr. Shemanski-has
,

-

-q done, that the-NRC Staff did nothingL.to review: or approve
V

Alabama Power Company's Master List or equipment' qualification'-
.

documentation. The Staff may now be-taking that position,:but'-

it appears to us to be' glaringly at odds-withfthe words{they,
~

'used in 1981.1

.

Q9. - Mr.-Shemanski suggests that promulgation ..of " 10J- CFR 50.49',
p

L which -- did . not occur until' January - 21,_- : 1983,K clarified -- and
|

| . strengthened'"the criteria 'for ' environmental: qualification of
:

_ '

L electrical . equipment.>importanti.to safety.": 1(Rebuttal-

Testimony, at page 11). Is this truetin*the case-ofiAlabamal
Power-. Company?

_:g-

~

,

- .

-
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A: No, it is not. Farley Nuclear Plant environmental
(,,)

qualification standards are described in the DOR GuidelinesN-

and NUREG-0588, Category II, and this is explicitly recognized

in 10 CFR 50.49(k). It is our opinion that promulgation of 10

CFR 50.49 did not change the qualification standards

applicable to Farley Nuclear Plant.

We note, also, that Mr. Shemanski agrees that the information

provided by Alabama Power Company to Franklin (and which was
7

later used to support the December 1984 SERs) was the "best '

available at the time." (Staff Rebuttal Testimony Concerning

Enforcement, at page 12, A7). To us, this is clear evidance

9 that the finding of the enforcement staff that Alabama Power

gs Company " clearly knew or should have known" of other
d

information is little more than retroactive application of
1987 knowle'dge. Said another way, if the information provided

by Alabama Power Company to support the Staff's 1984 SERs was

"the best available at the time," that necessarily precludes
a finding that Alabama Power Company " clearly knew-or should

have known" of the kind of information that the NRC Staff now
alleges it should have possessed.

'

Q10. What about the SER issued in March 1981 for Unit 2? Will you
please comment on it?

O
's / -15-
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A: Our conclusions regarding this SER are very similar'to thosen
t)'~ regarding the one issued for Unit 1. Of course,_ Unit 2 was

the subject of an operating license proceeding during this

time frame and statements in the operating license hearing

have been previously addressed by us in our Direct Testimony.

The conclusion of the SER for Unit 2 was that Alabama Power

Company's " listing of safety-related systems and associated

electrical equipment whose ability to . function in a harsh

environment following an accident is required to mitigate a

(EmphasisLOCA or HELB is complete and accentable "
. . . .

added.) Even t. cursory review of this SER reveals that

extensive effort and review was undertaken by the Staff to

reach this conclusion, both in the context of EQ requirements

p) and a plant operating licensing proceeding.
w

Q31. In Question 8, Mr. Luehman and Mr. Shemanski contend that

Generic Letter 84-24 "put APCo on notice of what was necessary

for licensee certification of compliance with 10 CFR 50.49."

Do you have a response to this contention?

,

A: Yes. We have previously pointed out that promulgation of 10-

CFR 50.49 had no ef fect ; on - - the qualification standards

'

applicable to Parley Nuclear Plant. Those standards were

NUREG-0588 (Category II) and the DOR Guidelines. Generic

Letter 84-24 identified certain Information Notices applicable

to EQ. Thus, the issue is whether these subsequent

; p
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4

Information Notices can be used by;the Staff to undermine its.
..

previous conclusions. To us,-the' answer is clearly no. We--

have previously testified about the specificity of the Staff's -

SER. We believe-that specific correspondence on specific-EQ
Iissues overrides preceding " informational" correspondences.-

>

Moreover, by letter dated January 7, -1983 (APCo Exhibit 112),

Alabama Power Company wrote the NRC and requested, . among other.

things, that the-license condition 2.C(18) (a) , (b) and (c)-

related to_ Unit _;2's compliance with NUREG-0588, "be formally

closedLby the.NRC." That license _ condition, shown as-APCo-
?

Exhibit .83, required that all safety-related electrical-

equipment in Unit 2 .be qualified _ in - accordance with the
-

provisions of - NUREG ')588 and that complete _ ; and auditable-2

O"
records demonstrating such_ qualification be maintained.

By letter dated May 23, 1985 ---a few short months.before the-

compliance . deadline! -- the NRC:- wrote: Alabama-- Power - Company-

regarding the " Evaluation and-Status of Licenso Conditions for-

Joseph M. Farley Unit-2." The: transmitt.al letter said, "the t

enclosure to this-letter; indicates the current evaluation and . I

status of- our review of your submittals relatina to the

identified license conditions . (Emphasis ~ supplied)'.". -.:.
.

(APCo-Exhibit 84). LThe NRC' concluded:

The. : license ' condition required- :certain
remedial actions or alternative . actions no
later than . June- -30,1 1982.. --Commission-

-17-
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regulation 10 CFR 50.49 negated the June 30,
: 1982 completion date. By letter dated

December 13, 1984, we have provided a safety-

evaluation which concludes that the EQ Program
is in compliance with the requirements of 10
CFR 50.49.

Therefore, License Condit? .: 2.C(16) has been
met.

(APCo Exhibit 84, at page 1).

In our opinion, this affirmative statement from the NRC

regarding the status of Alabama Power Company's equipment

qualification ef forts -is not equivocal. It says plainly that

the EQ license condition "has been met." I* does not inform

Alabama Power Company that there are EQ' deficiencies about

which it clearly knew or should have known.

r~
V)

The Information Notices on various items of electrical

equipment are discussed in the context of the specific issues.

These notices may, at most, indicate that: certain items-of

equipment needed to be qualified. However, none provided

notice, as the Staff now asserts, that oor approach on the

various issues was flawed. Further, none should receive
l

greater weight and credibility than a specially prepared

" Evaluation and Status of Certain License Conditions" by the

NRC Staff. It would be inconsistent for the NRC Staff to tell

Alabama . Power Company, in the summer of 1985, that its EQ

j license condition is met, basing its-statement on a current

|. evaluation and review of EQ submittals, and then later contend

L./ -18-
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1

that, during that same summer, Alak 4 Power Company " clearlyg
V knew or should have known" of multiple EQ deficiencies. These

are mutually exclusive even's.

,

Again, these Information Notices have previously been

addressed in our Direct Testimony and Surrebuttal Testimony on

the various technical issues - allegedly raised by them. '

However, the important thing.to keep in mind here is that none

of these notices provide the recipients with a clear basis for

a " clearly should have known" finding, as the enforcement _;
_

staff is now suggesting. Some have nothing to do with the

issues.In controversy. They just happen to involve similar
.

equipment, e.a., the alleged splice notice. (APCo Exhibits 4

and 41) . Some are inconclusive, e.g., the T-drain notice.

(Staff Exhibit 55). Another, IN 84-47 (Staff Exhibit 48),
'

must be viewed in the context that the gist of that notice was

discussed with the Staff in a January 11, 1984 meeting,_and
-

the Staff accepted Alabama Power. Company's -proposed =

resolution.

Q12. Mr. Luehman justifies the Staff's- actions by noting that over
20 civil penalties were issued under the Modified Enforcement ')

Policy and only Alabama' Power Company has asserted that the- !

December 13, 1984 SER " conveyed the NRC staff - finding thati

Farley was in compliance with all the requirements of 10 CFR

50.49." What is your response to this?

O
-19-
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,

4

A It is irrelevant to us how other licensees interpreted their

O
SERO. No attempt is made by either Mr. Luehuan or Mr.

Shomanski to correlate the issues raised in this enforcement

hearing with the 20 civil penalties referenced in the

testimony. We do know about the effort put forth by Alabama \
Power company to comply with EQ the many hours of work, the

interaction with the NRC and its censultants, the audit

reviews, TERs and SERs. To us, that is what counts in this
i

enforcement proceeding, not'what other utilitins' may or may-

not have done.

4

i
0
; O

;

i
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III. RHEQBCIliENT MAT.TERG

Q13. How do you respond to the testimony by Mr. Luchman answerinrj

Quention 10 in his Rebuttal Testimony regarding undocumented
>

engineering judgment and the necessity to document this

judgment its a licensee's qualification flie? (Rebuttal
'

q Testimony, at pages 17-18).

At (Noonan) Mr. Luchman admits that the Staff " hat in the past

i and continues to accept oral statementa from licenseos"

regarding the qualification of a particular piece of

equipment. (Staff Rebuttal Testimony Concerning Enforcement,

at page 17, A10). -He also admits that the Dece %er 1984 SER

recognizes that a significant amount of documentations had

already been reviewed by the NRC Staff and Franklin Research

center so that the primary objective of any subsequent file

audit was to " verify" that the appropriate analyses and

documentation exist in the file. (Staff Rebuttal Testimony
,

Concerning Enforcement, at page 18, A10) . The significance of

this admission is that shortly before the deadline, Alabama

Power Company had conveyed to the Staff, sometimes in writing

and sometimes orally, its then-current state of knowledge

regarding qualification of each item of Class 18 electrival

equipment. The Staf f had already undertaken "a number of pre-

deadline inspections to' monitor industry progress" (Staff
Reb"ttal Testimony Concerning Enforcement, at page 19, A10)

\

V -21-
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.

and, thus, had superior knowledge about the issue in 1985. '

our policy was that we would never have accepted statements or

documents by Alabama Power Company regarding equipment

qualification that were clearly erroneous. |

,

Q14, Mr. Luohman identifies Bob LaGrange as a member of the,

inspection team that produced the Calvert Cliffs Inspection ,

Report. (Staff Exhibit 63). He suggests that such a report

illustrates the level of documentation the NRC Staff found

necessary to comply with 10 CFR 50.49 implying, of course,

that Alabama Power Company should have read that inspection

report. (Rebuttal Testimony, at page 19). Do you have a

response to this?

O A (Noonan) Mr. LaGrange was Section Leader of the Environmental

Qualification section, Equipment Qualification Branch,

Division of Engineering, office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation,

U. P. Nuclear Regulato:f Commission, subsequent to Mr.

DiDenedetto. He remained in that position until the Equipment

Qualification Branch was disbanded in 1985. During that time

frame, Mr. LaGrange supelVised the EQ reviews and evaluations

performed by the NRC Staff and its consultants for all '

operating nuclear power plants and those under construction.
_

He was involvedLWith the NRC's EQ efforts for the entire six
~

years the Equipment . Qualification Branch existed. He.then

went to work with me et HALLIBURTON NUS as a senior' executive

! 22-
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i

!

consultant and provided consulting services'regarding EQ to )

]v 1i

various nuclear utilities. i
'

!

|
,

(Jones, McKinney) The Board should know that Mr. LaGrange

executed a joint af fidavit in which he addresses the isrua of
:

engineering judgment toised by Mr. Luehman. (Staff. Exhibit .

15! This affidavit provides his view, as he recalled it in-

1 :M, regarding the level of documentation needed to meet 10

'
CPR 50.49. For ense of' reference, the relevant part of this

affidavit fol. lows:' '

Q: In your opinion, what is the proper role
of engineering judgment in comply 4.ng with
the EQ regulations ar you-helped fevelop
them?

At Engineering judgment has long been '

O recognized by the Staff ts an area where
significant regulatory and utility
discretion is-appropriate. Within many
angineering disciplines, . multiple
reasonablo conclusions, based on'the same
set of facts, are possible. As the '

regulator . of the nuclear industry, the
NRC has recognized that utility engineers
can sometimes reach reasonable, albeit
different, engineering conclusione even
though presented ~ i th identicalw
information. Therefore, for. areas that
require significant judgmental decisions, ,

the Staf f should be properly receptive to
alternate . views. and- hence, differing
engineering judgments. The Staff has
recognized this reality by developing its
own internal " differing professional
opinions" policy. In short, in our-
opinion, engineering. judgment plays an

dTo avoid any appeara ce ofimpropriety, Mr. Noonan's name has been removed from
this affidavit, even though it is contained in a Staff exhibit.

,, ,
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important and neconsary role in complying
(]y

with 1:0 regulations.

Staff management has always been aware of
the potential for judgment calls by
licensees that differed from the Staff's
preferred approach. While we were at the
Staff, the tent epplied to licensee's
compliance with EQ regulations was
whether the licensee's technical position
was reasonable. If it was, then the
Staff may- have still exercised its
regulatory authority and required a
'ticensee to adopt the Staff position that
additionci documentation was required,
however, enforcement action regarding the
differing view would not be, in our
opinion, considered appropriate.

This same philosophy was anticipated in
1985 for 10CFR50.49 requirements and
should accordingly be appiled to Alabama
Power Company, liowever, . based on our
current involvement in this . Enforcement
Action, it appears that ' the Staff has
inexplicably retracted its prior

3 acceptanco of reasonable engincoring
V judgment. We refer specifically to

alleged violations of 10CFR50.49(j) where
Alabama Power company and the Staff have
differing _ engineering' opinions about
whether a document properly demonstrates
equipment qualifications.--As we' discuss
the violations later in this affidavit,
we will call attention to these
differences of engineering judgment.

Q. While you were at the Staff, did . you
interpret 10CFR50.49 as _ requiring that
all exercises of engineering judgment be
documented in the licensee's files?

A. No. We are unaware of any regulatory
requirement in 1985, or today, that
requires a licensee to document its
methodology for nrriving_ -at .an
engineering. judgment (excluding,- for
example, a. detailed analysis or. systems
evaluations). In the event a documented
basis for the engineering judgment would
be desired by the Staff, a licensee
should be able to, at that time, document

-24-
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its engineering judgment without being

Q penalized. Nothing more has been
required in other regulatory areas and
nothing more should be required for
equipment qualification.

O. Does the opinion you just expressed
comport with the requirement of 10 CFR<

50.49(j) which states that the licensee
must provide qualification documentation
in an "auditable form."

A. Yes. We note that 10CFR50.49(j) only
requires that, "a record of the
qualification, including documentation in
paragraph (d) of this section, must be
maintained in an auditable form for the-
entire period during which the covered

~ item is installed in the nuclear power
'

plant " The - list provided in. . .

10CFR50.49(d) does not require or imply
that documentation of engineering
judgments must be maintained in written
form or in the EQ file. As a pract ical
matter, engineering judgments are
frequently and continuously made during
operation of a nuclear plant. It wouldO therefore be impractical to document.e*,ch
" judgment". We, as former Staff EQ
managers, never intended nor anticipated
that the Staff now would require complete
documentation of all engineering
judgments in order to avoid imposition of
a civil penalty. We obviously never
communicated any such requirement to
utilities, like Alabama Power Company,
when we were on the Staff, and in our
opinion it is inappropriate to conclude
today that Alabama Power Company clearly
knew or should have known of this

, requirement.

(Staff Exhibit 15, Affidavit, at pages 15-17).

Q15. Mr. Luchman -. testified t'.lat the NRC Staff carefully applied
only pre-deadline knowledge in this case and further denies

that the agenda from the August 1987 seminar at Sandia
(3
t' -25-
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N,

1

I'

National Laboratories has. any relevance -in this case. J
;

.,

(Febuttal Testimony, at pages 20-21). Do you have a response

to this?
|
.

i

|
!

Ai Wi simply cannot accept the implication that the remarkable

similarity - between the agenda at the Sandia- Laboratories -
)

seminar in~ August 1987 and the violations foundLat Farley_'a )
few months later were coincid+ ental.. ThisIls particularly true

because the. inspection team leader, Mr. Morriweather, admitted .

that, "Tha purpose of-the Sandia seminar was to inform-the ]
inspectors, the EQ inspectors, of.the-latest and greatest off

what wac- happening in the EQ inspections that have been going

on since 1984." (Tr. 405).-

O It is not reasonable to suggest that the inspectors; ignored-

this ' current state. of knowledge' while conducting- the

inspection. - Nor cio we agree that = the . NRC Staf f . "caretally"

app 3ied only pre-deadlino knowledgeEin' applying'the Modified-

Enforcement Policy. .=The Modified Enforcement Policy had;not

beetr promulgated at the time ot" the ; Farley' inspection. Of
~

course, the EQ review . panel .; net .'on this entire : enforcement.

matter - for less . than -two: hours and: no such ? evaluation was

c o n d u c t e d ' b y: t n e n .--

(Jones) In addition,-during the.Teourse of the inspection in

Septenber 148'i, on; numerous _ occasions 3 I saw Mr. Merriweather.'

.

.
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L
)

*

|

'
'.1

l l
,

i

j refer to the Sandia seminar handouts or ask another inspection ~
'

team member to recall the PRC position during the seminar when

determining whether an identified deficiency needed to be

pursued further. This is how I first learned of the seminar.
|

L

Q16. In Q/A 12, the suggestion is made that Alabama Power Company

clearly knew- or should have known of issues related to'

terminal blocks, GEMS, and lubrication because the Staff's |
-

interest. in these issues had b'een documented in other ;

inspection reports;- for example, at Baltimore Gas & Electric's.

Calvert Clif fs Generating Station. ;It_is also suggested'that- -I

Alabama Power. Company should- have been on notice :of these j

facts because a Bechtel employeo was|at Calvert Cliffs during ,

i
the inspection, and Bechtel was a primary. EQ consultant. to

O
Alabama Power Company. (Rebuttal Testimony, at page 2 2 ) .- --

I
.What-is your renponse to this?

I

t

A In our opinion, it is absolutely unfair- to impute' knowledge to -

a licensee, s'.ach as Alabama Power Company,; onithe basis'of> '

inspection reports from other utilities. In his deposition,

Mr. Potapovs' agreed with.our position, at.page 46:

Q- (BLut my ' specific question is, are you-
,

: , critical- in any way1 of : Alabama'__ Power' '

Company ~-from~ w
~

- conduct in thi hat- you1 know ' about ..;1ts. .

s matter for notilooking at:
inspection reports in t.he public document ,

;

.

_ room?
,-

5

. 0 '.

:
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|

|
|

|

|' A I'm not critioal of Alabama Power company

| for not having done that.

Along this samu line, it is improper to impute knowledge of |

the Nuclear Utility Group on EQ to Alabama Power Company. Mr. ;

| Potapovs apparently agrees with this conclusion as wells

|

Q: Can we cay, though, that based on what
you know you cannot give me your opinion
that Alabama Power Company failed to
exercise its best efforts because it did
not join the Nuclear Utility Group on EQ?.
I'm not asking you to speculate or make
something up, I'm just asking you to base 4

your opinion on what you know now as you !
"

cit in that chair.

As Participating in the EQ group is not a
requirement, and- I cannot fault the

,

utility for not doing it.

(Potapovs deposition, at page 47).

Finally, we believe that it is improper to suggest that the
'

knowledge of Russ Bell, an employee of Bechtel Power. company,

should be imputed to .Alabnma . Power company. We - have

determined that Russ Bell was at Baltimore' Gas & Electrjc for

approximately two and one-half years under circumstances in

which he was a loaned employee who worked exclusively in

Baltimore Cas'& Electric's iacility and was supervised by the-

| EQ coordinator for'the Calvert Cliffs facility. It is unfair

for the NRC Staff to impute to Alabama' Power Company, through

Bechtel, alleged' knowledge that a loaned employee'mayLor may

not have had, when that individual was working exclusively for

() -28-
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Daltinore Gas & Electric at its facilities and has very

little, if any, actual contact with Bechtel-during this time

frama, much less any actual contact with other employees

working on other projects within Bechtel. It is our opinion

that if this information is so important then the NRC has the

responsibility to notify the industry .in a clear, unambiguous

and understandable manner.

,

l

O
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IV. MIT.19ATIQMZEECALh210N

Q17. Mr. Luchman, purporting to interpret Mr. Merriweather's sworn

testimony, contends that Alabama Po'ter Company did not

exercise its best efforts to comply with EQ regulations by the

deadline. (Rebuttal Testimony, at page 24). Please provide

a response to this testimony.

At Mr. Luchman's post-deadline perspective clashes with the

affidavit of Mr. DiBenedetto and Mr. LaGrange' on this issue
in 1988. For ease of reference, it le incorporated here as

follows:

Q. Ona of the mitigation factors whichithe Staff
says it will consider in determining aO'

proposed civil penalty under the Modified
Policy is whether the licensee exercised-its
" bent _ efforts to _ complete EQ within .the
deadline."_ Do you have an opinion whether
Alabama Power Company exercised <its best- i

~

efforts to completo its EQ. program by November.
30, 198S?

A. (Mr. LaGrange) Yes (I) do. In (my) opinion,
the level of effort that Alabama Power. company
devoted to._the implementation. of its- EQ
program was indicative of 'a licensee that
exercised its best' efforts.to completn-its EQ
Program by November - 30, 1985.- As - (I) have
previously testified, [I was) instrumental in
reviewing the EQ_ programs of-virtually every-
nuclear utility in 1the . United States during,

the 1980-84' time frame. .In (my) dealings with
Alabama Power Company, (I) found them to be -
responsive to. any -quettions raised; they

5
To avoid any appearance of impropriety, Mr. Noonan's name has been removed from

this affidavit, even though it is contained in a Staff exhibit.

-30-
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quickly provided the Staff with requested

O information and proceeded responsibly in their-
EQ efforts. This enabled the Steff to draft,
review and issue Alabama Power company's final
SER in a timely manner. It is clear to--(me)
that Alabama Power conpany's ef forts to comply
with environmental qualification in general
met the best offorts of the other nuclear
utilities in the country.

(Mr. DiBenedetto)- I had several. occasions to
review and participate in the development and
implementation of Alabama Power Company's EQ-
program. While at the Staf f, I supervised the -
NTOL review of Unit 2 and reviewed the IEB-79--
01B response of Unit 2. I ' also conducted
similar reviews for virtually- -all - other
operating plants and_NTOL's in the country.
In my opinion, Alabama - Power company's EQ
prograu was complete, responsive to -the __

pertinent issues and was among the best-of the
EQ programs I evaluatod. _For example,=in'tha-
Starf reviews prior ta issuing the Unit 2:
operating license, Alabama: Power Company's EQ-
proctram was one of the few.that was_ approved-
af ter only one visit. This meant.4 that s the-

Staff was not required to _ expend additionalO resources by re-inspecting _this Unit.

Since becoming involved with - Albbama Power
company in 1987, I have'become aware of the
ef forts it undertook te comply. with EQ after.'I
lett the Staff in 1981- In my1 opinion, .the
level of . effort expo .ed by : Alabama- Power-
company thereafter increased, not. diminished,
and thus I believe that it maintained-its best-
efforts to complete EQ'within:the deadline.

(Mr. DiBenedetto and Mr.- LaGrange) 'One
additional-matter ~which-we would:all-like to.
address is the - statement t in. .the Notice of
Violation transmittal. letter . onl page _ three_-
that: Alabama.-Power company- lacked- "best
efforts to. -complete- environmental-
qualification; of electrical: equipment :by. the
November : 30, 1985'_deadlino".- .We were the-
designated management of the Staff during this '

time period with responsibility;for evaluation
of all EQ programs at NRC= licensed utilities.
We _ disagree with 'the' NOV and. base-. this
disagreement; on | our 7 personal- knowledge, of..

- Alabama Power Company's responsiveness, desire
- 31
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and effort to excel in this area. |

Illustrative of this desire to excel are the |

corrective actions taken by Alabama Power
Company after the EQ audit. They quickly and i

of ficientli resolved any perceived problems in |
a conservative and prudent manner. Thus, in '

our opinion, Alabama Power Company should v
afforded mafimum mitigation for its be t.

efforts to comply with the EQ deadline and,
moreover, should not be subject to any penalty
escalation.

,

l
1

(Staff Exhibit 15, Affidavit, at pages 19-21).

l

Two things are important auout this affidavit First, it-is
1

the affidavit signed by Mr. LaGrange, a w ness whose ,

credibility has now been accepted by the Staff. Second, the

affidavit represents the joint opinions of t'fo of the three

NRC Staff individuals most knowledgenble about the efforts of l

' q licensees to comply with EQ prior to the compliance deadline.-
V

Nothing Mr. Luehnn says . in 1992 to justify his enforcement

decisions can diminish this testimony.

Moreover, it is disingenuous for Mr. Luahman to fault Alabama
'

;

Power Company for relying on outside enpertise such as

provided by Bechtol. It was typical in the_ industry then for

utilities to seek advice from other consultants,'and Alabama

Po"er Companf certainly was no' different from any other

utilities in this regard. For its own part, the NRC used
,

Franklin Research Center as a major consultant and had Sandia

design an EQ seminar.

-32-
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What is really at work here is a clear recognition by the

O enforcement staff that the evidence strongly supports Alabama

Power Company's position that it complied with the regulatory

requirements of 10 CFR 50.49, as those requirements were

understood prior to the deadline. The Staff cannot

demonstrate that Alabama Power Company failed to engage in

best efforts to comply with the EQ requirements, nor is there

uny credible proof that Alabama Power Company " clearly k.iew or
!should have known" of EQ deficiencies. The suggestion that

such a conclusion can be supported by examining other

utilities' inspection reports is not only unfair but

completely dif 4 rent from anything expected by the NRC Staff.

Even if such an approach was proper, there is no documented

f- evidence that the enforcement staff performed such a review

prior to imposing the S450,000 fine. (Response of Mr. Luchman

to questions from Judge Carpenter. Tr. 306-316).

One additional matter, in their Direct Testimony the Staff

! says that it concluded that Alabama Power Company's ef forts to

comply with EQ "were not any more extensive than that of the

average licensee." It seems unfair to use such a conclusion

to escalate a civil penalty by 50% if, as it appears under the

Staff's testimony, Alabat..a Power Company was consistent with

the industry average.-
e

|

!

(' q.).
-33-
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Q18. Mr. Luehman suggested that Alabama ' Power Company still does

not understand the NRC Staff's concern regarding changing out

the V-type splices in the containment for fan motors.

Specifically, he contends that Alabama Power Company was

required to issue a Justification for continued operation

(JCO) or immediately declare the fan motors inoperable. What

is your response to this testimony?

A. We do not agree with Mr. Luehman.. In Generic-Letter 86-15,

(Staff Exhibit 9, at page-1) it sayst
._

When a licensee discovers _a potential
deficiency in the environmental qualification
of equipment (i.e., a licensee-does not have
an adequate basin to establish qualification),
the licensee shall make a prompt determination-

O er everedilier. we11 texe 1 eai te ten to
establish a plan with a reasonable schedule to
correct the deficiency, and shall have writtent

~ justification for continued operation. This
justification does not require-NRC review and

.

approval.

Regarding these three requirements stated in the~ Generic

Letter,-Alabama. Power Company made a prompt determination of
.

operability and we have previously testified _on that point.
l.

(Sfa Direct Testimony of.' Love, Sundergill', Jones, Q/A.40-43,.

at pages 48-54.) The conclusions regarding operability of the

splices, and the JCO, were . ' documented ' in _ a letter dated -
'

_

L. September 30;-1987. - (APCo Exhibit :108) . ;In a? meeting with
~

!

the . Staf f held-- in Washington, D.C. on. Septemberi 24,- |1987,

Alabama Power Company also explained this determination to the

:. -34-
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Staff and the Staff consensus was that it would, " accept the

V Alabama Power Company judgment that splices are qualifiable at

this time." (APCo Exhibit 94). This operability

determination was later validated by Wyle, as documented in

its test report. (APCo Exhibit 39).

As illustrated in Mr. Shipman's Direct Testimony (APCo Direct

Testimony, Shipman, at pagas 7-8, A9), Alabama Power Company-

also took immediate steps to establish a plan to correct the !

deficiency. As it turns out, this plan, which called for

changing out the V-type splices in favor of Raychem spliceL,

was imple.nented within eighteen days. Although Alabama Power

Company had previously initiated a JCO, it was decided that 1

!

the work to correct the deficiency could be completed prior to

completion of the JC0 and, accordingly, efforts on the JCO

development were stoppsd. To us,-Alabama Power Company went

beyond the Generic Letter recommendation to, "taxe immediate

stepr to establish a plan with a reasenable schedule .to

correct the deficiency" by replacing promptly all fan motor

splices wit.h approved Raychem material. Mcreover, it seems to

us that it was appropriate to terminate action on the JCO

since it obviously was no longer needed.

In any event, should Mr, Luehman continue to insist that a JC0

should have been prepared, then we believe-that the substance

of the minute notes from the September 24, 1987 meeting'(APCo
?3 .

''
35
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Exhibit 94) and the September 30, 1987 letter (APCo Exhibit

bV 108) should curtainly satisfy this concern. A specific JCO on
i

the fsn motors / room coolers would have been premised largely I

on our position that the splices would be operable in an

accident environment, as articulated in APCo Exhibit 108.
I

|
,

,

.

-
-
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V. IESPECTIONS COMREQIED AT FAB 1RI

.

Q19. In response to Question 17, the Staff witness testified that,

"For purposes of the Modified Enforcement Policy, the findings

of the two inspections were . considered together." He then

goes on to say that the Wyle Test Report (APCo Exhibit 39),

L which applied to the V-type splices was " unacceptable." How-

do you respond to this testimony?

A: This testimony is-inherently inconsistent with that provided
* by Mr. Herriveather and Mr. Paulk at the hearing. in February.

Mr. Luehman suggests that for purposes of the Modified

Enforcement Policy, the. findings of the two inspections would

be considered together, yet Mr. Merriweather testified that he

refused to consider the Wyle Test Report because it was not

prepared during the inspection. (Tr. 383-384). It seems to

us that if enforcement action is . going to be- taken .on the
'

basis of two inspections " considered. together," then - the
opportunity under .Section III of the- Modified Enforcement

Policy to provide . additional information during the inspection
should also last that long. The testing by Wyle was begun in

i

August, 1987, and the-report was'.available'in Occobar, 1987,

-well-before the conclusion of-the November-1987xinspection.
_

For enforcement purposes, i the Staf f ' wishes to combine the

inspections and use-the alleged violations in aggregate to
.

-

-37-
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impose a hef ty civil penalty. -Yet for mitigation purposes, or

for demonstrating that the alleged -violation was not

sufficiently 'significant to justify-civil penalty under

Section III of the Modified Enforcement, the - team leader

refuses to even review the test report, saying that the

inspection was concluded. <

-<

These two positions-do not square. *Ifgthe Staff views the-

September and November inspectionsfas separate, it would be

required--to treat September as-the "first round" inspection

under the Modifled Enforcement _ Policy. . The . November

inspection deficiencias, if any,- would be treated for

enforcement purposes under Part 2; ' Appendix C, ^and.a safety-

significant evaluation would then have to be conducted.

Q20. Does this conclude your testimony?

A. (Jones, McKinney, Noonan) Yes.

10- -
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1 JUDGE BOLLWERK: At this point, I believe the

2 staff panel is availab.le for cross-examination.
!

3 I would remind all the witnesses again, you have

4 previously been sworn and you remain under oath.

5 CROSS-EXAMINATION

6 BY MR. MILLER

7 Q Mr. Shemanski, you told us that you were
,

8 instrumental in the preparation of the safety evaluation
,

9 report for the Parley Units 1 and 2 dated.Decembar'1984.- Is

10 that correct?

11 A (Witness Shemanski) Yes, that is correct.

12 Q At the time that safety evaluation was prepared,_-

13 for whom did you work?

14 A [ Witness Shemanski) I worked for Vince Noonan.

15 Q And_was he your chief or your section leader?

16 A (Wit:1ess Shemanski) _He was the Chief of the-

17 Equipment Qualification Branch at that time.

18 Q - And who-was your section_leaoer at that' time?

19 A (Witness Shemanski) Bob laGrange.

| 20 Q The same Mr. LaGrange.We discussed a few minutes
'

21 ago? 1

22 A (Witness Shemanski) Yes.

23 'Q - And did you prepare this-SER as a result of;your
24 instructionn~and'teachinge from, among.'others,.Mr. LaGrange

25 .and-Mr. Noonan?

O- ^"" ai'ev = ^ssociaTes. 'ta-
-' Court Reporters.

1612 K- Street, N.W. Suite 300 :
- Washington. D. C. : 20006 -

_(202):293-3950 -
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1 A (Witness Shema" ski) Yes. It was a group effort.[
2 The development of the SER. This Nas one of 71 SERO.
3 Q As I understand it, you were instrumental in

4 preparation of each of the 71 SERs, is that correct?

5 A (Witness Shemanski) That is correct. I was the

6 lead engineer for what was referred to as multi-plant action
7 B-60.

8 Q As the lead engineer, did you participate in

9 evaluation of any of the documentation submitted to Franklin

10 Research center in an effort to prepare-these 71 SERs?

11 A (Witness Shemancki) Yes,-I did.

12 Q In that regard, did you do so with respect-to the ->

13 Farley Nuclear Plant?

() 14 A (Witnese Shemanski) With regard to the Parley
'

15 Nuclear Plant, I reviewed.the submittal, several submittals

16 that t'ollow the meeting we had with Farley in 1984.
17 Q That was the January 11, 1984, meeting?
18 A (Witness Shemanski) That is correct.

19 Q You-attended that-meeting?
20 A (Witness Shemanski) I attended that meeting,

21 correct.

22 Q Did Mr. Noonan attend that meeting?
23 A (Witness Shemanski) I don't believe so, not to my

24 knowledge.
,

25 Q How about Mr'..LaGrange?~

O ^"" ai'ev = Associates. 'ta-
'

Court Reporters
.1612 K Street, N.W. S a'te 300

Washlagton, D. C. 20006
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1 A (Witness Shemanski) I believe Mr.'LaGrange was in

2 attendance at that meeting.

3 Q We will talk more about that. If I understand it,

4 your participation and evaluation of the Franklin work-did

5 not begin until after that January lith, 1984, meeting, at

6 least with respect to the Farley Plant?

7 A (Witness Shemanski) The exception to that may

8 have been the previous SER that was written, I believe, in

9 1983., I may have been involved reviewing the documentation
<

10 submitted by Farley in preparation. Keep in mind, again,

11 there were a series of '1ERs and SERs.,

12 Q Yes. There was quite.a substantial amount of work,

13 done in this regard, wasn't there?

14 A (Witness Shemanski) Yes, there was.

15 Q And you say you may have been involved. can you

16 tell us, from your independent recollection, that you were
17 involved and, if so, on what issue?-

18 A (Witness Shemanski) I don't recall specifically.

19 I did generate the previous SERs in the' 1982/1983 time
20 frame. To the best of my knowledge, I~was' involved in the

21 preparation of the Parley SER at that time.

22 o Urra you-also-involved in the preparation of SERs-

22 A e :er utilities and other operating reactors?

(Witness Shemanski) Yes' I was=..24 > , .

25 -Q Let's see if we can-fix for us what your role was.

O ANN' RILEY- &- ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
Court - Reporters

1612 K Street, N.W. Suite 300
Washington, D. C. 20006

(202)293-3950
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1 I understood that you were the lead engineer. Is that

2 correct?

3 A (Witness Shemanski) That is correct.

4 Q here there other lead engineers who participated

5 in this effort with you?

6 A (Witness Shemanski) There were other engineers

7 that participated in this effort with me. However, I was

8 designated as the-lead engineer. I had the responsibility.

i9 for preparing the safety evaluation reports.

'
10 Q How many other engineers reported to you?

11 A- (Witness'Shemanski) We had a technical assistance

12 contract with EG&G Idaho.

13 Q I see. .

() 14 A (Witness Shemanski) And they provided, on the

15 average, three or four engineers that participate'd in EQ

16 inspections, and also ansisted-us in the preparation of the

17 safety evaluation reports.

18 Q So we have three or four other engineers that

19 reported to you. Any others?.

20 A (Witness Shemanski) occasionally I did receive

21 help from other individuals in our section.

22 Q Who was it'that worked directly with the Franklin

L 23 Research center?.

24 A (Witness Shemanski) I:was'the main' contact. I

25 had the contract. 'I:was:the technical moni+or on! that..

O ANN. RlLEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
Court Reporters

1612 K Street, N.W. Suite 300
Washington. D. C. 20006
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("))
1 particular technical assistance contract.

%
2 Q All right. And for some historical perspective,

3 as I understand it, Franklin would request data or documents

4 from the licensees. They would then be provided to Franklin

5 via the staff, or would they go directly to Franklin?

6 A (Witness Shemanski) We used both vehicles. i

7 Initially the information came into the staff as a result of

8 -- of bulletin 79-01D.
,

,

9 Q Right. I

10 A (Witness Shemanski) The staff subsequently sent j

11 the information up to Franklin. Now, as Franklin proceeded I

12 to evaluation this information, and they requested

13 additional information, the information was sont by the
~

(Jj 14 licensees directly to Franklin or directly to the staff.

15 Q To the extent it went directly to Franklin, would

16 you get involved in it as the lead engineer?

17 A (Witness Shemanski) Not at that point, no.

18 Q Can you tell us, again, from an independent

19 recollection, of any specific documents or issues you

20 examined for each -- either Farley Unit?

21 A (Witnwss Shemanski) The documents I specifically

22 recall reviewing, again, were following the January 1984

23 meeting -- the submittals_that Farley sent in.

24 Q Go ahead and remind us what those documents were.

25 A [ Witness Shemanski) Well, one of them was the

o) ANN RlLEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.(

Court Reporters
1612 K Street,' N.W. Suite 300

Washington, D. C. 20006
(202) 293 3950
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1 meeting minutes that Farley prepared following the January
2 1984 meeting.

3 Q Did you review them?

4 A (Witness Shemanski) And then --

5 Q Go ahead. I'm sorry. I didn't mean to interrupt.

6 A (Witness Shemanski) There were a series of

7 submittals by Farley.

8 Q And what was in-those series of submittals,-if you
9 recall?

10 A (Witness Shemanski) Basically, their response to

11 their resolution of the deficiencies identified in tTe
12 Franklin Technical Evaluation Report.
13- Q Okay.

|

() 14 A (Witness Shemanski) And I think there were-a
15 total of, I believe, three submittals.

16 Q \11 right. You reviewed each one of those
17 submittals?

10 A (Witness Shemanski) Yes I did, again, with

19 assistance f om EG&G Idaho.
20 Q Perhaps it might be more accurate to say you
21 caused those submittals to-be reviewed by those who were-
22 working for you?

23 A (Witness Shemanski) Yes. That's true. However,
1

24 ^' did-play.an active role in' reviewing the submittals.- I
25 did review them on my own also.

O ^"" ai'ev = Associates 'id-
= Court Reporters

1612 K Street N.W. Salte 300
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1 Q Okay. Incidentally, you mentioned that the

2 Franklin Research Center identified proposed -- I'm sorry.
3 Let me strike that and say it this way. You mentioned that
4 the Franklin Research Center identified deficiencies; is

5 that correct?

6 A (Witness Shemanski) Yes, they did.

7 Q .And those appeared in the TER that Franklin

8 prepared for each unit?

9 A (Witness Shemanski) That is correct.

10 -Q Was that the source-of-the deficiencies that were

11 discussed at this January lith meeting?
12 A (Witness Shemanski) Yes. During the January lith

i meeting, the basis of that meeting was to review the
(~'i 14 Franklin Technical Evaluation Report and to~go over each andV

15 overy deficiency identified by Franklin.

16 Q I think it would be fair to say that the reason

17 the parties got together on January 11th,- 1984 was to review j

18 those deficiencies in the Franklin TER,-is that co* rect?

19 A (Witness'Shemanski) Yes, it'was.

20 Q And it was'part of the objective and intent of

21 that meeting for Alabama Power Ccmpany to te13. the staff how
22 it proposed to resolve those deficiencies?

23 A (Witness Shemanski) That is; correct.

24 Q And as a. result of that meeting, Ala.bama Power,~

25 Company made the statements that'we'll talk about and also

O ANN RIL'EY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.:
Court Reporters

1612 K- Street,' N.W. Sult 300
. Washlagton D. C. : 20006

(202) 293 3950
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1 provided a written submittal of the minutes of that meeting,
2 did they not?

3 A (Witness Shemanski) Yes, they did.

4 Q You have reviewed that submittal,-have you?
5 A (Witt.ssa Shemanski) The meeting minuteo?
6 Q Yes, rir.

7 A (Witness Shemanski) Yes.

8 Q And at that meeting the staff was in a position to <

9 either accept or reject whatever Alabama Power-company said
10 about how it would resolve the identified deficiencies?
11 A (Witness Shemanski) Not really. The intent of

12 that meeting was not to make a final determination from the
13 staff's viewpoint. We were there, again, to review the-

14 deficiencies identified in the Technical Evaluation Report,
a5 to listen to the resolution, the proposed method ^ r-

16 resolving these daficiencies by Farley and to v1. ~ guidance
17 in various areas involved with environmental qualification. I

18 However, we did not verify or give. final word basically on,
19 you know, any decision at this meeting.
20 Q Perhaps we can - pardon me, I didn't mean to --

'

21- A (Witness Shomanaki) That was not:the intent of ,

22 the meeting with the staff.

23 Q Perhaps we can say it this way. If Alabama Power
R2 4 Company had proposed a resolutionLthat.was unacceptable, the
25 staff would have said so at that time?

O ^"" ai'ev * Assoc'^Tes 'id-
Court - Reporters
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1 A (Witness Shemanski) Yes, va wouls have. Again,

2 we were giving our best guidance at the time as to what we

3 thought that we could accept.

4 Q Sure. You excLanged information and knowledge

5 with Alabama power company about these identified |

6 deficiencies, did you not?

7 A. (Witness Shemanski) That is correct.
!

8 Q And if there was something_about one of these 1

9 identified de*iciencies in this proposed-resolution,-someone

10 on the staff would have spoken up and said so?

11 A' [ Witness Shemanski) Yes. It depends on what

12 depth the deficiency -- the resolution of that' deficiency
:

13 was defined in. It could have been simply a statement by-

(} 14 Alabama, you're going to replace it with qualified

[ 15 equipmt>., That would have satisfied the staff. However,__

16 later on we would' verify'that, in fact, that' equipment was

17 qualified.,

| '

18 Q Okay.

19 A _(Witness-Shemanski) But,-at;that point-in time,

20 that was'a sufficient-statement. .

21 Q All right, sir. 'But, let's be' clear'about this.

22 You had this meeting ~in January lith, in.which the staff hhd -

23 such an awareness opportunity _or anfopportunity to' speak,
~

1

24 did-it-not?

25 A2 (Witness'Shemanski) .Yes.
.

O ^"" ai'av * ^ssociares;'td - 1
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1 Q You subsequently got a submittal dated February

2 29th, 1984,-did you not?

3 A (Witness Shemanski) Yes, we did.-

4 Q And you have told us that you reviewed-that

5 submittal, didn't you?

6 A- (Witness Shemanski] I revieNed it in accordance

7 with EG&G Idaho.
"

8 Q And I-think you've-told us that you had three
'

9 other engineers. Can you tell me how nTny additional

10 engineers working for you reviewed Alabama Power Company's

11 submittal?

12 A- (Witness Shemanski) -At-that-point, I had none
13 working directly for me, in terms of a supervisory capacity.
14 I was the technical monitor for several technical assistance
15 contracts -- Franklin and EG&G Idaho. So, indirectly,'these

b

16 engineers were supporting me; they weren't: working directly
-17 for me.

18 Q D'd any of them review-Alabama Power Company's

19 February-29th, 1"P' eubmittal?

20 A- (Witnu e ,.nem naki]. To the best.of my knowledge,
21 they did,-yes_.

22 Q All of them?- !

23 A .(Witness Shemanski].' As a minimum,Eone, probably-

24. three.- I'mitalking about the people at EG&G|. Idaho. .
25 -Q- !!cw ribout Franklin. Did-you' send.the February-29,

/) ANN RILEY. & ASSOCIATES. Ltd.
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-l '84 submittal to-Franklin for its review--and evaluation?
2 A [ witness Shemanski)_ I don't_believe_we did at
3 that point. We had the Technical Evaluation Report-from

4 Franklin,-and we did not--require their assistance at that

5 point.

6 0 Fair to say that the Franklin:TER was the base _

7 document then?

8 A [ Witness Shemanski) - That is correct.-- It is.the--
9 base document for the meeting and.the subsequent Safety-

10 Evaluation Report.

11 .Q I think you told us that there were three

12 submittals submitted by Alabama-Power Company?

13 A (Witness Shemanski) Well, following the meeting,

14 - had_the meeting summary. You.had the February, I

-15 2. e eve, 29th,-1984 submittal.

16 Q .-see.'

17 A (Witness Shemanski) AndLthere were,:if I recall,

-18 subsequent submittals..inithe-May timefrane.-
_

19 Q Would it be accuratelto say that onceach'of these-- H

20 submittals=, however many there were,,.they_went through the

21 same review regimen y_ou have ' described for: us?

22- A. 1(Witness-Shemanski) - Yes, they'did; - Yes.-
,

23 Q -Okay. And all_of thatLoccurred', I=take-it, before-
24 you-wrote the SER?-

25 A [ Witness Shemanski)-_ That'is correct. Yes~.;
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V(~'%
1 Q Okay. Let me ask you this question. Will you

2 agree with me that the staff had an opportunity during its

3 review process to call up Alabama Power Company and say one

4 of its proposed resolutions is nonacceptable?-
:

5 A (Witness Shemanski) We had that opportunity.
'

6 Q Hypothetically, can you -- will you agree with me

7 that had either you or one of these engineers that reviewed

8 Alabama Power Company's submittal determined that a proposed

9 resolution of a deficiency was unacceptable, you would have

10 aaid so?

11 A [ Witness Shemanski)- If we.folt it was
3

12 unacceptable, we would have notified them, yes. o

13 Q And certainly at this time, which I take it to be

(~T 14 the spring and summer of 1984, the staff had full awareness
b

15 of the most current EQ issues in the industry. Is that a

16 true statement?

17 A (Witness Shemanski) Yes.

18 Q Can you identify anyone else who had mete

19 awareness of the current EQ issues in the' industry besides

20 the staff?

21 A [ Witness Shemanski] I can't think of anyone.

22 Q And, with respect to the staff, can-you identify

23 anyone else who had-more awareness of the current EQ issues

24 than you and the three engineers you had available to you to-

25 review these submittals from the licensees?
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'

)

A [Witne'ss Shemanski) We were:not the only people |_ O1 :)
2 knowledgeable about EQ. There wore other staff members in-

>

3 our Section that had equal _ knowledge, even thoughithey_were

4 not directly involved in reviewing the:Farley'submittals.

5 Q_ I cee, but these other Staff members eventually:
,

6 reported to Mr. LaGrange as the Section Leader, and then-to

7 Mr. Noonan?

8 A [ Witness Shemanski) That's'correcu.

9 Q Okay.- But if we stop the clock _back_in, say, the
.

10 summer of 1984, would it be fair to say-that the Section-
,

11 headed up by Mr. LaGrange, and the Chief of whichTwas Mr.
.

12 Noonan, had the most current state of-knowledge about-EQ::

13 issues in the nuclear power industry?_-

14 A (Witness Shemanski) That's:a fair statement.

15 -Q Okay. And with that bodyjof knowledge,fyou.
16 commenced to write the 71LSERs?z

17 A -[ Witness Shemanski) That.'isicorrect.
18 Q- Now, let me-ask:you somethingt hBefore|the SER was-

| e

-19 written -- and~let's back up,Dsay,"intoE1981v '82 and''83;
_

'

-20 :would 3 t be fair to say that as a < result 1of: the' various:

'

21- submittals to therstaff by-the licensees,:|that'there:-had:

22. been-a:in-depth review of:all!of theJdocumontation', EQ?7
;. ,

~23 documentation: submitted to the staff?

24: A- 1[ Witness ~Shemanski)- Yes.
'

25 Q - And by that, - I mean i-- well, let me - strikeJt' hat?
'

,

_ . . . . _ _ .
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1 and ask it to you this way: I understood, either from your i

V(''s
2 earlier testimony or maybe your deposition, that you

3 concurred that EQ development in the '81, '82, '83 and on -

4 - timeframe, was an evolutionary process?

5 A (Witness Shemannki) That is correct, yes.

6 O As the parties -- and by that, I mean, the Staff

7 and the nuclear power industry -- learned more about EQ,

8 then, of course, that was reflected in the various

9 subnittals and pronouncements by the Staff?

10 A [ Witness Shemanski) That's correct.

11 Q And during this period, if I understand whet ycu

12 just told us, the Staff and its contractor, Franklin, and

13 perhaps these other contractors you've identified for us,

["'/) 14 were conducting an in-depth review of the documentation and
G

15 submittals made to it by the power reactor licensees?

16 I (Witness Shemanski) _Yes.

nhjective was to get the best work product17 Q *ka

18 that they could; is that true?

19- A (Witness Shemanski) That's. correct.-
20 Q From time to time, the Staff would issue an IE

21 Notice, if it felt it wa.a appropriate?

22 A (Witness Shemanski) As information'became

23 available to the Staff, there were a series of Information

24 Notices that were issued with regard to various equipment

25 qualification problems.

m
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/~'N 1 Q Certainly, it was never intended that the Staff
N.]

2 would not discloso an important issue about equipment

3 qualification; would it?

4 A (Witness Shemanski) Correct.
|

5 Q And I think you've identified in your tbstimony,

6 perhaps your rebuttal testimony, there was actually a policy

7 statement issued by the NRC?

8 A [ Witness Shemanski) Yes, there was.

9 Q Reflecting sort of the history of EQ development?

10 A [ Witness Shemanski) [No audible response.)

11 Q I'm sorry. You have to say something.

12 A (Witness Ghemanski) That's correct.

I 13 Q Okay. Now, let's tnink about the SER. Would it
t

! f'']%
14 be fair to say that the SER was the staff's way of making a

i %-
| 15 pronouncement about the licensee's equipment,-about

16 qualification of the licensee's electrical equipment

1, important to safety?

18 A (Witness Shemanski) It was, init the way you

19 stated it, gives the appearance --

20 Q Well, let's take it one at a time.

21 A [ Witness Shemanski) Okay.
>

22 Q My answer was, yes, it was; is that true?

L A [ Witness Shemanski) Restate that question,-

24 please.

25 Q Okay, well, I'll do that in a second. Do you wish
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- 1 to retract your sentence, "it was"?
|

2 A [ Witness Shemanski) Yes, I do...

3 0- All right, and tell me what the reason for that

4 is.

5 A [ Witness Shemenski] Well, the way you stated-it

6 initially, it-sounds as though when we wroto-the SER, our

^

7 word was final with_ regard to the Environmental
:

8 Qualification of equipment.- 1
,

9 Q So?
a

10 A [ Witness-Shemanski) .And that is not the exact
11 intent of those particular Safety Evaluation Reports..

12 Q You do not agree-that they.were final ~SERs?

13 A [ Witness Shemanski] They were-final SERs, yes. I-
,

'[ 14 agree with that.-

15 Q You do not agree that they were to address the EQ.

16 or Equipment Qualificatien of electricalfequipment important

17 to satfetyLfor-each licensee?

18 A [ Witness Shemanski] The purposeLesf those-final
,

_19 SERs was-to find -- or,imake a. finding 1that.the.. licensee's

20 Equipment QualificationTProgram.was.in' compliance with

21 -50.49.
r

2r -Q Do you agree that cach.of the final'SERs addressed
'

:
"

23 the environmental qualification of electricalLequipment-
24 important to safety for-the-71 power-reactor. licensees?

25 .A: [ Witness Shemanski)- Yes. :
,

'
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1 Q And that was their purpose, which was to address

2 the qualification of electrical equipment; was it not? a

3- A (Witness Shemanski)- It addressed it=in the: sense. . ;

4 that it approved the approach offered by_the-licensees, and.
,

5 it approved the_ methodology offered by the-licensees;,

,

6 however, there is still one more phase that needs to-be done

7 which is' referenced'in-the Safety Evaluation Report,-and

8 that's called the Verification Phase.--
,

'

9 Q All right. We're going-to talk about_|that in just

10 a second,_but let's see if we have a good starting point. *

11 Do you agree with me.that the-purpose ofieach-of these final
,

12 SERs was to address the environmental; qualification:of

33 electrical equipment'luportant-for safety for the 71, power
- _14 : reactor: licensees?

- 15 A- (Witness Shemanski) Yes,' that-is correct.

16 Q And by_" address," you do'not'waan toisuggest that.
,

17 the SER would: fail to. call:out an unacceptable. situation;at
. - 18 a licensee; do-you?

19- A =(Witness Shemanskijt _The SER would call--out ani~

20 item as you just' described as.en|openIitem, if- -
,

21 Q If thereLwasione?_.
22 A- (Witness!.Shemanski];:It'there was:one,--itLwould be:

,

23 . identified in the SER as a opAn:/ item. J,

2 4 .: Q- If:there was natione, it Would'not be so
: 25 identified?

-|
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1 A (Witness Shemanski) If the Staff had'no knowledgef

2 at that particular time --' l
_.::

3 Q Okay.

4 A (Witness Shemanski] - -it.wouldinot identifyfany.

I5 alternatives.

6 Q. Can we say though that the final SER' issued-by the .j
~ i7 staff at least indicated the current state'of. knowledge!

,

8 about EQ of electrical | equipment important to' safety at the.

9 point in timelit was issued?
3
"

10 A (Witness Shemanski] That is generally || correct.

-11 However, the SER_was a reflection ~of the-information- ,

'

12 provided to the' staff by the licensee.

13 -Q - I''see'..-okay. tGenerally correct,;though,Jat: 1 east'

14 as for that point in'' time?.

15 A (Witness Shemanski]--Yes.
.

16 0 I'll'ask it to you a. slight different way: -If ;
-

17 there was some eauipment deficiency the_. staff clearlyyknew -

18 'of, it would have said so:in the SERO si thati true?;

19 :A: [ Witness'Shemanski). If|the staff.wasfaware of
| -20 .that information provided.by the licensee,hittuould have,

.

-21 again,1-as-I mentioned, be11dentifiedjasianlopen' item..

'

22 -Q- Does:that'not:mean to'you3 thatDif,thereiwas-no

23 such deficiency. identified, the licenseefis. entitled to-looki

'24 at his SER 'ar d say, : well, there'u ;nothing? the'. staff : clearly .

25 -knous:about that's a., deficiency; fin thatLtrue?

e
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(' 1 A (Witness Shemanskil Again, we're talking about
U

2 the approach offered by the licensee, methods in their

3 resolution, and we must mad.ntain or keep in mind that there

4 is a verification phase which, obviously, the staff, at that

5 point in time, cannot address.

6 Q Okay.

7 A (Witness Shemanski) So --

8 Q I understand that's your position, and you

9 understand we disagree, but let's make sure our Q and A,

10 true up.

11 Uhen the licensets gets his SER and looks at it,

12 isn't it reasonable for tha licensee to conclude that there

| 13 is no ega.ipment qualification' deficiency thatt the staf f

O 14(Y clearly knows about, if it doesn't appear in~the SER?'

15 A |Witncss Shemanski) That's correct.
,

? .

I 16 Q Let's turn to the SER. Have you a copy of AlCo
|

| 17 Exhibit 21?
1

! 18 A (Witness Shemanski) I have a copy of the December

19 13 --

20 Q okay.
|
1

.

21 A (Hitness Shenanski] -- 1984 SER.
1

22 Q That's 21.
|
! 23 'A (Witnesa Shenanshi) Right.
!

24 Q If you don't mind, please, Mr. Shemansk'., let's
.

.

25 turn --

|
r\1
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1 WITNESS JONES: Could we get'a= copy of-that for

2- our records, as.well?

3 MR. MILLER ~You should have it'right;there-behind

-4 .you.
'

5 WITNESS JONES: It's missing from'the; document.

.6 -MR. MILLER: That's because.your-lawyer took;it'
.

7 out.
. .

-8 WITNESS JONES:. I _ just like to follow along.
9 MR. MILLER: All_right.

10- If the board: will- permit us --

11 JUDGE BOLIRERK: ' At some point, Mr..' Miller, we're ; :

12 going to be interested to.see what--Mr..Noonan has tofsay:-

..
.

.

,

13 .about some of the responses-we're hearing. Soi.I don't--know --)
,

,

14 if~it's now or. Inter -- I'll leave that'uptto you.c

15 .MR.cMILLER:' Sir,.~while we're doing=this
-16 logintical-thing, we'll ask M uleti's ask Mr. Noonan if---4

-q17- would the~ board like toiask:'a. question?f
-18 JUDGE BOLLWERK: .IJthink|it'sifairly. simple.- You,
'19 heard--some of-the responsesithat Mr.fShemanski:is!giving.=
20 Do1yoo disagree, have any. comments.onianything)thatihe said-

21 up:totthis point?

u22 WITNESS NOONAN: -lihave heard Mr.1--tMr. *

, 23 Shemanski's: responses. I - ;I'have a; problem with some of-
,

=24: .the statements-that he:istmaking,;givenfthe --Dgiven the- i

'25 aituation:that: existed =at.the. tine-when I'was Branch ChiefJ i

y
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1 in -- in the '82'to '85 timeframe.

2 The staff SER, as always, the history of the --

3 the histo:3 of the -- of the commission, was to make a

4 determination as to safe operat' ions of the plant and also as

5 to the public safety and health, health and safety.

6 It -- it meant -- it was a very important

7 document.- It was not to be taken lightly. It was never --

8 it was never written conditionally, except for some cases

9 where near-term operating licenses were given. They were
i

10 given license conditions.

11 But that -- that document;was -- carried a lot of-

12 weight with -- not only with -- with myself butiny

13 management and also, eventually, withIthe -- with the

14 commission.

15 The reason we went through all of the --- the - pain

-16 and misery of these -- these meetings was in-order that we

17 could write that -- write that evaluation.

18 We had -- we had a couple of choices:|in our --'in -

19 front of'us.- We could; send'-- we could send teams of people-

20 out to the site tx) do^it. That requiredia lotLof resources

; and a lot of time,.and we-were1trying;to|get-this program.to:> 21 -

22 come>to an end by, yeu-know,1 in the. shortest-time possible.

23 We.took -- we took what;we callithe-one-day

24 -meeting approaches, and that's a-little cf'aimisnomer,:
25- because they're more.than.e O day 7sometimes, but we took1

.-
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i that approach so that the staff could look at everything the

2 licensee had -- had at its disposal to make this

3 determination in the final safety evaluation.

4 When -- when the -- when the staff and the utility

5 parted from those meetings, they're really on i- they're

6 really on an equal leve). I mean all the knowledge that the

7 staff had and the knowledge that the utility had was -- was

8 pretty equal at that point in time.

9 There were no nt.w deficiencies that existed ont

10 there by e'.ther the stafi or the utility that were not

11 known.

12 So, they cane out -- they came out on what I call

13 an equal basis. They both had -- they both had equal

14 knowledge of what was going on.

15 When the -- if something would have occurred that

16 -- that caused the staff to have second thoughts about the -

17 - the conclusions of the safety evaluation, it was our

18 practice to immediately call in the utility.

19 We would not have hesitated to do that, at least

20 get en a conference call with them and talk to them about

21 any kind of deficiencies that might have been brought to our

22 attention that maybe we -- we either missed or for some

23 reason we didn't address properly in the SER.

24 In this case-here, in the Alabama case, that --

25 that never occurred. In some other utilities, it did occur.
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('') 1 In fact, in one case, I even want -- I was even personally
\~J

2 involved. I had to go up to the site.

3 We decided we -- that's the only way we could

4 really get our hands around the problems that wo saw at that

5 particular otility. So, there was -- there was a lot of

6 effort by the staff to write that final SER.

7 I -- I now hear words like -- well, this was

8 really -- it's more -- almost like the words conditional

9 SER, and in my -- in my estimation, a conditional SER does

30 not exist. There is no such thing as a conditional SER,

11 other than, like I said, for NTOLs, where we put in certain

12 license conditions.

13 This thing was written. 'This SER for Alabama

'N 14 Power was written. There were no known deficiencies at that(d
15 point of time, and the staff -- the staff drew a conclusion.

16 There -- there was a -- there was'a caveat in

17 there about some inspection, but that inspection was

18 involved to only -- to only address those-items that the.
.

19 staff felt was necessary in.that part of the SER, and if I

20 may refer to it here quickly, on.page four of the -- of the

21 SER, " Proposed Resolutions of Identified Deficiencies," and

22 there -- there, we did make a determination that we would

23 have an inspection to verify that what the staff said is the

24 way they're -- way they're-resolving these deficiencies.

25 There would be some inspection involved to -- to
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1 verify'that information, and that was the intent of the --

2 of the inspection.-- That was the;only condition - .and that

3 was mainly because the staff was not at the site;to look at

4 those test reports, look at-that documentation--itself.

5 JUDGE MORRIS: I want to be sure I: understand, Mr.

6 Noonan, the verification process. Are'you telling me;that

7 the verification would be only for.those items-identified-in

8 the SER? "

9 WITNESS NOONAN: Yes.

10- JUDGE MORRIS: Mr. Shemanski-and Mr. Luehman,-do

11 you-agree with that?
,

12 WITNESS LUEHMANt No. No,;we don't,; sir.-

13 If you read further down on:page four of the SER,-

14 it says that the -- it says that the-- "The-licensee's:

15 equipment qualification files willLbe audited by-the staff;

16 during the follow-up inspection," and_it doesLn'ot limit'that-

17 to just files;that the deficiencies-wereLidentified in.=

18 < WITNESS NOONAN: If I may - may:respondito that,

- 19 - _unfortunately:Mr.-Luehman was-not~present|atjthis:: time of--

20 the -- when tht3 -- when this-program was puttin place.-.We

21 can -- we can--- we can argue about the words,Lthat.maybe

22' the words are not quite clear;enough'or-more explicit

23 enough.

24- The intent of these inspections was"to address
-

I25- only the data that was raised in-this SER. JThat's all it:
_
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1 was for, and -- and I bring that -- I emphasize that point.

2 Had the staff been at the site, they would have

3 looked at -- they would have looked at the documentation

4 necessary for them to reach the conclusion in this SER, and

5 that's all. .

6 They would not have gone on a full -- full-blown

7 inspection of -- of the whole plant. It never happened that

8 way.

9 This document was -- Lhia -- this wording in this

1 10 docutant was intended to resolve -- was intended to inspect

11 the licensce's assertion that he had certain documentation
12 regarding these proposed deficiencies, and that was it. ;;

13 JUDGE BOLLWERK: You've heard Mr. Luehman, Mr.

[~) 14 Shemanski. You were there at the time. Do you have any(m) 5

15 comments on that?

16 WITNESS SHEMANSKI: Yes. I disagree with Mr.

17 Noonan on that particular point.

18 With regard to the EQ inspections or audits,
19 whatever they were called in those days, we had no
20 constraints as to only looking at the items that Franklin

21 identified deficiencies for.

22 When we planned the inspection, we requested the
23 master list from the utility, and we typically took a 10-

24 to-15-percent sample of items from the EQ master list, and
25 we really, as far as I'm concerned, had no constraints as to
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[}
only looking at a specific set of items on there wherel

2 Franklin idantified deficiencies.

3 I feel that we had' wide-open latitude. We -- we

4 tried to get a good cross'section of components that we

5 looked at, terminal blocks, ASCO solenoid valves and so

6 forth, but again, we got-the master list from the licensee,

7 and that was-our -- our' start, basically,-to develop the EQ

8 inspection.

9 That's all.

10 WITNESS NOONAN: -If I may -- may comment again.

11 What Mr. Shemanski says is -- is correct for the near-term-
~

12 operating licensees.
'

13 -When we ---when we -- when we|did our inspections

() 14 and our writing of our SERsiat.those -- at'those particular

| 15 utilities,_we-actually.went -- sent-a team of people at the
|

~

sitting at

,

16 site. They-spent -- spent about a week,-average, -

17 the cite and - -and looking at a number of! things that the -
|

| 18 - the staff wanted-to look at.-

19 It --Lit-identified -- it identified -- it-

| 20- identified those items-to the utility, what the staff was

21 looking for,< including if the, staff decided it; wanted.to

L 22 look'at something else-on those meetings. It had the

23 freedom'to-do so.
~

24' ;We're:not talking about that here. What we're

25 . talking about here'is this -- thisLparticular-SER and what
-

-
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1 was the intent of the wording in'this SER.

; 2 This SER -- the -- the intent of this SER was to

3 verify-the_ accuracy of the -- of the licensee's assertions

4 regarding the proposed. deficiencies. *

5 It goes without:saying that_the -- if the -- if.

6 the inspection team wants to go in.there and -- and check

7 the -- the plant at come1]ater date and look -- look for-

8 things, they -- they always had that freedom to do that.

9 There is no restraints put on any -- any NRC

10 inspector to go out und look at things that he feels it's

11 necessary to look at.-

12 I want to talk here,_though -- what was -- what

13 were the words' intended =in this SER,- and this SER was

14 intended basically to -- to lookLat the proposed

15 deficiencies that the utility--- what the utility was going

16 to fix before the -- before everything was okay_at-that

17 plant.

18 We had to write an SER. We wanted'tocbring the

19 program-to a~close, and that was-our method of;doing so.

20 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Does the staff have any further
,

21 comments?

22 WITNESS LUEHMAN: I would make just one more

-23 comment. That-is, if you read-the top of page 5 of the SER,.

24 _ clearly when we go into, "The inspection will verify the
~

25 licensee's program for surveillance ' and maintenance of
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) environmentally qualified equipment as adequate," clearly1

2 looking at the surveillance and maintenance goes way beyond- !

3 looking at the identified deficiencies.
'!

4 Those are programmatic areas, and I don't know how

5 Mr., Noonan can draw the narrow conclusion that he has based

6 on those rather broad statements there.
,

7 If the program was simply to look at the

8 deficiencies, I don't think that it is reasonable to say
9 that the SER would have a statement with broad categories

10 like maintenance and surveillance of the environmental
11 qualitication in there. The intent was only to address the

12 specific deficiencies.

13 WITNESS NOONAN: If I may make just one more

~) 14 point, if you take what Mr. Luehman said, and go back and(G
15 read the first sentence, because we are taking it out of
16 context -- also, I contend we are trying to put something in
17 an SER some years later that was not intended at the time we
18 wrote these SERr.
19 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Let me get the exhibit numbers so

20 that we can pull it and just take a look at that page.
21 MR. MILLER: -It is Alabama Powsr Company Exhibit
22 21, and this is addressing pages 4.and 5.
23- JUDGE BOLLWERK: This is on page 5 we are talking

c 24 about?

25 MR. MILLER: It starts on the bottom of page 4,,
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{) 1 and goes over to page 5.

2 JUDGE BOLLWERKt Okay. Thank you.

3 WITNESS NOONAN: If I may add, on the bottom of

4 page 4, that lower paragraph there starts out with the word

5 " Approach described by the licensee," as you read through
6 that paragraph, you see that in all context we are talking,

7 about the proposed deficiencies, the resolution of proposed

8 deficiencies as presented by.the licensee.

9 I would like to quote, out of context, I will

10 quote the last sentence, and it says, " Assistance from IE,
,

11 since a significant amount of documentation has already been
12 reviewed by the staff and Franklin Research Center, the
13 primary objective of the final audit will be to verify that

('') 14 they contain the appropriate analysis and necessary
'r/

15 documentation to support the licensee's conclusion that the

16 equipment is qualified."

17 That conclusion I refer to is a conclusion that
18 was made in this January meeting.
19 WITNESS JONES: If I may add, from a licensing

20 perspective, the licensee's perspective, if Mr. Luehman

21 wants to cloud the issue by saying that our surveillance and

22 maintenance program was unacceptable, that, again, was
23 discussed '.n the January '84 meeting which I attended and, ;

24 of-course, which Mr. Luehman was not there. Our approach
3

25 was discussed in detail and well documented..
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D 1 WITNESS LUEHMAN: - The only' thing I would add!is,
b

_

2 below that-sentence on_page 5 that I read, it-goes on_to

3 say, "The method used for-tracking periodic replacement

4 parts, implementation of commitments and-actions -- e.g.,--

5 regarding the placement.of_ equipment will aise be verified,"

6 those are, again, very general statements-which are=very

-7- consistent with'the type of inspection that was done at' thin-

8 plant as well as at other plants which went way beyond the

9 mere verification of a number of deficiencies that.were

10 identified in the Franklin Research TERs.
11 My position-is whether or r.ot-I'was-at that'

,

12 meeting or not, I think the wordc- speak for themselves.L
'

Il WITNESS JONES: I will.just respond by saying that

(O 14 the minutes speak for themsolves regarding our maintenancex
d

15 and surveillance program.

16 JUDGE MORRIS: Mr. Shemanski, did you write those

17 words?
~

18 WITNESS SHEMANSKI: Keep in mind-that there were

19 71 SERs, and the format inLthe 71'SERs was quite.similar. .I_ j

20 don't recall if I wrote these words specifically. It.was

21 ~ kind of a': group effort developing the-first=SER.-
22 WITNESS NOONAN: 'If I-may-comment |'EI:think I-

23 remember the evidence. ,As-Mr. Shemanski said,;yes,;there
24 .were 71 SERs that we had to complete, and_Mr. Shemanski,.
25- -basically, has the job of lead: engineer,:and he had some n
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1 support from Idaho to help us with this thing.

2 These words were basically written as a group.

3 They were probably written by Mr. Shemanski, probably some-
_

4 of the people of Idaho were involved. It eventually came to

5 Mr. LaGrange, and it eventually came to me.

6 In all cases, theme words were'probably modified

7 by a-number of people, so the final product we:see here-is a'
'

8 group effort by a number of people, not any ane particular
,

9 person.

10 JUDGE MORRIS: So similar words were in all or ,

11 most of the 71 SERs?-

12 WITNESS NOONAN: Yes,' sir. We did that because of

13 the fact that we just did not have the : staff to rewrite

O 14 every SER. That .is consistent with the-history of the NRC
V r

1S staff on any SER. There is a lot of-stuff that we call-

16 boilerplate that is taken from SER to SER to write it. It

17 doesn't mean that the staff didn't'do a= thorough. review of.-

(

! 18 that. It just-means that the words_were picked upland put
~

-19: into the-SER. '

20 JUDGE MORRIS: Mr. shemanski, as a participant, at

21 least in-putting these words:together,:what was_your_-

22 unc rstanding of the intent?

.23 -WITNESS SHEMANSKI: My understandingfof-the intent

24- was that we vould have a-two phased _ approach here. .The SER,;_

.

:25 - as written,.was Phase-No.--I,-basically, in-which we-approved
'

9
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/]~'N
1 the approach offered by the licensee and the methodology

t

2 they presented to us regarding the resolution of the

3 deficiencies in the Franklin TER. Phase II was the

4 verification phase referred to in t.his SER as the audit or
'

5 inspection phase.

6 Clearly, we could only go so far during the

7 meetings. We basically discussed the deficiencies with the

8 licensees, and accepted their word. If they told us a piece

9 of equipment was qualified, we had no reason to challenge
. o

10 them during the meeting.

11 However, during the verification phace, we had an

12 opportunity to substantiate that finding by the licensee.

13 In other words, we looked. So, the SER, again, found their

f] 14 program in compliance with 50.49.
G

15 However, you have to read the entire SER, and keep

16 in mind-that there is part 2, t h e v e r i f i c a t i o n 't hase, which

17 involves the inspection.

18 JUDGE MORRIS: Which was not limited to those
|

19 items?

20 WITNESS SHEMANSKI: Which was not limited-to that

21 items we had identified. We.had an inspection, and I know

22 how thsy were conducted.

23 'I discussed with the licensees what our approach

24 would be. Again, we~got the master list, and we cnose-a-

25 number of items from the master list, and went in there and

(3
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1 looked at the documentation for those items, looked at the

2 -physical configuration. As Mr..Luehman pointed out, we

3 looked at surveillance and maintenance aspects regarding EQ.

4 We also did some verification of the master list.

5 Again, those inspections were not narrowly focused.

6 on just the items identified as being deficient by Franklin.

7 JUDGE BOLLWERK: When were those first~ inspections

8 conducted?

9 WITNESS LUEHMAN: I-was going to add',- Judge

10 Bollwerk, I think that the first-ten of.the inspections were

11 aone before the November 30th, 1985,-deadline. .I think that

12 that is the number. There were ten inspections actually-

13 done before-the deadline.. I may be wrong on the exact

l 'i 14 number, but in the enforcement part of our:. testimony,JI.make
\m/

15 reference to some of those inspections in my testimony

16 ' pointing out that we inspected areas that are at issue here

17 in this proceeding.

18 JUDGE BOLLWERE: Those would have been done while

19 you were stillithere, Mr.;Noonan?

20 WITNESS NOONAN: Yes, I;believe so.

21- When the batonLwas1to be-passed from NRR to I&E,-

22 we were now looking at the time when'the branch would be

23 dissolved.

24 We had a numberJof meetings with-NRR management-

25 and-I&E management on how this would progress.- It was-
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1 decided that we would try to have ten-inspections, two from
2 each region. So, we could do a number of things in thesef '

!-
L 3 inspections.

4 Number one, we could-have the actual-inspectors-
5 from each region involved for the first time with the NRR

;

6 staff in going through the process and how it was to be

7 handled.

8 We would determine -- we would determine, based on'

9 the sample of 10, what was adequate documentation, because -
10 - because, clearly, in some staff's_ mind, there was.--- there
11 was disagreement _as to.what wasineceesary_to call adequate-

12 documentation. So, that approach was-adopted.

13- The first utility was calvert: Cliffs =that this_was-

; 14 done for. Unfortunately, we never got through 10.- We only

15 go through Calvert Cliffs and one other one if my memory.
16 serves me correctly, which was, I'believe,-Zion, and I'm not

17 sure if that, to be honest.with you, but we never got'
18 through the full 10.-

'19 So, ke never had -- we never'got our sample of 10
20 to look at to make determinations as to, for example, what'
21 was adequate documentation, and-the4 reason -- why didn't'we-
22 get there? Because people were pulled in different

23 directions.

24 I1was -- I was taken off- of the -- off .of the
25 program ~and put into _ Comanche -- Peak, became:' a full-time -- i
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1 you know, became a full-time job.(~')
'V

2 The -- the branch was dissolved in November of

3 1985, and at that point in time, the various EQ members were

4 given new assignments, and they were put off into different

5 jobs.

6 So -- so, while our -- while we had hoped to do
;

7 it, we just never got there because of the fact of -- of

8 what I call, you know, other circumstances that pulled staff

9 members around.

10 So, we never did -- we never did our 10.
I

11 WITNESS LUEdMAN: I think I'd like to clarify.

12 I think that what Mr. Noonan said is -- is

13 correct, that -- it may be correct that the EQ branch, per

14 se, did not do the 10 inspections, but I do think that,

15 pr3or to the November 30, 1985, deadline, that there were

16 two inspections performed per region.

17 Whether that was by the EQ branch, by I&E, by some

18 of the people in NRR or a combination thereof, I think that,

19 when Mr. Potapovs comes up, he's probably_in'the best

20 position to answer that, although since Mr. Shemanski was on

21 those inspections, he might be able to -- to clarify that,

22 but I think that there were 10 inspections prior to the

23 November 30, '85, deadline.

24 WITNESS SHEMANSKI: To the best of my

25 recollection, that is correct. I did personally attend at
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1 least the first 10 or 12 EQ inspections.

2 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Again, just so this is clear to

3 me, you're saying that the scope of those inspections is not

4 consistent with what Mr. Noonan is saying that it would havo
5 been. I don't want to put words in your mouth.

6 WITNESS SHEMANSKI: If I understand correctly, Mr.

7 Noonan is stating that the inspections primarily-focused-on
1

8 only those items where Franklin identified deficiencies, and ;

9 while I agree that we concentrated on those areas, we were
10 not limited to just looking at items where Franklin

11 identified deficiencies.

12 We inspected items where the licensees claimed q

13 they were qualified. We called their -- we called their.

(''/) 14 bluff, basically. We wanted to verify that, in fact, their
\_

15 claims were correct.
16 So, as far as I'm concerned, I don't recall any

17 limitations being put on me when we-went in and developed
18 the inspection plan.

19 MR. MILLER: If I may interject for a second, I

20 object to the phrase "we called their bluff." That is

21 completely unprofessional.

2. There has been no evidence anywhere-in this record i

23 that any licensee, let alone this one, ever bluffed the NRC

24 staff, and I would move to strike any suggestion that power
25 reactor licensees in the United States bluffed the staff.
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1 - JUDGE BOLLWERK: Perhaps you'could rephrase it,

2 Mr. Shenanski._

3 WITNESS SHEMANSKI: We challenged-their assertion-

4 that, in fact, they had documentation showing the equipment
5 was qualified.

6 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Isfthat acceptable, Ar. Miller?

7 MR. MILLER: I'd like.to cross examine on that

-8 point. i

9 JUDGE - BOLLWERK: All_right. Let us finish up this'- )

10 line.
e

-

I recognize we certainly have made mincemeat out of
-

11 your cross-examination up to this point, but let's justz

12 finish this round of questions, and we'll go back.
13 WITNESS.NOONAN: If I;may just add one other

_

14 point, the 10-inspections that I talked-about were-the ones-

15 that we originally set up to -- to' sort of set the -- the

16 policy for future -- future inspections,

17 -Mr.fLaGrange was to be in chartje of those,_and to.
18 the best of my knowledge, he - 'they-only --:helonly-
19 attended two of_those inspections-that I -- that I can best

,

20 remember.

R21 -If-there were other inspections,-they were

22- probably-done after I left;the branch that I was:not - that-

23 I was not aware of, and to this-date,-2 am;not' aware of

24L thoseLparticular inspections, but I -- but:I would then

25 question were these inspections 1 set up to really do tho-
-
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1 initial purposes that we wanted to dot in other words, sit

2 down with the inspectors, with -- with people that are
3 experienced in doing this kind <1f work, particularly NkR-
4 type people that had been doing it for a number of:taars,

5 and sitting with those inspectors and -- and going through
6 tnese things and then -- then coming to a consenaus at the
7 end of all 10 as to what we should be Usoking at from a

8 stalidpoint of how much -is enough .docusentation. For

9 example, ari there other areas that we should be looking at
10- that we -- that we have failed to look at prior -- at prior-

11 times?

12 Those kinds of questions needed to be answered.-

13 And to my -- bect of ny recollection, I-don't recall that

14 ever'being documented. =

15 JUDGE BOLLWERK: If there is nothing else from

16 cither of the witness panels, we'll allow you to continue,
17 Mr. Miller, if you know where-you were.- We apologize, but--

, .

18 this has been very useful to us.,

19- MR. MILLER I'll struggle around and.*ind.

20 something to talk about, and we understood this was how it's
21 going to go, and that*s fine.- We support any type of
22 exchange among the witnesses-and the board.

23 BY MR. MILLER:

24 Q You told.us,-Mr.;Shemanski,-that-the statf

25 challenged the licensee's assertions. Are those the words.
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1 you used?

2 A (Witness Ehemanski) Those are the words I used,

3 yes.

4 Q The licensee's assertions that appeared in the
5 79.01(b) response? Are you referring to those?

r A (Witness Shemanski) Wherever you made a statement

7 that equipment was, in fact, qualified.

8 Q Yes. air. And in those documents, the' staff-

9 conducted an in-depth review, did it not?

10 A (Witness shemanski) -on paper.
11 J But it did so before these SERs vote issued, did
42 it St?

13 A (Witness Shemanski) The staff, in accordance --

14 or in conjunction with Franklin Research.

15 Q 7t employed Franklin to do an in-depth review of
16 all the documents, the EQ qualification documents, did it
17 not?

-.

18 A (Witness Shemanski) The documentationJthat was
19 supplied by the licensees, correct.

20 0- They provided you with other engineers, and you
21 yourself -looked at those documer.tations, didn't- you?-
22 A (Witness Shemanski); We looked at the s.2bmittals.
23- -you made. Franklin still maintained the -- the copies'of
24 the original test reports and so forth.

25 Q- Well, that's right. Well, Franklin-was an_NRC-
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1 contractor.

2 A (Witness Shemanski) Right. So, combined --

3 combined, Franklin, NRC, and EG&G looked at all the

4 information that was supplied by --

5 Q 1. coked at all of the information.
6 A (Witness Shemanski) -- Farley.

7 Q You're not suggesting Franklin did a poor or

8 incompetent job, are you?

9 A (W1 . loss Shemanski) Not for -- not for one

10 minute, no.

11 Q Yes, sir. And it was their TER that was adopted
12 by the staff in, say, 1983 through a Safety Evaluation
13 Report, wasn't it?

14 A (Witness Shemanski) Their TER formed the basis,

15 Song with the submittal --

16 Q And it was Franklin's TER that was the base
17 document for thos'a 1984 meetings, wasn't it?
18 A (Witness Shemanski) Yes, it was.

19 Q And all the assertions, all the submittals, t.ll of

20 the representations in the documenta*. ions that the NRC staff

21 had was reviewed in-depth by it and its contractors before

22 these 1984 meetings, wasn't it?

23 A (Witness Shenanski) It was reviewed. I won't say
4

24 it was reviewed in-depth.
25 Q You will not agree with me that it was reviewed

.
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} 1 in-depth?

A (Witness Shemanski) Keep in mind, Franklin was,

3 reviewing information for 71 licensens in a very short time

4 -- timeframe. They -- they did a quality professional-type

5 review. By "in-depth," they had -- they did not have the

6 opportunity, in fact, to verify that information was
7 correct.

8 Q You deny --

9 A (Witness Shemanski) That's -- that what I see as

lo an in-depth review, to verify.

11 In other words, if you sent them a test report,

32 they would review the test report and uso it to the best of

13 their knowledge. They would not go in and evaluate

( ) 14 anomalies thC' wer6 identified in the test report, that type

15 of thing.

16 So, when I -- when you talk about in-depth, I

17 think we're talking about a much lower level, and the staff

18 typically does not do those type of annlyses.

19 Q Do you deny, thea, that there was an in depth

20 review by the NR staff and FRC by, say, April of 1983 of all

21 the submittals?

22 A (Witness Shemanski) I'm not denying there was an

23 in depth review. The staff and Franklin and EGGG Idaho did

24 a review of the documentation supplied.

25 Q All of this work formed the basis of at least two
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( 1 1ERs and two SERs for Parley nuclear plant. Is that

2 correct?

3 A (Witness Shenanskil That is correct.

4 Q And all of these assertions could have been
5 challenged at any time from 7901B up until the issuance of
6 the December 13th, 1984 SER, couldn't they? Couldn't they,

7 Mr. Shemanski?
{

8 A (Witness Shamarski) It depends because the

9 verification involves looking at the as-installed equipment,
;

10 and that simp)y was not possible. A.1, we could verify or

11 all we could evaluate was what was supplied to us. That is f
12 basically a pap 3r review. We're talking here about a p2per
13 review.

(~h 14 Q Then you will agree with me that any assertionO
15 contained in the paper submitted could have been challenged?
16 A (Witness Shemanski) It could have been
17 challenged, yes.

la Q And as far as you know, whatever those challenges
19 were, if there were any, they showed up in this SER. Is

20 that correct?

21 A (Witness Shemanski) The challenges in terms of

22 deficiencies identified by Franklin were in the TER.
23 Q I see. And then they were resolved, the

24 methodology for resolution ~~

25 A (Witnocs Shemancki) During the neeting we hadc
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1 with you in January.
2 0 We're going to get back to that. Now, a coupla of'

3 other things. When you wrote the -- or when you conducted
4 the roviews and wrote-the SERs, is it fair to say you-were
5 looking -- you being-the staff -- looking for compliance
6 with the EQ' rule, and that the focus of the SERs was to have
7 the licensee show ecmpliance with the sQ rules?
8 A _(Witness Shemanskij .Yes, that's. correct.

9 Q Okay. So as y' o u i thi? work, you looked at
1

10 50.49, and the focus of \ha hP.tm W' show compliance with--

11 50.49?

12 A (Witness-Shemanski) ler,-it was,
'

13 Q All right.- Let's take the SER, and you tell no ]
( } 14 when you'have it before you.-

15 A (Witness-Shemanski) I have it.

!16 Q Now, before we do that, ILneed to-ask Mr. Luehman i
,

17 this question. __Ycu did not participate ~1n drawing up this-
|

1

18 SER?

19 A -[ Witness Luehman) :No,-I did not..
20 'Q- You were not member.offthe EQ branch?!

,:

-21 A (Witness-Luehman) No,:I was:not.

22 Q .You did not come.to enforcement until '88? Ia

!! 23- -that correct?-
!

| 24 A (MitnesstLuehman)- I| arrived in the office'of.
25 Enforcement in 1987;

L

LO
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1 Q You are here today to enforce the civil penalty,

2 are you not?

3 A [ Witness Luehman) I'm here to discuss what my

4 testimony's on.

5 Q You have told us about the meaning of this; SER,

6 but in truth, it's just the way you read it and interpret

7 it, isn't-it?

8 A (Witness Luehman) I think it's in plain Englich.

9 Q Yes, sir. . Those are words that.you didn't-write

10 and you didn't' participate in; did you?
--

11 A (Witneau Luehman) No.- That's correct. . But I did
'

12 --

13 Q They are words that you did not write---

14 A (Witness Luehman) Would you let me finis.h?

15 Q' ~~ or you did not participate-in. -It's a.yes or

16 no question..

17 A (Witness Luehman). I had-to interpret those words
-

10 based on the fact that we applied the' enforcement policy and
19 fits clearly should have known standard to this'SER and this
20 action. So in that sum, I did have responsibility forz~

'21 interoreting and understanding those words.
22 Q I' understand:that.. But you did not have'that

23 untilLlong-after it was written.- -

24 A [Witnesc Luehman) Wol),.that's obvious.

25 Q Now,--Mr. Shemanski,:let's look over.here on?Page 3

O ANN 'RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd,-
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O 1 under the heading of "Pvaluation."
V

2 A (Witness Shenanski) Okay.

3 Q It says that the evaluation -- and I'll paraphrase

4 -- is based on the results of an audit review performed by

5 the staff. Is that correct?

6 A (Witness Shemanski) That's correct.

7 Q Of -- and I'31 go to Number 2 -- compliance with

8 the requirements of 10 CFR 50.49.

9 A (Witness Shemanski) Well, that's one of the three

10 items.

11 Q Yes, sir. Let's look at that. Would it be a fair

12 interpretation to say that the staff has conducted some type
13 of audit review of Alabama Power Company for compliance vith

() 14 the EQ rule? Is that a reasonable interpretaticn?

15 A (Witness Shemanski) It's reasonable.

16 Q And would it also be reasonable for a licensee to
17 think, if I was out of compliance with the EQ rule,.the
18 staff would say so?

19 A (Witness Shemanski] That's correct, but it's not

20 reasonable within the entire word.ng of the SER. You just

21 can't read one particular phrase on a page and make a final
22 conclusion as to where you stand. I think that's being very

23 shortsighted.

24 Q We're going to read all the words and invite

25 others to do the same. But with respect to an audit review

O ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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1 performed by the staff for compliance with the requirement

2 of the EQ rule, you agree with me that the licensee is

3 reasonable in interpreting that to mean if it was out of

4 compliance, it would show up somewhere?

5 A (Witness Shemanski) That's correct.

6 Q how, we have heard about-this so-called

7 verification inspection, and I will ask you if the basis fer

8 your statement about that does not appear at the bottom of

9 Page 4.

10 A (Witness Shenanski) Would'you restate that again,

11 please?

12 Q Yes, sir. You told us about this verification'

13 inspection.

14 A (Witness Shemanski) That's correct.

15 Q And-I think that you referenced.a sentence-down at

16 the bottom of Page 4 that refers to an' audit of the EQ files

17 during follow-up inspections. .
_

.

18 A (Witness Shemanski) Yes.- It states the primary.
f

19 objective of the file audit will be t.o verify that they
20 contain the appropriate analyses and other' documentation to

21 support the licensee's conclusion.

22 Q Is it not so that that: sentence and, paragraph is-
23 under the heading " Propose:1 Resolution of Identified .:

24 Dieficiencies."

25 A. . [ Witness - Shamanski) . Yes, it is.
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1 Q All right. And then we have anotner heading of

2 " Compliance with 10 CFR 50.49."

3 A (Witnoss Shemanski) That's right.

4 Q 1s that correct? Now, would it be fair for a

5 licensee to get this SER and assume, I'm in coe.pliance. Is

6 that a reascnable assumption-for the licensee to make?

7 A (Witness Shenanski) In compliance with 50.-497

8 Q Yes, sir. I'll ask it to you this way: Can you

9 see how a licensee could reach such a conclusion?.
10 A [ Witness Shemanski)-- Sce.
11 Q All right. And would that be a reasonable-

12 conclusion for the licensee-to reach at the point in time.it'
.

13 receives the SER?

14 A [ Witness Shemanski) If he understood the full

15 meaning of the SEP.

16 Q Yes, sir. I'll ask it'to you again. 'dould that
'

.

17 be a reasonable assumption for the licensee _.to reach at-the

.18 point in time--that they received.the SER -- thab is, I'm in
-19 compliance with the EQ: rule?-

20 A [ Witness Shemanski]| It's reasonable-:to assume
'

21 -that from the-licensee standpoint, but_again,|he must --
22 Q Perhaps I should ask it this ways; Is there.

23 anything wrong with the licensee making'that_ conclusion _.at
24- that point in time, and in_ Alabama' Power Compdny'r caso,

~

:25 it's December 1984?L

:
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/'' 1 A (Witness Shemanski) I mean, no, they could assume
Q)

2 anything they want to.

3 Q Is it reasonable for thein or is there something

4 wrong with them making that assumption as of --

5 A (Witness Shenanski) As I mentioned bnfore, I

6 think it's an assumption they can makes however, you've got
7 to read the entire SER and be aware that there would be a
8 forthcoming inspection. To me, i t' I were a licensee, that

9 19 a red flag.

10 Q Okay.

11 A (Witness Shemannki) I don't think I would accept

12 the words in this SER and just stop right there.
33 I would be curious and pay attention to the

} 14 forthcoming verification phase of the inspection.
15 Q I understand that, but we've got to get ourselves

36 over this hurdle. All right, but let's see it we can agree

17 on some things. The licensee can, or has reasonable

18 assurance that his program complies with 50.49; doesn't he?
19 A (Witness Shemanski) Yes, I think the licensee

20 could develop a fairly warm feeling that he's on the right
21 track in compliance with 50.49.

22 Q Fairly warm feeling that --

23 A (Witness Shemanski) Fairly warn, keeping in mind

24 there will be the verification phase. I mean, you just

25 cannot discount the verification phase of the inspection.
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1,

1 Q Well, we're getting warmer. Fairly warm feeling

2 that it's in compliance with 50.49; isn't that the same
,

3 thing as rearonable assurance in nuclear power industry j

4 lingo?
,

5 A (Witness Shomanski) Yes. -

6 Q All right. Now, we have talked at some length

7 about reading the SER in context. Is it not also your
'

8 testimony that other information provided to the licensee'
t

9 has.some significance about compliance with 50.497

10 A (Witness Shemanski) That is correct.

11 Q All right, and would it * well, let me strike :

12 that and ask it to you this way Can you tell us what the

13 deadline for compliance with the EQ rule was, at least for

14 enforcement purposes?

15 A (Witness Shemanski) Well, the EQ deadline for
|
I16 compliance-with 50.49 was the November 30, 1985 date.
.

-17 Q All-right, are you aware of._any information-

'18 provided to Alabama Power Company'after the December 1984 +

| 19 SER indict. ting that it-had' complied with 50.49 -- and, let

20 me change that slightlyt .After the~ December ='84 SER, but
,

;-
| 21 before the EQ~ deadline of November, 19857

22 -A -(Witness'Shemanski)- No,' I'm not aware of any.

23 Q' Do you recall in the testimony,_either in this

24. surrebuttalitestimony.or'in the direct testimony,5about.'6he-
'

_25L : Unit II license condition?-,
a

|
.

|
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1 A (Witness Shenanuki) Not in detail, no.

2 Q You recall, though, that there was a licenso

3 condition on Unit II; do you not?

4 A [hitness Shemanski) (No audible response.)

5 Q I said that too narrowly. A license condition on

6 Unit II, associated with compliance with EQ?

7 A (Witness Shemanski) I'm not sure.

8 Q Okay. Can we get a copy of Licensee Exhibit 83

9 and 847 And if you don't have one of those before you,

10 we'll get it for you.

11 A (Witness shomanski) What is that document?

12 Q Sorry, sir?

13 A (Witness Shemanski) What is that document?

14 Q It's 83 and 84. 83 is the part of the Unit II

15 license, referencing EQ compliance, and 84 is the

16 determination by the NRC on that license condition, and

17 we'll take just a minute and get it for you. Do you all

18 have it over there? If the Board would let us do this for

19 just a second?

20 While she's doing that, though, are you familiar

21 enough with the Modified Enforcement Policy to talk about

22 the phrase, " clearly knew or should have known"?

23 A (Witness Shemanski) In general terms.

24 Q e you aware of that under the Generic Letter 88-.

25 07, that in makina such a determination, one of the factors
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1 is going to be the information provided to the licensee by
2 the NRC?

3 A [ Witness Shenanski) Yes.

4 Q Would you agree with no that correspondence on --
5 Julie, he needs -- would you agree with me that

6 correspondence on an EQ license condition would be the kind

7 of information referenced in Modified Enforcement Policy?
8 A [ Witness Shemanski) I believe so.

9 Q All right. Well, with that background, would you
10 mind looking at Exhibits 83 end 84 that you have before you?
11 Tell me when you've had a chance to look at them, and on 84,
12 just to shorten matters, the transmittal letter is

13 significant and discussion and evaluation of Item No. 1 is

14 significant. I don't intend to cross examine on the other
15 parts of 84.

16 A [ Witness Shemanski) [ Perusing document.)
17 Q All right, let's look at 83, which is the license

18 condition, and you see there, Item No. 18; do you not?
19 A [ Witness Shemanski) Yes, I do.

20 Q And you see that it has three parts to it?

21 A [ Witness St.emanski) Yes.

22 Q And the first is to have complete and auditable

23 records -- and I'll paraphrase slightly -- demonstrating
24 compliance with the EQ qualification regulations?
25 A (Witness Shemanski) Yes,
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1 Q And the second one talks about missing

2 documentation, corrective actions; I'm paraphrasing again,
3 but that's a fair representation?

4 A (Witness Shemanski) Yes.

5 Q And the third one says, no later than June 30th,

6 1982, all safety related electrical equipment in the

7 facility shall be qualified in accordance with the

8 provisions of NUREG 05881-did I read'that correctly?
9- A (Witness Shemanskl] Yes, you did.

10 Q And we understand, and I'm sure you understand,

11 that is the applicable NUREG to Unit II?

12 A (Witness Shemanski) Yes, it is.

13 Q All right.

( } 14 A- (Witness Shemanski) Category II.

15 Q okay, now, let's take Exhibit 84 ---and tell us

16 the date of that correspondence.

17 A (Witness Shemanski)- November -- I;mean', May 23rd, i

18 1985.

19 Q How, this is May 23rd of '85,.some -- oh,-I don't
}

20 know -- five or six months before the EQ' deadline?
21 A (Witness Shemanski)- That's correct.-
22 Q And do you see there in this; correspondence where
23 is says that.the enclosure to thib letter -- this is the

24 ~ second' paragraph ---indicates the current evaluation and

25 statne of our review of your-submit :als. relatirq to
L
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1 identified license conditions?

2 A (Witness Shemanski) Yes, I do. .

3 Q By " current evaluation," do you interpret that as

4 I do, that it means on or about May of 19857
<

5 A (Witness Shemanski) Yes.

| 6 Q Well, let's turn to Discussion and Evaluation No.

7 1. !

8 A (Witness Shemanski) Okay.

9 Q Now, let's read this sentence. But before'we do-

10 that, I'll ask you if you will not' agree-with me, License'-

11 Condii: ion 2*C-18 is the same one we just reviewed in-Exhibit
,

12 83? *

1

13 A (Witness Shemanski) Yes, it is.

14 Q That is the one that says all safety related

| 15 electrical equipment must be EQ-qualified?

16 A (Witness Shemanski) That's correct.

17 0 And does it not say in this-information.provided-

18 -by the NRC to the licensee, therefore, License Condition 2-
,

19 C-18 has been met? -

20 A [ Witness-Shemanskij- Yes, it-states that.

21- Q No't, do; you understand that. phrase?

| 22 A- (Witness Shemanski) Yes, I~do.-

23- Q Doesn't it'mean:to you,_as it means to me,._that

24 the LicenseLCondition referencing qualification-of all
|-

25 ' safety related electricalLequipment has-been met?
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1 A (Witness Shenanski) Well, it doesn't say that.

2 It says by letter dated December 13, '84, we provided a

3 safety evaluation which concludes that the EQ program is in
4 compliance with the requirements of 50.49.

5 Q And then it says the License condition has been

6 net.

7 A (Witness Shemanski) Yes, it does.

8 Q It doesn't say the License condition may be met

9 and we'll let you know later; does it?

10 A [ Witness Shemanski) That's correct.

11 Q It doesn't say there are equipment qualification

12 deficiencies about which you should clearly know you have
13 not met; does it?

14 A [ Witness Shemanski) No , it does not.

15 Q Would you agree with me that a licensee, any
16 licensee who gets this in May of 1985, is entitled to think

there are no EQ deficiencies about which I should clearly-

6 know because if there were, they would tell me so? Isn't

19 that a reasonable assumption for a licensee to make?'

20 A [ Witness Shemanski) I-don't believe that's a

21 reasonable assumption with a licensee who has an SER in his -

I
22 hand that said there will be a verification phase. I think

23 the licensee should not stop and believe that he is in total

24 ceiopliance at that point, recognizing that there will be yet
25 one more phase in his program, his EQ program.
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1 Q You say you don't agree with that because the-

2 licensee has a copy of the SER.

3 A (Witness Shemanski) That's correct. It states in

4 the SER that the documentation will be verified through an I

5 inspection phase. >

6 Q It speaks for itself. But isn't it also fair to

7 say that the Staff has a copy of the SER?

8 A_ (Witness Shemanski) That's correct.

9 Q Isn't it also-fair to say that if the Staff wanted

10 to qualify this sentence in any way, it could have done so?

11 A (Witness Shemanski)- It could have done so, but

12 there was no need, because it's qualified in the SER.
,

13 Q Isn't it also fair to say that if there was an

] equivalent qualification deficiency that was so clear the14

15 licensee should know about it, the Staff would have known

16 about it at the time this License Condition document was

17 issued?

18 A (Witness Shemanski) If the Staff had: looked, if'

19 it was aware of it, yes.

20 Q Okay, so without regard to whatever else may have

21 happened-in the: history _of EQ, as of;this point ~in time,

22 isn't it a reasonable assumption for the~1icensee to say, my

23 -License Condition is met. At least there's nothing that I

24 should clearly know about.-

[ 25= A- (Witness Shemanski) That's an interpretation _the
!
l-
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[ licencee can make, yes.l

2 Q It is a reasonable interp.etation?

3 A (Witness Shemanski) From your standpoint, yes;

4 from mine, no.

5 Q Okay.

6 A (Witness Shemanski) So, you know, you're each

7 entitled -- I think we're both entitled to our

8 interpretation.

9 Q- All right, but at least from my standpoint, being;

10 the licensee, I'm entitled to that reasonable

11 interpretation.

12 A (Witness Shemanski) Sure.

13 Q You agree with that?

( } 14 A (Witness Shemanski) I agree with you.

15 Q All right.

16 MR. MILLER: 3t might be a good point, Judge --

17. we're roughly at a_ good break point.
18- JUDGE MORRIS: 'All right, that's what we're just +

19 nodding about ourself. Why-don't we go ahead-and take a

20 ten-minute break and be back at 20 till.
21 (Brief recess.)
22 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Let's go back on the record, and

23 I think the' actual cross examination is' going to continue.
24 BY MR.- MILLER:

25 Q All right,_Mr. Luehman,=you have your' testimony.
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1 there before yout do you not?

2 A (Witness Luehman) Yes, I do.

3 Q In there, you talk -- and, in fact, you made some

| 4 corrections today about some other inspection reports, and

5 let's find that for us; can we? I'm sorry, I'm not right on

6 it, but there was a part of your testimony --
|

'

7 A (Witness Luehman) There was a number of places.

8 Q We'll-find the first one, if we may. Let's see,

9 is it on page 19 when you talked about the calvert Cliffs
r

10 inspection report?

11 A (Witness-Luehman) Yes, it looks like it appeared

12 -- starts.on page 19 and then on 20 and 21, I go into somo '

13 more detail.

14 Q You just asked this sort of general question. It

15 appears to me that what you're suggesting there is -- well,

16 let me strike.that and say it this way:

17 You call out that the calvert Cliffs inspection

18 report was issued on January.29, 19857

! ., 9 - A (Witness Luehman) .That's correct.
20 Q All right, now, it was issued that!. day. Have you

-21 any idea when it got to the Public Document ~ Room?.

22 A. .(Witness Luehman) .No, I don't have any knowledge

23 of when it was in the Public Document Room.

24 Q- -And you have called out that particular'. inspection: i

25. report, I think ---and you correct me if.I'm wrong ---to
.
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! I suggest the level of detail associated with EQ qualification

2 files?

3 A [ Witness Lv man) On page 19, that's correct, but ]

4 later on, I also refer to that report again.
.,

5 0 As it's significant in --

6 A (Witness Luehman) In other areas.

7 Q But the other area, if I recall correctly, is

8 because of something about walkdowns and something about a

9 Mr. Bell, and I've lost my spot on that, but am I right

10 about that? I
y

11 A [ Witness Luehmanj Yes, sir, I think that's on |
|

12 page 21.
:

13 Q Okay, but let's see if.we can take the first one,

14 and that is the reason or:one of the reasons you called-out
-

15 the calvert cliffs _ inspection report,-is-because it

16 demonstrates the level of detail.in the qualification files?

17 A [ Witness'Luehman)- Well,:I think that I
-

38 specifically quote the language that was used in-the

19 inspection report for what the level .of documentation that

20 is required-and, in fact, I think that that quotation.is

21 'taken from a generic document, and-I think that that was
.

extracted from a generic document, whether'it be the DOR! 22
L

23 Guidelines or.anotheristandard. I think.that that's

24t consistent, that-language is" consistent with'what's used-in-

p 25 that generic --
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1 Q Now, you say the calvert cliffs language was

2 extracted from another, more generic guioellne -- I'm sorry,

3 generic document?

4 A (Witness Luchman) I think that's correct, yes.

5 Q How, tell me, when an inspection report such as

6 this is issued, is it routinely mailed to all power reactor

7 licensees?

O A (Witness Luohman) No, it is not.

9 Q Well, does it -- is it so that each operating

10 reactor has its own specialized mailing list?

11 A (Witness Luehman) Yes, that's correct.

12 Q You have made a determination, I assume, whether

13 or not Alabaina Power Company was on the calvert Cliffs

14 mailing list?
[}

15 A (Witness.Luehman) I do not think that_they were.

16 Q All right, well, it has-to be important to you

17 that this inspection report was issued. 'Perhaps you asrumed

18 that Alabama Power Company checked the'calvert Cliffs' file

19 from time to time?

20 A (Witness Luehman) No, I did not assume that.

21 Q Are you telling us that Alabar.a Power company

22 should have checked the Calvert cliffs' file 1from time to

23 time?

24 A- (Witness Luehman) _All I_can say in answer to that'

25 is-that Alabama Power Company ha'd that' opportunity when=ini
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1 Information Notice 85-39 they were informed that the results

2 of the staff's audits that had been done prior to the i

I

3 issuance of that notice were available now. We didn't --

4 because that information notice is exactly that, it's only

5 information, it's up to the licensee, if they want to go |

6 back and look at that information, which was not

7 specifically on their docket. ,

:

8 Q I see. But let's ask the question directly. Are
'

9 you suggesting, Mr. Luehman, that Alabama Power Company-

10 should have gone to look at the Calvert Cliffs' Inspection

11 Report you identified there in your testimony?
,

12 A (Witness Luehman) That is not the purpose o'f its-
13 n.se in my testimony.

14 Q I'll ask you this question, sir.- Do-_you say_that

15 Alabama Power Company should have-looked at this Calvert i

16 Cliffs' Inspection Report?
. . I

17 A (Witness Luchman). For'the purposes of this- ;

18 enforcement action, I_think it would have been,a good-

19 practice, given that 85-39 let licensees know that there.
~

20 were inspection reports out there are the results of the

21 audits that-the NRC_had done up until the time:of,the
;

22 issuance of that -- of that Information Notice; ButLI won't

23' -- I will'not-say that'-- and_.I will:not say that they had

24 'to or that they should have looked at that Inspection-

25 ' Report. That's up to them.
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() 1 Q You agree then that they didn't -- I'll strike

2 that and ask it to you this way. You agree that it was not

3 an EQ requirement to look at this inspection report or any

4 other inspection report?
:

5 A (Witness Luehman) That's correct. And that was

6 not -- but that's --those are still not the purpose of why
. .

7 it's in my testimony. Q I understand.

8 MR. MILLER: Excuse me just a moment. i

9 (Counsel for APCo conferring off the record.) ,

10 BY MR.-MILLERt

11 Q All right. So then can we know from.that that you

12 are not critical in any way of Alabama Power. company for not

13 having sought out this Calvert Cliffs' Inspection Report?

( 14 A (Witness buehman) At what time are you talking

15 about?

16 Q January 29th, 1985 and thereafter. .

17 A (Witness Luehman) I am critical of them-for not

18 seeking it out thereaftay,

19 Q At what point-whould they have sought it out? -

20 A Well, obviously, in' preparing for this hearing,

21 Alabar P)wer should have sought out that testimony _because

22 Alabama Power alleges, as part.of this proceeding, that1the-
_

23 ' staff's level-of documentation -- the. types of. equipment
24 that it looked at after the EQ deadline'were ai-- were, in -

i
25- fact, much different than the; types -- level of

O ANN RlLEY: &- ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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)
documentation and the types of equipment that we looked at1

2 before the deadline.

3 This Inspection Report, as well as the other

4 Inspection Reports that I've referenced clearly demonstrate

5 -- or are samples of Inspection Reports that clearly

6 demonstrate that the NRC's -- the type of equipment we were

7 looking at -- terminal blocks, whether we were looking at

8 whether lict,4ees did walk-downs, whether we were looking at

9 -- for T-drains, as an enforcement issue or as a

10 qualification issue at that point, those were included in

11 pre-deadline inspections. And, therefore, for Alabama to

12 come in -- Alabama Power Company to come in and allege at

13 this proceeding that the staff has nomehow made a loop in

( } 14 the amount and the type of inspection activity that we've

15 done or that we've required much more documentation after

16 the November 30th deadline, does not -- is not consistent

17 with these inspection reports, and that's why the inspection

18 reports were included in the testincny.

19 Q You have given us your understanding of Alabama

20 Power Company's position I take it?

21 A (Witness Luehman) In part, yes.

22 Q And you have told us that the review of the

23 Calvert Cliffs' Inspection Report, which you have identified

24 in your testimony, need not have been undertaken by Alabama l

25 Power Company until this enforcement procesa tag [31

O ANN RlLEY & ASSOCIAYliG. Ltd.
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1 A [ Witness Luehman) There was no requirement.

2 That's correct.

3 Q All right. And by saying no requirement .< wu

4 also agree -- and it's my phrase -- that you're not critical

5 of Alabama Power Company up to and including November 30,

6 1985 for not looking at this particular Inspection Report?

7 A (Witness Luehman) only to the point that they

8 were given tne opportunity in Information 85-39 and they

9 ev3dantly chose ont to pursue this or other documents that.

10 the NRC made them aware would be available.

11 Q Okay. This being one of those pieces of

12 information -- or I'll strike it and ask it to you this way.

13 Do you clair that this inspection report was a piece of

( 14 information contemplated by the 88-07 Modified Enforcement

15 Policy?

16 A (Witness Luehman) It could have been.

17 Q Okay. This could have been the same thing as yes

18 it is or no it isn't?

19 A [ Witness Luchman) Well, I think, within the

20 context cf Generic Letter 88-07, Generic Letter 88-07 says

21 something about one of the factors is information available

22 to the licensee about other violations that were identified
23 by other licensees. I don't think that in our " clearly

24 should have known" finding that we cited that in this case,

25 because we had no evidence that Alabama Power know or had

C' ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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1 documents in their possession that demonstrated they knew of

2 violations of other licensees. But, again, that's not the

3 context which - the clearly should have known context is

4 not the context with which I offered these pre-November

5 30th, 1985 deadlines -- inspections in my testimony.

6 Q I know. .You're just trying to say that the level
,

7 of docume.ntation the staff required has been the same since

8 day one.

9 A (Witness Luehman) No. I don't say that either.

10 Q oh, it's changed'then?

11 A (Witness Luehman) It has.

12 Q It's evolved I take it?

13 A (Witness Luehman) And Mr.-Shemanski has testified ;
,

( ) 14 to that -- that the level of expectation'that the NRC has

15 evolved. The question is where was -- when did the

16 evolvement occur, November 30th, 1985 or before; November

17- 30th, 1985 or after? These reports are offered to show that

18 -- that the inspection at Alabama Power in 1987 -- that the'-

'

19 level of documentation and the types of issues that were

20 looked at are consistent with a number of inspections that

21 were performed.before the deadline. '

22 Q I take it this is offered, in part,Lto show that :

23 they're -- that the inspection in 1987 was not to. ferret out

24 any recently identified equipment qualification-specific

25 issues?

O ANN RlLEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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1 A (Witness Luehman) I think that the inspection
]

2 reports that I've offered in the testimony speak for

3 themselves. 3

4 (counsel for APCo conferring off the record.)

| 5 BY MR. MILLER:

6 Q Can you tell us whether or not this inspection

7 report that you have called out is the one that references

8 V-splices, or wasn't that one later in the summer of '877

9 A (Witness Luehman] Yes. This -- this is the - I

10 think that this is the first inspection that was done at

11 calvert Cliffs, and I don't think that V-splices were an

12 issue in this inspection.

13 Q Did I understand you correctly that che~-- it's

14 your feeling that the inspection at Alabama Power Company in

15 1987 did not in any way inspect recently-identified

16 equipment qualification activities?

17 A (Witness Luehman) I - - I didn ' t say. - -I -- I --

18 if I said that, I didn't mean to say the recently-

19 identified.

20 The -- the issue is not when they were identified. -)

21 .The issue is -- the issue is what was the state of the

22 ' industry relative to any deficiency-that was identified?

23 For'inste- f a deficiency that -- that the --

24 the whole industr- knew was a deficiency was -- in 1982 --

25 was then identified in 1987, that-deficiency is-a

h ANN RlLEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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1 deficiency where the staff could'make a " clearly should have
2 known" finding, because that type of deficiency would bena
3 deficiency that the licenseatcould have discovered in -- in

4 1982 in my hypothetical case.

S hiowever,Ilf a particular issue -- if the--- if the
6 -- the technical merit of the issue was not something_that1

7 was known about until 1987 or '88 and it was-subsequently
,

8 identified,_ clearly the -- the staff would have a hard time

9 saying:that a licensee clearly should have known that based-

10~ on November 30,-1985,- knowledge.

11 Q We had a lot of-testimony there. Let's :see d we

12 -can-break it down into some-parts.--

13 I think what you told us is,- if the equipment
-

14 qualification ^ deficiency was one that was clearly,known in-
15 the' industry prior to November _30, '85,. enforcement action

44

16 ist-_ appropriate.

17 A (Witness Luehmen) Well,LI -- I d6n't -- I: don't

18 think that's:quite what.I said. What I said'wasLthe-type -

-19 -I mean there -- there.are-variations of -- there are-
20 variations and.not on ---on particular deficiencies.

,
- 21' For instance, on--- you can haveiunqualified- ,

q
22 spli'les, for_ instance, 77d.we may not have identified every, j
23' type-of unqualified splice:or every: configuration or|every
24; way that it'got to.be'unqualifind,--whether-it be an'-

-

25 unsatisfactory test report, an unsatisfactory makeup-of the--

C''
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1 splice.

2 But clearly, the general: issue of unqualified',-
;

3 splices or improperly made-up_ slices _would be an issue that

4 would have been known prior to Novembe. 10, 1985. 'c,

5 that's what I'm saying.

6 Q Let's try the other side of it and-see.if we can

7 work on-that.

8 I thought you said -- of course, the record will-

9 bear it out, but;I thought you_said, if an equipment

10 qualification _ issue is-identified after NovemberL30, 1985,

11 then enforcement _ action is not-appropriate.

12 A -[ Witness.Luehman)-- Not if it's; identified,-only if

13 -- if -- not the identification of_the|particular-issue.

14 It's only whether the state of| knowledge _in tho: industry-
15 occurs _ prior to-November 30,--1985,-_within the license.J

I

{ 16 Then, would the NRC, even if it was discovered-

17 after that-deadline, be able to. apply _the " clearly-should'
18 have'known" finding?

-
- 19 If the state of the industry wac reuch"that, as of=

20- November 30,. l9' 85, we did not understand --'we,1the industry

} 21 and the NRC did not understand the implications of this type-
22 = of problem, * hen clearly we' could not hold a.-licensee?

23 responsible for-that,_because.we didn't-have-the knowledge-
4.

24 and they didn't have the knowledge: pre-NovemberL30, 1985.

25 That's slightly'different than whether the --:when

h' ANN RILEY &LASSOCIATES,1.td.
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1 the deficiency was identified,_because the deficiency ~could
2 have been identified after the' deadline, but the knowledge
3 of that type of deficiency, if it' existed prior to the

-

4 deadline, the " clearly should have'known" argument could be
5 rade.

6 Q Well, I think I'm getting_ closer. 'Let's try my-

7 hypothetical.

8 If there' in an equipmer.t qualification prob'iem

9 identified in 1987 --

10 A (Witness Luchman) Okay.

11 Q -- doos-that mean an-enforcement action unde 11the
12 modified _ enforcement-policy is_not appropriate?
13 A- _(Wfiness Luchman) No, that does not -- that s not -!i

.( 14 -- it'does not mean that. I

15 Q You say that,_even if_the' problem is'not-

16 identified-until 1987, that the modified enforcement policy--

17 still would support enforcement aution.

18 A -- (Witness- Luehman): No. -At'that' point,1youL-~ you
19- -could' attempt to apply it. .Now, you'would have tofsay

20 what's the deficiency?
.y

21 :Then you:would have to' examine.the -- the. standard

22 given under the-modified policyJfor "clearlytshould'have
-23 known," and-you would have'toisay there was -- there was
24: encugh -- there was enoughLinformation and enough knowledge

-25 in-the industry prior to November. 3 0, .'_19 8 5, - that -- that2

h - ANN- RILEY & | ASSOCIATES,~Ltd.
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1 would have established that the licensee clearly should have
2 known of that'defici.ncy prior to the deadline.
3 Q I see.- All right.

4 So, if I undarstand-you right, if there is a---

5 p oblem, you then go back to.-say, well,-you know, is there-

6 enough-knowledge out there pre-November 30, '85.

7 A (Witness Luehman). And enough being that type --
8 the type and amount'of knowledge as discussed in the'-- in
9 Generic Letter 88- 07, the modified policy.

10 Q= We-can look at 88-07:to1 find the methodology for
11 quantifying this so-called enough' knowledge.
12 A [ Witness _luehman] .Yes.

-13 Q Incidentally,_did you, by any chance, attend the-
14 Sandia seminar in '87?
15 A (Witness Luehman] No,LILdid not.

16 Q -I think I'm accur.te-in-saying[that-Mr.
17 Merriweather described that' seminar as one:in'which the.
18 latest and greatest-in EQ was discussed. Do:you recall- j

1) 19 whether or not'he-was the:one that made:that_ description, or- ;l-
!, 20 was it someons else?.. ".

i
y21 A [Witnes's' Lueinman) _My recollection.is that'it was
.|

,

|
1L 22 Mr. Merriweather that made such a statement,-yes.-
jL

L 23 ' Q Have_:youfundertaken=to compare'the-agenda fromitheL }}y
-

.24 '87~.Sandia seminar 1.with the~ inspection report at~the.Farley--
L 25 plant in' November ofLthat same year?-- ]q|

-

-

p
-

4

:i

-
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1 A (Witness Diehman) Yes, I have.
,

2 Q Mave you undertaken..to talk with members of the-

3 NRC staff -- for example, Mr. Potapovs_-- about the issues.

4 in the 387 seminar.and the inspection report?.
5 A [ Witness-Luehman). Yes, l'have. I have talked to

1

6 thom about this. '

7 Q Did Mr. Potapovs-rpecifically - I'll ask you.this

8 question about him -- tell you that the_purpcse of the

9' Sandia seminar was to disscuss recently-identified equipment?,

10 ' qualification-specific problems? I'
.1 1 - A (Witness Luehman) That is.not'.what he told me.

'

12_ Q Do you-understand from any-source,:whether it's-

-13 :Mr. Potapovs|or otherwise,-.tba^ -the purpose of_that seminar
14 wn.s to discuss recently-identitled equipment qualification-
15 specific problems?

16 A .[ Witness Luehnan). Well,_I-.would say -- I Nould
-

17- say that was -- that is part of the reason that-th'ey gave,-_ l

18~ -but they also gave the reason ~ that we had; - that:they were
19 going to bring up -- they were going.to train ner inspectors-

-

20 and that, by and large, that the---'the overall training
21 that. was done at those seminars was'. tio' bring. _ inspectors, up
22- to a: requisite level of~knowledgejon1 all things, dating?back
'23 to the_beginning of EQ,.:if necessarr, for ccrtain' inspectors
::4 -- Eand that,.then,'an additional portion of.those --Lof that

25 ~ training would then be to address anyinew issues that may-
R

.
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1 have been found.

2 Q Okay,

d so, you agree with me that one of the topics of
. . . I

4 the Sandia '87 seminar was recently-identified equipment-

5 specific qualification problema.

6 A (Witness Luehman) That's my understanding.

'
7 Q All right. And can you.telt na.what those

8 _recently-identified equipment-specific qualification

9 problems were?

30 A _(Witness Luehman] _ No, I cannot'. i

11 Q All right. d
!

12 Have you, by any chance,: read-through--the

13 materials resulting from that_ seminari _ the ''87 se:minar _ now? l
14 A (Witness Lushman) Some of it.

15 Q Okay.

16 Have you read through the ones from the '85
l

17 seminar?

1E A- [ Witness Luehuan] :No, I-' don 8 t :think I have.
~ '

19 Q~ Have you :--- strike - that;- and . I'11lask it t'o you i
t

20' this way: Do you know of anyone who~'has undertaken to.

21 compare the i85 seminar materials-with the '87'seminari i
&

22 materials?-

I23- 'A [ Witness _Luehman]! I-don'teknow of any.-
_

24- Q_ -As far as:you-know,'wasJthe-1985-Sandia_ Seminar:y

25 the same or;similar-to the purpose.otithe;19871 Seminar?-
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1 _A (Witness Luehmen] I think it was.

2 Q And that is, the: 885 seminar is_ going to=givo the
3 latest and' greatest'among other topice, just as the '87

4 seminar did?

5 A -[ Witness Luchman) That_is pr.obably true.

6 Q Remind me.Who Bob LaGrango was?
,

;

7 A: (Witness Luehman) Bob'LaGrange was the Section.

8 Chief of'the EQ Branch when it existed.
1

9- Q You mentioned him here on page:19?

10 A [ Witness Luehnan) That's correct.

11 -Q You sayLthat he providedLa-~ joint' affidavit, Land
12 you go on;to-describe-him:as'-a member'ofithe NP.C team-that--

13 produced the-Calvert-Cliffs report?'

; 14 A { Witness: Lunhman); Yes.
- 15 I am paraphrasing,'but that istaccurate?''

,

16. A. [ Witness Luehman]_ That's correct.
17- Q I take it you read'Mr.{LaGrange8s affidavit,/did:

1

18 you not?-

19- | A -- (Witness Luehman] Yes,' :- I_ did -

A< 20 Q And did you, read it'beforo you dalled his.name out
21 on page 19'of your testinony?'

22 A :{ Witness Luehman)_ Yes CI__did.
23 (Counsel for Alabama Power Company _^ conferring'off
24- the. record.]
25 BY:MR.- MILLER:~
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1 Q As far as you know,_-is this reference to that

2 affidavit the only'' response-the staff nas ever made

3 concerning that affidavit?

4 A (Witness Luehman) No, it is not.

5 Q There has~been a-response to that~ affidavit in

6' some other filing by the _staf f?:
- - -

<

7 A -(Witness Luehman) 'We considered that that theJ
8 joint affidavit made.as part of our determination of whethor

9. the licensee clearly should have known. "

10 Q' Did you also consider Jt when making your
- -

. . ,-11 determination about3nitigatior and escalation?
12 A (Witness Luehmani Yes, we did.'

13 Q Did you, by any chance,_ talk-to Mr._LaGrange?
1A

.

-A (Witness - Luchman), No,.I did:not..

15 Q Do you know of anyone on=theEenforcement staff who

36 'had such a conversation with Mr.:LaGrange?
17 'A (Witness Luehman) No,-JI;do not.

18 Q Did you-accept what he said in that' affidavit as
1

19. true?

20 ~A (Witness Luehman]1 I had no reason to doubt his-

_

21 opinion.

22 Q- 'I take'it.that-means you did accept whatche-said-

--

23 in that affidavit'as true?
.24- A- (Witness-LuehmanJ Offered as.1an opinion, yes.-_.

25' 'Q You have'a?Mr. Bell. identified here?. '
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1 A' (Witness Luehman)- Ves.
.g:.

2 --Q He is en employee _'of Bechtel. Power Corporation? 4 e

J A- [ W ,4.t n e s s L u e h m a n )- That.'s correct.
4 Q -And the purpose, I take it,.-that you identifled

S him is to call h.im out as a source for information available
6 to Alabaua Power _CompanyI-

7 A (Witness Luehman) No. The reason |I called him,-

8 -as well as Mr. LaGrange, as:" ell as making references to

9 another EQ consulting company,=and the nuclear utility group
.

10 on EQ who had-representatives.at the inspection:is.to

11 establish _that not only-wern the inspections done prior to-
<

12 the deadline, was the information available.to the licensees

13 as notified through 85-39,Ebut that there were=certain----
'

14 and these were the.only people thatLI:couldistate for a

15 fact - people ' on the - industry's _ sido that werx

16 knowledgeable of-this type of information, so that it_-wasn't

17 'just the NRC people.
..,

18 Again, that:is not in testimony to support a

19 clearly _should-have known findingi. We-do;not. allege that-
2 0 -- Alabama Power should have. talked to-Mr.-Bell.- All-'we are-
21- simply stating _is that--the^ level-and inspection:done.in 1985-

_

.

=22 was known to people-outsida.the NRC. '
<

23 Q _ ~And the people that you could' identify-that had1
.

24 s*1ch knowledge,' you put in your-testimony?
25 A (Witness Luehman) :That8s_ correct; 'There were

..
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1 obviously a lot of utility people that I didn't include for

2 the. specific utilities that had exit meetings for.those

3 inspections.-
-

4 Q How many inuoections were conducted,-EQ

5 inspections were conducted at the--Farley Nuclear Plant?
6 -A (Witness . Luchman) How.many' inspections.were done? .{

7 Q EQ inspections,'yes,: sir.

8 A -(Witness Luehman) I would say that there was one"

9 inspection, one -- Let ma--start that again.
10 There was one' inspection'for the purposes of--

11 modified policy.

12 Q We all agree, dun't~we, that-there was an-
!

13 inspection in September of 1987?
14 A (Witness Luebrnn] That's correct.-

3

-15 Q' And we-all agree that.there was-an inspection'in
16 November of 1987?

17 A (Witness Luehman) That's-correct.-

18 Q And it-is the<positionTof|the enforcement staff

19- that thers was but one inspection for purposes 7 of the?
20' modified enforcement. policy?
21 A (Witness Lu'ehman]1 That's correct.;
22 "MR. MILLER: Could I-|have;justia few minutes,:
23 please,-sir?-

!24 . JUDGE-BOLLWERK: 'All'right.

12 5. Can I interrupt?, i

-.
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(l 1 MR. MILLER: Yes, sir.
V

2 JUDGE-BOLLWERK: There are a couple of points that

3 have come up, and I would like to get some response from the
4 members of your panel.

5 MR. MILLER: Please do.

6 JUDGE BOLLWERhi This is going back a little bit,

7 and I apologize, I should have been a little more prompt
8 with these questions.

9 Mr. Shemanski spoke earlier about the question of

10 the near-term operating license, and the review that-was

11 done, and the sign-off on APCO Exhibit 84, and the meeting
|

|12 and significance of that. )

13 Mr. Noonan, do you have any response, in terms of

O 14 your knowledge in 1985 about such matters?
%)

15 NITNESS NOONAN: May I see the copy of the

16 exhibit?

17 I don't think I have that in front-of me.

18 JUDGE BOLLWERK: It is APCO 84 and APCO 83.
19 [ Document proffered to the witness.]
20 WITNESS NOONAN: Yes, sir, I am familiar with this

21 document.

22 What was the question, please?

23 JUDGE BOLLWERK: I don't want to mischaracterize

24 what Mr. Shemanski said, and if I am misquoting you, Mr.
25 Shemanski, you can correct me.

a

(9 ANN RlLEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd."'
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()) I take it your point was, basically, yes, these1

Q
2 were sign-offs on the license conditions subject to

3 verification in the inspections. Maybe I am oversimplifying
*

4 your response?

5 WITNESS SHEMANSKI: Well, it is not exactly worded

6 that way. I think, basically, the license condition has

7 been satisfied, the initial qualification date, June 30,

8 1982, was lifted, and reference is also made to the fact

9 that the staff issued an SER in which Alabama Power was
10 found in compliance with 50.49.

11 That document does not mention anything about the

12 forthcoming inspection, or the verification phase.

13 JUDGE BOLLWERK: What I'm wondering,.Mr. Noonan,

14 is what significance do yvu see that document have in terms
it of Alabama Power's knowledge or the degree to which they
16 could treat that as some kind of-a sign-off by the NRC
17 staff.

18 MITNESS NOONAN: I think I can respond to that, if

19 I may. If you noticed, the original latters that were
-

20 suomitted by the utility were submitted in February and^

G

21 October of 1982 and January of 1983 requesting that that
22 license condition be lifted.; I think that's the proper

.

23 terminology, be removed. '

'

24 We made'a determination on these plants net to
25 raise -- not to remove those license conditions until after

[l ANN RlLEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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1 such time that the final SER was written.
2 Now, there really was no need from a safety aspect;

3 to lift that cor.dition, and so we' wanted to wait until ?

4 actually-the final SERs wore written before we made any.
5 determination-for any utility-regarding license conditions.

6 I cannot equivoca11y say that we held that in all

7 cases,'but I know, for many of the cases, we' dr_cided' to wait

8 ontil the SER was written.

9 If you notice, this letter basically says that

10 they have met - .that the program--is in compliance with the-

11 EQ rule, and therefore they have-listed the license-

12 condition.- I think that is-very significant'from=the:

13 stanc. point that the staff; put no conditions - on removing this
14- license condition. The staff wa:. - the staff was

15 convinced,.if I may use those words, that' Alabama Power hid'

16 complied with the EQ rule.

17 I'm having difficulty with Mr. Phemancki's: .j

18 statement about.a. verification-. phase. During.my tenure with-

,

-19 the branch - -at the branch chief and even'before thattas' . f,

20 assistant. director for where thi's branch ' came under my :
- 2.1 direction, I knew of no; verification phaso. ~We did not
22 intend to do:that.4

. 23 I've said it before, that'the branch was-,

24 effectively put out of ~~ was-disbanded:in November of'1985,i

25 and'we did that with the intent to bding-this program to a-

O ^"" ai'ev * ^ssoci^Tas. 'td1
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(~')!
1 close. The program was probably the most -- one of the most

'w
2 extensive programs ever undertaken by the-NRC. It started

3 even before the Commission memorandum order of 1980. Very

4 intense by both the staff, by the utilities, various

5 consulting firms including Franklin Research, very intensive

6 effort.

7 The NRC management became convinced that this

8 program now was under control and we had basically complied

9 with the rule. When I say "we," the utilities had complied

10 with the rule. So therefore, we decided to -- the branch

11 was no longer required as a branch itself, and it was also a

12 demonstration to the utilities that we felt that way. .We

13 put the branch basically out of business.

O 14 I don't know what'rtr. Shemanski refers to as ad
15 verification phase. It must have occurred sometime after I

16 -- I was not involved in the thing. And I-don't know of any

17 official pronouncement by the NRC about a verification i

18 phase.

19 But I think this letter is very significant in the

1 20 fact that it quotes and it lifts the condition without any

21 restrictions.

22 JUDGE BOLLWERK:. Mr. Shemanski, do you have

23 anything that you want'to add?

24 WITNESS SHEMANSKI: Well, the condition it lists

25 is primarily the June 30, '82 deadline. The June 30, '82

(]''' ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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1 deadline was established by Commission memorandum and order

2 80-21, and, of course, that was superceded WLan the-rule "as

3 published. So I don't see that as being;a very signif3 cant-

4 license condition. It simply removed that deadline and it

5 simply referenced the safety evaluation report on EQ.

6 I would say, with-regard to-the verification-

7 phase, upper management felt it--very important that we go
,

8 out and inspect all operating reactors. In fact, there werea

9 71 EQ inspections at operating reactors, and prior.to

10 getting a license, the near tenan operating license plants

11 all received EQ inspections. So the staff was directed to

12 go out and conduct EQ inspections--for approximately 110-or
13 115 operating reactors. Every operating reactor has had an

) 14 EQ inspection. So I feel that -- that's-what;I referred to '

15 as the verification phase, and even though the branch went
16 out of existence through a reorganization,.that inspection
17 phase still continued. So that's.what:I'm-referring to as

18 the verification phase.

19 JUDGE-MORRIS: Mr. Shemanski,:just so I

20 understand, was there some difference intthe organizations
21' who were dealing with this problem'---for-example, a-group-

,

i

22 that did SERs and1 a group-that did; inspections -- or was :

23 there a-field group and'a headquarters group? Were

24~ different people doing different things?
25 WITNESS SHEMANSKI: -Well, the': safety-evaluation

O ^"" ai'ev * ^ssociaTes. 'ta-
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} reports were generated by the Equipment Qualification1

2 Branch, of.which-Mr. Noonan was the-branch chief.

3 We-initially had a plan of conducting ten or-

4 twelve pilot inspections, basically two per rsgion; that is,

5 to train additional people from the' region to assist in- the

6 forthcoming inspections. It was recognized that all plants

7 would need to be inspected.-

8 At that point, we had a reorganization and the-

9 Equipment Qualification Branch was dissolved; however, the-

0 inspection phase continued through the Office of Inspection,

11 and that office-later was dissolved. _But the. inspection

12 phase continued.

13 WITNESS NOONAN:1 Dr. Morris, some of:the_ things

Id 14 that dr. Shemanski and are talking about here, there is'--
.V -

15 there seems to-be a disconnect in our thinking, and I don't

16 deny that.

17 The-branch was spoken'of being dissolved-probab!-

~ 18 a-good two years before-it actually: occurred sometime in the-

19: 1983 time frame. I recallia-meeting;I'had'with-the branch ''

20 and told them that NRC management felt that-this program now '

21 was starting to come under control.where-weidid;not1have a -

22 - we had'a controllable. prod 6ct on our hands, and that we -

123 - all1we.had to doLnow was go out and finalize:the SERs,-

24 write a final SER and bring _the; program to a'close.1

25 I don't remember _the exact date_of1that meeting, '

i;

I
'
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1 - but I do remember having it with people, and I do not. recall
2- whether Mr.--Shemanski-was there=or net, but I believe-he

-3 was.

4 So about two: years prior to.t'he__ actual' dater'so it
5 wasn't something that- just: occurred, I mean just -happened-
6 suddenly.- It was planned that-the branch would eventually 1

-7 come to an end.

8 -Also,L I brought _out before that~these meetings'we
9 -had,.what we called-the|one-day-meetings,.we needed to have-

10 those in; order to bring information to the table so the
q

11 staff could finalize-their SER.-

12 The disconnect'that Mr. Shemanski and I have is--on
13 _these inspections,-and-I can state unequivocally that.when I-

-14 told my management that these inspections,;these inspections ^

15 were to be confined..to the words-written-in'the SER and to--
16 __ verify;the_ approaches taken by the licensee and all of-the- j
17 pronouncements that they-made to.the staffr that was the - h-

'18 Intent |of the inspections. What happened:after!I:left:the
,

19 branch I can't_ comment on,-but clearly, I'm tell-ingLyou that: -i

20 'was our-intent..

21 WITNESS SHEMANSKI:1 I-.Would' add, as a result.of. H

22 the initial'EQ_ inspection,'we;did develop an: inspection
-23 module-which was used;for the subsequent.or followon-
24' inspections, and-that ,<as_used by_the Special1 Inspection-

25- Branch.

O ANN RILEY &7 ASSOCIATES, Ltd.:
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O 1 JUDGE MORRIS: This module contained what?
N]

2 WITNESS SHEMANSKI: This module contains guidance

3 to the NRC inspectors as to how an equipF t qualificatiJn
.

4 inspection should be condacted. It gives the guidance as to

5 how to select the equipment, how to audit the files, the

6 equipment qualification files; it gives overall guidance as

7 to how to conduct an equipment qualification inspection.

8 JUDGE MORRIS: When was that module made

9 available?

10 WITNESS SHEMANSKI: I can't testify. It was

11 developed during the initial pilot program inspection phase

12 in which they inspected 10 or 12 plants before it was

13 finally turned over to the Regions, probably sometime in -c

/O 14 it was being developed in the '84 '85 timeframe. I'm not' V
15 sure when it was finalized. I don't have a copy of it in-

16 front of me, but it was used for the vast majority of the

17 following EQ inspections.

18 JUDGE MORRIS: If I understand correctly, that was

19 not limited to those things identified in the SERs?

20 WITNESS SHEMANSKI: That's correct. It included

21 other areas.

22 WITNESS NOONAN: The inspection module that Mr.

23 Shemanski has -- and I don't remember the exact date of that
24 myself -- but it was not in existence at the time we brought

25 the Branch to an end, and that was in November of '85. To

I) ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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(''T 1 the best of my recollection, it was not in existence at that
U

2 point in time, November 1985.

3 WITNESS SHEMANSKI: The final was not available

4 then, but I do recall working on a draft.

5 JUDGE BOLLWERK: I take then, Mr. Shemanski, from

6 your viewpoint, there is really not distinction between the

7 way operating plants and near-term operating plants were

8 treated in terms of the requirements of EQ or the

9 significance of the inspections that were -- that you say

10 were coming up to verify their compliance with the

11 Environmental Qualification Rule?
12 WITNESS SHEMANSKI: Yes, that's correct. The-only

13 difference is that the operating reactors, the majority of

("T 14 them had to meet the DOR, Division of operating' Reactors'd
15 Guidelines. Some of the nea: term operating licenses had to

16 meet higher requirements, NUREG 0588, Category I or II, so

17 some of the newer plants coming in to be licensed had to

18 meet slightly higher requirements.-

19 But basically, the EQ inspections were conducted

20 in a similar fashion. There were no differences, no major

21 differences between the 71 operating reactcra that were

22 inspected or the near-term operating li ense reactors that

23 were inspected. It was -- the format and the inspection was

24 essentially the.same.

25 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Mr. Noonan, did you want to say-

? .n
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1 something? ,

2 WITNESS NOONAN:; Yes,-if I understand your

-3 question correctly, there was a-major difference, and I have

4 a major disagreement with Mr. Shemanski on this.

5 Had we started!on this program treating both the j

6 operating plants and the NTOLs the same, we could-have done

-7 that. We could put together a program where'we' treated
,

8 plants coming into the~ licensing stage,'and-we.could have-

9 put the' operating plants in theret.we could_have assigned-

10 people to-it, and we could have gone through and followed

11 the same process.for the NTOLs as we did_for the operating-

12 plants.
.i'

13 It was not--- it was decided not to do it that

14 -way. And the reason for'it was,. basically,_was.the --'was

15 that the NTOLs were to be handled ~by.the Staff, and the

16 Staff resources at that time;_ supplemented by. assistance

17 from Itaho National Engineering Laboratories.' ,The operating- d

18 plants, of which there were 71 of them,-were to-be treated-

19 as a separate classLof plants, and basicallyethoseireviews
i

20- were done-under Franklin Institute.
;

"21 Dr. Xenon Zudans_was_the person _in charge of those-

a
-22: at' Franklin.- He'was'.the -- he had the; ultimate. '

,

23 responsibility for runningithose reviews - his-staff did.

24 But' he had the ultimate responsibility for: making: sure those: t
.

25- . reviews were completed. -

'[
..
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("'s 1 JUDGE MORRIS: Could you spoll the name for the
(

2 reporter?

3 WITNESS NOONAN: Zudans, Z-U-D-A-N-S, Dr. Zudans.

4 JUDGE' MORRIS: Tbsnk you.

5 WITNESS NOONAN: But Dr. Zudans was the one that

6 has the responsibility for it. And we split it that way for

7 reasons that we felt that the resources of the Staff could
8 handle the NTOLs adequately. The bulk of the operating

9 plants were to be handled separately, andl[ think that was
10 even recognized in the wording in the rule. In the rule, it

11 so states that.

12 That was an intent from the -- from day one, even
,

13 in the formulation of the rule.p

[~} 14 JUDGE BOLLWERK: So that then there was some
'V

15 heightened level of -- what do I want to say -- inspection
16 or review that was done for the near-term operating plants,
17 as opposed to the 71?

18 WITNESS NOONAN: The near-term operating plants
19 was the -- the review done by thcae plants.wac done'by the
20 EQ staff themselves. The; were the ones that were doing the

e

21 actual reviews, supplemented by assistance from Idaho
22 Engineering Laboratories.

23 The operating plants, basically -- the basic

24 review was the paper ---what they. called the paperwork
25 review, was done by Franklin Institute, with'the caveat

f') ANN RlLEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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-(~g 1 being that when we decided to try to get the final SERs
-

V
2 written, we knew we did not have the time to-do the same
3 type of review for the operating plants as Ne had it -- as
4 we did for the near-term operating reactors.
5 So, we put in place what I called the one-day
6 meetings for all of the utilities, for each plant; one day
7 for each site, is exactly what it was. It wasn't one day

8 per utility, unless we felt that we could get through there.
9 That process worked fairly well, because,-number one, the

_

10 Staff was very knowledgeable in the EQ area, probably the
11 most knowledgeable group of people-in tk) country.
12 When the utilities brought their inf03mation to

13 them, it was -- you're talking cc..aon languatjc; I mean,

14 there wasn't major disconnects. Those that came to me.were
15 basically disconnects because of~either credibility of some
16 statements that were being nedo, and we handled those
17 separately on the thing, and chere was very few, very minor.
18 I mean, not ninor, but'very'Lew utilities thatLwe:ever
19 really questioned the validity of the statement.
20 So,Jthe 3anguage was a common language. I mean,

21 - they knewJwL t-they were talking about.. The utilities
22 recognized the Staff, and the Staff was-very knowledgeable
23 on this issue. And when the uti.lity talked about a certain
24' test teport,-the-Staff hadfprobablynalready seen that test.

-

25 report, most like, or knew of its existence.
.
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1 So, the meetings actually worked very well. And

2 then, again, I guess I come back to the point where we said

3 at the end, the Staff did not actually go out and look at

4 the files; they did not do that, basically because of the

5 time element and trying to get this work done.

6 So, that's why we put in the statement about the

7 inspection audits, to go verify what the utilities talked

8 about in relationship to the fir- 2Rs; that was the end.

9 JUDGE BOLLWERK: That is both for the operating

10 plants and the NTOLs; am I correct?

11 WITNESS NOONAN: No. The MTOLs really had their

12 own inspections because they were done in conjunction with

13 writing the SER. The actual inspection was done prior to

14 writing the SER, where, on the operating plants, it was done

15 after the SER was to be written; that's the major difference

16 in the program.

17 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Mr. Shemanski, do you have

18 something to add?

19 WITNESS SHEMANSKI: Well, the difference was one

20 plant had a license; the other one didn't. So you had to do

21 the inspection -- I mean, that was the difference -- why it

22 was phased that way.

23 I think what Mr. Noonan is referring to here as

24 the major difference between the operating reactors and the

25 NTOLs was really a resource problem. I don't see any

O ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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1 significant difference in the way the safety evaluation

2 reports were generated or the inspections that were

3 conducted.

4 I think it's a resource problem simply because we

5 had 71 operating reactors, we had to write 71 SERs, and

6 that's why we utilized Franklin. It was a large contract

7 over a two- or three-year period.

8 The NTOLs were being done one at a time, so that

9 was why the staff was able to handle it internally, and

10 that's where I see the so-called difference h9re, is

11 difference in resources, how we solved the problem. But the

12 actual implementation, the way the SERs were generated, we

13 didn't use different levels of standards for generating the

| [ ) 14 SERs, and similarly, the inspections for the operating
% ,/

j 15 reactors and NTOLs were conducted in very similar manners.

16 So I guess I disagree with the statement that, you

17 know, there are significant differences between the two. I

| 18 don't see it that way. I see it as a resource problem.

19 WITNESS NOONAN: I think what Mr. Shemanski is

20 saying is a resource problem is not really correct. If you

21 look at the rule, the rule was actually starting to be

22 written in the 1980 time frame, about the time the branch

23 was being formulated. It was written by the research

24 organization over there.

25 You will notice in that rule that we speak

n
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1 differently of NTOLs and operating plants, and I really.

2 don't think -- sventually, resources played a' big-part.-

3 There's no question _about it. Butt at the time the rule was

4 -being formulated, I don't think that was really a major-

5 concern of the NRC management as to the resource problem,

6 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Let me put the question this way,

7 and maybe I'm not understanding something.- There was an--

8 inspection prior to the grantin. of the operating license
,

9 for Farley 2.

10 WITNESS NOONAN: That's correct.

11 JUDGE' BOLLWERK: That's correct. And that

12 included -- that had some-EQ aspects to-it.: -How was-that-

13 inspection different from tu inspection that; was conducted

14 in 1987? I guess that's my question.;

15 WITNESS NOONAN:. I can't speak _to the 1987.

16 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Right.

17 WITNESS NOONAN: But I can talk about the 1982

18 inspection. That inspection Vas done by-the.EQ staffE

19 itself. They put people _on" site -- I don't recall _the exact-

!

20- time frame, but at least a week,_and-it could have possibly
.

21 been longer than that.-- where they went through the files,
~

22 the EQ files at Farley, and=they-would have;made a.
23 determination of the adequacy _of the. documentation

24 _ supporting qualification of all''the equipment on Unit 2. 4

25 It's hard for metto now think in terms of big-
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1 disconnects between Unit 1 and Unit 2 because Unit 1 and

2 Unit 2 are sister units. Normally the staff would'only look

3 at -- under normal circumstances back in_those days, the-

4 staff world only look at -- on Unit 2_would only look at

5 those items unique to Unit 2 and say Unitfl was already |

6 covered in its' review. Here, we look-at Unit 2 first. !

7 So there, the staff wwnt through and made-a

8 determination that'the equipment qualification programLat

9 Unit 2 and the files, including the files, including the-

10 whole program, was in compliance and eventually was licensed'~
~

11 with the stipulation on the -- with the license condition.-

12 I can't talk about the difference of-the-1987

13- inspections because I'm not -- I can only_ talk about when I-

.
14 was there.

15 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Right.

16 WITNESS NOONAN: But someone surely can make that g

17 -- r:omeone from - the staff ~can maibe make that -- I .mean from-

18 the Alabama staff could talk:about those-differences and-
~

19 explain them to you better than I can..

20' JUDGE BOLLWERK: 'Let'me get'Mr. Shemanski to try

21 to -- if_you could respond |to my' question.= lam I confused?: j
~

!

22 Am I not understanding something? That's what I'm trying'to

23- -- what is the-distinction between the inspection'and the1EQ.
.

:

24 aspectsaof.it that:were done prior.to the grant of:the; ;

1

25| 'Farley Unit _2_ license and the 1987: inspection that was i
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- 1 conducted? Were they different in' scope? ,

2 WITNESS SHEMANSKI: The 1987 inspection, that was

3 done on an operating reactor.- I believe the -- and that was

4 Unit 1. Unit 2.-- wait'a minute.

5 Instead of speaking directly about the Farley Unit

6 1 and 2 inspections, let me just say in general that the

7 operating reactors had their inspection following receipt of

8- the' Safety Evaluation Report.
'

9 The plants that were yet to be licensed, the near

10 term operating licenses, they received-their inspection

11 prior to getting that license. .That was usually the last-

12 inspection that was conducted and it'was conducted generally

13 very close to a plant receiving its license;

; 14 So we're only talking about a-difference in-
,

15 timing. The actual conduct of-the inspections here are

16 there were no significant differences between the
'

17 inspections for operating-reactors or the onen that were

18 conducted for near term operating-licenses. So I don't see

19 any major-differences in the. inspection.

20 JUDGE BOLLWERK: :All-right.. Let me ask this

21 question. .In '87 - well, has the Farley= Unit 2~ reactor

22 been inspected twice for-EQ or only once?

.23 WITNESS-LUEHMAN: Well,:I_would answer that

24 question by saying that in 1981,.thereLwas an? inspection.-

25 done-at.Farley Unit 1. I mean, there had been Jnspections
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1 prior to the -- there 3ad been inspections or audits,

2 whichever one you want to call them, at both units prior to

3 the deadline. But I th'.k --

4 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Right. What I'm concerned about

5 is the deadline inspection, the one that you are basing this

6 enforcement action on.

7 WITNESS LUEHMAN: That's correct. And those

8 inspections were done after the November 30th, 1985 deadline

9 in the case of Farley. That was the--- when the rule --

10 that's the inspection that they -- we had to base from an

11 enforcement standpoint any enforcement, because if you

12 inspect a licensee before the rule, the effective date of

13 the rule, you wouldn't be in violation of anything.

[Gl 14 I think that -- I' understand what your question

15 is, Judge Bollwerk, but I think one of the intervening

16 docum.nts that comes in and plays an important part in that,

17 as referred to in our testimony, is the Commission policy

18 statement on environment 6'. qualification which was issued in

19 1984.

20 It comes out and it recognizes that there were

21 varying levels of detail in prior NRC inspections, audits

22 and SERs, and basically, in 1984, it recognized that and

23 said we're going to issue a final set of SERs -- I-mean, I'm

24 putting it in my words -- a final set of SERs, and then-

25 we're going to come out and we're going to do the
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1 verification inspection because many things have continued
2 to change and we want to get the playing field level for all

3 the incpections that are going to be dono.
4 So, yes, there were inspections done en Unit 2

5 prior to other inspections dono on Unit 2, but ti. ore were
6 other inspections done on Unit 1, also.
7 JUDGE BOLLWERK Your point is that the critical

8 inspection was vao '87 bqcause there was no rule im offect

9 when the NT0L inspection was done.

10 WITNESS LUEllMAN That's correct.

11 MR. MILLERt The standards were the same, 50.49(k)
12 clearly does not raise the standards for us.

13 David?

14 WITNESS JONES That is correct. That is just

1"i what wanted to point out.

16 According to (k) our regulation requirements and :

17- standards were established, and nothing should have changed,
18 but obviously something did change in the '87 inspe,ction,
19 the inspections we had pre-deadline, and thct is why we are
20 here today.

21 MR. MILLER: David, we had inspections at Unit 1
|N back in the '80-81 time framo, did we.not?.

23 WITNESS JONES: Yes, we did.

24 MR. MILLER We 1.ad inspections c.t Unit 2 by
25 DiBonedetto's group, that Vince Noonan referred to?

!
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'

1 WITNESS JONES: We did.

2 MR. MILLERt It was our operating license against |

3 the same stauddrds that are supporedly being on h eed today [
!
'

4 at this hearing?'

:
'

5 WIWESS JONES: That's correct. |
i

6 JUDGE BOLLWERK: I think Mr. Luehman wants to say ;

i

7 one thing.

8 WITNESS LUEHMAN: The other things that we would
'

9 add, clearly that there was a lot ot information that came

10 out between the time of thoso inspections and the deadline

31 in which the staff and the comnission clearly acknowledged-

12 that tha level-of documentation and that we knew about EQ- t

13 was evolving, and that !.s one of the reasons the commission,

14 I think, pun: out the policy statement, and that-is one of ;

15 the reasons that we include in the generic' letter, and the

16 clearly should have known standards, that the-' staff has to

*17 - make.that finding.;

( 18 BY MR. MILLER:
_

19 Q- Isn't that one of the reasons that you had-in mind q

| 20 when you issued a discussion that says, "The license '

|

21 condition releHant to EQ' compliance has been-met"? r

h-(Wit ess Luchman) I think Mr. Shemanski1 addressed. 22' A
t ,

- 23 ._.that, that tho-license conditionzwas-basically not needed 1

24 because'it addressed the' June'30th, 1982, deadline, which
i

[ 25 was-not relevant anymore., *

1

:
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1 Q What is ambiguous about the phrase-" license

2 cor.dition 2(c)(18) h x been met"?
3 A (Witness Luehman) And I acknowledge that

4 licensing condition 2(c)(18) was met. The June 30th,1982,

5 deadline was not in existence. Therefore, the condition was

6 irrelevant.

7 Q Let's make sure I uave this, Mr. Luehman. So you

8 see this discussion and evaluation of Ixhibit 84-as, the

9 only thing it does is lift the June 30, '82, deadlihe?

10 A -[ Witness Luehman) No,-that is not the-only-tning.

11 Q All right. We will-let it speak-for-itself.

12 Mr. Shemanski, I will-ask you this. question, do

13 you see this discussion and evaluation.ubout'the license

14. condition as only lifting the' June 30, '82, deadlinc?
15 A [ Witness Shemar. ski) No.

16 MR. MILLER: 'Go ahead,. Dave.

17 WITNESS JONEst=-As you start back;with the license

18 in Unit 2, and the hearing we had before we <30t.our licensa,
19 and I att paraphrasing, but it says, basically no' safety
20 issus exists. 'There tre some documentationi= paperwork,
21 issued ' chat we need to resolve, but there'is no satety issue
22 out there. _So they granted'un our Unit {2?lic'entie.

.23 Followed up.by.that, Franklin ResearrhEdid the

24 detailed documentation review. After that~ review,-then We

~23 had this final true-up meetingJin Januaryfof '84 co. discuss
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[) any open deficiencies that were romaining.1

2 We got proposed resolutions to those issues

3 followed up 4th our safety eva'.uation in December of that

4 year, so tus - :.nould have been no outstanding inaue, or no

5 reopening of the EQ through a verification inspection.
6 Granted, we recognize that standards may change.

7 They may come at some later date, and want us to do

8 something different than what we agreed to prior to the
9 deadline, and we accept that responsibility, but don't

10 enforce they clearly shoult-have known and, therefore, a

31 civil penalty aaainst us for not knowing that.
12 WITNESS LUEHMAN: I would just add that what Mr.

13 Jones has left out is the feet that nowhere was the staff

( ) 14 told of the number of the conditions, or the configurations
15 that are the subject of this hearing. The staff was not-

16 knowledgeable, nor does the EER address issues such.as the

17 Chico A/Raychem configuration. We never had the~

18 opportunity. That was not presented to us as_something
'

19 that was going'to be reviewed.

20 Similarly, the V-type splicos were never

21 identified _to the staff |as being used in the plant.
22 Therefore,'I think it is unreasonable for the' licensee to

23 _ argue _that|we reviewed.and accepted!all'thiststuff, becauan-

24 ths staff was simply not knowledgeable:that some of these-
'25~ conditions:or these configurations even existedlin the
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2 plant.

2 HR. MILLERJ David, since Mr. Luehman wasn't

3 there, why don't you tell him what you told the staff about

4 terminal blocks in the January '84 meeting?
5 WITNESS LUEHMANt I am sorry, I didn't say

6 anything about terninal blocks.

7- MR. MILLER: I understand that, but you are

a getting ready to hear about terminal blocks.

9 Go ahead, David.

10 WITNESS LUEHMAN: That is'because you want to

11 testify for him.

12 MR. MILLER: I will let him give the testimony,

13 Mr. Luehman. - j
'

( } '14 WITNESS JONESt. At the meeting.in January '84, the

15 technical issue was recognized by the NRC, and we sat there
16 and discussed the technical issue.- Alabama Power company
17 proposed their resolution to_that is-ue, documented it in

18 tae mesting mirutes in February of that year, and-was
19 accepted through the SER.in December of '84,

20 So clearly, in my mind, an open issue was

21 discussed in the-meeting, c proposed-resolution was given by 3

22 Alabama Power Company, and1occepted by the NRC.-
s'23' WITNESS SHEMANSKIt _I disagree with that.- We --

24- 'didn't-accept anything during that meeting. .That meeting
25: 'was to:provido: guidance. .We discussed:the termi.'al block
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1 issue because we wanted to make sure licensees were aware of
2 the leakage current problem.

3 In terms of accepting anything, going to meeting,

4 it was a working level meeting. We had a lot of items on
5 the agenda. There was no way that we were able to do an in-

6 depth review or analysis of any documentation provided
7 during the meeting.

8 So my position is that we did not accept anything

9 during that meeting. We offered guidance. When the

10 licensee told us of a-proposed resolution, if it seemed-

11 reasonable, we told them, fine, go ahead with that.

12 But.that meeting,should not beLconstrued'as NRC's

13 total acceptance of cnything becaus6 we didn't look at that

( } 14 point. We were just relying on statements made by the
15 licensee, and if they seemed reasonable, we said, fine, but
16 that did not construe our_ total acceptance, and that cannot
17 be inferred in the DER. You can't infer from the SER that '

la we accepted anything during that meeting.
19 BY MR. MILLER

20 Q Ms. Shemanski, get the SER before you, please, on
21 paga 4.

22 A- (Witness Shemanski] I have it.

23 Q You told us that there.was discussion about-

i

24 terminal blocks and' leakage | current, did you not?.
25 A (Witness Shemanski) :That is not mentioned'in the
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( 1 SER.
(

2 Q I asked you whether or not you testified that

3 there was such e discussion in the January 1984 meeting?

4 A [Witneca Shemanski) To the best of my knowledge,

5 there was a discussion of terminal blor:ks.because + bat was
G one of my major agenda items.

7 Q All open items identified in the SER dated January

8 31, '83, were discussed and a resolution has been found

9 acceptable by the staff. That is a true statement, isn't

10 it?

11 A [ Witness Shemanski) That's correct.

12 We alno go on to say that we did not review the

13 additional analyses or documentation. Ilowever, they will be

O 14 audited at a later date.v
15 So we accepted what you told us verbally, but at

16 that point we did not see any physical evidence, that is,

17 documentation.

18 Q Let's make sure that the record is elecr. Do you

19 deny accepting Alabamh Power Company's proposed resolution

20 on the terminal block issue, yes or no?

21 A (Witness Shemanski) I don't recall at this point

22 what their proposed resolution was, so I can't --
a

23 Q The best you can say is you don't recall?

24 A [ Witness Shemanski) I don't recall. We did have

25 a discussion on terminal blocks, however, and it was a
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1 c,autionary type discussion riaking surn that you understood

2 the cone'ern we had with the leakage current. At that

3 point --

4 MR. MILLER: David, Mr. Shemanski says that he

5 can't recall. Will you tell thi Board what the resolution

6 was, and whether or not it was accepted by the start?

7 WITNESS JONES: It was discu.ssed during-the

8 sectiny.- our specific resolution was documented in oar

9 February 29th, 1984, letter, which is referenced-in the SER

10 and accepted.

11 WITNESS McKINNEY Also, I was at that meeting in-

12 January of 1984, and when I valked away from'that meeting, 1
13 felt that all the issues were resolved. In ' .ny mind, all the

14 issues we discussed, if we implomented that, ti. n that would
15 .esolve the EQ issue at that time.
16 Also, I heard a lot of discussion :about what I'd

17 call paper reviews by the staff'and a' lot of' reviews, maybe,
'

18 that they didn't go into a-lot of detail.

19 I guess, just sitting here, thinking about all'the

20 involvement I had and all the issues that vent'on,~I think
21 it's important to- understand that Farley: nuclear. plant
22 equipment was required to be qualified.for NUREG-0588. 'That

.

23 was back-in.the early~'80s.-

'

24, Even-when the rule-was-issued,.101CFR 50,49, that

'25~ did not. change our'.-gualification requirements. -NUREG-0588.
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Q 1 was still the critoria we had to meet, and I think it's very
kJ

2 important to understand all the mileposts along the way that
3 ended up with the '84 SER, and then you asked about the

4 license conditions, which I want to speak to in a minute.

5 But de had a ~~ we had an on-site inspection by

G the NRC staff, and the criteria we were using was NUREG-

7 0588, and I think we talked about that 1.1 our last hearing,

9 and then -- and then there was a lot of infortnation that was

9 submitted to the staff.

10 We got 801 SERs, we got '83 SERs, at.d TERs from.

11 Franklin. Franklin was reviewing a lot of information from

12 us and other utilities. So, it wusn't just a paper review.

13 I mean NRC staff came on-site for several days and

14 -- and looked at our equipmant in our plant and evaluated it
,

15 and had a very positive statement about it, and then, we had

16 the Jaruary '84 meeting.
,

17 Also, I went to the. full-power hearing for Farley

18 Unit 2 and -- and listened to discussion about EQ and the
19 fact that that ended up being a -- a licenso condition, even

20 though that did not hold up our -- our full-power license.

21 So, when we got to the '84 SER, I mean there was a.

22 lot cf -- there was a lot of water under the bridge that had

23 gono on.

24 So, yes, when we met in '84, January '84 neeting,

25 it wasn't required to spend a lot of time,.because there had
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1 been a lot of work done before.

2 So, one day -- we -- we would have spent whatever

3 it took. If it had taken three days, we'd have stayed there

4 for three daya.

9 Whatever it took we would have done to resolve the
6 issues, because we were up there to nake sure any of the

7 issuec on EQ was addressed, and when we walked away, we knew

8 that we would have an agreement, at least in my mind, on

9 what that resolution wae, and we went r.nd did it.

10 So, later on that year, we go an SER, and I think

11 -- and then you asked the question about the license

12 condition. I'd like to talk about that.

13 There were many license conditions in the Unit 2

( 14 license, and after we got operating, we went back to the
15 commission and tried to get several of these deleted,
16 because they were done.

17 Several of these items were go implerent a

18 nodification by a certain time, and we had done that, and
19 00, we went back to the commission and tried to get that

20 rencved from the license, because we wanted our license-just
21 to have the -- the' active ongoing items.

22 So, in response to your question about what the

23 Unit 2 license condition means, when I got the letter and
24 looked at this letter that says our Unit 2 license condition

25 was met, I mean that was very significant.
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1 I mean we've got the SER that said that we comply

2 with 50.49, plus then -- and then, after that, we had made a
3 request that the NRC agree that our license condition had

4 been met on EQ, and when we got the letter saying that our
5 license condition had been met, to me that was very
6 significant, because if you look at one of the things that

7 the license condition talked about, it was talking about

8 documentation or evaluation that would demonstrate
9 compliance of equipment with NUREG-0588.

10 So, in 1985, I medn we Worc still talking about

11 the came criteria back in 1980 when these on-site
12 inspections were done,

e 13 So, from my perspective, there were several

14 wileposts dcva the road that we were getting feedback from
15 NRC. We had the on-site inspections. We had the '81 SERs.
16 We had tne full-power hearing. We had the -- the SER for

17 Unit 1 and Unit 2. We had the license condition.
18 Then, we -- then, we get the lotter that says the

19 license condition has been met. So, to me, that was very E

20 significant.

21 I think I put a lot more weight on that than what

22 I heard earlier. I thought that was very significant. It - i

23 - it was not easy to gut a licenso condition satisfied and

24 actually recoved from the license. That was a. major
'

25 accomplishment. 3
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1 So, that was very significant to me, in answer to

2 your earlier question.

3 WITNESS LUEHMANt I'd like to make one

4 clarification to something Mr. McKinney said.

5 I think, in our -- in our earlier round of
,

6 testimony, when we discussed, for instance, the on-site

7 inspection that was done relative to the 1983 -- I think it
.

B was 1983 on-site visit -- or '82 -- that was done for Unit

9 2, one of the things that I think that I pointed out at that

10 time and I think bears reiterating here is that there were -

11 - there was language in that on-site inspection report that

12 hlluded to the fact that -- that -- that told us what the -

13 -the standard the staff used to accept certain pieces of

( 14 equipment, and I think that, at that time, that I pcinted3V
15 out that subsequent documents issued by the NRC -- I don't,

16 know whether they were inforwation notices or whatever -

37 clearly pointed out to the licensees that -- that acceptance

18 on that basis was -- was not adequate.

19 I think that the -- in the 1983 case, the -- one

20 of tha ways that the staff indicated they were accepting the <

21 qualification of certain pieces of equipment was based on

22 certificates of conformance.
23 At the time, that m!ght have been an acceptable

i

24 standard.

25 However, later on, we -- we -- we -- it evolved -
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1 -it bucame understood that those weren't always reliable and

2 more acceptance on a certificat.e of conformance that the

3 qualification was an adequate basis tneans that, c.learly --

4 that, in 1983, that might have been adequate, but then there
i

5 was subsequent information that came along that told you

6 that you couldn't necessarily rely on that, and therefore,

7 to go back and say, well, I had an inspection in 1983, and
4

8 they told me everything was -- was good, but then more --

9 further information comen along, to just ignore that that

10 basis is no longer valid and still rely on that 19t3

11 inspection, on its face, without evaluating it on the

12 subsequent information, is not necessarily the best thing to

13 do.

O) 14 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Mr. Miller, how much more cross
%-

15 exauination do you have, you think?

16 MR. MILLER: If I could have a few minutes to talk

17 with my panel, I would propoce that we are close to being

18 done or there.

1 19 JUDGE BOLLWERKt All right,

20 Let me raise, then, one other question with the
,

_
21 panel, and then we'll let you finish up.

22 Mr. Noonan, did you have anything to do with the
:

23 Calvert Cliffs inspection or setting the standards for that?

WITNESS NOONAN: Yes, sir. I was involved with*14 -

25 the Calvert d iffs inspection. Mr. LaGrange actually ran

-
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1 the inspection for us. I made one or two trips to the -- to

2 the offices when they -- while the inspections were going to
3 see how the progress was -- what progress was being done.
4 I didn't -- I didn't actually get involved in a

5 detailed look at the records. Mr.-LaGrange handled that.

6 JUDGE BOLLWERKs Do you have any comments on Mr.

7 Luchman*s-discussion about the Calvert Cliffs inspection and
,

8 the scope of it, the importance of it in terms of the

9 information~ notice?

10 WITNESS NOONAN: As I -- as I stated earlier, the

11 ---calvert Cliffs was to be the first of -- first of 10
12 inspections that were going to be looked at for -- from the
13 standpoint of trying to get the regulatory-staff and the

{ }
14 inspection staff together and reach a common' ground as to
15 what was acceptable in these. inspections.
16 The -- the intent was., after -- after these 10-

17 inspections were done,Lthen weiwould publish -- we would-
- . ,

18 publish a. document that would tell -- tel1<the utilities a

19 here's -- here's tho-vay the EQ inspoctions Lre going tu be
20. -- be carried'out in the future.
21 Like I said,Eunfortunately, at leasi from my
22 viewpoint, that never -- never was culminated in that - in

23 .the way.it..was originally; planned,-and I know of -- and'I --
24 -I don't-know ofrany document, other than thejinspection.

25 module that was referred to earlier -- and I don't recall.
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1 the date of that module, to be honest with you, but 1 think

2 it occurred well after the -- after the deadline, but I -- I

3 can't recall the actual date.

4 MR. MILLER: Judge Dollwerk, it may help -- that

5 inspection module was promulgated in March of '86, and it is

6 Alabama Power company Exhibit 93.

7 JUDGE BOLLWERK Is there anything in that

8 inspection module that you're aware of that -- that confirms-

9 the sort of -- at least, as I-understand you're representing
^

10 to the board -- the scope of-those inspections?

11 WITNESS NOONAN I.-- I can't -- I can't recall >

b

12 what that module -- module looked like. At that point in

13 time, I was -- I was working on Comanche peak pretty much

14 full-time, and I dt..'t recall that, what that module looked

15 like. I -- I really don't recall.

16 JUDGE BOLLWE.RK: Thank you.
t-. -- . . _

17 Would you like to spend a couple of alnutes
T

18 talking with your folks?

19 MR. MILLER: I'd like to spend a few minutes with

20 the panel. '

21 JUDGE BOLLWERK . Certainly.

22 MR. . MILLER: - Because we..are very close to the'end.

23 JUDGE DOLLWERK: Is five minutes enough?

24 MR. MILLER: -Yes, sira That's fine._-
,

25 JUDGE BOLLWERK: We'll.take a-five-minute recess,-

O ^"" ai'ev: < associates. 'td-
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1 and we'll come back at noon time.

2 [Brief recess.)
3 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Please be seated. We will go

4 back into session.

5 Mr. Miller, do you have any further cross

6 examination?

7 MR. MILLER: he have no further cross examinatinn.

8 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Would you like to your redirect

9 now?

10 MR. IlOLLER: If I may, in the interest of economy,

11 I think, because of the procedure we're using here, that the

E 12 redirect could be incorporated into my cross examination.
13 JUDGE BOLLWERK: All right. Well, if there's-

( } 14 nothing else at this point in terms of the cross examination

15 of the staff --

16 MR. IlOLLER: One minor item to bring up, Judge

17 Bollwerk. We have Mr. Potapovs here. Mr. Potapovs does

la have another commitment tomorrow. I would ask the --

19 personally, I heve no questions, and Mr. Miller has

20 authorized me to say that he has no questions that he knowu
21 of now for Mr. Potapova. It may be better to examine Mr.

22 Potapovs on the questions that the Board has immediately
23 after lunch or pick a time such as 3:00 or so, if we're

24 still going, to call a halt and then examine him.

25 JUDGE BOLLWF.RK: We do want to get him today,

O ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.'
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1 there's no question about that. Why don't we do it

2 immediately after lunch then. When we come back, before you
3 start your cross examination, we'll go ahead and have the
4 questions for him?

5 MR. HOLLER: If that's acceptable.

6 MR. MILLER: That's fine.

7 JUDGE BOLLWERK: That's fine. All right. That

8 way we want tie him up all afternoon. So, why don't we say

9 1:30 and we'll reconvene. Is-there anything else at this

10 point?-

11 (No response.)

12 JUDGE BOLLWERK: If not then we will take our

13 luncheon break and come back at 1:30. Thank you.

14 (Whereupon, at 12:02 o' clock p.m., the above--

15 entitled hearing was recessed for lunch, to reconvene at
16 1:30 o' clock p.m. this same day.)
17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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1
[) AFTERNOON SESSION

2 (1828 p.m.,

3 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Please be seated.

4 Good afternoon, everyone. Why don't we go ahead
5 and get started with our Afternoon Session.

6 I think the first order of business is some
7 questions for Mr. Potapovs.

8 MR. HOLLER: Yes. We'll ask Mr. Uldis Potapovs

9 please to take a seat at the-NRC witness table.

10 JUDGE BOLLWERK: The-questions I have for Mr.

11 Potapovs in part-may have some relevance to some things I
12 would like to ask Mr. Luehman as well if it's possible to
13 have him -- in fact why don't you have he and Mr. Shemanskit

( } 1a Mr. Potapovs is sort of an addition to the panel rather than
15 a panel by himself.

16 You had a preliminary question you wanted to ask
17 or do you want me to-go ahead?

18 MR. HOLLER: Go ahead.

19 JUDGE BOLLWERK: All right.

20 Whereupon,

21 :ULDIS POTArOVS,

22 a witness ' called by the Boardiand' having been previousl*;
23 duly sworn, joined JAMES . LUEHMAN. and PAUL C. ~ SHEMANSKI on

24 the Rebuttal NRC Staff Panel concerning Enforcement,- and.-

25' DAVID JONES,fBERNARD D.-McKINNEY,'JR., and VINCENT S.
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/'') 1 NOONAN, APCo's Surrobuttsi panel Concernir.g Enforcement, all
J

2 witnesses having been previously duly sworn, continued to be
3 examined and testified further as follows:
4 BOARD EXAMINATION

5 JUDGE BOLLWERK: We have three basic areas I

6 think, one of which we mentioned to the Staff, two of which

7 have come up since we had the discussions with the Staff in

8 a phone conference back in April. One deals with the

9 seminar that was held in Sandia-in 1387, I believe it wac.

10 The second one is something that's come up in che APCo
11 surrebuttal testimony that I would like to ask you about.
12 The third one is a question of your knowledge of come of the
13 inspections that have been talked about today. I understand

} 14 you may know something about those.

15 Let me start first with the seminar, the Sandia

16 seminar.

17 can you give the Board some general idea of why
18 the seminar was celled, what was the purpose of it, what
19 were you aiming at, what wero you trying to do?
20 WITNESS POTAPOVS: The seminar was one of at least
21 three such seminars held at least annually for the purpose
22 of training the inspectors that would be involved in EQ
23 inspection process in both generiv equipment qualification
24 practices and also in tne inspection procedures and
25 approaches and later on in the classification of identified'

) ANN RlLEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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[) deficiencias in relation to potential enforcement actions.1

2 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Did you have some further

3 question you wanted to ask him about the basis --

4 JUDGE MORRIS: That was a general answer, yes.
5 JUDGE BOLLWERK Let me get my notes.then.

6 JUDGE MORRIS It might help, Mr. Potapovs, if you

7 had_the agends before you.-

8 WITNESS POTAPOVSt I do. As a matter of fact I

9 have a copy.

10 -JUDGE BOLLWERKt - Excuse me. What I want to ask you-

11 about is Staff Exhibit 59, which was a fairly lengthy
12 document, a specific partiof that.-

13 It's divided I guess into sub-parts.and the one I

( } 14 am looking at is marked 39-J. If you need a second to find
"

15 that, why don't you go ahead and do-that. It's toward-the

16 back of the document.
17 WITNESS POTAPOVSt. I have it.

18 JUDGE BOLLWERK: . All right, and the document

19 identified, just so that it's clear what.we'are talking-
20 about is an August 6, 1987 memorandum for. individuals on the.
21 attached list from Mr. Partlow, who is the' Director of the

.

22 Division of' Reactor Inspection and Safeguards of the Office
23 of Nuclear Reactor. Regulation."

24 The' subject is equipment qualification seminar and
25 it'is signed for Mr. Partlow[by Brian Grimes.
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( ) What we are interested in is I believe it's the1

2 third sentence in that memorandum, It talks about "The

3 topics covered will include a review of applicable
4 regulatory requirements, innpection programs / procedures, and
5 a discussion of recently-identified equipment specific
6 qualification problems and Staff positions on generic
7 issues."

8 Then the memorandum references you as the contact

9 for additional information and that is why we have'you here
10 and want to-ask you some questions about it.-

11 What did you mean in that memorandum by "recently
12 identified equipment specific qualification problems?"
13 WITNESS POTAPOVS More or less a review of case

( ) 14 histories of identified equipment qualification deficiencies
15 in the generic. sense, by actually explaining to the-

16 inspectors how the process of applying'the equipment
17 qualification rules to the particular items and how the --
18 and the basis for these deficiencies with-respect to the
19 rules that would be applicable.

20 JUDGE BOLLWERK: I gucas.our concern is given

21 Alabama Power's contentions-about the evolving nature of
22 environmental qualification'the' term."recently identified"
23 could be' read to read that these are ones that you'havel

12 4 identified very recently,-.-i.e., in.1987'or''86'.
25 Why-is that not true or why should we notiread-
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1 those wor +3 as they appear -- in the meaning they appear to

2 have? I

3 WITNESS POTAPOVS I'm trying to -- I did write 1

4 that memorandum and there certainly was no implication to

b convey the message that we recently identified some new i

6 problems. I guess the idea was to put it in somewhat of a

7 state-of-the-art context from the standpoint of where.we are.

,

8 and what types of problems we had identified during the 't
'

9 inspections that have been conducted to date.

10 This was probably about two years into the 1

11 inspection cycle so I guess when I say "recently," it would- ;

12 probably mean more to provide up-to-date information of what !

13 types of deficiencies are being identified in the program

14 and how they are related to the requirements for equipment

15 qualification.
'

15 It was more or less a . case history . type of-

17 approach _to bring inspectors up to speed in what they can
i

18 expect to i'ind.

1G JUDGE BOLLWERK: Let US be a little:more-specific:
,

20 You drafted this memorandum then? |
;

21 WITNESS POTAPOVS I believe-Iodid. ,j

i
22 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Can you-give me;an example ~then- H

23 .of what you meant by a recently identified equipment

24 specific qualification' problem? JIs there a specificiexampie-

25 youLcan.give;us? T recognize this. requires you to think
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(~ 1 back a couple years, but --
D}

2 WITNESS POTAPOVS Well, I think such items such

3 as the Limitorque valvo operators and different items that

4 would be considered in qualifying the Limitorque liko
5 possibly the cable issue, the terminal block issues in the

6 Limitorques, the T-drains or lack of T-drains. It would be

7 a discussion of those types of potential problems with this
8 piece of equipment.

9 Also, another area would be like solenoid valves,
10 whether or not a moisture-proof enclosure is required for a
11 solenoid valves and under what conditions such moisture-
12 proof enclosure would be required, and what inspection
13 history has shown the condition of these types of equipment
14 being.

15 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Let me take -- for example, you
16 gave us the T-drains. How would that be considered, as i

17 you've indJcated here, recently identifiedt how was that --
18 I mean, what aspect of it was recently identified? I guess

19 that's what I'm not understanding.
20 WITNESS POTAPOV3: Well, I believe the fact that

21 T-drains were required was known all along. There were some
22 modifications, though, on that issue where some utilities
23 apparently had test reports which, under cortain conditions,
24 could support qualification of Limitorques without the T-
25 drains, if they had a certain type of a motor attached to
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1 the Limitorque operator. It was more or less to provide a '

2 complete information that would identify what conditions had
3 been reviewed in the past and how these would help the
4 inspectors in the future.

|

5 JUDGE BOLLWERK: I think you also mentioned

6 terminal blocks. How would that be recently identified, in

7 the meaning that you ascribe to it in the memo?

8 WITNESS POTAPOVS: In that particular_ case, I know

| 9 that, again, different types of terminal blocks had been
10 used in conjunctien with Limitorque operators,-some of which
11 were qualified,-some of which were qualified for certain
12 usage ranges, so it was more or less a discussion.of

13 limitations of that type of equipment that fou've identified

() 14 and was acceptable for service based on reports that we had
15 reviewed.

16 It would also convey to the inspector, specifio
17 information that if he was aware of the particular
18 inspection-report which would qualify a piece of equipment
19 and then he would be conducting an inspection in a. licensee

i

20 facility and the licensee did not have that report, then
21 under the program that we worked, this inspector could then-
22 use his knowledeo to' determine whether or not that

particular equipment was qualifiable, based on his: knowledge23

24 of hdditionalLinformation.
25 It was-basically to assure that our inspectors

O ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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NJQ
1 were aware of the latest information, state-of-the-art in
2 equipment qualification.
3 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Do you have any questions?
4 JUDGE MORRIS: Just to follow up on that, in your
5 list in Item 4 on page 2, I guess, of the agenda, the
6 subject is listed as equipment-specific qualification
7 issues, and I guess it should be plural, and you've listed a
8 number of items, some of which is inentioned. I get the
9 feeling that many of these items were known not to have

10 fully qualified records, at least at some of the utilities.
11 WITNESS POTAPOVS: That's correct.

12 JUDGE MORRIS: But I get the feeling that because
33 of inspections that took place during this period of

( 14 November of '85 to '87, that there was increased knowledge
15 on the part of the Staff, based on their inspection
16 activities, based on possible tests at Sandia or other
17 places; is that true?

18 WITNESS POTAPOVS: The increased knowledge, I
19 guess I would have to qualify more or less in terms of the
20 inspectors that have conducted these inspections on an
21 ongoing basis, would obviously improve their ability and
22 also gain additional knowledge of specific equipment

i

23 qualification issues related with specific components and
24 the qualification documents related to these components.
25 I' guess what we were trying to do is to provide as

O ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd. .pCourt Reporters
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1 much information as possible to these specific identified

2 u*tegories of components to make sure that the inspectors
3 were fully knowledgeable and up to date on any aspects of

4 the qualification basis, such as I mentioned previously
5 where we identify additional basis for qualification of

6 particular type of item. We would want to be aware that the

7 inspectors are knowledgeable of that.

8 JUDGE MORRIS: But would you agree that there was

9 an evolution of the -- at least the amount of information
10 available which you were imparting at the seminar to the

11 inspectors?

12 WITNESS POTAPOVS: I don't believe that -- I guess.

13 I look at evolution of qualification information as being

( } 14 that somebody performed a new test to qualify an item, or
15 identify that an item could not be qualified. I guess that

16 would be new information, and in a sense, like the

17 jnformation notice that we put out on the terminal blocks
18 back in '84, which wss' based on Sandia testing, was new
19 information.

20 I'm not aware of too much new information being
21 generated in the timeframe that these inspections covered
22 which would significantly alter the qualification basis of
23 equipment, if you compared it to what was available in
24 December '85 or November '85.

25 47UDGE MORRIS:. So you are telling.me that you are
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1 unaware of technical data which would change your approach
2 to judging qualification?

3 WITNESS POTAPOVS I do not know that I can make a

4 completely blanket statement. I think there'were a number
5 of instances where we came across special testing having
6 been performed by a licensee within a particular use range
7 of equipment which would qualify that equipment for this
8 application, but that-would be not a generic type of
9 information.

10 JUDGE MORRIS: Well,-in the sense of increased

11 understanding of the qualification-problems with these
12 items, there was some evolution.

13 WITNESS POTAPOVS Well, obviously, we -- DUnin,

14 whether you attribute this to inspectors beconung more
15 proficient, it -- an inspector would identify a problem in a
16 particular -- related to a particular item. obviously he's

17 going to use this. knowledge in the future and apply that to
la future inspections. If that's the-kind of evolution we're

19 talking about,-that's obvious.

20 JUDGE MORRIS: Well, in c. hat same sense, then,
21 what.about evolution of interpretation-of2. requirements. Did
22 you see any of that in'that time period?-

23 WITNESS ~POTAPOVS - I don't believe -- and-again,=
24 when I'm-talking about the requirements, I'll' speak at|this
25 time classifying the deficiencies at.the inspection level as:
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) to violations without trying to go mnd .snply any particular1

2 enforcement policy to them. I don't believe there was any

3 evolution in that since the start of the inspection process

4 back in '84.

5 JUDGE MORRIS: Thank you.

6 JUDGE BOLLWERKt Do you have anything eise?

7 JUDGE CARPENTER: No. Thank you.-

8 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Thank you very much.

9 Let me raise two.other subjects with you briefly._

10 One relates to the APCo surrr*;uttal testimony that's been

11 filed with respect to the enforcement. On Page 27 ~~ I '

12 - don't know if anybody up there has a copy of that they can
13 provide to Mr. Potapova.

} 14 While you are looking at that, does anyone.on the
15 APCo panel have anything to say about what Mr. Potapovs has
16 just told us?

37 WITNESS JONES: I would just like to_say that

18 based on what you have heard here today and based upon the-
P 19 meeting agenda, it's clear that the interpretation had

20 changed through inspection, through knowledge'that-the
21 inspectors learned from other inspections, and they applied
22 them to' future inspections, and we were inspected against
23- the latest criteria.

24 JUDGE BOLLWERKt- $What I am referring to is at the

25 very bottom.- It's the answer to Question 16, and.it goes on-
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1- to the top of Page 28. -!

2 WITNESS POT \POVS: I-have read the question and
A

3 answnr.

4 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Do you agree.with the' statement

5 there?
'

6 WI:" bras POTAPOVS: The response that I made '

7 presiously?

8 JUDGE BOIJ.,WERK: Well,--I-recogni n that you_made

9 the response previously,- and you are ander vath - you;were li
110 then as you are now.- I guess what I am wondering'about, it

i

11 says, "In %.is deposition, Mr. Potapovs agrees with our
.

c
12 position." Do you agree with that statement?1 Land on the-

'

13 next page, it'says-it agrr m.with this conclusion.

14 WITNESS POTAPOVS:' I gucss-I would have to

15 interpret their pot ition' a little bit.; If their position is'

16 that we should not be,using informatioW contained-in other
-

17 reports-'as establishing basis-for clearly.sh'ould'have,known-
- 18 type:of a question,-then-1 would say'I would agree with-that-
19 position-that we would not uselthe.informationLiniother

20 reports as the basis for establishing the fact-that a
<

21 licensee should have known that the equipment"in-question
22 was or was'not qualified.,

- 23 I'also would'say that'I would-not expect-that the

- 24 licensee Lwould be reading evverybody= else'sainspection

25- reports toibring themselves up=to. state'of current'
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1 technology, but also it is common knowledge that the utility

2 groups that were actively involved did extract from these

3 reports-and did prepare other. auxillary documents that were

4 widely circulated between utilities.

5 So in general, this was..a' source of:information

6 for utilities.as such, and the information.~certainly was I

7 available to anybody that was interested in it.

8 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Anybody on the APCo panel have [
'

9 any response to'that?.

10 WITNESS JONES: Well, again, I would just, l'n
D

11 . reiterating my tactimony at the bottom-ot;Page-26, is that R

12 they gained moro knouledge. The latert and greatert:

13 information was identified in the Sandia seminar, and then

14 in September, when.the team leader, Mr. Merr1 weather uame on

15 rite, he would refer to the Sandier handouts in making a-
16 determination-whether something was an.-issuo or not. '

>- 17 So it bectme very; clear in my mind--that they were
18 using evolutionary knowledge end applying'it r.etroactivelp,

19 to Farley.

j 20 WITNESS LUEHMAN: I guess.I would.have to say that

121 I don't know. how Mr. Jones can.make that statement. given; the ;

22 factCthat he-doesn't know what-Mr. Merriweauhercwas; reading-
4

23 or what M was thinking, and given thatJit was clear, asiin

'24- .the . t nspection ? reports that: we' presente'd, r the . Calverti Cliff -
y

, 25 inspections, the Fort Calhoun. inspection and the otheriones
i
,

..
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p 1 that we referenced in the enforcement testimony, that those-
G

2 inspection reports were performed iri 1984 and '85 and

3 present the same type of issues and the same level of detail

4 as were subsequently performed at Farley.

5 So I don't know how you can square those two
,

6 things given that he doesn't know what Mr. Merriweather knew

7 and given that those inspection reports talk about the same

'" a of issues, and those were before the deadline.

9 MR. MILLER: Did fou see Mr. Merriweather reading

.

li1TNESS JONFS: I would like to respond to that by

12 Mr. Luehman was not there. Mr. Merriweather and I were ; 4

13 there. We discussed what he was looking at and he agreed
D 14[d that ha was referring to his Sandia notes.

#

'

15 WITNESS LUEHMAN: I have no problem with saying

16 that -- we acknowledge that he had the Sandia-notes. We

17 acknowledge that Sandia notas talk about these specific
,

18 issucc. The question is whether these specific issues were

19 inspection issues that the NRC was interested in prior to
20 Novenber 30, 1985, and I think that we-provided a sample of
23 reports that clearly indicate that they were, at least the

?: 22 issues that we knew about, because, obviously, there was a
23 couple of issues that 11e didn't even: know about at Farley,

)
* 24 such as the Chico A/Raychem seals and the V-type splices, to
'

25 mention two.

4
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1- WITNESS POTAPOVS: CanlI add a little bit to that

- 2 s;nce I'was there? And I have this -- as a matter of fact,

3 participated in all three-of the seminars that they held.

4 We did not, to my knowledge, have any handout that could be

3 considered a list of equipmant.to -- with problema or

6 something like that that inspectors shentld be focusing on.

7 We did have the topics identified in the agenda

8 that were used. We-also had a lot cf generic topic notes

9- on Such things as similarity,:like for like replacements, "

10 generic qualification-topics, but I don't recall-that we &
.

-l
11 ever had :any handouts thst could be considered as- targets.

12 for inspection or anythingilike that=.
'

13 WITNESS' JONES: -I'would just-like to respond thatt1,

- 14 Mr. Potapovs, I don't think you can. walk away from the'-words.

15 in your cover letter that says-recentlyLidentifled,-

16 equipment-specific qualification problems,fand.page 2--that'
17 lists specific qualification ^ issues.

.

18 WITNESS'.POTA?OVS: Well,-that's --'I: stated
. . .

-

4
~

'

19 before, if-you want to~make sure that the inspectors are-
20 aware of.the latest. state ofLart information'ini

21 qualification, I think'they;wouldinot be'doing a good; job at
22 the seminar if he had not strived for?that.:4

' ' 23 ' WITNESS JONES: -IJagree:with that,jand that's what
a

24- ~ Mr.r-Merriweather brought with him tC Farleyfin Septentoer of:-

25- '87.-

.g
v.
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(~) 1 WITNESS POTAPOVS: You mean this book that was six
Qu

2 inches thick?

3 WITNESS JONES: His teeting notes.

4 JUDGE BOLLWERK: All right, let's move on to a

'5 different subject. There was some discussion this morning

6 about the inspections that had been held, a numbar of

7 different inspections, the Calvert Cliffs inspection, among

8 others.

9 Do you have any knowledge of the Calvert Cliffs

10 inspection and the scope of that inspection?
11 WITNESS POTAPOVS: Yes, I do. I attended the --

12 at least part of the inspection since I was responsible for
.

1 13 it at that time.

( 14 JUDGE BOLLWERK: And this was the one, the 1984

15 inspection that was pre-deadline, correct?

16 WITNESS POTAPOVS: It was about the Fall of 1984,

17 and it was pre-deadline.

18 JUDGE BOLLWERK: And, I take it, you heard the

19 dialogue between Mr. Shemanski and Mr. Noonan about the

20 scope of inspections or there were verification or simply
a

21 looking at deficiencios in the SER, whether they were
22 broader than that? Do you have any knowledge you can impart
23 to the Board on that subject?

24 WITNESS POTAPOVS: The scope was definitely

25 broader than the resolution of SER deficiencies. The scope

I) ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.*
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/~N 1 of that inspection was verification of implementation of theb
2 50.49 program. It involved selecting equipmunt
3 qua'.ification packages that were representative of several
4 classes of equipment, and looping at the detailed

5 documentation supporting qualification for these issues, and
6 it involved a walkdown of selected items and reviewing the
7 as-installed condition-and geometry and orientation of these
8 items to make sure that it was similar to what was
9 represented in the qualif3 cation documents.

10 The resolution of SER deficiencies was one
11 component of that inspection.

12 JUDGE BOLLWERK: So, if I'm hearing you correctly,

13 the inspection that was conducted in 1984 at Calvert Cliffs

(~'% 14 was, in scope, at least, similar to the one that was done,V
15 for instance, in Farley in 1987, the --

16 WITNESS POTAPOVS: Correct.

17 JUDGE BOLLWERK: The post-1985 inspections? l

18 WITNESS POTAPOVS: Correct. We did not have at
19 that time, an inspection module to conduct that inspection.
20 That module was developed later,_and, I believe, was issued
21 in '85, or the draft was issued in '85, but the finalized

22 module was issued in '86, early '86, I:believe..

23 JUDGE BOLLWERK: To what degree, if any, was the

24 scope of the inspection that was done at Calvert Cliffs in

25 1984 different from the scope of the inspection that was

(v9 ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
'
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1
' (~N 1 done for Parley for its NTOL, the Farley-2, if yLu can -- ifU

2 you know?

3 WITNESS POTAPOVS: I guess I am a little bit ac a

4 disadvantage. I was not in charge of the NTOL inspections.

5 I have participated in at le.ast one such' inspection. The

6 main difference was, I believe, how the inspection findings -

7 were treated and classified, whereas the NTOL inspection was

8 geared primarily to producing a cafety evaluation report and
9 identifying items that needed to-be ccrrected before the SER

10 is finalized.

11 The scope was somowhat similar in that both

12 involved some degree of walkdown of equipment and onsite
13 review of several packages. I believe, if I can neneralize.

~T
(O 14 a little bit, that the -- that the operating plant

15 inspections, post-de.adline, were somewhat more comprehensiva
16 in scope.

17 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Then, just-so I'11 understand,

18 there was an additional inspection done for Calvert C1.lffs
19 post-19857

20 WITNESS POTAPOVS: Yes. ~

21 JUDGE BOLLWERK: And how did'that differ from the
22 pre '85 inspection?

23 WITNESS POTAPOVS: I don't believe -- I was not

24 involved in that inspection. I believe that was performed
j

25 .by the Region. At that time, the inspection program was

^Q ANN RlLEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
iCourt Reporters
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$O 1 turned over to the Region, and I believe that the saineG

2 module was being used for that inspection.

3 JUDGE BOLLWERK: What would distinguich that -

4 the pre '85 inspoction from the post '85 inspection in terms

6 of Calvert Cliffs being able to come in and make the same j

6 argument as Alabama Power is making here, which is, you
>
'7 looked at us pre '85. Now you're coming in and fining post-

8 '85 problems. You've already given us an inspection and, in

9 9 theory, some kind of report, why isn't that control? You're

10 now coming in af ter 198'.i and inspecting us again.
11 WITNESS POTAPOVS: The -- again, the primary i

'

la reason, of course, it the pre-deadlino versus post-deadline

13 from the standpoint of complying 1 ith the 50.49 Rule, an far

[t 14 as the -- somebody getting a clean bill of-health as a j
715 result of an NRC inspectica, I dcin't believe that any
}
=

16 responsible party would ever take such a view, recognizing
17 the limited scope of an jaapection that we perform.

-}
18 And the limited sample of' items that ws. select for

19 inspection, many times if you repeat an inspection and you
!!O select different specific equipment during the inspection, f

* 21 yu. may find somewhat different results for specific pieces
22 of equipment. The only condition, I.believe, where you

.

.. 23 could possibly take such an approach would be if you-lonked
24 at a specific item, qualified a specific set of requirements
25 previously and had stated that this item was sat.4.sfactorily

O ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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1- qualified, and, two years-down-the road,.you come in and
'

2 reverse.your, position. I don't expect that would happen..

3 -JUDGE BOLLWERK: So, the-Calvert Cliffs

4 innpection, the_first one,.the pre '85'= inspection, gave the

5 utility very little assurance that it might not'have

6 problems post 's5?- I don't --

7 WITNESS POTAPOVS ' An a matter of fact, they found

8- quite a few problemn . in the first -inspecti~on, as we did also

9 in the second inspection, if I recall. .

10 -Both inspectors identified fairly significant

11 -problems.
u.

12 JUDGE BOLLWERKr. .Do you have a question?

13 JUDGE MORRIS:' No.

14 JUDGE CARPENTER:, No.

15 JITOGE ' BOLLWERK: ' Does anyone from the Alabama

16 Power panel have any commentsson.what Mr. Potspova is doing? -1

17 I think Mr. Luehman had romethingi-i

"E 18 WITNESS NOONAN: .I have onelcomment regarding the-
~

19 Calvert Cliffs' inspection. If you remember' correctly, I

20 said there were supposcd to'be ten of these: inspections that-
21 were-to be set up,.and-mainly these. inspections:were to.

22 familiarize the various' regions, each region-were having two
23. . inspections ac a_ region,with the EW. program. :They had notL

24; bean involved'in an'EQ' program before.:

'25 The fact'that Calvert Cliff talked about;a range

-.

fh . ANN - RlLEY . &-. ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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A) of things, it in not inconsistent with that-Decause;they1
.Q

2 were talking about, basically --iI kind o'f hate to use the

3- Word, but basically training inspectors on what'the'EQ
~

4 program was about.

5 Tnere was a lot of discussion _ going back:and forth

6 on various-aspects of the.EQ. program during those sessions.
7 As Mr. Potapovs said, one of the elements was how to.look at y

a the resolution of the issues. raised in the SER,'and that is-
.

9 a true statement.

10 The Calvert Cliffs-inspection,<or the ten
,

11 inspections that'were visualized to train'in the region vore-'

-

12 not the inspections-that weLtalked about=in those SERs. We
1

13 have to draw that distinction.
'

14 The SERn talk about specific things proposed

15 resolution of deficiencies. Those inspections referred to-,

-16 in the SERs were basically _to-'make'sure that the<information:-

_

17 that the utility talked about in these meetings vas,<in- i.

,

1B f act , _ there .;--

19 It' is illogicalzfor meTto7even put that| statement-
^

\

20 in ' an SER -)ust .to give the enforcement: body, |or the
\

-21 -inspectors tho'right=to go into a utility._ They don't need- a

:22- ' that. - They don't need a -; statiement |in-|the SER: to go . outiand?
..

' 23:- look atta plant. They can look M asplant anytimeLthey want
24- !to.. ThatEstatement wasfnot:|put:in theretfor the purpose =of

.

25 them with these'other ten-inspections | involved.

Q - ANNLRILEY & ASSOCIATES, bd.
'
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~

1 The ten. inspections-thac we are talking about
2 - here, at least the first one, the Calvert Cliff one, was

3 more or less a training' inspection'for people who have not-

4 been involved with EQ program before.
5 So it is very logical that'we would discuss a lot

6 of different items in that inspection.

7 WITNESS JONES: I would just like to add to that a.

8 couple of points.

9- Unlike Calvert Cliffs, prior to-the-deadline

10 Farley was not getting feedback'through.-inspections, or

11 reviews of f3le audits, our meeting-in January of-_'84, that

12 Farley was way off-base for having made these' deficiencies.-
13 In fact, we were getting: quito the' contrary. feedback'over-

[ 14 this five year period that we'were right on line - We:were i.

15 doing the things that they' expected |us to-do to resolve cur.
16 deficiencies and,:therefore, culminated with-the SER.:-

,

17- So I think there issa distinction there that-needs-
-18 to be made.

19 WITNESS POTAPOV3: -I would just?like to2addione

-20 thing to what Mr. Noonan said about the:SER,vand'how it1was.

perceived:within the agency,_- and by the ' inspection groups. ,21

22 -I think, clearly, when you make--a-determihation;
23- that the: licensee is(in= full: compliance with theiequipment-

o - :24 qualific* inn rule, s to make that determination, aI think; you
25 need to verify the as-installed? condition of-the-equipment.

Q ANN' RILEYT& EASSOCIATES, Ltd.-
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(') 1 The only way you can do that would be either to verify it I

%.)
2 yourself, or accept the licensee's description of how this

3 equipment was installed.

4 We have always assumed that a spot check of the

5 as-installed condition of equipment was a requirement, and
"

6 we also found that to be one of the biggest problems that wa

7 Adentified during these inspections where. in many cases,
8 the equipment was not installed as reflected in the

9 assumptions that the qualification was based on. b

10 WITNESS JONES: If I may respond to that, in 1980,

11 Mr. Gibbons' inspection, I think he stated he spent 33 hours
12 on plant, or at the plant alte. I think that is more than

13 just a spot inspection. That in almost equivalent to a weak

"T 14 of being at the plant looking at interfaces.[d
15 JUDGE BOLLNERK: Does anybody else have any.

9
.16 questions?

17 JUDGE MORRIS: No. }
<

18 JUDGE CARPENTER: No.

19 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Any other subject that you want

20 to Mr. Potapovs about?
g

21 JUDGE MORRIS: - No .

22 JUDGE BOLLWERK: I think that concludes our

23 questions for Mr. Potapovs.

24 We appreciate your service to the Board, sir,
25 coming back, we.know it was.a hectic morning, but we have

-Il ANN RlLEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
.%/
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i found it Tary helpful. -]

2 WITNESS POTAPOVS: Thank~you. 1

!

3 JUDGE BOLLWERK: -Mr. Miller? ;

1

. _4 -MR. MILLER: HaygI ask Mr. Potapova;some j
-

5 questions? I

6 JUDGE-BOLLWERK: I Will allow a couple. Can-we

_7 keep.:it short,- is-that possible?:
- *

*

8 MR. MILLER: It depends.on Mr.gPotapuvs.
,

9 ' JUDGE BOLLWERK: .Mr. Heller, you. willi:have the- ~
-

:

. ._

-i10- ' opportunity of' redirect,_then.
.

11-- MR.' HOLLER: Sure.--

%

12 CONTINUED' CROSS-EXAMINATION
a

13' BY MR. MILLER:-;

.

14 -Q You told us that there were three Sandia Seminars?
15 A -(Witness Potapovs) -There maylhave been more than--

,

16 three, at;least:three,-going back in. time,'E'.07,f!861and9 85.
-17 Q _And there was an '86;1Sandia-; Seminar!you say? j.

18 A -[ Witness.Potapovs] ?I'believeithere was.'
10 ' Q -;

.-

-And the materials;for that,...haveiyou>.seen those in'
.

|^ .20 the' Exhibit.59 thatLyou;have:before you?L
a.

F 21 .A (Witncas Potapovs] :Ithave notireally? scrutinized ~'
.

22- the exhibit.:
e,

f L23- .Q. He know aboutLthec'85 and the '87,' butetellius?_

,

|abaut'the''86sseminar,swas.that?toiprovide|thejinspectors24-

! ;25 with the '-lat'est . and . grea test?:~

',
'

Is
-

4

p,

gG
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1 A (Witness Potapova) .I never qualified the '87 as

2 providing the inspecters with the latest and-greatest

3 either, but I would cay that the''B6 seminar was similar in-

4 nature, except, I think, it probably did not. focus as much

5 on the enforcement policy since the enforcement policy had

6 nct been as far advanced as it was in '87.
,

7 Q I understand that.

8 You told us that you wrote this memorandum-to all

9' the attendees that'you have been asked about?--

10 =A. (Witness Potapovs) I believe I drafted it.

11 Q- -That's right.

12 And you wrote it, I take it, somewhere:on or about

13 August'of 1987', did-you not?

--14 A (Witness Potapovs') Very likely.

15 Q And'you knew at the'i.3me you wrote:it that therei

16 had been a seminar in '86~_on-similar_ topics,---did you not?
-- 17 A (Witness Potapovs) LI_sure,did. -|

18 Q And with that in nind, you s, elected the ' phrase,,

19 "The-topics covered.will:-include"~- -I will' paraphrase |-- "a

s 20 discussion of recently identified. equipment specific-
21 qualification ~ problems."E

22 You selected that phrase,:did_you not?--~

'

23- A' (Witnesu'Potapovs] Obviously.

_24 'Qs And it would be fair to:say, then,;that_when.you-

25' .used the phrase "recently. identified," lit;would.not'have

| ANN .RILEYJ & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.-?-
'
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("3 1 gone back further than the '86 seminar, would it?
%)

2 A (Witness Potapovs] That is not a very good

3 assumption. There seminar that we held in '87 was probably
4 attended by quite a few people that did not attend the 1986

5 seminar.

6 Q Then the question is, Mr. Potapovs, just how

7 recent is recent?

8 A (Witness Potapovs] I T. ink your interpretation is

9 probably as good as mine.

10 Q Great. I say it is since or it is after November

11 30, 1985, as a result of all the inspections. Is that fair?

12 A (Witness Potapovs] With respect to the specific

13 equipment deficiencies that I described before, I think that1

[~'s 14 would be a fair assumption.O
15 Q It is a fair statement, and it is common knowledge
16 that a number of inspections had been conducted after
17 November 30, 1985, correct?

18 A [ Witness Potapovs] Correct.

19 Q And all this body of knowledge was being
20 accumulated by the various inspectors throughout the
21 country, is that correct?

22 A (Witness Potapovs] Knowledge was being
23 accumulated.

' 24 Q This seminar didn't just spring up of its own.
25 Who told you or asked you to begin the process of putting it

(7 ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.%,)
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1 together?

2 A- (Witness Potapovs) I believe that it_was a mutual

3 determination based on my discussions with the inspectors. I
4 was initiator of the seminar.
5 To carry it a little bit farther, to make sure

d 6 that the information is properly characterized, in my
7 opinion, the information disseminated at that seminar was

~

'a probably more helpful to providing qualification basis <in

9 the field _for equipment which was-not properly qualified as-
10 presented to the inspector.

11 In other words, the inspectors,-with the knowledge
12 that-they gained at the seminar, may be able to-determine-

13 qualifiability of that equipment rather -than look for -

14 problems with that equipment.
15 Q I'm sure that's the case, sir. Now, let's look:at-

16 your list of attendees, and tell me when you-have7that-
17 before.you.

18 A (Witness Potapovs). Is thatL--
19 Q Yes, sir.' It's; attached to your1recently
20 . identified memo.

21' .A (Witness Potapovs) I donitDhave[it attached to my
22 memo,'but'--

_

' -23 Q It1 chould be~the last~page.
24' WITNESS LUEHMAN: Arefyou' talking about the August
25- 6th memo?-

h ANN RILEYI ASSOCIATES, Ltd..
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1 MR. MILLER: Yes.---Look at the last page.-

2 WITNESS POTAPOVS Are you talking about-

3 addressees?

4 MR. MILLER: Yes, sir.

5 WITNESS POTAPOVS: Oh, okay.

6 BY MR.-Mill 2R:

7 Q Are these-the people on the attached list that the

8 memorandum isLwritten!for?-

9 A (Witness-Potapovs) That's' correct.-

10 Q And I-noticed that they are from the various'

11 - regions througnout'the country.
12 A (Witness-Potapovs] That's correct.

13 Q Do these-people identified hereLat theJtime this-
-

) 14 memo was written have the responsibility? for conducting EQ' q

'

~15 inspections?

16 A -[ Witness 1Potapovs) 1These people-were.at the
-

17 division director leveli so obviouslyftheyihad the overn11 1

18 responsibility for providing'therstaff:to-participate.;_

5
19 Q And it says on your memorandum 1that-:this isl an -

20 important form-for informationiexchange.-
21 A- : (Witness . Potapovs):- I.believe|it is.-
22- Q: =Yes. And you-expected)the inspectors.and managers-

-23 involved in the conduct of first-round-EQ! inspections to
24: attend.-

25 A: - [ Witness -- Potapovs).. That's correct.
~

..
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1g Q Obviously1the point was to have everybody talk and
12 tell what they had found throughout this two years of

3 inspections.

4 A (Witness Potapovs) I-don't believe there was-a-

5 main reason ~for the attendance that was requested. It was
~

6 for the purpose of assuring that the inspector -- the
5

7 regional based inspecto.' in this case -- would have a' proper
8 interface through his management, through -- our - management,:
9 and myself, who was at that time administering _the

10 inspection program on-a day-to day basis,1 and also that anyu
~

11 findings would be properly dispositioned and categorized.
' 12 Q I'll-ask you-for your best-judgmentiof how many

13 first-round inspections, EQ inspections,1hadLbeen conducted

( 14 by the time this '87 seminar was held?-

15 A (Witness Potapovs) More than half.-

16 .Q Can you' identify for-me-any power reactor. licensee-
.;

-

i17 that was inspected:after this seminar, before_the Farley_
18 inspection in September of '877
19 A (Witness Potapovs)- You mean between'the time that~

1

20 the seminar occurred and - -
-21 Q Yes,. sir.=

,

22 A -[ Witness'Potapovs)- I4would have to go-back to my
23- calendar. I can't dotitioff-hand.-

24 -Q But it would be fair:to say;that?after1 receiving
'25. all this information exchanged'on the: specific 1 qualification

Q ANN RILEY & ' ASSOCIATES, Ltd.-
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/''s 1 problems .'ecently identified, the Farley nuclear plant was
i /'''

2 the first or one of the first to be inspected. Is that

3 true?

4 A -[ Witness Potapovs). I would doubt very much that

5 at the time that this seminar was conducted we even knew or
6 had targeted inspections that far in advance. We may have,

7 but that was not the typical case.

8 Q Well, certainly the people from our region knew.
9 that Farley hadn't been inspected. k

10 A [ Witness Potapovs] -Surely.
11 Q And they knew that as they sat there in your-

.

12 seminar.

13 A [ Witness Potapovs] Right. But neither were a |

[')T
14 number of other plants.

\_.t

15 MR. MILLER: That's-it, sir. Thank you, sir.

16 JUDGE BOLLWERK: -All right. Any redirect, Mr.:

17 Holler?

18 MR. HOLLER: I have no questions.

19 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Mr. Potapovs, again, thank you.
20 WITNESS POTAPOVS: Thank you.

21 [ Witness Potapovs excused.)
22 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Are we-ready to move to the cross

23 examination, then, of the APCo panel?
24 MR. HOLLER: Yes, sir.

25- JUDGE BOLLWERK: -All right.
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A 1 CROSS EXAMINATIONV, )
2 BY MR. HOLLER:

3 Q Let me address this to the panel, and I'll address

4 it to Mr. Jones and anyone else who would like to answer
5 may.

6 You've testified in your prefiled testimony that

7 prior to Decerber 13th, 1984, the date of the SER, that
8 Alabama Power Company had submitted all the req. ired EQ data
9 and information to the NRC. Is that fair?

10 A (Witness Jones) Yes. There were a number of

11 documents that were submitted.
12 Q Okay. You've also testified that because you

13 provided the EQ information to the NRC that the NRC should

O 14 have told you if any deficiencies existed. Is that a fair
\.J

15 characterization? ^

16 A [ Witness Jones) That's partially true. I would -

17 -

18 Q Okay. Help me out. Which part is true and which

19 isn't?

20 A (Witness Jones) Okay. All right. The meeting of 4

21 '84, I mean, I think that was a very important meeting to
22 'true up any issues that they had on their mind that they
23 knew were clear issues or clear deficiencies in EQ that
24 weren't known to Alabama Power Company. I would have

25 expected at that meeting -- which they were very candid and

(V'') ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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_

not afraid to come out and express concerns that they had1

'
2 during that meeting, which they very well did. We discussed

3 in that meeting -- we discussed our resolutions that we were-

4 proposing to resolve those issues.

5 Q- Okay. And this is the January ---

,

6 A (Witness Jones] '84 meeting.

7 Q -- 1984 meeting.
,

'

8 A ' Witness Jones) That's correct.,

<

9 Q- All right. Let me-go down, so that we can sort

10 out'some of:the things. Either in the information-you

11 provided~or in the discussions of the January 11984= meeting,
12 was the topic of= tape' splices--brought up or information~
13 regarding. tape splices at Farley submitted.to the NRC?-

() 14 A [ Witness Jones) .Not-that I-recall, no,-not during-

15 that meeting.

16 Q Okay.- Chico.A/Raychem seals; again, any.
17 information.regarding the seals or,the qualification tests-
18 for the seals identified'to;the staff'eithersbeforefor

19 during the meeting?

20 A; [ Witness. Jones] ENo.

21 Q Okay. GEMS level ~ transmitters', the? fact thato

22 subsequently the staff discovered-some with lower levels, j

.;D was;that something. brought up orLdiscussed? '

24 A [ Witness Jones] The --?:

25 Q I'm sorry. The GEMS level transmitters.

h ANN RILEY.& ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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/'') 1 A (Witness Jones] Okay. It's a two-part question.;

\_/
2 GEMS level transmitters was a document that was reviewed by
3 Franklin, as I recall. That was an item on our master list

4 in the report that was submitted. The --
|

5 Q And the item -- oh, I'm sorry.

6 A (Witness Jones) The specific issue regarding low

7 oil level was not discussed.
8 Q okay. Is it fair enough to say that the

9 documentation associated with the GEMS supported the GEMS

10 level transmitters with the silicone oil level topped off or

11 at the appropriate level?

12 I'll rephrase that for you. The documentation
13 that you submitted, and it was revicted by TER, supported

( 14 operation of the GEMS level transmitters with the full

15 amount of the silicone oil?

16 A (Witness Jones] Yes.

l' Q T-drains and limitorque operators, distinguishing
18 between those operators that would operate for seven days
19 and those operators who operated for 30 days; do you recali
20 if that was discussed or brought up?
21 A (Witness Jones] Yes. Limitorques got a great

22 length of discussion during that meeting regarding -- there
23 were some deficiencies in limitorques identified by
24 Franklin. I recall that the IE notice was even mentioned in
25 the meeting and discussed, e.nd there was a. lengthy

O ANN RlLEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.V
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1 discussion about third-party modifications to limitorques
2 which was the thrust of the discussion there, or buying
3 limitorque operators from some third-party vendor, or, in
4 your own shop, modifying the limitorques once you receive
5 them prior to installation.

6 There was a ' lengthy discussion about APCO's
7 procurement program, APCO's QC program, APCO's maintenance -

8 act.ivities, surveillance programs. All of these programs

9 that were in place to ensure qualification-of the equipment
|

10 was maintained was discussed.
11 Q Okay. In that long list,-I:didn't detect, and

~ |12 perhaps you can help me, was there a discussion that the.:
1
1

13 qualification test that supported operation or testing of l-

p 14 the limitorque for in excess of 30 days -- strike that.a )
15 For seven days could be used to support a-limitorque= motor
16 operator used for greater than seven-_ days?
17 -A (Witness Jones]. I do not-recall that; specific:
18 discussion of seven day tests versus a-30 day test.-

19 Q Now let me get one other one, substitution of

20 grease in the fan motors. That-you can recall, any
L 21 information that came.up,that addressed this matter of

22 substituting Texaco Premium grease for-Chevron in the. fan
-.

-

23 motors?'

24- A (Witness Jones)- No. Not discussed.
25' Q Terminal blocks.- I think'we have' talked about'
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~'s 1(d that a couple times this morning and you address that in
2 your inspection report.

3 Let me ask it to you this way. As best you can

4 recall, isn't it true that you told the NRC that you didn't
5 require the terminal blocks except to initiate corrective
6 actions or to initiate responses after a design-basis event
7 to survive a LOCA and then to provide instrumentation that

>

8 these hre the terminal blocks used instrumentation circuits
9 to provide instrumentation after the containment

10 temperatures had returned to near normal conditions.
11 Now I may have inartfully stated t'.at. I am

12 trying to get at the basis --

13 A (Witness Jones] I would rather go back and read

f~T 14 our meeting minutes and see exactly what we told the NRCi

V
15 Staff.

1

1 16 Q Okay, we'll start there.

17 A (Witness Jones] -- our proposed resolution which

18 they accepted.

19 Q Okay, I think that's APCo 21, is that correct,
{
i

20 sir? |

I
(21 A (Witness Jones] 20.

22 Q Or APCo 20, sorry.
23 A (Witness Jones] APCo Exhibit 20.
24 [ Document proffered to Witness Jones.]
25 (Witness Jones reviewing document.]
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[ -- 1 BY MR. HOLLER:[&-

2 Q And in particular, Appendix --

3 A [ Witness Jones) ' Attachment to page 6, I believe

4 and it's.NRC Comment No. 4, discussion was.regarding states. -j
5 of terminal blocks and its effect on equipment and the scope
6 of 50.49.

7 Q Just so that we're all on page 6, and this

B Attachment 2 to what's been^ identified as APCo Exhibit'20-
.9 -

10 A [ Witness Jones) Right.

11 Q -For-resolution to specific NRC Staff comments
12 identified inLthe January lith, 1984; meeting.
13 A [ Witness Jones)__Right. rI think the fourth

-

) 14 sentence says " Instrumentation was' attached to,the terminal
15 blocks at the conclusion" --
16 Q Wait, wait,.. wait a: minute, we're' snipping --
17 A [ Witness Jones) coh, excuse me..
18 Q- -Allow me to start at the -- again, justEso'weLare
19. clear on this, we'll-go through this first._This-is your
20 recollection of_APCo's proposed resolution to the concerns

=

!21 raised by'the NRC with. regard-to terminal-. block's and their
i22- effects of' equipment within-the scopeLof'10-CFR 50.49. I

23' A [ Witness Jones) Yes.
>

24 -Q- okay. Go ahead, sir.

25 A -[ Witness' Jones) I think the third' sentence, '

h ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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,O 1 " Instrumentation was attached to the terminal blocks at the
U

2 conclusion of the LOCA test and the leakage current values

3 were recorded."

4 Q okay. _Let me ask you, sir, was there any

5 discussion of when to the best of your knowledge of when the- i

6 instrumentation circuits that use these terminal blocks were

7 required at the Farley Nuclear Plant?

8 A (Witness Jones) I'm not sure I understand that '

9 question. Are you talking aboutithe LOCA envelope returned

10 to --

11 Q Yes, sir. That's the case but simple enough;.is-my

12 question to you,'is there a certain instrumentation circuits

13 that employ terminal blocks -- '

I
-

14 A (Witness Jones) Correct.

15 Q With me so far? And that certain of this

16 instrumentation which is-included in the testimony was-
17 . required before, perhaps during, and after a design-basis
18 event?

,

19 A (Witness Jones) Correct.

20 .Q Okay, and my question to you is, was thereLany

21 discussion at the January lith, 1984-meeting as~to when_this
22 instrumentation was required-at the Farley Nuclear Plant, as
23 best you recall?

~4 4 -A (Witness Jones) "I'm hesitating on-the answer

25 becauso-I know there was a Westinghouse. employee-there,-
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1 specifically there, to discuss several instrumentation
2 issues. I can't recall specifically-if the-question that

3 you asked was discussed or not but I would suspect that it-
4 was, due to the nature-of the meeting-and the fact that we
5 brought specifically a Westinghouse representative to that
6 meeting to address such_ topics as you1are discussing here.
7 Q okay. Well, again, sir, you were there. I guess

8 -- I don't know if Mr. McKinney was.there as well, so you
9 gentlemen are probably - I_ don't believe Mr. Noonan -- let

|

| 10 me-ask if you were there at the meeting, sir?
I

11 A- -[ Witness Noonan) I was not at the meeting.

12 Q -So_you gentlemen are-all we have and what-I am
13 trying:to determine is we have had a lot of discussion about
14 who was where when, to-the best you both remember, and you-

15 may not remember -- that's fine _---but to the best that you '

!26 remember, if it was discussed andIso I am not asking foriyou i

17 to guess if it was but if you-can remember-if that specific
18 item was discussed, and by.that:I mean when the' blocks were
19 required.

20 A (Witness Jones) I don't remember specifically
--

-

21 that discussion.

22 A -[ Witness-McKinney), iI dot.'t-recall.

23 Q okay. Well,Elet me ask you?then11n.your position-
24 as the. person in charge =or/ coordinating:the environmental
25 qualification effort', do you. recall what your understanding.
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1 was as of January, 1984 regarding when terminal blocks and

2 instrumentation circuits were required at Plant Farley?
3 A [ Witness Jones) As we stated here, we had

4 Westinghouse develop the emergency operating procedures and
I

5 as part of developing the emergency operating procedures
6 they would. identify when the equipment was required to-
7 operate and apply the instrument uncertainty caluulated
8 values to those instrumentations --
9 Q Okay, let me be clear on this now, so if I

10 understand you, you are saying that you may not have known
11 that but depended on Westinghouse to identify to you when
12 they would be1 required?

13 A (Witness Jones) That's correct -- througn the

( 14 development of the p_ocedures, l

15 Q Okay, now you have told me here -- I think we read
.

16 the: third sentence that said instrumentation was attached to
l's the terminal blocks at the conclusion of the LOCA test and j

18 leakage current values were. recorded, isithat-correct?
19 A (Witness Jones]' at's-correct.

20 Q All right. But ow you have-just told'me.too-that

21 you are not, you at least'back in January, 1984, you didn't
22 know when the instrumentation:would be required, whether or-
23 not it was required during;the LOCA or after the-LOCA.
24- A- [ Witness McKinney]-' -Let me see if.1 can put this-
25 - in perspective.

!
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1 Q Pleane do, sir.

2 A [W4.tness McKinney) I don't remember all the

3 details that was discussed that you were asking earlier but
4 what I do remember was the issue of termi.nal biceks and how
5 we would want to address terminal blocks at-Farley was

.

|6 discussed at the meeting and what I recal.1 was that the
7 issue was discussed and, my recollection, it was agreed that
8 we would tako the information about the leakage current

j*) values and apply that to our emergency procedures setpoints '

10 that Westinghouen was developing for us..
'

11 Farley Nuclear plant implemented the Westinghouse
12 Owners' Group Emergency Procedures that che-rest of-the

13 Westinghouse plants. implemented. We had Westinghouse '

14 calculate the various setpoints utilized in that procedure
15 to respond to various. accidents, sc my recollection was the
16 lasue V an discussed.- We agreed that we would go;back an
17 apply this leakage information into the setpoint. calculation i

18 that Westinghouse p9rforand for us."That's what we did.

19 Q Let me break that up jnto la couple,0f points.
'. 20 And, let me ask you.-- of course,~both you' gentlemen were

21 charged with environmental qualification.-- If I;were co say
23 to you that;those instruments were required |at' elevated:
23 temperatures,.vould you find'it unreasonable'that you were
24 going to apply leakage currents taken post-Icc.A? Now,syou-

25 may not-know. . If you don't. ?tnow, fair enough. I'a just
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1 asking you if yau hed that knowledge then or if you have
2 that knowledge now?

3 A (Witness Jones) I think what we're doing here is

4 applying te.aay's knowledge in a retroactive manner back into

5 January of 1984. This was the data that we hrd available in
6 our tent report. This was the data that we told the NRC
7 that we were-going to use in revising our emergency setq

8 points. And that was agreed to. We left the meeting with
'

9 that agreement. Both the Alabama Power Company and the NRC

10 -agreed to that.

11 Q okay.

12 A (Witness Jones) Rightfully or wrongfully today,

13 with un sitting here, this-is what we agreed to.
>'

14 .Q okay. A couple of nings in there. ' Lot me back

15 up first and ask you thi.t. '" <- I say "i f" - i f the NRC - f

16 had understood from Alt.br a 9ower company that the termina?.
0 17 blocks and' instrumentation: circuits were not required until--

18 containment temperatures, post-design basis accident, had- 's

19 reuurned to normal or near normal conditions.--'are you with
20 se so far? Then would it heve been unreasonable'for the'NRC i

21 to say t' .use leakage; currents or insulation resistant
:

22 met.surcuents that 'were taken ; post-14CA. I rm'asking you if

23 tnr.t sounds: reasonable,fif you know, or if_you don't haseLan--
24 opinion on that? '

25- A' .[ Witness-Jones) .I: don't think that's what 1.
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1 happened.

2 Q Dut you just told me you don't know what happened;
,

3 in that correct?

4 A (Witness Jones) Then was e discussion about-
S ins.trument circuits -- in terminal blocks and instrument
6 circuits. There was a dircussion about how we were going to

7 apply that to our emergency operating procedures.-
8 Q Ohay.

9 A (Witness Jones),' Agreement-of that.-- and that's -
10 - the point heretis that we agreed to this position -- both

,

11 the NRC, with their level of knowledge at that-time, also

12 Alabama Power Company, with their level of knowledge at that-
<

13 time.

14 Q I don't disagree with you,'and I am,not

15 challenging -- you want to go to the conclusion'with.me.and
16 ' fine. I have.no problems with that. I'm trying to go one.

17. step before the conclusion... .I'm a'sking you it it would have
,

18 been unreasonable-for the NRC to, agree to this, if the NRC
19 understood that the terminal blocks;..were not-required until
20 containment temperaturen.had returned to'near normal

21 conditions?'

22 A (Witness Jones)[,I don't think that'would be
23 . unreasonable, assuming the "if" statement-that you applied~

:24 to'that question..
.

25 Q Yec, air, it the NRC understood that.- Okay. But';
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1 you also have testified that you don't know for sure what

2 that discussion was or you don' know that particular

'
3 scenario war, presented to the NRCl Js that correct?

4 A I don't recall that specific scenario.

5 Q Okay. Now, you made one other statement. Rightly

6 or wrongly, that's what van agreed to then. Ant. I'll ask

7 you, is it your opjnlon now that that was a wrong decision

8 or wrong premise?

9 A (Witnons Jones) I don't back away from what was

10 stated in this timeframe. Obviously, there were more

11 instrument test data available in this timeframo and, given

12 the '87 state of the knowledge and our discussion with the

13 NRC's concerns in the '87 inspection, I wanted to get closer

14 to their positio*,. Not that what we had done was wrong al

15 the timeframel but with the evolutionary knowledge process
16 then, we wanted to get closer to the NRC position. So, wo

17 changed out and did something that they wanted us to do.

10 Hot that what we did here was incorrect at that timeframe.
39 A (Witness McKinney) I thinK that's a very good

20 point to make sure everybody understands. You knov, as I

21 see it earlier this morning, there were a lot of things

22 going on for coveral years. What we were trying - do was

23 -to make sure we met the NRC requirements on the

24 environmental qualification. And so that's why we dealt

25 with NRC on the discussion about whether other uti)ities
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( 1 were doing other inspection reports. And my point was we

2 were working with NRC to try to satisfy NRC critoria.

3 * hat's why we were working with NRC.

4 So, David made a good point. In '84, this was

J what the state of the knowledge was, this was what we agreed .

6 to, and was what we went and did. Later on things may have

7 changed, things may have evolved or whatever from a'

8 regulatory paint of view. That's fine.- We will be -- you
<

9 know, our intent is to get -- you.know, stay close to the
- -

10- NRC-position as it-evolves and we did that. But, from an

11 enforcement point of view, the point is, you know, this was-

12 what whs discussed and this was what we had agreed to back-
-

13 in thin timeframe, in the '84 timeframe prior to the SER.

() 14 Q Yes, sir. 'And, again, I'll repeat, my question

is doesn't go to the agreement of the bottomline here, my
16 question goes to if olther one of you gentleman can testify
17 for un today if you recall what the basis was for arriving
18 at that agreement? And not to belaborLthe point.- If I may,--

19 I believe you both testified that you can't: recall the-

20 bases?

21 A (Witness Jonen) Well, I think the written words:

22 here speak for themselves.

23 Q Let me -- 4

24 A. (Witness Jones). And we.were going to use the
25 instrumentation that was attachedfat the conclusion of the
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1 IhCA test.

2 Q Okay. And do you gentlemen recall -- let me ask

3 it this way. Is it not true that any EOPs that may have
4 resulted or reports from Westinghouse using this or these
5 insulation resistance values, those from the Wyle Test
6 Reports -- that that has not been. introduced or identified

7 or discussed in this proceed 3ngi is that correct?

8 A (Witness McKinney) I'm not sure I understand the

9 quest >on.

10 -Q Let me try to e. ,plify it down. - I beliove ---if I-

11 und tratand,- Mr. Jones, you're telling Ne - that you agree :that.
12 you would take the Wyle Test data for current-leakage and
13 provide it to Westinghouse.- Correct so far?

14 A (Witness Jones) Thati8s what we did.
15 'Q Right. And then Westinghouse:would develop EOPs
16 based on that data; is that correct?.-

17 A (Witness McKinney) |To calculate the set points
10 using emergency procedures.

,

19 Q Fine. And I'm asking you is there any report _or.
20 other information from. Westinghouse that.I've missed that's

'21- been introduced in this proceeding that reports how-
22- Westinghouse.did that?

'

23 Do ycu understand theLquestion?-

24 A. --(Witness McKinney) Yes.

25: Q And you may not know.
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1 A (Witness McKinney) I don't know.

2 Q If you don't know, that's fine. We'll have the

3 technical folks in a day or two.- I'm just asking you
4 gentleiten --

5 A (Witness Jones) If you're referring to

A calculations that have been submitted, I don't know of any_-
7 -

a Q okay. And again --
i

9 A (Witness _ Jones) -- what Westinghouse had in their

10- file. ~

-

1

-11 Q Yet you reviewed -- I believe you testified before

12 in your direct testimony, that you and Mr. Lalor and other
13 gentleroen that you -- that would be responsive to'you,
14 reviewed the information that came in'to provide support
15- documentation for environmenta) qualificationst is that ,

16 fair?

17 A (Witness. Jones) Yes.

10 Q Okay. And that you do not1 recall, this first' set:

19- at-Joast,-Westinghouse calculations based..on the Wyle Test
20 Report data? If you recall?

"Il .A- (Witness Jones) 14 0 . - I[ don't recall reviewing
22 that. j

23 Q ~ 0kay. _ Mr. McKinney, I'll ask-Lyou the~same,

24 question.

25 A- (Witness:McKinney) I! don't' remember..:Wo have.a

.o
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1 document -- I don't remember receiving the document. I had

2 an engineer that was working on that project as far as
.

3 calculating the set points. So, yes, we received it, and we

4 reviewed tho emergency operating procedures set point
5 document. So, we have that document.

6 Do you romenber what timoframe that was in?
) s.

7 A (Witness McKinney) I believe implementing the

a emergency procedures was another Three Mile Island issue.

9 And I believe we implemented that - I believe it was July

30 of '84. I believe that's when we im;;emented the emergency
11 procedures required after Three Mile Island.

12 Q Okay. I want you to be clear on this, sir, if you

13 Jan remember it now. I recognize it's going back far. Are

14 you testifying now that you specifically recall that those

15 EOPs were developed using the Wyle Test Report data, if you
16 remertber?

17 A (Witness McKinney} Iat me say it this way. As *

18 this document says, the February 29th letter scye.We
19 provided the test leakage current information to '

20 Westinghouse. Westinghouse dcvcloped the set points for
21 emergency operating procedures, gave that to Alabama Power

22 Company. We took that and incorporated those set points
23 into our emergency procedures. .That's true.

7
24 Q That is true, sir, but my quer, tion is, do you
? 'i recall from your personal knowledge, that that had used the
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1 Wiley test report data?

2 A (Witness McKinney) I believe it was.
1

3 A (Witness Jones) Fut I don't have any reason that

4 they didn't use it. I know there was documentation that
5 transpired between Bechtel and Westinghouse, Bechtel

6 providing the results of our meeting minutes, formally

7 requesting Westinghouse to factor this information into

a their emergency operator procedures.

9 Westinghouse is n very reputable company, fully
10 qualified, can perform calculations and we do periodic
11 audits on them to verify that they do provide the

12 information and do the things that we ask them to do.
13 Specifically in this case, I did not or don't recall

I~h 14 reviewing this specific instance, but I have no reason toV
15 believe that they didn't do it.

16 Q Fcir enough. Mr. McKinney, you don't recall the

17 specifica either?

.
18 A [ Witness McKinney) No.i
19 Q Fine, that's fine. Before I leave this, both you

20 gentlemen referred to this, and I'm referring now to APCo
21 Exhioit 20, Attachment 2, page 6, I notice tha=secend
22 sentence which we went over -- we skipped over, but the
23 second sentence is, the-States terminal blocks were LOCA

"

24 touted with an applied voltage of 137.3.volte DC. I guess,
25 VDC, which is the normal operation voltage of the tornir.a1
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1 blocks.
y

2 Do either of you gentlemen kr.ov if, in fact,

3 that's the normal operation voltage for the terminal blocks

4 in the instrumentation circuits?

5 A (Witness Jones) No, that's not the normal

6 voltage.

7 Q Do you recall if there was any discussion with

8 regard to this?

9 A (Witness Jones) I don't recall specific questions

10 from the NRC questioning the fact that we were going to use
,

11 the voltage that was applied of 137.5 to the circuit.

12 Q Oh, no, sir, that wasn't my qu e )n.
,

13 A (Witness Jones 1 I don't recall .ty concern that

14 they had with that at that timeframe.
'

15 Q Again, that's 7ot uy question, sir that you would

16 une that voltage in order to test or detnrmine the

17 insulation resistance or leakage current. My question was,

18 is, in fact, that the normal operation voltage of the i

19 terminal blocks used in instrumentation circuits?
20 A (Hitness Jones) I said no.

21 Q lt isn't?

22 A (Witness Jones) It is not.-

23 Q So, on its face, at least, that would seem not to

24 be clears is that correct?

25 A (Witnens Jones). Clear? I don't understand your

() ANN RlLEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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1 question. I ..ean, the written words here, again, it was

2 sabmitted to the NRC. They reviewed this et that timeframe

3 in '84, obviously had no problem with un doing thin at that
4 timeframe.

5 Q Okay, let me try it this way: --

6 A (Witness Jones) Based upon the SER.

7 Q Let me try it this way then: Are there circuits,

8 for example, those using solenoid valves, that, in fact,

9 operate at 137.5 volts and that would be subject or would be

10 within the scope of 10 CFR 50.49, if you know?
11 A (Witness Jones) I'm not sure I understand. There

12 is equipment that operates at that voltage that is in the
13 scope.

14 Q And uses terminal blocks?
15 A (Witness Jones) Yes.

16 O So, it would not be -- ond the title of this is

17 Address the Current Leakage ,? States Terminal Blocks and

18 its Effects on Equipnent Within the Scope of 10 CTR 50.49 is
19 that correct?

20 A (Witness Jones) That's correct.

21 Q So, it would not be unreasonable for a reviewer to

22 read this, perhaps thinking we're talking about those
23 terrainal blocks for which. the normal operation voltage is
24 137.57

25 A (Witness Jones) Well, I think the last sentence -
j

(]' ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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1 -

2 Q I'm talking about -- if you'll-address this one

3 first?
.

4 A (Witness Jones) Well, it's cleared by the last

5 centence talking about the FNP Emergoney Operating

6 Procedures. Obvious'Ly, that'n talking about instrumentation

7 that used in emergency operating procedures; that's not '

8 talking--about-limit switches or solenoid valves.

9 Q 1 agree with that, sir, but-I think we'vu also.
_

10- testified -- correct-me if I'm wrong - you saidfit would:

11 not-be unreasonable for-the NRC,L if they understood that the
'

1P terminal blocks-snd instrumentation circuits or those
13 i;itruments wealdn't be required until containnent

f 14 temperatures had returned to near normal' conditions. It
'

15 would not be unreasonable then to the NRC to use post.-LOCA

.

16 data.

17 MR. MILLER: Excuse me-just;a 11'nute.; We've| sat

18' silently by, but there's no timing element of your question.- -

' 19 In which state.of knowledge is-when, '87.or,'84, when these--

20 conversations actually --

21- MR. HOLLER: =It should be in January-of 1984,.

22 speci'fically.in February _of 1984.When-Alabama Power-Coupany

23- is draftina its response to the NRC.
u

-24 MR.: MILLER: But what you're<saying=is:that the-

25~ _NRC's, this.hypothttical state of knowledge.of their's-would-

O ANN -RILEY- & LASSOCIATES, Ltd.-
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1 be an '84 state of knowledge?
2 MR. HOLLER That's correct, sir. I'll ask the

3 witness now, after that discussion.
4 BY MR. HOLLER:

5 Q Do you understand the questior?
6 A (Witness Jones) Based upon your hypothetical, if
7 they assume that, than I would suspect that's a reasonable
8- conclusion to icake.
9 Q Okay.

10 A -[ Witness-McKinney)- I guess I'm not sure-what the
11 point of your question was, but the point of 137.5 -- our-
37 normal DC system is 125 volts, and.there can be some

.|t

( 13 fluctuation in that, so, you know, 137 volts, I guess I
i

'

14 might -- I don't really know whht your point is.
15 Q Let no be straightforward so there's no confusion

p 36 here, sir. My question was, do the instrumentation circuits
17 at Farley which employ terminal' blocks, normally operate at
18 13'/.5 volts, otve or take' ten volts?

19 A (Witness McKinnoy) Normal DC. system in 1" 'slts,-

20 so, that's our normal distribution system.
21- Q= So, you, sir, would not find-this= unusual then? |.

j22 .A (Witness McKinney) I mean,.like I say, our normal-
]-23 distribution systcr in the; aux 114 arf:ia-125-volto, so that's

24 what- we have our planti -- we provided- the- in formation to
25 Westinghouse so they could calculate set" points.

h ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES,1.td;
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1 Q Sir?

2 WITNESS LUEHKAN: Mr. Holler, Tid like to

3 interject a little bit about what Mr. Jones said that

4 because the last sentence talks about the EOPs, that it's
5 obvious that we're talking about natrumentation circuits.

6 I don't know of any restriction that only instrumentation

7 circuits'can be_discuPJed in emergency operating prQCedures.
8 Emergency operating procedures contain the

9 function of equipment, you know, valves and_ solenoids and
10 the like, that could operato, that could be affected by
11 that, so I don't know that it's -- if there's any exclusion

,

12 of the operation of such equipment on the EOPs.-
13- WITNESS McKINNEY: No, but that's what tras

14 discussed on the terminal blocks.
15 WITNESS LUEHMAN: 7'was just citing -- Mr. Jones
16 said that it was obvious because the.EOPs were discussed,
17 that it had to be instrumentation. circuits, but EOPs:can
18 contain the operation of things that are noi instruments;-~

19 that's the only point I was making.
20 WITNESS JONES: Let me clarify:that by'saying I

21 was at the' meeting,-DougLwas at-the meeting, Mr. Luehman,
22 you were not at the meating. We discussed terminal. blocks
23 _and instruuent circuits.
24 MR.fLUERMAN: .I-wasn't discussing anything.
25 W. ITNESS UONES: Mr -Shemanski has.already

k
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'

1 testified earlier that the NRC was concerned about terminal :

2 blocks in instrument circuits, only a few days before our
,

3 January meeting. That was the focus of this-discussion.
I

4 WITNESS LUEHMAN: That's fine, but that's not "he
'

5 statement. I wasn't responding to what was said or not said

6 at the meeting. I was just responding to the statement you '

7 made that it's obvious that instrument circuits'were talked
8 about because that sentence says they referred to EOPs.
9 That statement, whether it was in the context of-the 1984 !

l

10 meeting or the context of a meeting today, is not
{

'

11 intuitively obvious because EOPs can contain statements on
)

12 equipment that does operate at 137.5 volts; that's the only-
13 point I was making.
14- WITNESS' JONES: The Staff can make a lot ofq

15 hypotheticals about what may havo gone on in that meeting,
16 but for the people who were who know what went on --- -|

17 WITNESS LUEHMAN: I didn't say anything about the

18 meeting, Mr.' Jones.,

: 1
19 WITNESS JONES: -- and.what the discussion was.6

20 JUDCE BOLLWERK: Let.ne'ask one' question: Mr. !

21 Shemanski, were you at'that meeting?'
'22 .MR. SHEMANSKI: Yes,.I was.

23 JUDGE BOLLWERK: . Do-you have any recollection of:
24 what was said or what-wasn't said?

,

25 LWITNESS SHEMANSKI Not specifically, however,

C ' ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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(^} 1 with regard to terminal blocks, it didn't take up a whole
\~J

2 lot of time during the meeting itsel f. That was one portion

3 of the meeting. The focus was on oing over each of the

4 '1.ciencies identified by Franklin, so I think we're trying

5 to add a little too much in this discussion here as to the
6 level of detail that went on with the terminal blocks.

7 Our main focus was to caution the licensee that
8 there are potential problems with terminal olocks used

9 it' side containment in instrumentation circuits in which one
10 milliamp of leakage current could get you into trouble, and

11 the industry practice was to replace terminal blocks with e

12 qualified splices, and that was the main message we were
13 getting across. And that's the best of my recollection with

/~T 14 regard to the discussion.
I

15 The level e' detail we're getting into here, I

16 simply don't recall a lot of these details.

17 WITNESS McKINNEY: Let me see if I can clarify che

18 emergency operating procedure issue. Westinghouse is1ued to

19 the industry emergency precedures. In those procedures, it

20 would say operate valves, operate various eguipment.
21 Also, when there was a setpoint, it would put a
22 blank there in a footnote. So we went back to Westinghouse

23 'to get the calculated setpoints to put in those various

24 footnotes. We wou.' d not -need to go back to Westinghouse to
25 find out information on how to operate a valve. I mean, if

fl ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
Court Reporters
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1 the procedure said open a valve, we already knew that, we

2 did not need to go back to Westinghouse to ask that.

3 So the only reason for going back to Westinghouse

4 was to get the setpoint information that was not in the

5 generic procedures that were sent out because for various
,

6 points, it would be different numbers.-

7 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Yes.

8 WITNESS JONES: I would just like to add to Mr.

9 Shemanski's statement that on Page 6 of his rebuttal

10 -statement, he says, "Again, since the meetings took place

11 apgroximately seven' years ago, it's difficult to recall any

12 speoAfte details."

13 So he says here in his testimony that he attended

14 so many is could not clarify exactly what was said at each

15 meeting. I only went to one and I remember what was said.

16 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Let me just ask Mr. Shemanski.

17 You asked the APco panel.about a number of other different

18 pieces of equipment and whether they were discussed at.the
.

19 meeting. I wonder if he has any recollection as to those.

20 I can go through them-again if you don't remember what they-
21 were, or Mr. Holler can put-them out again.

22 MR. HOLLER:: If it would help Mr. Shemanski-and

23 Alabama PowerLCompany,.I'll just enumerate them. ,The first-
24 was the tape splices.

25 WITNESS SHEMANSKI:| We went over the. items on EQ

- Q ANN RILEY & - ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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1 on the list provided by Franklin in the TER, and that is the

2 list that I recall going over. I don't recall any specific

3 discussians with regard to, you know, individual components

4 here.

5 JUDGE DOILWERK: So all the items that Mr. Iloller

6 went over, you have r.o recollection of those?

7 WITNESS Si!EMANSKI: No. I conducted 52 of thesc

8 meetings, and there is no way I'm going to recall

9 specifically from each meeting with the utilities specifics

10 about individual components.

11 I do remember what the format was and, in

12 particular with regard to terminal blocks, I wasn't so much

13 concerned about the specifics on their own terminal blocks;

14 it was a caution that we are giving them with regard to the

15 problems that we are aware of regarding terminal blocks --

16 again, leakage current problems with terminal blocks inaide

17 containment -- and our recommendation was to take a look at
18 those. The practico, again, what utilities were doing was

19 removing termir.ul blocks inside containment and replacing '

20 them with qualified splices.

21 So our focus in this meeting was not so much what

22 they have, when they need them, it was just to alert then

23 that they need to take a very close look at their particular

24 terminal blocks. So a lot of these details we're going over

25 now were not that much of a concern during this particular

(') ANN RlLEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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( 1 neating. We wanted ti make sure'that we got our message

2 across about the termi.3al block issue, however.

3 JUDGE BOLLWERht Fair enough.

4 Sir?

f WITNESS JONES: I would just add that replacing

6 terminal blocks was not the only acceptable option that the

7 NRC would accept. As documented in the IE Notica'84-47,

8 there were other alternatives of which Alabama Power company
9 approach was as stated in the meeting minutes and was

10 accepted by the NRC.

11 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Anything else, Mr. Holler?

12 MR. HCLLER: Yes, sir, if I may.- There was a lot

13 of discussion and I'll-beg the indulgence of the Board and
14 just make two things crystal clear.

15 BY MR. HOLLER:

16 .Q As Mr. Jones has pointed out, that was the'only
17 meeting, and you've testified, in-fact, you--told the NRC you-
18 would apply the -- or you would submit the Wylie test-data
19 to Westinghouse for calculation of the EOPs. Is that fair?

20 A [ Witness Jones) -Correct.
21 Q .And secondly, you've testified that you cannot
22 recall now ifLAlabama Power Company-specifically discussed:
23 when the terminal blocks and instrumentation circuits were-

24 or were not needed following a design-_ basis accident. Is-

25 that fair?

h~ ANN Rill?Y & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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1 A (Witness Jones) That's fair.

2 Q Thank you, sir.

3 Okay. Let me move on to the issue of -- I believe

4 you testified in your surrebuttal testimony that the

5 conclusions of the 1984 SER were based on contemporaneous

6 audit reviews, and I think that's on Page 9 of your

7 testimony, if I'm'not mistaken. And I'm looking, oh, it

8 must be in the answer to-Question 6, about halfway down the

9 page. Take a minute and familiarize _yourself with that.

10 (Witness Jones reviewing document.)

11 WITNESS JONES: Yes.

12 BY MR. IlOLLERI

13 Q I think you have also testified that Alabama Power-

14 Company can't understand how the NRC 1987 inspection could
15 ignore the conclusions of the contemporaneous audit reviews.
16 Is thac a fair-statement?'
17 A (Witness Jones) Yes, sir.

18 Q And also that_it's logical to say now that Alabama--

19 Power Company should have known_about any~ deficiencies is a

20 -fair statement, again referring to your testimony? I'm-just

21 trying to understand the flow here.

22 A _(Witness Jones) I'm not'sure:I= understood the 1

- 23' last part_of that_ question.

24 Q Okay. Earlier, you: testified in here,"and-let me-

25- see.-if I can pick it'out ---
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1 A (Witness Jones) Oh, okay.

2 Q Just below there, "Is it logical to say now that

3 Alabama Power company clearly knew or should have known

4 about any deficiencies.6' Is that true, sir?

5 A (Witness Jones) And now -- yes. I didn't read

6 far enough. That's true.

7 .Q Okay. Let me return for a second to this concept

8 of contemporaneous audit reviews, and I will ask you, sir,

9 if-you recall, isn't it true that the only documented
10 evidence of an audit review by the-Furley=EQ organization of
11 the-Farley EQ -- I'm sorry, strike that -- of the Farley QA

.

12 organization of the Farley EQ program prior to the EQ
13 deadline was one audit conducted in October to November af'
14 1983? Do you recall that, sir?

15 A (Witness McKinney) -I am.not sure I understand the

16 question.

17 A (Witness Jones) Are you saying the

18 contemporaneous audit reviews here, or are we referring to
19 our' internal audit reviews?

.

-

.

20 Q I am trying to discover just what.all the
1

21 conterporaneous audit reviews are.

22' A -(Witness Jones) I~think the intent.of the audit
23 reviews there was the NRC audit reviews in-'80 and '81.
24- Q Let me'ask'you then, what'about the Alabama Power-

25' company audit reviews,fdo-you recall any?

}- . ANN RlLEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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1 A (Witness Jones)- I can't recall specific dates,

2 but I believe that there were some that did occur. That is

3 about the extent of my knowledge.

4 Q Maybe this will help.

5 MR. HOLLERt It I may mark for identification

6 Staff Exhibit 82.

7 JUDGE BOLLWERK Could you go on and-identify it,

8 and then we will mark it and receive it?
9 MR. HOLLER Yes, sir.

10 I have provided the witness with a copy of an

11 inter-company correspondence, Subject: Joseph M. Farley

12 Nuclear Plant, Composite Audit Report No. 83/19,-SAER--File
13 A35.94.1, dated December 2nd,=1983, to Mr. Mcdonald and Mr.

- 14 W.G. Hairston.

15 JUDGE BOLLWERK Let the record' reflect that Staff

16 Exhibit 82 has been marked for. identification.
17 (Staff's Exhibit No.- 82 was
18 marked for identification.)
19 (Document proffered to witness.)

-20 (Witnesses reviewing dootament.)

21 JUDGE BOLLWERK Would this be a good point.to
22 take a break?

23 MR. HOLLER:- IhavecertainquestionsonJit,[but
24 if you would like to.

25 WITNESS JONESt- I agree..

f] ' ANN RILEY #c - ASSOCIATES, Ltd..
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L JUDGE BOLLWERK: Is it going to be brief, or is it

2 going to be lengthy?

3 MR. HOLLER: Depending upon.the responses.

4 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Why don't we go ahead and take 15

5 minutes right now, and we will come back at-3 15.

6 (Brief recess.)
7 JUDGE BOLLWERK Back on the record.
8 Let's be seated ~and go back into session.

9 Mr. Holler, you are cross-examining this panel.

10 -MR. HOLLER:- Yes, sir.

11 BY MR. HOLLER:

12 Q I believe Mr. Jones and Mr.-McKinney-have had-a-
13 chance to take a look at what has been-identified as NRC

( } 14 Staff Exhibit No. 82, and I will as those gentlemen =if they
15 are ready for questions now?

16 A (Witness Jones) Yes.

17 Q I brought this out to ask-you, are you aware of
18 any other audits that were conducted by the Alabama Power
19 Company _QA?

20 Maybe I'should say here that I notice the letters
'21 SAER, is thatLSafety Audit and' Engineering --
22 A (Witness.McKinney)_ Review.

23 Q -- Review?=

24 Any other' audits. conducted.by the SAER of the
25- environmental qualification program that you'are aware'of?

,_h ANN RILEY- & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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b(''N
1 A (Witness McKinney) I don't know, but it is a

2 normal businese nractice for this group to audit various
3 issues, so thers y have been, but I don't know.

4 Q Turning to page 3 of 4 of the report, and I am

5 looking at Paragraph D, which would seem to indicate that

6 this was the first audit?

7 A (Witness Jones) Yes. That is what it would

8 indicate to me.
9 Q I believe that is reflected again on page 4 of 4.

10 An interesting one, just in passing, if I may, for

11 the record, is on page 3 of 4 under Paragraph C, Item 3(b),

12 I believe it says, "No model number is listed on the

13 acceptance test reports list for limitorque HOVs." "a

(~'s 14 Is that correct, sir?V
15 A (Witness Jones) That is what this sentence says,

16 yes, that is correct.

17 Q Let me ask you, do you recognize this as an audit

18 report by the Alabama Power Company EQ?

19 A (Witness Jones) Yes. It just simply stated

20 here -- here is another example of where not just myself, an

21 alleged inexperienced engineer worked on ensuring the
.

22 qualification with the EQ requirements, but a number of
23 people worked on this. The SAER group was just another-
24 example of where Alabama Power Company was trying to ensure
25 that they met the requirements as they were known at that

(9 ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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1 time.''

;

2 Q On page 4 of 4, would you read for us then what

3 this auditor's conclusion was that you just described for
4 us, this is the paragraph 4 on page 4 of 47

5 A (Witness Jones) No. 4?

6 Q Yes, sir.

7 A (Witness Jones) " Auditor's evaluation of the

8 effectiveness of the OQA progrem niements audited as a

9 result of the above findings, the environmental

10 qualification program does not yet fully comply with the
11 requiroments of 10 CFR 5049. In its present state the

12 development of the program does not provide assurance that
13 the environmental qualification of equipment will be

(~' 14
E..)g

maintained throughout the life of the plant."
15 Q I will just ask you, sir, are you aware of any
16 other audits that were performod by the SAER in Alabama
17 Power Company prior to November 30th, 1985?

18 A (Witness McKinney) They may have, I don't know.

19 A (Witness Jonee' They may very well have, I just

20 don't know.

21 Q Let no move on. You have testified that

22 information or correspondence such as, I believe you
23 describ'ed them, the NRC information notices can't be used to
24 undermine conclusions, in your words --

25 Sir?

('; ANN RlLEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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("N 1 WITNESS NOONAN: May I just approach them for one

2 minute?

3 MR. HOLLER: Please.

4 [ Alabama Power Company panel of witnesses

5 conferring off the record.)

6 WITNESS JONES: May I just add that before we

7 leave the QA audit report, did you notice, as ment.oned

G here, this was addressed from Mr. McGowan to Mr. McConald

4
9 and Mr. Hairston, who are executives within the Power

j 10 Company within at time frame. By requirement, they review

11 these outstanding issues periodically and ensure there is

12 timely resolution to them.

13 So I just wanted to make that point.

() 14 Procedurally, they are required to review it and approve
15 resolution.

16 BY MR. HOLLER:

17 Q Would you continue and tell us what the timely
18 resolution was?

,

19 A (Witness Jones) I don't know specifically what
'

20 the procedure states, but if it goes beyond a certain time
4 21 period -- 1st me back up.

22 When a non-compliance'is identified, then,
23 obviously, the responsible. organization or group related to
24 the deficiency is required to develop a corrective action
25 report, and in that corrective action report, they identify-

(] ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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1 & time by when they will complete all proposed resolution to
2 the identified deficiencies. That is reviewed by executive

3 management, and the time frame is approved by them.

4 Then, if the group responsible for the-corrective

5 action does not complete it within their specified time

I
- 6 frame, then it has to go back through executive review for

>

7 an extension.

8 Q Are you aware of that having occurred in this

9 case?

10 A (Witness Jones] I am sure it occurred in-this

11 case.

32 Q You are sure from personal knowledge that it
u

13 occurred, and you are familiar with the rer.ults?

( } 14 A (Witness McKinney] I. guess what we are trying to

15 say is, there would be a written response to this. I

16 personally don't know what.that written-response said, but a
,,

17 written response would be developed in response to this.
18 A (Witness Jones] Procedural L*equirements require a
19 response to this.

20 Q I understand.

21 Let me be clear then,_I think what we have-

22 established to the best of.your' knowledge is,1certainly, the
23 first,_on_its face it'is the first audit,~and you.have-
24 testified that you know of'no others.,

.

.

25 With that as background, my_ question-totyou:is,
.

'O ^"" "''av * ^5Soci^T"S ''d-
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1 can you recal), on this one audit what happened?

2 A (Witness Jones) I will be glad to get the answer

3 to that to you. I don't have that sitting here, but I feel

4 confident that there is an answer to this.
5 Q There may very well be, sir.- But my question t o

6 you 10, here we are atter many months of going through tais,
7 if you recall, just as you recall the meeting with the NRC,

8 and other things, what the results were of the resolution of

9 ,the problems identified, either you do or you don't, sir?

10 A (Witness Jones) I can't sit'here from uemory and

11 say exactly what the response was.

12 Q That is all I am asking.

13 A (Witness Jones) I can confidently say that

() 14 procedurally there is a response required, and if you would
15 like to see that, I am sure that we could find that for you.
16 Q Fair enough, sir.

17 Did you have another comment?

18 A (Witness Jones) No.

19 Q. Let's neve on then. Again, I started by saying,

20 you have testified that informational correspondence such as
21 HRC information notices can't be used to undarmine-
32 conclusions in specific correspondence, and I'believe that
2 .* was on tage_17 of your testimony.

24 (Witnesses reviewing document.)
25 BY MR. HOLLER:

'

Q ANN RlLEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.-
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(3 1 0 That should be more specifically in response to
^

LJ
2 Question No. 11, which began on page 16.

f3 A (Witness Jones] I see it,

4 Q Let me ask you whether yeau are familiar w%h

5 Generic Lotter 84-24, which has previoisly been identified

6 and admitted into evidence as Staff Exhibit 10. I have a :"

7 copy. Ycu811 need one. Strike ' chat.

8 It's been identifica hs Staff Exhibit 62. Sorry.

I9 (Document prof fered to witnesses. ]

10 (Ultnesses reviewing document.)

31 DY MR. HOLLER:

12 Q I would direct your attention to the th.rd

13 paragraph, and the one that toads -- pardon me - thee third
6

("} 14 paragraph that reads "The certifications described in a, b, gU g
15 and c above" and then certifications again, "The licensee $s j

16 requirement to certify its program in compliance should

l'i specifically address all, 1.o., bulletins and information I

18 notices that identify EQ problems to the extent that such

19 bulletins and notices are relevant to the licensee's

2] facility,"

21 Then that is followed by.a listing.of information

22 . notices and bulletins, is that correct, sir?

23 A (Witness Jones] That's correct.
( l

24 Q Okay, and in fact Alabama ' Power Company re9po+.ad
,

25 to Generic Letter 84-24, didn't it?

("l ANN RlLEY & ASSOCIATES Ltd.e
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1 A (Witness Jonos] Yes.

2 Q And the January 28th, 1985 letter, which I believe

(3 is admitted into evidence as APCo Exhibit 22, are you
4 gentlemen familiar with that letter?

5 A (Witness McKinnoy] I know we responded. I do not

6 know the exhibit number.
7 Q Let me try it this 4 .y. In your response -- well,

8 no.

9 Let he jusc give you a copy and I'll-just direct

10 your attention to the last paragraph in this -- .cni page 2 of

11 this letter and again the letter in APCo Exhibit 22-

12 (Documento proffered to witnesses.]

13 [ Witnesses reviewing documents.)

14 BY MR. HOLLER:

15 Q The last two sentence of APCo 22, the January 28th
16 letter, in the next to the last paragraph, road " Responses
17 to, i.e., information notices are not required to be- 1

18 submitted to the NRC" -- true_enough. Then, "!!ovever' it is-

19 Alabama Power Company policy that_all notices are reviewed
20 for applicability to Farley Nuclear Plant and .armally

,

21 dneumented ir. the plant files for permanent retention." '

22 Is that Correct?

23 A (Witness-Jones) corlect.

24 Q Would it be fair to say then that this was

25 specific correspondent to the NRC that Farley in fact'

$ ANN RlLEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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1 reviewed all notices for applicability?

2 A [ Witness Jones). Ye:3.
3 A (Witness McKinney)= Yes.

4 -Q And also directing you to your testimony ~on page

5 29, and the last sentence on that page, which you testified,

6 "It is our opinion-that-if-this:information is-!so important,

7 then the NRC han theLresponsibility to notify:the industry

8 in a clear, unambiguour .nd understandable manner."

9 I'll ask you, sir,-wouldn't you agree that the NRC

10 communicated.to youithrough-Caneric Letter 84-241that;they
11 wanted to know or wanted-Alabans Power Company toLaddress-

12 those particular--information bulletins and' notices in the'
-|

'13 certification required:by the Generic 1 Letter?'

14 A [ Witness Jones] To the extent that they' applied

35' to Farley, I agree.

16 Q Okay.-
,

'17 ~A [ Witness Jones) But that does not;say:that.that

18 can. undermine--any of the previousfconclusions:that were

19- drawn, taken in the light that you dissect and look at each 9

20 specifl'c IE Notice -- for' example, 83-72, and all other +

21 previous IE" Notices that-are listed-.here.-

22 They were discussedito the' extent applicable toL ,

13 Farley: during the January 3 84 ; meeting. 'Again, while.1 think
24 '84-47 on terminal.blosks has applicabilityLto Farley,!while'
25 .that notice.was not issued,'the technica111ssue-wasi

( . ANN RILEY. & ASSOCIATES, Ltd. -
-
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1 understood by the Staff and Alabama Power Company at that

2 time frame so while your statement nr.y be correct and is
3 correct that we-have the responsibility for reviewing IE

4 Notices applicable-to Farley,7 it-doesn't undermine the
5 conclusions in the SER that references back-to our meeting; ^

6 where we discussed a number of these.
7 Q Yes,' sir. There are two parts to tliat.

8 First of all, let me take the cLvious part and
-

i

9 that is you~are not telling me-that when the NRC-asked you-
10 to review that or let me be-specific, th5t the.

11 certifications describedsin a, b, and c-of Generic Letter 4 '
-

12 84-24 should specifically address-all:IE Bulletins and-

13 Information Notices [that identify EQ problems to the extent
#

( 14 that they are relevant to the Licensee's facility, that-you-

15 did not do that.
,

16 A [ Witness Jones] Oh, we'did.- We did;that.

17 Q rair enough, and theisecond part,E-you've1 referred-
18 to the SER'and.I believe you hav6 already testified and.
19 we'll-have more testimony'on that. tomorrow!or'the neFI1 day.
20 'with. regard to the terminal blocks, but then the SER=doesn't

-

21 address any other specific matters.that are' mentioned ini

22 here, does it, sir,-as such, any-specific;Information Notice-
-

23. :or bulletin?-
-

24 A? (Witness; Jones) :The SER|referencas'back to the-

2S meeting minutes, is one-issue, and I think(you'11ifindcin~

Q ANN RILEY- &1 ASSOCIATES, Ltd.-
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-1 the meeting-minutes where IA notices, in.a generic sense,
2 were discussed in what APCo's position was, that-we review-
3 all the ones applicable to Farley and-have them on record

4 for. future NRC audit.

5 Q Yes, sir,'which'is=-perfectly consistent with:your
6 January 28th response that you'would review;the noticer..

7 A [ Witness Jones)- Correct.
8 Q Thank you,: sir.- Okay, let me try this: .Let me go

9 on to page 14 of your testimony,.or-go back to'page 14-:or

10 your testimony.
4

11 Okay, you testifled here that the NRC-pronounced-
12 the Farley EQ master list complete andi acceptable in the-

'

,

.

13 1981 SER.

14 A (Witness Jones] Yes..

15 Q- Okay, but then I'm looking-.at thelmiddle' paragraph
t

- 16 :on pege-14, and:I'll:---well,-let an read it directly. YouL

>

17 go on to say.that it's very-difficult to receive-such as

t 18 document, referring to the 1981 SER,|andTconclude, as Mr.
19 Shemanski-has done, that the NRC-Staff did'nothing to reviewi
20 or-approve Alabama: Power'e master-' list ~'or equipment'-

.-

21 - qualification documentation; is'. that .correc t,' sir?.
22 -A .[ Witness. Jones] .Yes.

>

23 -Q -But did Mr. Shemanski really-say'the~:NRC did'
-24 nothing to review or approve ~APCo's master listTor equipment:
25 . qualification' documentation?

..
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1 A [ Witness Jones) Yes, I believe he djd. We'll

2 have to turn back a few pages and find the direct quote. It
.

'
3 may take a minute, but bear with me.

4 Q Sure.

5 A [ Witness JoneG] It's abon' -- I think it's in

6 reference to Mr. Shenanski's Q and A 7 on page 10 where the

7 Q-7 says "APCo asserts that NRC Staff approved the Farley

8 master list."

9 Q Yes, sir?

10 A (Witness Jones] Then the second sentence starts

11 with, "Did this early SER reflect review and approval by the
12 NRC staff?" And the answer is, "Shemanski, No, they did

13 not." I gues- that was the basis for my response.

14 Q Maybe -- I apologize. I've lost you. You're on
,

15 page 10 of your --

16 A (Witness Jones) I'm on page 10 of the Shemanski

17 testimony, and that was the basis for our response there.
18 Q okay, now, let me just ask you, sir, though, is it

,

19 fair to characterize that as a "did nothing to' review" them,
20 or would you agree with me that Mr. Shemanski is talking
21 that there were progressively more detailed reviews after

22 19817

23 A (Witness Jones] I take the question for what it

24 says, and the question says, "Did these early SERs reflect

25 review and approval by the NRC staff?" And the answer

$ ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
Court Reporters

1612 K Street, N.W. Suite 300
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1 being no, led me to the conclusion that ob_viously they
2 didn't do_anything.
3- O so,.that'a your conclusion from-that, but would- 1

t

4 you disagree-if asked you -- or_do_you disagree'with the-
5 notion that there were more detailed reviews'after 1981?
6 A (Witness Jones)..)es.
7 Q There were more detailed reviews?
8 A (Witness Jones) Yes,- from the standpoint that I,

-

9 think Franklin d.id some more detailed reviews relative to
10 the documentation in'that arenaLin-the~883Ttimeframe.--

|- 11 Q- No,- sir, I take the yes as,: yes,f you -agree with
'

12 that statement, and, no, you don't-disagree _that there verg
13- more detailed reviews?

[-

| 14 A (Witness Jones] There were more detailed review.a,9.
! ''

15 but I think it was from the; test' report" standpoint. .I-don't
16- know --ncy much more detailed review was = done ' on t.he master.
17 list, per se. _I just:can't predict how dotailadttheir. d

18 . review was on:that.--

19 Q Do you recall-the-master. lists:that. existed at-
20 plant Farley.-in 19' -- as of Novenber 30th,-.,1985j Nas that

-21 the same as thcLmast0c list'which^you1had submitted in 1981?
22 A= [Witnesa Ccnas) -I can't'say that,ebutLI believe

23- it was the same. macter lint |that=was-submitted in'1983

timeframe,,because, here, again,fstarting1 n 1980)oniup,24
. 1

25 'there was questione,' feedback. We wculdimake-a-submithalito
. .
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1 tne NRC. We would have deficiencies. We'd:make another

2 submittal. o

3 We'd add-to ---I mean, Reg _Guidef197,;-Monitoring

4- Instrumentatisin, came along,.so the master list was

5 constantly-being revjnad,;becoming more'dotalled, and it was

6 -- so, from that standpoint, I believe it was revised since

7 8B1, but again, it was submitted .:I: know, at Ieast one more = ,

8 -time in '83- to the NRC for a sttbsequentI reviewi
9- 'Q With revisions, and, again,; prior-to 1985?

.

10 A [ Witness McKinney]--!also, i recallithe:7901
-11 Bulletin:ltself beiag revised to--require additional.

.

12 egalpmentLto be addo.d to theimastervlist. ;So,'wn obviously-
13 would mLke those subulttals as'well.-

14 Q Yes,isir,-and, again, thiscis. prior tnJNovember
_

x15 1985?:

16 A' .[ Witness McKinney)' Yes..

_17 Q And it's your testimony --Lyour testimonyfdoesn't? U

18 . differ with-Mr. Jones''then thattbetween41981fand 1983,_that----

:19 there were additioni to the master list?
- . -

20 'A. .(Witness.McKinney] Tes, / there fwere Tadditions. - As

211 far as whether.it wasTbefore:or-afterP 93,iI cnn't say,-
~

s

'2 2 - .A1 (WitnssatJones);''Butfthen' don'tTconstrue that to-

-

23- -mean that-there:wanEone master--liststhattwas subniitted!1n 0

24 1981 and it was totally revised-and1there waclsome-

"25 differentipi that' was :subdit'ted inl'B'31 or .''84' :

r
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('') 1 It was an added lint, based upon our tweaks to the
\ 1'~'

2 list, based upon questions or 1.ach of equipment on the list, y

3 due to meeting Reg Guide IS7 requirements and other isrues.
4 Q Yes, sir. Things had reflected progressively .more
5 detailed reviews that occurred or information that occurred
6 between 1981 and 198S? Fair statement?
7 A (Witness Jones] Yes.

-

4 8 Q Let me go to page 23 in your testimony. This page
>

9 here, I believe, is the -- where you've provided escorpts
>

10 of a joint affidavit by -- this here is DeBenedetto, Noonan'

11 and Taurange and, I wi)) point out, as you've noted here,
12 Mr. M)onan's name has beun retooved for -- because of -- in
13 order to wroid any appearance of impropriety, no, if I may,

(~h 14 I'll address these questions to Mr. McKinney and Mr. Jones.
~_)

15 Are you with me so far, sir?

16 A [ Witness Jones] Yes.

17 Q Mr. DeBenodotto, although he'l.1 he appeating
18 later, is not on this panel; in that correct?

19 A [ Witness McKinney] That's true.
4

20 Q Okay, so, we're left with Mr. LaGrange who is not
21 a witness, but we.have his' affidavit, and you gentlemen, who~

a

22 are sponsoring it?

23 A [ Witness Jones] Yes.

24 MR. MILLER: taait, wait. You say they sponscred

25 it. It came out of a Staff exhibit. All they did was give

/3
N' 1- ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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1 you the words out of a staff exhibit,_ Staff Exhibit 15.-

2 MR. HOLLER: - Yes,-fair enough',isir, but_just to

3 clarify that it's being offered as part of Alabam's Power

4 Company testimony, and, in particular, the enforcement panel- !

S testimony. -

6 MR. MILLER: It's being offered as a Staff-

7 exhibit. I assume the staff offered it ior probativoivalue
~

8 which only the Staff understands.- Alabana Power Company

9 ' restated portions 1from a-Staff Exhibit.

10 MR. HOLLER:. Fair enough, sir. ' Is it-not=-- well

11' --

12 BY MR. HOLLER:

23 Q Are-you not offering:the staff exhibit,.or this

14 excerpt from the staff erhlbit_to.-provide;the Boardiwith,

15 what is purportea to be - Mr. IACrango's view,- ori at.~1 east his---

.

4 : 16 view on engineering _ judgment at theJtime-ha executed the i

17 affidavit?

18 - MR. - MI LLER : - Pardon =me.: That;exhibitivas in- y
a

19 evidence before this surrebuttal testimony was ever Written.' J

20- The~ exhibit w'as offered byfthe staff,fwhich| bears the burden-

21 of whatever the exhibit says, goodF-bad, orfsomewhere in '
.

'

22 -between.

23 All these witnesses .did,7 nr you wi.ll; see in Mr.
~

24 Luehman's. testimony,'when LlaGrange wasfidentified;ithey'just
:- 2 5 said what.the staff' exhibit said. yhey just called?

__ _

.
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1 attention to what the staff has previously sponsored and
2- placed into evidence.

3 MR. HOLLER: Fair enough,_ sir..

4 The witnesses', sincelthey-are-merely-piccing it-
5 in, would have_no opinion on whether'or not-Mr. LaGrange-had
6 addraaned documents such-as IEEE-323 1971, and there is no--

7 need to. question them.on that.

8 Thay are merely pointing thisLdocurent out'for'

9 what it says on.its face?

10- MR. MILLER: -I am : going | to leave that; up to - you,: ;

11 but I will.1epresent to.you that: ILthink-it.is absolutely- . i

1.2 accurate retyping-of what the-staff exhibit-.says.-
-.

- '

' 13 MR. -IIOLLER: : Okay. Fair enough, pair..

14 BY:MR. HOLLER:

3S Q With that as background,.lecime ask the_ witnesses:
16 this, firstLof all, a; preliminary;questionE.I willeaak?Mr.
17, McK! 7ney and Mr. Jones:if theyyare : familiarJwith IEEE -323| /

. - l18- 1971, which-has been previouslyTidentified L'as/APCO Exhibit'- ;-.,

19 No. 37,

20 I asked if-these gentlemen:wereifamiliarLwith --e

I21L A [ Witness McKinney) IEEE 323,..yes.--

S

22 Q And jus'J fcr the benefit forfidentification,rAPCO
23 Exhibit-37 is the IEEE; Trial [.Use: Standard, General. Guide forc
24 Qualifying class I Electricab Equipment for!Nuc' lear Power' ~

25 Generating Stations.
-

4
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O1 A (Witness McKinney) Yes. '

,.

2 Q I will also tsk if you have a copy of that

3 document?

4 A (Witne.ss McKinney) Yes, we have-APCO Exhibit 37.

5 Q Is it fair to say, I am lookina'at page 6-of--the

6 document, under Section 5'that deals wien method and

7 documentation.

8 A (Witness McKinney) We are there.-
3

9 A -(Witness Jones)| Yes.
'

10 A -(Witness Jones) Okay. ]
11 Q And it' explains operating experience data?
12 A (Witness Jonen) Okay.

13 Q And also discusses analysis?
'

14 A (Witness Jones] Correct.

15 Q 1 would ask you_now, istit fair to'say:that in his-- <

16 af fidaviti J Mr.r.LaGrange; does .not ' address. these ;.insues, ..-?is -

17' that correct,-and-by issues Ilmean'.underLIEEE-323:1971', or
,

18 the specific ~ issues'of'the:;analysisJas: discussed in IEEE--
19 323, and last.ly operationalidata is' discussed there.

.

-

-

20 -iMR.-MILLER:- -1-would like'to interpose sn
. . .

e
-

objection.- It appears the staff-is trying-;in=a conceptual: 1
21 c

2 2 -- sense to ittpeech their;own witness.3 They.Lare:the ones-thht:
,1

23 put~the affidavit of Mr.5LaGrangeEinto evidence, for:,

24= =whatever; probative valuelthe. staff attach'es to:it'.-

25 Now,Jalthough-Icam not exactly sure, but it'doesi.
.

_ q
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r~~x, 1 appear tht: they are trying to impeach Mr. LaGrange, and to
N.)

2 me the rules of evidence forbid them from impeaching their

3 own witness in this manner, particularly in absentia, when

4 Mr. LaGrange is not bere.

5 MR. HOLLER: If I mTj be heard, I think we are

6 stretching a litt.le bit when we say the staf f has put the
+

7 atftdavit in. The staff has included the affidavit in its

8 exhibits fcer Alabama Power Company's response to the notice

9 of violation. The staff has made refcrence to Mr.

10 LaGrange's participating in inspection. The staff has not,

11 offered his affidavit for a particular point which the staff

12 wants to make.

13 Instead Alabama Power Company has offered that

O 14 affidavit, and the staff now is merely attempting to have
G

15 the Board give it the weight it deserves, und recognizing

16 that it was initially offered as a response by Alabama Power
17 Company to the notice of violation.

18 MR. MILLER: On that point, may it please the

19 Board, the rules of evidence are pretty clear, and I recall

20 the staff moving the admission =of all of-its exhibits, thia

21 one, obviously, included. Whatever burdens that come with
22 such a motion should'be borne by the staff.

23 Alar a Power Company did not introduce this

24 exhibit, did not sponsor the affidavit as introduced here.'

<

25 That was done by the staff. All Alabama Power Company is ?

(G, ANN RlLEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.x
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1 saying is, look at this exhibit and see what it says. It

2 is inconsistent with what the staff's witneuses are

3 currently saying, and it is no different than if it were a

4 staff exhibit relating to a policy statement, or something

5 else.

6 The staff introduced it. We ca3.1 attention to the

7 p&rt that is inconsistent, prior inconsistent stateinent and

8 position of the staff with the position they are currently

9 taking. If they wish to impeach that position, that is

10 fine. Go get Mr. LaGrange, sponsor him as a staff witness,

11 and I will cross-examine him.

12 JUDGE DOLLWERK: I guess the problem I am having

13 is, in looking back at the testimony, the reason this was

14 provided, it was cited in the testimony as being Alabama

15 Power Company's response to the notice of violation. That

16 is what it is, and it is clear and it has all the

17 attachments to it.

18 If tne staff had tried to introduce that without

19 this affidavit to it, I wou.Ld have been' annoyed because we

20 wouldn't have had the entire exhibit.

21 On the other hand, it strikes me that these

22 witnesses can look at this affidavit, and indicate whether

23 it does or doesn't contain something. If they see that it

24 does, then they can say so,.if they see that it doesn't,

2 they can say so.

Q' . ANN RlLEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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1 KR. MILLER: To be fair, Judge, all of us can do

2 that.

3 JUDGE BOLLWERK: The Board can do the same thing.
{ 4 So I don't know what it adds to the proceeding to ask him
!

S that question, but for whatever it is worth, he can ask it.
j 6 MR. MILLER: The most famous rule of evidence, it

7 speaks for itself.

8 JUDGE BOLLWERK: There is something to that right
}

9 here.

10 MR. MILLER: We made our objection.

11 JUDGE BOLLWERK: I'm going to overrule the

12 objection. Why don't you ask the question with the
|

13 understanding that, frankly, all these witnesses can do is

( 14 look at this piece of paper and say whether it does or
15 doesn't cite this document, which certainly the Board can do
16 the same thing.

17 BY MR. HOLLER:

18 Q With that, I'll just ask the witnes, that
19 question, whether or not.that document is cited in Mr. La
20 Grange's affidavit.

21 A [ Witness Jones] The document speaks for itself.

22 Q And one last question, and we'll leave this, and
23 I'll ask you gentlemen, fror your knowledge of IEEE 323,
24 1971, does it address the subject of engineering judgment?

|25 A (Witness Jones] IEEE 71?

(~n
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1 Q Yes, sir. IEEE 323, 1971.

2 [ Witnesses reviewing document.)
3 W)TNESS McKINNEY: I don't-see a' specific'hending

4 called engineering judgment in IEEE 323, 1971; however, I~

5 guess with respect to engineering judgment, that is that

6 process that an engineer uses to document the results of a

7 review and evaluation.- But there is no specific definition
8 or other such' heading called engineering judgment-here,_no.
9 WITNESS. JONES: I agree. I don't specifically-see

10 a heading called engineering judgment.
.11 BY MR. HOLLER:

12 Q And as Mr. McKinney says, that means that an-

13 engineer uses to document his -- what were-your words, sir?-

( } 14 A [ Witness McKinney) Evaluation.

15 Q -Okay. Fair enough. And as Mr. Miller bas pointed

16 out to us, without-Mr. La Grange, we will never know why he
17 didn't include it.

~

18 Let me move on,: then. LLe'.-me go toLPage ~i efL a

19 your testimem'. -In-the middle ofLPa'e 35 in the discussiong

20 of the JCO that was initiated in connectionLwith the
21 containment fan motors -- and I: bel'ieve'this was occasioned =
22 by the changing out of-the V-type slices, Am I right so-

23 far?-

24 A _[ Witness' Jones] On ccitainment fan motors.
25 Q Yes, sir.

,.
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1 A (Witness Jones) I think that's correct, yes.)
2 Q Okay. You testified that although Alabama Power

J Company -- and I'm about the middle-of-the_page now --

4 although Alabama Power Conpany-had previously initiated a

5 JCO, a justification-for continued operation'I believe that

6 is, it aws decidod that the work-to correct the deficiency

7 could be completed prior to completion of the.JCO and

8 accordingly, efforts on the JCO development were stopped

9 A (Witness Jones)- Yes. '

-

10 Q Is that correct, sir?

11 A (Witness Jones). Yes. ,

12 Q But isn't it also true that you continued to

13 -operate Unit 2 for nine days while you~ changed out-the V-

( 14 type splices-in the containment fan.

15 A (Witness Jones) Yes . -

16 Q Okay.

17 A (Witness Jones) Nine-days - 'I'm not --=I accept
,

18 it's nine days.

19 Q- I'll represerit to you that it waa ninef days plus

20- or minus, but in that area; more.than a week, less:than two.
21 A (Witness Jones). I think.you are'right. j

22 Q' .And isn't itafairito say, then, that during that

23. time, since Alabama Power Coupany had-decided to stop.
24 efforts on the JCO, that you relied on-undocumented judgment
25 for.the operation of the fans while the splices were' changed

1
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'

- 1 out.

2 A (Witness Jones) There was documentation that w# :

3 had developed for V-splices.and solenoid valves prior to c

4 this time frame where --

5 Q Yes, sir. Sir, we're clear on that. I'm talking

6 August, and correct me if I'm wrong --

'

7 A (Witness Jones] And the-CECO report--was

8 available. There was a lot of documented evidence that.

9 these splices were qualified.

10 Q Yes, sir. ~

11 A (Witness Jones) However,-putting-it in the format'-

12 of a, quote,'"JCO" for specifically the containment fan:
:

13 coolers, that was not done;

14 Q Okay. Or -- bear with.me for.a minute -- is-it

15 fair to say putting it in the format of step-by-step 1

16 description so a person reasonably skilled?in analyses could

17 follow the reasoning was also not:done-at.that= time?

18 A -(Witness Jones); - That's- correct.: ---

|19 -Q Okay. -Mr. Noonan, if I could just clarify a

! 20- -couple of things,-isn't:.it.true thatLyou'did.not':-

21 ,specifically' review the SERs3for: Alabama Power Company'for

22- the Farley plants 2when they.werexissued? ~And I'm: talking.-

23- about.the final review when--they went''out the' door,.which

-24 <would have-been-December, presumnbly the end'of November.

25 1984.-
-

.
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[''\ 1 A (Witness Noonan) That particular SER was written
,

2 after I was involved with the Comanche project, and yes,

3 that's -- it's possible that I did not review that then,

4 although I can't say emphatically I did not. I don't

5 remember.

6 Q Yes, sir. Again, you wouldn't disagree with me if
3

' 7 I were to tell you that on the review sheet, someone else

8 has signed off.

9 A (Witness Noonan) Someone else signed off. Yes,

10 sir.

11 Q Also, isn't it true that you did not attend -- I

12 believe you testified to this -- the January 1984 meeting

13 between NRC and Farley?

[d\ 14 A (Witness Noonan] I did not attend the meeting,

15 but I was briefed afterwards.

16 Q By Mr. Shemanski?

17 A (Witness Noonan) Mr. La Grange.

18 Q By Mr. La Grange.-

19 A (Witness Noonan) And I don't recall if Mr.

20 Shemanski was there or not. I don't remember. It would have

21 been -- probably he was there. I just don't recall.

2 Q okay. Just-briefly returning to the Calvert2

23 Cliffs inspection in late 1984, I want to be clear on this.

24 Isn't it true that there were no EQ inspections ~of operating
25 reactors that were led by EQ branch people? I know they

,,
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(~'j 1 participated on them, but I want to make clear on this
V

2 leading the inspection or not leading it. Do you recall

3 that?

4 A [ Witness Noonan] I don't know what you mean by

5 leading.

6 Q Well, on a team inspection, there would be a team

7 leader who would organize his team to presumably carry out
8 the inspection. Am I correct so far that that was the

9 approach?

10 A [ Witness Noonan] I believe Mr. La Grange was a

11 co-team leader, I believe, with that. I don't recall who

12 the Region 7 leader was.

13 Q Okay. Well, maybe you can help me, and I'm sure

(~s}'
14 you remember much better than I do. Staff Exhibit 63, which

~

15 is the Calvert Cliffs inspection and -- you don't have a
16 copy of that, do you, sir?

17 A (Witness Noonan]' No, I do not.

18 MR. HOLLER: Again, I will leave the microphone
19 just to bring this over to you.

20 [ Document proffered to witnesses.]
21 [ Witness Noonan reviewing document.]
22 BY MR. HOLLER:

23 -Q Again, I just want to clarify _it for myself. The

24 very first sentence which introduces it says "This refers to
25 the special team inspection conducted by Mr. G.T. Hubbard."
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1 A (Witnecs Noonan) Yes.

2 'Q Is-Mr. Hubbard - 'he's-identified as an Equipment

3 Qualification and Test Engineer, but was he_insyour-
_

4 organizationJor was-he in another organization?

5 A (Wit ess Noonan) Mr. Hubbard was in the I&E

6 organization.-

7 Q Okay,-and lastly then, are you aware of any_where

8 the team leader on an-EQ inspection was a_ member of -- what

9 was. organization backz in-1984-85?--

|

10 A- -(Witness Noonan) -I'm-sorry,-'I_didn't hear.

11- 'Q -Do you recall.'a.ny inspections, any EQ team-

-

12 inspections where the team leader was a member of your-
13 previous organization?

14 A [ Witness Noonan) Team leader, for operating-

15 reactors?

16 -Q r ', sir, for operating reactors.
.-

g.

17 -A (Witness Noonan) 1For the operating reactors the-
7)

18 team leader would have always been Ewould have been;an_I&E,

19 person.-

20 jQ .I see,'.okay. One last thing,-while:we are on

21) inspections. ~Isn't it true that a draft _ temporary
q

22 instruction that was the predecessor, andL-I.believe Mr. =
23 Potapovs borrowed:mine -- maybe Mr.:Luehman will: help me out-
24 here,-with a temporary instruction regarding;EQ-inspections..-

25- Can't help me out?-
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} 1 Let me go to the' list. It's previously been

2 identified as APCo Exhibit No. 93, if memory serves me
3 right,_and my question to you, sir, is isn't_it true that

4 there was a draft TI -- if you recall -- let me-rephrase

5 that.

6 Do you recall a draft temporary: instruction of

7 that same subject being available in the time frame March of

8 1985?

9 A [ Witness '!oonan] March of '857

10 Q Yes,-sir, if you-. recall.

I11 A { Witness Noonan) - I don't'-- I heard Mr. ShemanskiL
12 said he reviewed a draft but I don't recall ever seeing a
13 draft, to the best of my_ knowledge. I don't recall it.- :

(} 14 Q Okay. All right, well, let me_ leave that, please.

15 I just want.to be clear on one last-thing and
16 that's your testimony regarding_the safety _ evaluation
17 report, do I understand _your testimony to beLthat the NRC
18- vould inspect,Las you undarstood it, only_those items
19 identified in'the SER during<the-EQ audit?'
20 A [ Witness Noonan) My-testimony is.that-the

21 statement that is included in that SER was put in'there'so_
-

22 that-the.-- to-put the utility on notice.thatJsome time at a-
i
1

23' later date somebody-would inspect the proposed resolution,_
~

24 proposed resolution of~ deficiencies'as stated-rin the SER, '

25- resolution of identified deficiencies as stated in the SER,
-_
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01 and that statement was put in there primarily, primarily so
2 the Staff would be comfortable in writing their-final safety.
3 es>..uation.

4 I think I also stated it would have been: illogical
5 for me to put a statement in-there-to have the,- to say that-

6 the I&E would inspect the utility because.they=could do that

7 without any statement from NRR. They don't.need an NRR SER

8 to make that statement, so it was really intended.to limit,

9 this inspection talked about here was to put in perspective-
10 the details talked within this-SER and have_somebody-go out
11 and check and make sure the details were correct.
12 Q -For those things:that were identified-in-the SER?-

13 A (Witness-Noonan) InLthe-SER,.that's-correct.

() 14 Q Okay, and11sn't it true-though that the-SER was. I

15 based.on what the licensee had! asserted to the NRC and to.
16 Franklin or what'the licensee-had_provided to-the NRC and-to
17 Franklin?

18 A (Witness Noonan)-_ThatEis_a;true-statement..
_

19 Q And -- just continuing wnat was discussed in~the

20 -one day meetings?

21 A (Witness Noonan) -Yes,--sir.-

22 Q Okay, so then;it is-youritestimonyb or is-itLfair
- 23 toisay_from1that'if'the licensee didn't-tell the.NRC about:_

24 an item then the NRC could not or should not haveLlooked at--

25 that itemito determine'if:the-licensee was'in compliance on

._
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1 the subsequent inspection?

2 A (Witness Noonan)- It's my testimony'that the NRC

3 knew better, knew better--than the licensee ~what--the problems ;

4 in EQ were. The NRC Staff knew better than'anybody in_-this
I

5 country as to the problems, EQ problems.-

6 If there was a problem out there that the Staff

7 was concerned about, they would have--raised-it, no diestion.

8 Thef would have raised that. issue. They would have raised'

9 it with the utility and:-if the utility failed to. bring it

10 up, tL. Staff would-have brought it up, and many times, the

-11 Staff brought up known EQ_ problems'to seefhow the utility-

12 was-resolving-that particular issue.

13 A- (Witness Jones) I-could justiadd that an| example

- 14 of that is terminal blocks. 'It wasiconcern on:the NRC's

15 mind. -They brought it up in the: meeting. -

16 Q' Yes, sir. . If I may,LI'll deal with those-all --
si

-17 that's right. =Let me ask:of Mr.1 Jones::first'- i no,fI|.mean j-

1

18. -you have brought'it up. If-'I could:just put-:Mr.eNoonan:on.

19 hold for a second, butDMr. Jones,;you.have testifled and:you

20 were there,syouiremember the' meeting,ithat?you can't-recall

21 'what basis Alabama Power Company used'forfor'what basis'the'-

22: Alabama- Power- Company :; conveyed- to' the .NRC: for1 the: 1

- 23- qualification of|theLblocks.- I

24 By.that':I'mean,fwe havesagreed.thatLAlabama Power-

-| 2 5 z company told the'NRC theyfwere going to|use;theEWileyiTestf
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(~'v}
Report data, and submit it to Westinghouse for calculation1

2 of the EOPs, true?

3 A (Witness Jones) In instrument circuits.

4 Q In instrument circuits, absolutely, yes, sir. But
i

5 yca have also testified that you don't recall or can't

6 recall at this time the conversations as to what was the

7 basis that that proffer was made. Is that a fair statement?

8 A (Witness Jones) You asked some specific

9 questions, did I. recall specific statements that went on at

10 that meeting and I said no but I could tell you that the

11 discussion of' terminal blocks and instrument circuita was a j
12 concern by the NRC, new information to Alabama Power

13 Company, and they brought it up in the meeting,

f~]N
14 Q Yes, sir. We're absolutely in-perfect agreement

%
15 with that, and I just want to be clear before we leave and '

16 especially since Mr. McKinney is here today and I know
17 you'll be back is that you are net telling me though that
18 'you recall the detailed' discussions that the technical

19 people may have had as-to when Alabama Power company relied
20 on the terminal blocks in their instrumentation circuits.
21 Is that a fair sts.tement?-

22 A (Witness Jones] Yes.

23 Q Okay, fair enough. Now I'll go back to Mr..

24 Noonan.

25 A (Witness McKinney) Let me make one more --

(3 ANN RlLEY & ASSOCIATES. Ltd.'
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1 Q Yes, sir.

2 A (Witness McKinney] You talk about doing what I

3 would consider a paper review. I want to keep making sura j

4 that everybody understands that the NRC did an on-site

5 audit, you know: a few years earlier. They did go down and

6 look at our equipment installed in the plant but let's don't

7 forget that.

8 Q Yes, sir, and I believe, now so that we are clear

9 on this, you are referring to the report from Mr. Gibson, is
10 that correct?

11 A (Witness McKinney] Yes.

12 Q Now I'll return to Mr. Noonan, if I may.

13 MR. MILLER: And the NTOL audit by DiBenedetto.

I''S 14 WITNESS McKINNEY: Right, that one-too.Q
15 BY MR. HOLLER:

*
16 Q Should I take that as your testimony or as Mr.
17 Miller's testimony?

18 MR. MILLER: As long as it-is in the record!

19 (Laughter.]

20 BY MR. HOLLER:

21 Q Well, let me ark -- Mr. Noonan, please bear with-

me, we will get to you with these questions but since you22

23 have brought that up, are you aware, Mr. McKinney, other
24 than the statements that may have been in the NTOL SER, if I
25 could use that terminology, the SER that supported licensing

C'' ANN RlLEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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( 1 of Unit 2 of any inspection report that flowed form the Unit

2 2 NTOL audit review L spection.

3 A (Witness McKinney] There was a letter written by

4 the NRC that docur snted the rezults of the NTOL onsite audit
5 at Farley and I remember that document. I don't remember

6 the date of the letter or what exhibit number it is but

7 there was that letter and I believe there was also, I

8 believe there was a letter that discussed Mr. Gibbons' --

5
9 Q Now Mr. Gibbons is an inspection report. I think

10 we have discussed that one and we have reviewed it.
11 I am interested in a report from the NTOL effort.

12 A (Witness McKinney) I recall something discussed
*

13 the NTOL onsite inspection.

() 14 As far as the reference to the document, I don't

15 remember what it is right-now.

16 Q Fair enough. Now as promised, let me get on to

17 Mr. Noonan. Mr. Noonan, I'll just recap, I think you said

18 and you have expressed it-much more eloquently than I can
19 that the focus of the inspection was to go and to look at
20 those problems _that-have been identified in the SER. Is

21 that correct?

22 A (Witness Noonan) That's correct.

23 Q And that the NRC knew better than any licensee
24 what the problems were, so therefore if there were a problem
25 the NRC would have told the licensee.
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1 A (Witness Noonan) Would have told the licensee,

2 yes.

3 Q I guess the problem I have is how you square that

4 with the Commission's statemen* in their policy statement of
5 March 7th, 1984, which has been identified as Staff Exhibit

6 61 in which the Commission near the end said there were
7 persuasive technical and policy reasons why NRC -- strike

8 that -- there are persuasive technical and policy reasons

9 why licensees' assertions and analysis may be relied on
10 pending independent NRC Staff review.

11 My question to you is, is what you are telling me

12 inconsistent with that?

13 A (Witness Noonan) I don't believe so. I dor. ' t

14 believe so. The assertions made in the NRC are based upon
15 what the Staff and what the utility, what the utility

16 discussed in that January meeting and the information that
17 was provided by the utility in the meeting minutes.

18 The inspec lons were to make sure that those

19 assertions were correct and that information. I don't see

20 anything inconsistent.

21 Q Yes, sir, but now the licensee also asserted that

22 all this equipment was qualified. Isn't that true?
'

23 A [ Witness Noonan) That's a true statement.

24 Q And my question to you is then the NRC could rely
.l25 on that assertion pending -- I'll use-the words here -- |
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i

1 independent NRC Staff review.

2 A (Witness Noonan) The NRC Staff, again I'll go

3 back, the NRC Staff had at its disposal a lot of

4 information. When the NRC Staff met with the utilities they )
5 knew, they knew pretty much in advance what equipment was |

.

6 qualified and what equipment was not walified, what the |
t

7 problems were. ;

8 If the licensee came back and said I have test
|

'

9 reporto on so-and-so to show that, most likely the NRC was
,

10 aware of that t.ast report and had ptshably looked at it or
;

; 11L somebody had looked at the repu t, so the thing that we

12 hon . in on was the questions on the information provided ;

| 13 that we did not get a chance to look at regarding the
, -

14 propor,ed,= resolution of proposed deficionoies, mainly the

15 deficiencies pointed out in the Franklin TER.- ;

16 The staff was uncomfortable wjth ths fact that -
1

i
17 they couldn't, they couldn't really verify that that i

'

18 informatio.1 was all thero as stated, so then we put the
19 statemsnt in there that'the license's-would be audited.on
20 those facts, as proposed in that SER.

21 You have . to remer..ber now, ' we i are bringing this -

22 issue to a close... We are trying to make the problems,

23 smaller, not biggar. 'We're trying'to follow the Commission-. -

24 Tuidelines and plus HRR management guidelines as.to

25 eventually bring this: thing to an end.
L

|
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1 It is inconsistent to me to say that * give

2 blanket approval to go out and do -- I heard the word

3 " verification." I never heard of that word before until

4 this meeting today. I don't. know what tnat meant nor do *

5 aropoac to Enow what it means. I just know that the SEH,

6 there was an SEF to bring to an end the final safety

7 evaluation and with the caveat in there somebody would go
a check and say that facts that you told us today are true.

9 if you said you had this report in place thnt showed that,

10 how you are going to fix it, we'll have somebody out there

la to check it.
:

! 12 That in what I cut. testify to.

13 Q Sir, if I hoy -- I will come to you, Mr. Jones, I

( } 14 promise but just so we are on this and I am clear, so I
15 think we have had testimony at least with regard to the
16 Chico A/Raychem seals, that the NRC was unav. ire of the
27 document that supported its qualification, so if I

18 understand-your answer, sir, the NRC would say your program
19 is qualified; Alabama Power Company could rely on that; and
20 yet when the NRC went out and found that there was a piece
21 of equipment there for which 8.t had not reviewed or the
22 licensee had not offered up, that was not fair game to look |

23 at. Is that correct?

24 A (Witness Noonan) No, sir, no sir. I'm not saying

25 that at all.
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} 1 The NRC always has the right to go out and inspect'

2 the plant. They do it all the timo and if there is |
1

3 something that appeared out there that was not addressed in

4 the meeting, then that is up to the NRC to go look at that ,

5 thing, if they know about it.

6 'de try to makn -- we try to make, we try to tell

7 the utility all the problems, all the deficiencioe 1. hat we

8 are aware of. We try to find that and then how are th2y

9 going to resolve the deficiencies as out33ned in the TER and

10 then write a safety evaluation so we could say that their

11 program is in compliance with 10 CFR 50.49.

32 Q Yes, sir. '

13 7. (Witness Noonan) What I am trying to tell you,

( ) 14 that that utatement 1.2 that-SER was put in thero because we

| 15 wantea to have an inspection on those items discussed in

16 that SER.

17 I'll go back and say it again. The' enforcement

18 staff doean't need r, statement from the regulatory staff to

19 say what inspection they can do and what they can't do.

| 20 It's not logical for.mo to put some kind of statement in an
1

21 SER to say that. Doesn't make sense.

22 Q Iat me try it thia way then. Isn't it fair to say

23 then that the SERn8 statement, even 3f you were to read thcm

24 broadiy, that everything was okay with Alabama Power Company

25 and is in compliance, it is only as good as the information
I
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1 that Alabama Power Company had supplied to the Staff.

2 A (Witness Noonan) Every plant we license in the

3 United States has that caveat.

4 Q And if that information was faulty then the

5 conclusion would be faulty? ,.

6 A (Witness Noonan) It's faulty. Then eyedtually -

7 -it will come out. It will be found.
p

8 Q If I could just take a minuto --

9 A (Witness Jones) Could I amplify on something?

10 Q Oh, I'm sorry. I did promise.

11 A (Witness Jones) You forgot to come back to me.

12 ( Laughter. )

13 Q Yes.

()' 14 A (Witness Jones) I just want to amplify one thing

15 that or one point that Mr. Noonan is making is if you look
16 at our meeting minutes that vere developad, there is an
l'7 Attachment 1 which discusses all of tha deficiencies
18 identified in the TER development by Franklin.
19 Attachment 2 is entitled. Resolutions of Specific

20 NRC Staff Comments Identified in the January Meeting --
21 which meant the NRC was not bashful of only looking at'what
22 we told them or what Franklin identified as a deficiency.
23 They brought up the statulof the level of

24 knowledge that they knew at that time and known deficiencies

25 or issues that they were sware of to make sure that Alabama

O ^"" ai'ev & Associ^Tes. 'ta.
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1 Power Company knew about them and was addressing them to

2 their sstinfsetion.

3 Q Fair enough, sir. If I may ask you though, sir,

4 and I'm sure we'll get into this in the technical area, if

5 in fact there is a technical issue the Staff was not aware
6 of, then you would not have expected the Stati to ask you

7 about that?

8 A (Witness Jones) As I said, that was the stale of

9 the knowledge both by the NRC and Alabama Power Compar.y as

10 of the date of that meeting.

11 .I mean NRC didn't know about a new issue; Alabama
t

12 Power Company didn't knuw about a new issue.

P13 Q Let me rephrase that then, sir, and let me take a

14 specific example -- Chico A/Raychem seals.
15 Certainly the Staff know about entra ce seals but

9

16 Alabama Power Company I believe there's been_testir.ony did
17 not tell them apecifically of the seal that had been

18 developed at Farley, is that correct?

19 A (Witness Jones) That's truo.

20 Q And you are not telling me then that you would

21 have expect the Staff to say, oh, you have a special seal,
22 we have looked at this report you haven't given us and there
23 la a problem there.

24 A (Witness Jones) I wouldn't expect that level of

25 detail. On the other hand, if they were concerned about the

Q ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd,
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N
/ 1 moisture intrusion, they would have brought that up if that

2 was a major concern at that time framo.

3 Q okay. Fair enough, sir.

4 MR. IIOLLER: I have no additional questions.

5 JUDGE DOLLWERK Any redirect?

6 MR. HILLER May we have two minutes?

7 JUDGE DOLLWERK: Yes. Right. I also would like

8 to know if Mr. Luehmen or Mr. Shemanski nave anything to say

9 about anything that has been said here in the past hour.

10 (Discussion off the record.)
11 MR. MILLER: No redirect, sir.

12 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Any responso from any of the

13 staff witnesses to any of the responses we've heard from the

14 APCo panel?

15 WITNESS LUElIMAN I just have one quick comment.

16 Mr. Noonan said that the -- he made a true statement which"

17 is that the IE staff didn't need any written justification

13 from the regulatory staff to do an inspection at- .ny power

19 plant. But the comment that's in there, I don't think in
_

20 for too benefit of the -- is not-the ~~ is nut NRR's staff's
,

21 permission for the inspection staff to do an inspection.

22 It's rather -- it's a note in there for the

23 licensee's benefit, that there will be a followup
4

24 inspection. The note is in a document that's sent to the

25 licensee, not a document that's being sent to the IE staff.,
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( 1 That's the only comment I would cake.

2 WITNESS NOONAN: One more thing: That note is not

3 in there -- it's in there for two full purootes. It is in {
4 there for the utility, and it was also put in there for the

5 staf f'a purposes so that we cotad get a final signoff on the

6 SER. The staf f uns concerned about writing a final SER, not

7 having looked at documents, particularly on the ones where 1

0 we said that there's the proposed resolutions for ,

9 deficiencies.
,

10 You know, oh, my god, you want me to sign up and
u

11 say it's okay, but I haven't looked at the paperwork, so we

12 let uomebody else go through that for you. In order to. meet
13 our time schedule, we'll let somebody else go take a look at k

( ) 14 that thing, and they'll come back and tell you whether or-

15 not that document is, indeed, in the files like they said it,

16 was. That's all I've got to say.

17 JUDGE BOLLWERK: At this point, we'll have the

18 Board questions for these two panels. Do you want to start,

19 Judge Carpenter?

20 JUDGE CARPENTER: Yes.

21 BOARD EXAMINATION
!

22 JUDGE CARPENTER:- Looking at -- going back to page

23 23 of your surrebuttal tactimony, first of all, the footnote

24 says that Mr. Noonan's name has been removed-from the

25 affidavit. I think that's associtted primarily with| events

a
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1 of a particular time period, and my questions won't be
2 focused on any particular time period, but very general, so
3 we might reflect, Mr. Noonan, as to whnther you can respond
4 to my question or not, or loave it to the other two
5 gentleman.

6 As a non-enginner but somubody who's worked with a
7 lot of engineers during my life, I find the broad, sweeping
8 generalizatian within many engineering disciplines. Now, I

9 emphasize disciplines. Multiple, reasonable conclusions )
10 based on the same set of tacts are possible.

131 I mean, that's intellectual ancrchy. It can't be |

)12 what the worda cay. Aren't thers any cases where one would
I

13 conclude that tharo <1rau % enough facts for anybody to come (
.

i14 to any conclusion, rather than multiple conclusions can be
15 reached from the same set of facts.
36 Aren't there any limits on this generalization,
17 or, if there are, I'm sorry, I'd really like to know how */cr
la tell the difference totveen what I think of as a WIG, a
19 Wild, Intuitive Guesn, and a sound engineering judgment?

|

\

20 Any hints?

21 WITNESS NOONAN: I can talk.about the engineering
judgment as we started out back in the late '79 and in 19E*J.22

<

23 For some reason or the other, this particular paragraph has
24 been one of the most controversi.a1 paragraphs for the whole
25 rule. I think -- I really think the reason is because many

j
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1 pc3ple are afraid of the word, engineering judgment, because

2 it requiros a judgment based on either my or your expertise.

3 Ke've been through it, we know that is expected

4 and we make a judgment on how this particulbr event is going

5 to occur, I think. We base it on our personal expertise.

'

6 Somebody -- there is the possibility that somebody

7 could have a piece of data or gone through an experience

8 where it didn't work; that's possjble. And he might not

9 vant to agree with that particular judgment.

10 I think I can best illustrate it by the fact that

11 when we licensed some plants in tho early 1980 timoftamo

32 after "'"I, and vc werc talking about the hydragc.n harn. *-

13 "'here was very little dat on hydrogen burn, other than what
>

14 we postulated under the TMI accident, and we really didn't

15 have good data there.

16 We vero trying .o figure it out because of what;

$2

17 nappened. When we licensed one of our first plants

18 afterwards, we had a series of ignitors put into the plant

19 to ignite the 1.ydrogen before it got to an explosive mixture
5

20 --flow not large enough to whero 'it caused a large explos: ion
21 burn, slow burn, you know, in the term of burning, to be a

22 slow burn.

23 The Commission asked how we reached the conclasion
24 that when you have a heat front passing a black box at about

25 2,000 feet per second, how do-I hvow that the equipment in
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1 there is not going to be s6ared to a crisp? Well, we know
,

2 that from a number of thingns
,

'

>;.
'

3 We know that from some analysin that we've done in

4 the past on heat transfer work. Wo know it from the |
|

5 standpoint that the wave is passing at such a fast rate that

6 the heat response time takes a while to got there, so the |
r
'

7 equipment in there can function before it even gets to that

8 peak thing. And we reached the conclusion that that

9 equipment would survive this heat burn.
~

20 Aad what-I'm trying to point out to you here, we
,

11 had very little data on this' burn. We were postulating the
; ,

1.2 M.ing, but we basically said to the Commission that we,

.

13 reached this conclusion based on engineering judgment.

14 Now, we didn't have a lot or documentation, wel
.

! 15 didn't have a lot of analysis. . i

'

16 JUDGE CARPENTERt Well, see, that's my point.

17 This sentence says, given an extensive set of facts,-two

18 engineers could <.:ome to different-conclusions.

! 19 WITNESS NOONAN: That's correct.
'

20 JUDGE CARPENTER Now, what you're saying:is, in
~

'

21 the absence of sufficient facts, two engineers could come to

22 different conclus41ons, which is aLgiven, you knni, which is
'

23 certainly true; so, I didn't get that'feelingLout'of that '

24 centence at all, and I'm pretty sure I've read.this

25 someplace before, sometime~in the:last ten or.. twelve years.
.
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1 It seems so strance to say, given the same not of

2 facts and a sufficient set of facts, that an engineer would

3 come to a different conclusion.
4 WITNE3S NOONAN: That % possible, yes. I'm.

5 anruming that when reasonable engineers sit down and look at
6 the same set of facts, that there are facts there, that

7 t.here arc sufficient factc there for-uu to reach a judgment.

8 JUDGE OARPENTER: I-just misc the point for some

9 reason. f,

10 WITNESS NOONAN: I'm having a hard time _ hearing-
"

11 you.
'

12 JUDGE CARPENTER: LI say, I just miss the point.
13 I'm just not hearing your_words correctly. See, I-think-

14 you're saying that given a sufficient set of facts,_and
4

15 given and educated, dinciplined engineer well aware of the.
16 laws in his field,'that two of those people would come to a
17 different conclusion.
18 W"" NESS NCONAN: It has happened.- I'would hope.

19 that thebe two engineers could sit down;and they could-
20 eventually reach the came conclusion after they discussed it
21 through-and-talked about it.

22 JUDGE CARPENTER: That is my point _ of resolvhg
.23 it. There 7nust be soros aspect of one~ or more f acts ithat one

24- wac thinking about and-the'other_one.wasn'J?i
25 WITNESS-NOONAN: That is.'possible, yo.s.

t
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1 JUDGE CARPENTERt How else could it be?,

2 It just seems such a broad nweeping;

3 generaxization that given two engineers that you may get

4 different answers. One says the bridge wi31 fall dovn, and

5 the other one cays no. That surprises me.

6 WITNESS NOONAN I guess it Fas written, in a
.

7 sense, to convey that it is possible. I agree that maybe

8 the statenent is broad.

9 JUDGE CARPENTERt I think a little bit of the

10 feeling is coming out now, and I thank you.

11 I am correct that just as it roads, it isn't

12 entirely the thought that is being conveyed?

13 WITNESS NOONAN: I an sorry, I didn't hear the

14 last few wo.is?

25 JUDGE CARPENTER: Just the way it roads,

16 literally, that given a set.of facts, and a sufficient set

17 of facts, that two engineers would como to different-

18 conclusions, is not really the thrust?

19 WITNESS NOONAN: It is not, that is right.

20 JUDGE BOLUdERK: Do you want to try and.'see if

21 staff has any response to anything that has just been said?

22' JUDGE CARPENTER: I just. wanted to get the authors

23 of this. I am very concerned. We are in.a lot of '|
,

24 exploration of in-detail aspects of what is before us, and 7

25 have beca sitting here all day trying to think about, what

,
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1 finding of fact is that going to be, and what finding of
2 fact is that going to P .

3 Given that, if staff wants to comment, fine.

4 otherwise, I am happy.

5 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Hearing nothing, we will go on.

6 Dr. Morris.

7 JUDGE MORRIS: Mr. Luchman, if I remember

8 correctly from the direct testimony, there was a statement

9 made for enforcement purposes, the violations were

10 aggregated into a Category A. Am I right so far?

11 WITNESS LUEHMAN: That's correct.

12 JUDGE MORRIS: And that the basis for this was

13 principally three it ~ , the V-type splices, the Chico

( } 14 A/Raychem seals, and the terminal blocks?

15 WITNESS LUEHMAN: That's correct.

16 JUDGE MORRIS: Supposing we eliminated two of

17 those three, in your mind, would that affect the

18 categorization?

19 tiITNESS LUEHMAM: Right off hand, I think that it

20 probably would not, although I would have to go back and
21 look at the number of terminal blocks that are involved.
22 If the term.t.tal block issue was the only remaining
23 issue, given the way the staff applied the policy with
24 regard to the number of nystens and components affected on
25 the other EQ civil penalties, that one issue'by itself may

.
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1 have not been sufficient to, by itsel.f, be a Category A, if

2 that was the only remaining issue.

3 but I would have to sit down and look at the

4 numbers. I think tha*. EQ Review Panel would have to sit
aown and look at the number of systema,. and components withE

6 retard to that one.

7 With regard to the other two, if either one of

8 those were sustained by the Board, based on the way the

9 modified policy was applied, 1 think that those would put

10 this into a Category A.

11 JUDGE MORRIS: Thank you. I appreciate that
:

12 answer.

13 E3sewhere you made the statement in your direct

/~ 14 testimony th9t programmatic efferts by Alabama Power were
D)

15 not any more extensive than that of the average licensee.

16 Do you recall that?

17 WITNESS LUEHMAN: Yes, that is correct.

16 JUDGE MORRIS: And later on, but not very far

19 later on, you make the statement that you conclude that the

20 efforts were, at bent, minimal at Farley. Does that employ

21 that the average effort of the industry was minimal, or am I

22 missing something?

23 WITNESS LUEHMAN: I don't recall that exact

24 statement. I think, in the context thit it was spoken, is

25 that the licensee's pre-deadline programmatic reviews --
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1 In ot?er words, to develop a program to get things

2 on to the master list, to respond to the NRC on the issues

3 that the staff would raise, for instance for the TERs and

4 everything like that, was on par with other licensees in the

5 industry.

6 In a general sence, the Commission's policy-
,

7 statement in 1984 reflected that fact that overall the staff

8 felt that all licensees had done about as good a job across-

9 the-board. There may have been the individual licensee who

10 did not respond to the staff as well as the average, but I

11 don't think that Alabama Power Company was one of those.

12 I think that the minimal, when we talk about the

13 minimal efforts, one of the things that I think I was

14 referring to was their efforts regarding verification of the

15 implementation of those programmatic aspects that we felt

16 were, in general terms, as good, a little bit better, a

17 little bit worse, than the rest of the industry.

18 So it van with regard to what they did as far as

19 verifying that now that they have this programmatic vehicle

20- to implement an EQ program, that they went out and verified

21 that that, in fact, happened. Walk-downs is one way that

|
22 you would make that determination. . The-independent audits

23 of their-program by their QA people. There'is a myriad of-

24 things. Look at their procurement, and maintenance and

25 surveillance programs,
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1 There are a number of things that are actually

2 looking at ths hardware, looking at the implementation that

3 it is the staff's position that Alabama Power didn't do, and

4 not the creation of the paper program, which we felt was as

5 good, or maybe -- I am not going to say that it wasn't a
'

6 little bit better than the average licensee, but it was in

7 the ball park of all the otner licensees.

8 JUDGE MORRIS: Thank you.

9 Mr. Jones, in Staff Exhibit 13, which I guers is

10 the enforcement conference summary, there is a statement by

11 Alabama Power that there wet a mindset from 1984 to mid '87

12 that -- and I am guessing what that mindset was -- that you

13 were in compliance with all that you thought was necessary

( } 14 for qualification of the electrical equipment. But the

15 statement goes on to say that you did then recognize

16 deficiencies existed.

Was this in your view because of a mindset of

18 Alabama Power or because it's your belief that.there were

ti changing requirements or changing interpretations or levels
20 required of the documentation and so forth? How do you

21 explain -- or give me some background on the mindset that

22 existed and what made you change?

23 WITNESS JONES: I think you said it, and the

24 mindset was the fact offall the work that had gone on five
25- years leading up to the '84 SER, there was reasonable

,
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1 assurance in our minds that we met the requirements of EQ as

2 of the November 'b5 deadline. The SER license condition for

3 Unit 2 gave us that assurance.

4 After that fact, based upon seeing in the summer

5 of '87 the fact that the NRC had changed their

6 interpretation and the level of documentation that they were

7 requiring in the '87 time frame made us draw the conclusion

8 that we needed to change to make ensure that we met the new

9 interpretation.

10 JUDGE MORRIS: Does the staff wish to respond?

11 WITNESS LUEHMAN: Again, I think that going back

12 to some of the inspection reports that have been introduced

13 in staff tnztimony, it's clear that the type of inspection

f~} 14 findings that we had in plants in 1994 and 1985 is the same
!

: rJ
15 sfpe of inspection findings we had at Farley in 1987.

16 We provided pre Novemb(r 30th, 1985 information

17 notices and other documents that provide a basis for clearly

18 should have known prior to the November 30th, '85 deadline,

19 and so while there were evolving issues in the EQ arena, I

20 can't agree with Mr. Jones that the issues here are issues

21 that heet that criteria.

22 JUDGE MORRIS: Mr. Jones?

23 WITNESS JONES: My turn? I would just respond to

24 that by stating that Mr. Luehman has said here today that

25 he's not basing other inspection reports as a basis for I
|
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1 clearly should have known that I was not in compliance as of
2 the deadline. He's only simply bringing out those reports

3 as an example of the level of documentation that they were

4 lookiivj for.

5 I don't deny and it's very clear to me that

d 6 auditable files were required, and Akabama Power Company had
7 files. It's a matter of the level of dccumentation that

8 t. hey were looking for after the deadJine is one of the main

9 thrusts of why we're here today.
4 10 JUDGE MORRIS: And I quote from your testimony,

11 "The staff now would require complete documentation of all

12 engineering judgments in order to avoid imposition of civil
13 penalty."

14 WITNESS JONES: I believe that, yes.

15 JUDGE MORRISs You believe that.

16 Do you wish to respond?
17 WITNESS LUEHMAN: Well, I think that since neither

18 of the two of us were members of the team, I would simply go
19 to -- I would summarize what some of the things that they've
20 said are, and you can ask them yourself specifically.
21 I know Mr. Wilson looked at a number of isuues at
22 the Farley plant during the course of the inspection,
23 solenoid valves being a prime example,-in which he had to
24 request r.umerous documents. He asked numerous questions
25 with respect to that issue.
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() 1 Clearly, if the staff's standard was that it had i

2 to be an idiot-proof roadmap that any engineer could follow,

3 if that was the standard, Mr. Wilson in particular and

4 probably some of the other inspectors that were at; that

5 inspection would have written many more violations if that

6 was the standard because, in talking to them, they did have

7 to elicit a lot of information that wasn't in the files from

8 the licensee before they could make a determination on

9 isGues, like I said, like solenoid valves that a violation

10 did not exist.

11 So I just don't think that the facts of the Farley

12 inspection and the fact that other violations weren't found

13 support Mr. Jones' position because there would have been

( ( ) 14 more violations if we had such a high standard.

15 MR. MILLER: For purpocos of the record, I would

16 just like to observe that Mr. Luehman's identification of

17 solenoid valves is not an issue in this proceeding having
18 been withdrawn by the staff.

19 JUDGE MORRIS: You acknowledge that, Mr. Luehman?-
|

20 WITNESS LUEHMAN: Well, I guess I would just

; 21 clarify one thing that Mr. Miller said. There were, in the

22 original enforcement action, there were !.uo solenoid valves

23 -- or there were some solenoid valves of issue.

24 I was not specifically talking about those; I was

25 talking about the larger issue of solenoid valves, many of

|
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( 1 which never even reached the issue in a generic sense, not-

2 the head-bent solenoid valves, didn't even reach the

3 proposed civil penalty stage. So it's even more generic.

4 saan what Mr. Miller is trying to clarify, but the point

5 being that if that was our standard, we sould have had other

6 violations.
,

7 JUDGE MORRIS: Any further comment, Mr. Jones or

8 Mr. McKinney?

9 WITNESS JONES: Well, he was not there and you'had-

10 to be there, and I think you have seen some of the cross-

11 examination that's gone on_during the hearing here, and why"

12 we're here, any question could be asked, and there was no

13 bounds on the NRC inspectors as to what question could be

( ) 14 asked, and if we could not provide written documentation to

15 respond to that question, it became a violation.

16 I think as we've seen in Raychem Chico, Mr. Wilson

17 can go off and-ask any question he deems that may-be

18 remotely related to the' issue, and if we didn't, have written

19 documentation that proved or gave an answer to that, then it1

20 resulted in a violation. To me, that was an unreasonable I

21 expectation by the NRC inspectors.

22 JUDGE MORRIS: Weren't you allowed a reasonable-

23 time to supply such documentation?

24 WITNESS JONES: Yes, we_did, and we did:that.- But

25 the problem is once we answered one set'of questions' we got,
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1 a new set of questions. So we kept playing this game of,

2 well, here's a new issue. Since you've answered that one,

3 I've got a new one for you. And that continued well beyond

4 the inspection.
'

5 JUDGE .A.RRIS: On the same components or on

6 different 4.ssues?

7 WITNESS JONES: On the same components. The

8 example I'm using is Raychem Chico. We left the inspection

9 thinking that bonding to the Raychem -- or bonding of the

10 boot to the nipple was the issue. We supplied subsequent

11 ir rormation to address that issue, a lengthy document to

12 talk about the chemical interactions of the Raychem to the

13 nipple. Subsequent to that, there were new and a laundry

/~') 34 list of other issues that have subsequently been identified
V

15 by Mr. Wilson on Raychem Chico, and I think that will come

16 out later in the week.

17 JtIDGE MORRIS: I do not want to question this too

18 far, but if there was Question A, and you supply it, and

19 Answer A, and Question B and Answer B,-and so on, did you

20 have a reasonable time to supply documentation after each

21 succeeding question or was it cut off somewhere?

22 WITNESS JONES: Obviously, there was a cut-off

23 nade when our inspection report was issued in that they told

24 us wher. they lef t the inspection in November -that _ we would

25 have some time to respond.
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1 We subsequently submitted some information up

2 through January of '88. We never got a response back from '

3 the NRC as to whether that answer was acceptable to the

4 issue or not.

5 Subsequent to the inspection report enforcement

C hearing, notice of violation in the process through this

7 proceeding, we have heard even new issue come out through

8 rebuttal and surrebuttal.

9 JUDGE MORRIS: Can you give me an example?

10 WITNESS LUEHMAN: On Raychem Chico, I guess, as I

11 said, the original was the nipple and the bonding, and then,
,

12 I think, it has extended just recently in this hearing to,

[13 did we pour the Raychem Chico down in the boot, or did we

O 14 actually use one of these Tygon tubes. - That suddenly becameU,

| 15 a concern to Mr. Wilson in this. hearing that, at least, I

16 had never heard before this.
,

17 JUDGE MORRIS: Mr. McKinney,-have you heard of

18 that issue before the hearing?

L 19 WITNESS McKINNEY: No, sir, _but Mr. Jones was the
~

20 one involved. I was not involved in the ' 87 time' frame.

21 JUDGE MORRIS: Does the staff have any final word?

L- 22 WITNESS LUERMAN: I would just say that I think
l-

23 that our technical witnesses and the technical panels can-

- 24 focus on the. issues that we are discussing here.

- 25 What I would ask-the Board in considering'this
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() 1 issue to do is, look at the numerous issues in the

2 inspection report that were not cited for violations

3 indicating, and look at the description of those issues, and
4 see some of the iterations that the staff went.through with
5 Alabama Power as far as providing documents, or ask st:aff

;

6 about other issues that were not brought up for enforcement,
7 and you will see that the staff made a reasonable effort to

8 allow the licensee to provide documents.
,

I1 One of the reasons that, in cases like Chico

10 A/Raychem, that there were a lot of questions is, oncu the- d

!11 licensee provided one document that did not completely
112 answer the staff's-question, it is logical that that is

13 going to raise other questions. If they had had an
j() 14 auditable trail, we wouldn't have had such questions.

15 I think Mr. Wilson is much more suited to get into
16 how Question A led to Question B, and why Question _B; led to _ <

17 Question C.

18 My. point is that there were.a lot issues-discussed

19 in the inspection that did not result in enforcement, and if
20 the. staff had such a high standard, it seems to me that
21 there would have been a lot more.
22 WITNESS JONES: -I'will just~use.another' example..

:23 The V-splice test report:that Alabama. Power Company. tested,~

24 'and had-' documented in October'of '87'was not" reviewed until,
25 I believe, the '89 timeLframe by any NRC inspector.
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1 JUDGE MORRIS: Thank you.
[

2 I think we will terminate this discussion. I

3 didn't want to get into the details. We will certainly do :

4 that later in the week, but I wanted to get a flavor for the

5 attitude of Alabama Power's minduet, and the change and

6 reasons for the change.

7 WITNESS JONES: I hope I have provided that to

8 you.

9 JUDGE MORRIS: Counsel can take it from there.

10 MR. MILLER: I think I can say we have had all we

11 can stand for one day.

12 JUDGE BOLLWERK: I will try to make this brief.

13 Following up on some Judge Morris' questions, I-am

( ) 14 wondering.what the staff's position is, at least-in the

15 matter of policy, in terms of its ability to use arguments '

16 that arise, or to cite deficiencies or problems in this

17 adjudicatory proceeding that aren't mentioned in the notice

10 of violation, or in tho order imposing-the civil.ponalty?
19 Do you have any feel.11n1 terms of policy?

20 -I take, since you have done it,.anything goes, or

L 21 at least-you have been alleged to do it, and maybe:I'am

22 mischaracterizing-it.

23 WITNESS LUEHMAN: I guess I am no lawyer, but what

24 are specifically are you talking about?

25 JUDGE =BOLLWERK: Do you feel in any way bound by
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1 the arguments that are made-in the notice of violation, or

2 in the proposed civil penalty, or the civil penalty that is

3 imposed in terms of what you can assert before this Board as

4 support for the violations?

5 WITNESS LUEHKAN: I think the answer to that is

6 that simply, very much as I responded in Judge Morris'

7 questiors, I think that just as Alabama Power asserts that

8 the NRC has subsequently raiced new arguments in the process

9 of this hearing, I think that the staff feels-the same way

10 about the licensee, and that some of our new arguments-

11 really find their genesis in some of the expanded or new

12 argumenta that the licensee has raised.

13 So I really think that it is important to

14 understand whether the issue is something that the staff has

15 come up with out of thin air, or whether it is something
16 that is in response to some argument that the licenseeLhas
17 made, either in their testimony or in their response to the
18 qatice of violation, which all-came after.the staff asserted

19 its original positions.

20 I think that the staff's original positions in the

21' notice of violation are fairly general-in-that we assert *

22 that_a piece of equipment wasn't qualified. We don't

23 necessar'ily go into-excruciating 46 tail on every little fact
24 that went into that' determination.
25 JUDGE BOLLWERK: To'the degree.that;you do_give a17
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)
reason, do you feel that you have the opportunity here to1

2 present additional reasons?

3 Again, if you believe this calls for a legal

question. I am asking you as a4 conclusion, don't answ <

5 matter of policy to som% .egree.

6 WITNESU LUEHMAN: The policy answer that I would

7 give is simply, if we alleged that something is unqualified,

8 and I think that we are bound to a certain extent by the

9 specificity of what we say. If we say it is for this

10 reason, X-Y-Z, then to a certain extent we are bound by

11 that.

12 There is, obviously, discretion in there given how

13 general or how specific our allegation 10.

f) 14 JUDGE BOLLWERK: We will perhaps leave that for
%J

| 15 the lawyers at some point. Do you have any response to
(
'

16 that?

17 WITNESS JONES: My only response is, lack of,

1

18 review of the V-type test report by Alabama Power Company on

19 NRC's part is not a new issue, and the fact that they_ chose

20 to ignore to review it, and then issue the notice of

21 violation, and subsequently start poking holes in our testj
_

22 report, and raising technical issues is just unfair.

23 WITNESS LUEHMAN: I think, Mr. Jones, I don't know

24 whether he does it intentionally, but I think that he is-

25 missing the point with regard to the staff's position on
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1 that.

2 The staff's position on the test report is that,

3 origitsally, it is our position that we don't find it

4 necessary to critique the report because our main objection

5 to the report is that they cannot demonserate that the

6 splices that are tested in that report aro representative of

7 the splicos that were in the plant.

8 Given that finding, we do not need to proceed,

9 unless we are forced to, which we were by Alabama Power, to

10 critique the report at length, which we have done because

11 that is what they want to do.

12 Our original argument is that they have a test

13 report A, it is outside the bounds of the modified policy;

() 14 and, B, even if it wasn't outside the bounds of nodified

15 policy as being an extra test outside the scope of the

16 policy, they can't provide us reasonable assurance that

17 those splices are representative.

18 As a tertiary level of review, we get into

19 arguments about the quality of that test.

20 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Mr. Jones?

21 WITNESS JONES: If we only had one inspection

22 which ended on November 20th of 1987, and my report was

23 issued in October '87, I felt like the NRC should be

24 obligited to review that, and that was within the bounds of

25 the inspection.
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! 1 JUDGE BOLLWERK We will leave it at that.

2 Mr. Luehman, you have mentioned in the past that

3 you have drawn a distinction between post '85 EQ

4 deficiencies, and pre '85 EQ deficiencies.

5 Can you give us an example of a post '85 EQ

6 daficiency, something that has arisen that you would not

7 cite as a problem in an inspection conducted after 1985,

8 November '85?

9 WITNESS LUEHMAN First of all, I will start by

10 t r'- to clarify what I meant in the general sense.

11 In the general sense, obviounly, any type of issue

12 can be identified after November 30th, 1985. It could be an

13 issue that was known in 1979. So I think that when we talk
'

14 about identifying a particular non-compliance, that means

15 ono thing, but I think the real factor is, what is the

16 genesis of the staff concluding that that thing.is a

17 violation. When did the basis for concluding that that is

18 a violation occur?

19 If we had that position prior to Novemiser 20th,

20 1985, that Co:nponent X was unqualified, ~and we found it in

21 1987, then we can attempt to make the clearly should have

22 known argument for that component.

23 However, if the basis for the NRC concluding that

24 a component is unqualified only existed in 1986, and we

25 found it in 1987, then the staff would be hard pressed to

|
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. demonstrate that the licensoo should have clearly known of
'

2 that prior to November 30th, 1985, simply becauce the basis

. 3 for us knowing that it was a vio]ation, or determining it

g . was a violation wasn't determined until 1986.

IN' So the date of identificatior of the issue is not
'

.?
i the important factor. The important factor is tne-date of

;- the identification of the basis of that issue that is found

to be a violation..

9 Examples of that, the only one that comes to u.ind

10 in my mind that I >wi that the staff has research

11 extensive'1.y on a Region 3 plant is the isnue of Bunker Ramo

12 containmant ponctrations. It wasn't unell after the 1

1

13 November 30th, 1985, deadline, due to really a lack of &

14 doen?'a.ntetion from the vendor, that the NRC understood that

l' thet > .ao qualificatic, problems with such penetrations.

16 There had been some discussion about Bunker Ramo
'

17 penetlations even before the deadline,.but ^^he staf* did not
18 reach a conclusion that they had a real problem with those
19 until efter the deadline.

20 Clearly, we didn!t go back to the licensees where

21 that issue may have been identified prior, and give them e
22 civil penalty because the staff didn't reach a determination

23 that there was enough information to conclude a_ problem
,

24 until after the deadline.

25 That is about the only example I can think of
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1 right Off hand.

2 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Mr. Jones?

3 WITNESS-JONES:- I am glad he: brought up the Bunkor
>

4 Ramo issue. I Vill reefer you to our: response'to Generic-

*5 Letter 8424, which is the certificate of corpliance letter

6 that Alabaaa Power Company submitted, there is reference

7 there to IE Notice 8204, which is'regarding Bunker Ramo.--

8 Mr. Luehman is d olal'here,'aven though an IE

9 Notice was inaued in 1982 on Bunker Ramo, that-is an,

10 emerging issue.

11 JBut on the-other hand, he talks about-terminal
~

12 blocks, and other things that have IE-Notices issued-with

13 them that apply tc Farley are not. emerging issues. Tho'two

14 just,.do not match up.

15 -JUDGE BOLLWERK: Any response?-

16 WITNESS LUEHMAN: I:thinkithe response is simplj

17 that, if we. felt-that Bunker Ramo-was an-issue,.-'we put some
M information on it. I'am not particularly-knowledgeabloLofi

0 19- the information that was put out on Bunker Ramo,.and we
..

20 asked licensees to-look into'it. ' I don ' t ' know .- how: much -
..

21 specificity was in'the information notice that would'

.concludo'.thattheNRChad-aapecificith'washinthe. -22-

23 information. notice that:would-conclude that-the NRC'had a~ '

24- .specifin' problem at-that time. We may have only had.'a-
1

:25 general concern. I-can't speak to that-information notice.
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h I hITNESS JONES: If I may clarify it or Mr.d (2 Luehman, that information notice is referenced as one of 2

*3 the specific IE Noticea in the Generic Letter 8424 that the

4 licensoa needs to address.

S JUDGE BOLLWEPJ: If there is nothing further, we

6 vill move on to the next question.

7 A question about the policy statement, and the way
,

8 it looks at mitigation, and the aggregation. Any time that

9 you haus aagregated to Level A, does that preclude any kind

10 of mitigation tor nest efforts?

11 In other words, if you find a Level A violation,4

412 are you ever going to ritigate for best efforts?

13 WITNF i LUEHMAN: I am trying to think of an

14 example where we uitigated for best efforts.

15 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Even though you had a Level A

16 violation? That's my quastion. In other words, if you

17 found it at the top level of violation, would you ever then

18 mitigate for sor;.eone heing best of forts?
,

25 WITNESS LUEHMAN: You can. I guess I. understand

20 -- I think the only condition that you would probably do
21 that, and I don't think that we had that ecndition beer'1;e I

22 think that the two cases where that war. - there was --
23 excuse me. There was one case where that possibly could-

) 24 have occurred, one or two cases, and I think rather than

25 mitigate the civil penalty for best efforts when it was --

A
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I the staff exercised judgment, and rather than_ mitigate for~

2 best efforts, I think what we did is -- let me take that
,

3 back. Let me start over.

4 7 think what we did -- the answer is yes, we

5 could, but the answer 1s.we didn't. The case that comes to

6 mind that would-warrant maybe mitigation-for best efforts

7 even though they were Category A is a licensee who had"one -

8 specific problem and'it effected many' systems and many

9 components, and they just'didn't pick it up,_okay? .

' 10 Under the modified | policy, that'would be a e

11 Category A, manyJaystems, manyLcomponents,-but if we look at
T

12 their program as a whole,;we say, well, theytonly made~--
,

:
13 they only had one error ~in their program and they just

14- didn't pick-it up. They got blind-sided by-it; they,-you-

15 know, didn't have-a file on-it. Whatever happened,-they
.

; didn't get -- but.everything;else in their! program in-really16
.

17 good. They did good -- they'did(good verificat' ion,jthey.hadL
.

18 a good program, but it'sithis onelissue, whether itjhe, I +

19 don't know, splicen,1 terminale blocks, |whatetver,4that

l20 permeates-a lot of their equipment, and.Lso they;madejona bad:

21 decision, In a case like:thatE I could ses,|evin though

22 they were Category A,_mitigatingifor - .mitigatingitoribest

23- efforts;in such a case. '

24 ' JUDGE BOLLWERK: .Iiappreciate thac_ answer. He're- 1

.

25- trying to understand how1 the; policy statement works and~
~

^

l-
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1 that's very useful to us. Thank you.

2 I think one final question, and you were not on

3 the panel dealing with the GEMS level transmitters. I just

4 want to ask you a gene.rul enforcement policy question

5 relating to that.

6 WITNESS LUEHMIN: Yes, sir.L

7 JUDGE BOLLWERK: I take it the.t, and this may be

8 something we talked about before, that you would agree that

9 the important part in leakin at tnat equipment in terms of

10 the level of the oil is the level of the oil as of November :y

11 30th of 1985. That is a critical issue or is it not in your

12 opinion?

* 13 WITNESS LUERMAN: Yes, sir.

14 JUDGE BOLLWERK: So ---

1B WlfNESS LUEHMAN: With regard to the modified

16 policy.

17 JUDGE BOLLWEM: Right. So that then will

18 determine -- our finding as to what the oil level wan.in

't19 198S in November will be up or down to rame degree dn that
70 issue.

21 WITNESS LUEHMAN: Yes.

22 JUDGE BELWERK: All right.

23 Mr. Noonan, lot me ask you one brief question.- To .;

24 what degree -- in looking at the inspections and what you
25 see as what the inspections were designed to do, you don't

t
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'

('/i 1 seem to me to be addressing the irportance, which I guess
q,

2 you could say the policy statement highlights it, of the

3 November 30th, 1985 date. I mean, that established a date

4 by which some people -- everyone had to be in complisnce,

5 and then there was a ssparate set of, frankly, enforcement

6 standards that applied after that date.)

7 I mean, does the SER -- and it strikes he that

8 thoso documents go to the pre-85 and to some degree what you
J

9 are addressing may go to the post '85. An I nisreading what

10 you are saying?

11 WITNESS NOONAM: I think so. I can only talk to f
12 the things pre 1985.

A3 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Okay. I recoSfnize that.

h 14 WITNESS NOONAN: If you're talking about the
%)

15 statement in the SER -- I believe that's what you're talking

16 about.:

17 JUDGE BOLLWERE: Right.

18 WITNESS NOONAN: That statenant -- I'll I.y to l
19 make it a little bit clearer. When we were.trying to get

20 these final SERs written, we needed to go through the
d

21 concurrence Ohain and final sign-off. The staff was

b22 concerned about accepting certain assertions by the utility |

23 without actually looking at the uti.11ty, particularly on how
5

24 the identified deficiencies were going to be resolved, those
25 particular iteus.

,
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-( } l The statement that'we put'in there for the.

2 inspecticn about an audit inspection was to have soneone go

3 out and verify what the staff was tnld in the meetings that

4 took place during the whole period of 1983 and 1984, those

5 meetings, and also information that was used for the final
i

! 6 staff SER in writing off the -- on the_EQ program.
[

7 Am I making myself clebt on that?'

8 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Well, I guess your statement is-

9 that the -- you didn't have to have a statement in there

| 10 about being able to go out and'inapect because you can
!

11 alt-:,ys go out and inspect. That's true.;

|

| 12 WITNESS NOONANt That's right.
1

13 J'.;i4E bOLLWERK: But in this instance, you had a

) 14 date which to some degree set two different-enforcement(

15 policies in terms of the way you were going to look at the

16 enforcement. In one respect, it wasogoing~to fall under-the

17 general enforcement policy. Prior to 1985,-it was going to

18 fall under a special enforcement policy. Does that have
~

19 anything to do with --

20 WITNESS liOONAN: No, sir. When wo wrote that --

21 JUDGE BOLLWERK: -- the type of inspectiors?

22 WITNESS NOONAN: When we wrote that SER, we did
~

23 not even talk-in terms of enforcement. That was not in our

24 bailiwick, so to speak. It was not in our area of

25 responsibility. So we strictly stuck to the fact that the

.m
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0 1 SER ought to be written on the sufficiency of the licensce's
v

2 program rngarding 10 CFR 50.49.

3 JUDGE BOLLWERK: All right.

4 Any response from the staff on that?

5 WITNESS LUEHMAN: No.

6 JUDGE BOLLWERK: I think that concludes all our

7 questions. We had indicated earlier we would offer you an

8 opportunity to redirect on anythi'4 we've asked the panel

9 about, if you have anything.

10 MR. MILLER: Nothing from us.

11 MR. HOLLER: Nothing from the staff.

.2 JUDGE BOLLWERE: I think we have one exhibit we

13 need to take care of. Let me thank both of the panels for
i

14 your attention and your aaswers today. This procedure may
15 have been a little trying for you all, but it's been very

.

16 useful for the Board and we very much appreciate it.
17 I think, Mr. Shemanski and Mr. Noonan, we will--not-be seeing
18 you again. Thank you very much. You are dismissed subject

19 to being recalled for any reason that might be necessary.
(20 [Phnels excused.]

21 JUDGE BnLLWERK: Okay. I guess we need to take

22 care of Exhibit Number 82.

23 MR. HOLLER: Yes, sir. At this time, the NRC
,

24 staff moves what has been previously identified as NRC Staff

23 Exhibit 82 be moved into evidence.

+-.

,
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T[ -1 JUDGE BOLLWER.K: Any objection?.

2 MR. MILLER: No objection.

3 JUDGE BOLIWERK: Then let the record reflect that j

4- Staff ExhibAt Number 82 has Dean received-into evidence.
!5 (Staff Exhibit Ns. 82 wcs I

6 received in evidence.')
{

q7 JUDGE BOLLWERK: Anything-else-from-the parties ''

8 procedurally? Judge Carpenter has something.-
U 9 JUDGE f%RPENTER: Mr.. Miller,-.a week or'so agoi-

10 the' T,s ,rd had' a request for supplementation of one of -
11- Alaba a Power's. exhibits. It wasn'tiso much that the Board
12 has an_ overwhelming-thirst for knowledge,-but more that that

]single one-page exhibit - .it's very. difficult 1to?put much ]
13

,

I

14. weight on-a finding from one page, particularly when the;one: '

15 page is-not comprehensible.
16 In response to that,LI get a' big ~ pile:of paper,-
17 half of which is illegible,--ar.d I'm not: going _to play Easter
18 Bunny dancing through_theroitrying to find which pages_youf

1
,

i

F 19- might think important.
I

20 What I was really trying.to do wes'offerlyou:an
21 opp 3rtunity. -If,youWant - to - itcarove ithe _ exhibit' - fine. = Ifi,

22 you don't, so.be it. ~For example,~I;thoughtiit-would be-

nice to knowiwhat the_ test set-up looked-like,z and-this~is
.

23

24 what I'm given. If!you don't'think"we need:to know, thatts
25 your point.

h - ANN RlLEYc& ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
.. Court ' Reporters

'1612: K Street, N.W. Suite 300 -
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1 MR. MILLER: We ere absolutely anxious-to resolve

2 this.

3- JUDGE CARPENTER: A word to the-: wise. That's the

4 end of it.

5 MR, MILLER: All right,' air.- We will undertake to

6 try and clarify that and explain the significance of-that-

_

7 piece of paper and how --

6 JUDGE CARPENTER: Anyjof-these= pieces of paper,- *

9 some of which are legible and some of which are not,,.that
10 you really want:to put-into evidence we might think about.

11 MR. MILLER: All right, sir.

12 JUDGE CARPENTEP -But I just think-, in all-

13 fairness, if-you*re really going.to: depend _on that one page,
'

.

14 you should be warned.

15 MR. MILLER: All'right, sir. ThanK you,_ sir.
16 JUDGE-BOLLWERK:' Is.there anything'else?-

-17 (No response.
i

18 JUDGE-BOLLWERK:---Alliright. -At this point,-~we-
19 stand adjourned until nine-o' clock tomorrowLmorning.-

7|

20- '[Whereupon,-at 5:00 p.m., ths hearing recessed, to-
. ,

21 reconvene the following:da ,' Tuesday, May_19, 1992,iat 9:00
22- a . m . J '-

- 23.

24

25
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